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COMMERCE, JUSTICE, SCIENCE, AND 
RELATED AGENCIES APPROPRIATIONS FOR 
2018

THURSDAY, MAY 25, 2017. 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

WITNESS

HON. WILBUR ROSS, SECRETARY, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

Mr. CULBERSON. The Commerce, Justice, and Science Sub-
committee will come to order. We want to welcome our witness 
today, Commerce Secretary Ross. We deeply appreciate your serv-
ice to the nation and are grateful to you and everyone at the De-
partment of Commerce for the job that you do. Today we are going 
to discuss the Department of Commerce’s fiscal year 2018 budget 
request.

Secretary Ross, we anticipate this will be a very tight budget 
year for the subcommittee and the Congress. We are all going to 
have to work to find efficiencies and fund the most important pro-
grams. I hope, Secretary Ross, that you can bring some of your in-
novative cost-saving ideas from the private sector to the Commerce 
Department to help us make this department save our constitu-
ents’ very precious, scarce, and hard-earned tax dollars. You have 
proposed a lot of funding reductions across the department. We will 
take a close look at all of them and see what makes sense. 

The Department of Commerce has several important missions, 
including preparing for and conducting the Decennial Census, en-
forcing our nation’s trade laws, forecasting the weather, managing 
our fisheries, protecting and exploring our oceans, and admin-
istering our patent and trademark laws. The budget proposes re-
shaping the Commerce Department to focus on the highest priority 
missions. With the limited resources available to the committee, we 
will work to make sure that you are appropriately addressing the 
most important key priorities, such as ensuring that the 2020 Cen-
sus will cost less than the 2010 Census; making certain that 
weather satellite programs meet their cost and schedule timelines; 
and strengthening cyber and IT security at the department, an on-
going and serious problem in the 21st Century. 

Before we proceed, Mr. Secretary, I would like to recognize the 
gentleman from New York, Mr. Serrano, for any opening state-
ments he would like to make. 

Mr. SERRANO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I want to join you 
in welcoming the Commerce Secretary. Mr. Ross, I just want to 
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know, is this the hearing that we were supposed to conduct all in 
Spanish? Not this one? 

Mr. CULBERSON. That is the one tomorrow. 
Mr. SERRANO. Tomorrow? The Department of Commerce is vital 

in promoting job creation and opportunity for all. In doing so, it 
must ensure that we have fair trade in which American workers 
are protected and well compensated. As part of that effort, we must 
also make sure that other countries enforce labor laws and environ-
mental regulations that help us combat climate change, the very 
things that undermine fair trade if not done correctly. In addition, 
the Department promotes sustainable development and improves 
standards of living by working in partnership with numerous 
stakeholders.

The President’s budget request for fiscal year 2018 includes $7.8 
billion for the Department of Commerce, which is a $1.4 billion, or 
15 percent, decrease from the 2017 enacted level. This level of 
funding endangers these core missions at the Department. This 
budget very foolishly eliminates, in my opinion, vital agencies and 
zeroes out important programs. 

For example, it eliminates Economic Development Administra-
tion Grants and the Minority Business Development Agency. EDA 
is the only agency across the Federal Government that focuses ex-
clusively on economic development in economically distressed areas 
around the nation. In addition, MBDA promotes the growth of mi-
nority-owned businesses and helps them compete in the world 
economy. I strongly oppose the elimination of these two agencies 
because it will hurt small businesses, workers, and economically 
distressed areas. 

The President’s budget blueprint for 2018 also seeks to zero out 
funding for the Manufacturing Extension Partnership, or MEP. It 
is estimated that for every one dollar of Federal investment the 
MEP national network generates $17.90 in new sales growth for 
manufacturers, and $27 in new client investment. A survey by the 
Upjohn Institute in cooperation with the MEP centers showed that 
the MEP program helped create and retain more than 80,000 jobs 
in 2015 alone. In short, this program enhances the productivity and 
competitiveness of small and medium-sized manufacturers, and 
creates well-paying jobs while reducing our trade deficit with other 
countries.

In addition to these cuts, the Trump administration proposes to 
zero out funding for various NOAA grants and programs that sup-
port coastal and marine management, and education and research, 
and benefit industry as well. States and local stakeholders are also 
involved. The Regional Coastal Resilience Grants, for instance, en-
sure our states and communities are prepared to face changing 
ocean conditions, from acidification to sea level rise, as well as 
major catastrophes. We need to make sure that we help our coastal 
areas. We need to make sure that we help our coastal communities 
remain resilient in the face of climate change and allow NOAA’s re-
search programs to continue. This is necessary for America’s eco-
nomic and environmental health. 

With regard to the Census Bureau, a very important constitu-
tional mandate. As I stated a couple of weeks ago at our hearing 
with Director Thompson, the proposed funding level falls short of 
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what is needed to help ramp up the ongoing preparations for both 
the 2020 Census and the other important surveys conducted by the 
Bureau. In fact, your requested total is actually $136.6 million 
below President Obama’s request for the previous fiscal year. 
Underfunding and delays in the enactment of the Bureau’s budget 
have already had consequences, and I remain seriously concerned 
that the Bureau will not be able to match the historic levels of com-
pliance from the 2010 Census. This is a critical time for the Census 
Bureau, and the leadership vacuum in combination with this budg-
et request imperils a successful Decennial Census. 

These proposals in total represent the betrayal of many of the 
very individuals who voted for President Trump, individuals who 
reside in areas that are hurting economically and that are greatly 
helped by the programs that this budget seeks to eliminate. How-
ever, Mr. Chairman, I remain confident, and I want to say this to 
you personally because of our relationship, that I mean this sin-
cerely, I and my staff want a bipartisan approach, want to be able 
to do the best for the Commerce Department. Because if they suc-
ceed, America succeeds. So there will be times when we disagree. 
It may fall apart. Who knows? It is democracy. But my intent is 
to work with you to come up with a bill that we can be proud of. 
Thank you. 

Mr. CULBERSON. We have always worked together beautifully 
and we are starting in the right place. I look forward to finding the 
way to do that in the weeks ahead. 

It is my privilege to recognize the gentleman from New Jersey, 
our full committee chairman, Mr. Frelinghuysen, for any remarks 
he would like to make. 

The FRELINGHUYSEN. Well, thank you, Chairman Culberson, and 
welcome, Secretary Ross, to the Appropriations Committee. Today’s 
hearing is an important part of the oversight duties of the com-
mittee and now we have formally received the administration’s 
budget, and I can assure you we will go through each and every 
budget, including yours, line by line, question witnesses, your good 
self, and other representatives of the department and demand cred-
ible spending justifications. And only then will we make our own 
determinations on the best use of tax dollars. 

The Department of Commerce of course serves as a voice of 
America’s businesses. And in my home State of New Jersey your 
department plays an integral role in promoting job creation and 
creating more economic opportunities. It is imperative that we con-
tinue to make smart investments that protect American companies 
from unfair trade practices, help foster and grow domestic manu-
facturing, and promote U.S. innovation and industrial competitive-
ness, and deliver more U.S. products to international markets. 

In a larger sense, many of my colleagues are concerned that cer-
tain sections of your budget suggest that America may be stepping 
back from many of its international relationships and responsibil-
ities. I for one am concerned about the optics of a possible retreat 
into isolationism and protectionism. What I do know, and I think 
we all know, we cannot isolate ourselves and expect the vacuum 
not to be filled by the Chinese and others. We have seen that in 
the military aspect of what we are doing in the Middle East. If you 
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step back, the vacuum is filled by bad characters who will take 
that economic edge away from us. 

But we are very pleased to have you here this morning and I 
thank Chairman Culberson for the opportunity to address you. 
Thank you. 

Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Secretary Ross, we 
are delighted to have you here today. And your written statement 
will be entered into the record in its entirety, if there is no objec-
tion. We recognize you for your opening statement. And if you 
could keep your statement to within five minutes, that would be 
appreciated. Thank you, sir. 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE FY 2018 BUDGET OVERVIEW

Secretary ROSS. Thank you, Chairman. Chairman Culberson, 
Ranking Member Serrano, and members of the House Appropria-
tions Subcommittee, I thank you for this opportunity to discuss 
President Trump’s fiscal year 2018 budget request, a New Founda-
tion for American Greatness. And thank you all for your previous 
support of the Department of Commerce. 

When I was confirmed as Secretary of Commerce on February 
27th, I took on the great responsibility of ensuring our Nation’s 
taxpayer dollars are targeted to our current mission for keeping us 
safe and creating economic growth. The President’s 2018 budget re-
quest is $7.8 billion in discretionary funding for Commerce, is a 
first step towards achieving those means. Oh—it is on. Were people 
able to hear what I had been saying or do I need to start back— 
it seemed to me like everybody was following. Anyway, the Presi-
dent’s budget request prioritizes and protects investment in core 
government functions. These include ensuring fair and secure 
trade, preparing for the 2020 Decennial Census, and providing the 
satellites necessary to produce timely and accurate weather fore-
casts. The budget also reduces or eliminates often duplicative or re-
dundant grant programs. 

The administration is devoting resources toward making critical 
investments in our Nation’s economic and military security. The 
President’s budget provides an additional $4.5 million to the Inter-
national Trade Administration for its Enforcement and Compliance 
Operations. These resources will be directed towards the self-initi-
ation of anti-dumping and countervailing duty investigations. We 
will ensure that no country or foreign corporation can take unfair 
advantage of U.S. markets. This budget will create 29 new posi-
tions to accelerate these cases and shield U.S. businesses which are 
concerned about retaliation. 

The President’s budget also provides a $1 million increase in 
funding for the Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS). The re-
quested funding will add 19 new special agents within BIS’ Export 
Enforcement Offices across the United States. BIS, despite its cur-
rent size of only about 120 special agents, pushes far above its 
weight in defense of our country. 

In March, we announced a combined civil and criminal fine of 
$1.19 billion against ZTE Corporation, the second largest Chinese 
telecommunications company, for illegally shipping sensitive equip-
ment to Iran and North Korea. BIS took the lead in cracking this 
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case open. So I am confident that these 19 additional agents and 
the bandwidth they represent will have real impact. 

The President’s 2018 budget also requests $1.5 billion for the 
U.S. Census Bureau, a two percent increase from the 2017 Omni-
bus Appropriations. This is a recognition of the important work 
that the Department of Commerce does in fulfilling its constitu-
tional responsibilities of the Executive branch. The President’s 
budget funds key activities that prepare for the 2020 Decennial 
Census and in support of the Bureau’s other data collection func-
tions.

As you are well aware, the Census Director has reported a large 
cost overrun in one area of its operations. The Commerce Secre-
tariat and the OMB are jointly cross-checking these numbers. In 
addition, we are retaining outside consultants to conduct a third 
party review. We hope to have more clarity on this issue soon. 

The 2018 fiscal year budget also proposes $4.8 billion for the Na-
tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. NOAA’s budget is 
tailored to fund its core missions of data collection and environ-
mental stewardship. Within NOAA’s top line, $1 billion is rec-
ommended for the National Weather Service. Funding is also in-
cluded for the Advance Weather Interactive Processing System Cy-
clical Refreshment. This reduces the risk of system downtime that 
can impede critical weather forecasts and warnings. With its $1.8 
billion request for the National Environmental Satellite and Data 
Information Service, NESDIS, NOAA will continue its work to de-
ploy the next generation of weather satellites. 

These items are just a small cross-section of our department’s 
overall budget. I hope that I have given you a glimpse into the pri-
orities set by President Trump and his administration. I am glad 
for the opportunity to get into more detail with you and to provide 
answers for any specific questions you may have. Thank you. 

Mr. CULBERSON. Mr. Secretary, thank you. I want to commend 
you for the focus, as you indicated in your testimony, on the Inter-
national Trade Administration. We are delighted to be joined by 
our ranking member, the gentlewoman from New York. I would be 
pleased to recognize her for any statement she would like to make 
at this time. 

Ms. LOWEY. Well, thank you very much. And I am really excited 
to see you again, and I wish you the best in your new responsibil-
ities. And I thank you so much for joining us today. 

As you noted in your written testimony, the Department of Com-
merce’s mission is to ensure that taxpayer dollars go to programs 
that will grow the economy, and that is why your budget’s elimi-
nation of the Economic Development Administration, which helps 
struggling communities, does not make any sense. And I hope we 
can have further discussion on that. 

I would say that investments in scientific and environment ad-
vancements that keep our coastal zones and marine wildlife safe 
also have an important economic impact. Given this administra-
tion’s aversion to science, unfortunately, especially when it comes 
to climate change, your proposed eliminations of the NOAA Na-
tional Sea Grant Program and the NOAA Coastal Zone Manage-
ment Grant Program may not be a surprise, but combined with sig-
nificant decreases to NOAA climate research and NIST, these cuts 
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are dangerous. We need research to understand the changes in the 
environment and weather patterns that put our communities’ safe-
ty and economies at risk. An ounce of prevention is worth a pound 
of cure. I could name a litany of natural disasters for which we 
could have been better prepared to mitigate damage. Superstorm 
Sandy, for example, destroyed homes, businesses, transportation 
hubs, and shorelines along the eastern shore, including in my dis-
trict. The Federal Government provided $60 billion to help commu-
nities recover and rebuild. Why in the world would we impede re-
search to help us understand and prepare for the havoc our chang-
ing environment could wreak on our communities in both lives and 
treasure?

Finally I must note while this budget includes an increase for the 
Census Bureau, it is shockingly insufficient with 2020 looming. We 
need an accurate and full picture of the population to understand 
how to best serve the American people across every Federal depart-
ment and agency. 

Mr. Secretary, I look forward to a productive discussion this 
morning, and I look forward to working with you to achieve the De-
partment’s goals. And Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you so much. 
As the chairman knows, we have had our roller skates on today, 
there are so many hearings. Thank you very, very much for giving 
me the opportunity. 

Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you, Ms. Lowey. Delighted to have you 
with us and it is always a pleasure to work with you. 

Mr. Secretary, I truly do want to thank you for focusing on anti- 
dumping and countervailing duties. And I want to congratulate the 
department in particular for that long overdue and very important 
$1 billion civil and criminal fine that was imposed on ZTE. That 
is extraordinarily important. The Chinese have been notorious in 
this area and I am really grateful to you for that work. And I con-
gratulate the agents in the department that took care of that. 

Secretary ROSS. Thank you, sir. 

CENSUS

Mr. CULBERSON. If I could, Mr. Secretary, start with the Census. 
We had a hearing earlier this month with the Census Bureau and 
they testified that their IT systems would be 48 percent over budg-
et, which is unacceptable. What will you do to hold Census employ-
ees and contractors accountable for that cost breach, and what 
steps are you taking to keep the cost of the 2020 Census under con-
trol while reserving your ability to perform that vitally important 
function?

Secretary ROSS. Surely. Well the first thing we are trying to do 
is to get our arms around what the real numbers are likely to be. 
We have put together a task force consisting of folks from the Sec-
retariat and from OMB, plus two outside consultants with a great 
deal of experience in prior Censuses so that we can begin to iden-
tify what caused the huge overrun that has already been reported 
and what are the implications for potential future further overruns. 
Because that was just one segment that accounted for it. 

In general, the contracts that the Census Bureau has put out 
have tended to be time and material contracts. My experience in 
the private sector has been when you have a very complicated situ-
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ation with a large number of vendors and the necessity to integrate 
them into a very massive software activity, the potential for trouble 
is really quite considerable. It is alarming that at this relatively 
early stage when only a small portion has actually been spent, they 
already are calculating for a very major overrun on the back end 
of it. 

We are going through the entire series of activities that will be 
conducted as we keep two things in mind. One deals with the budg-
et course or budget requirements, and second, which is outside the 
parameters, has to do with how bad could it get if really things get 
totally out of control? Once we have those two, we have to deter-
mine what can be done on a remedial basis in each of the various 
phases to bring the current situation back under control. 

Our primary objective, though, is an accurate enumeration of the 
population and we do not intend to sacrifice that at all. If it is 
going to cost more, we will come to you, we will explain why, and 
we will work with you on solutions. 

I am just getting up to speed on all these contracts, because, as 
you know, they were entered into before I was confirmed as the 
Secretary of Commerce. So other than those 40,000-foot observa-
tions for the moment, we will get to ground zero and we will report 
quite promptly once we do. 

Mr. CULBERSON. I have faith you will get to the bottom of it. I 
want to assure you that I will work with you, and this committee 
will work with you, to be sure that you have the tools you need to 
hold people accountable and to do what is necessary to help control 
the cost of the Census while ensuring its accuracy. That is a vitally 
important role of the Department. 

We are expecting votes about 11:30. So I am going to cut my time 
a little short, 11:15, 11:30, and recognize Mr. Serrano so we can 
move along. 

Secretary ROSS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you, sir. 
Mr. SERRANO. The President’s budget request includes $800 mil-

lion for the 2020 Census preparations. But while this is an increase 
above the current level, it is still $131 million below the amount 
that the Commerce Department had earlier projected to be needed 
for fiscal year 2018. The Department is now planning on delaying 
the opening of regional offices and other issues that we need to set 
up. Mr. Secretary, how can such an inadequate budget request for 
the 2020 Census be justified? And will it not eventually lead to a 
situation where the Census in fact will cost more? And how can we 
fix that? Because as you know, the Census is one of the few areas 
which is constitutionally mandated. We need to do it, and we need 
to get a good count. It helps all the states. It helps all our mem-
bers. But we do not seem to be ready to do it, nor do we seem to 
be able to pay for it properly. And secondly, having a vacuum at 
the leadership position also adds to the problem. 

Secretary ROSS. Well, that is a whole bunch of questions, sir. I 
will try to answer them as best I can. 

I am committed to being transparent, totally transparent with 
this committee regarding the financial requirements of the 2020 
Census. And as soon as we really have a good handle on the 2020 
Census requirements, whether it is more or less, whatever it is 
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going to turn out to be, we will promptly come back to you with 
our detailed backup for why we are making the request. So rest as-
sured of that. 

Rest assured, also, I have a historic reason for being very inter-
ested in the Census in that when I was working my way through 
Harvard Business School, I was a Census taker. I literally was an 
enumerator with the big white belt and the badge going around 
Copley Square in Boston. So I understand the groundwork that is 
needed to be done. I also understand how hard it is to manage that 
kind of a workforce. You are talking about hiring hundreds of thou-
sands of part-time people, who know they are part-time, and who 
also know that there is no permanent career opportunity for them 
at Census. So just creating, hiring, and managing that kind of a 
force, all over the country, and in the territories, dealing with Na-
tive American Reservations, it is a very, very daunting and very 
complex task. So I do not think I will be underestimating the mag-
nitude of either its importance or the magnitude of its challenges. 
But as we sit here at this moment, I do not have a totally reliable 
figure for you. When I return it will be an amount that I can stand 
behind.

Mr. SERRANO. OK. Mr. Chairman, do I have enough time for an-
other question? 

Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you. Yeah, but we are going to try to fol-
low the five minutes. 

INVESTIGATION OF RUSSIAN INTERFERENCE IN THE 2016 PRESIDENTIAL
ELECTION

Mr. SERRANO. Well, this is a longer question. Mr. Secretary, I 
have a number of questions about the administration’s budget re-
quest. But before we get to that, I need to address something re-
lated to the cloud that is currently hanging over much of the Fed-
eral Government right now. And that is the investigation into Rus-
sian interference in the 2016 Presidential Election. 

Earlier this year numerous members of Congress sent you writ-
ten questions related to the Bank of Cypress and its Russian inves-
tors. First, why has the White House refused to permit the release 
of your written responses to these questions? Second, are you con-
cerned that the White House refusal to release your answers con-
tributes to the concern expressed by many Americans over the 
White House refusal to address the testimony by current and 
former intelligence officials that Russia did in fact interfere in the 
2016 elections? 

Secretary ROSS. Well, I am aware of the letters that were sent 
by various members of Congress. I discussed that as part of my 
confirmation proceedings. What the White House decision making 
was, I cannot tell you why. But that was the position. 

Rest assured, though, the New York Times, which is not nor-
mally a big friend of this administration, did a very thorough inves-
tigative study of my own situation vis à vis Bank of Cypress and 
Russia, and they came away with a very affirmative conclusion in 
terms of me not having any real involvement. So I hope that gives 
you some degree of comfort in the situation. 

Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. Chairman Freling-
huysen.
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The CHAIRMAN. In my earlier life I was in Mr. Serrano’s position 
as the ranking. It is better to be in the majority situation, I think. 

Let me say, I commend you for taking a look at the Census. It 
really begs the question, what has been going on over there since 
the last Census? I mean, it is an expensive endeavor and I think 
much of American business obviously depends on a lot of the infor-
mation that is collected. I know you are acutely aware of that. And 
lastly, I would like to put a plug in. I have always thought that 
NOAA has done an incredible job. I am reminded of, what is it, 71 
percent of the world’s surface is water. So it is important that we 
be aware of all aspects that relate to it. And I want to put a plug 
in for NIST. Sometimes in the overall scheme of things, there are 
a lot of acronyms, but they do some remarkable things, too. And 
I have always viewed it as sort of one of the crown jewels that is 
out there, especially now because they have this sort of initiative 
on cyber which I think affects just about every part of our Nation. 
But certainly you know that in the final analysis this House is 
going to put its imprint on your recommendations. And we obvi-
ously will do that respectfully and look forward to working very 
closely as we move ahead. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Secretary ROSS. Thank you, sir. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Ms. Lowey. 

NOAA SEA GRANT PROGRAM

Ms. LOWEY. Thank you very much. And where our Chairman left 
off, I would like to say that I look forward to working with the 
Chairman and all my colleagues in producing a really good bill, as 
we did in 2017. 

So to my question, Mr. Secretary, you are proposing to eliminate 
the NOAA Sea Grant Program, which received $63 million in the 
recently-passed fiscal year 2017 spending bill. Its national network 
of colleges and universities conducts scientific research in support 
of the conservation and practical use of the coasts, the Great 
Lakes, and other marine areas. There are several universities and 
research institutions in our home State, New York, that are part 
of this network—in fact, I would love to take you at some point to 
Columbia University’s Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory—but so 
are a number of universities in other states that voted for Presi-
dent Trump because they believed that he would deliver for their 
economies: Ohio, Wisconsin, Michigan, Florida, North Carolina, 
and others. If the Sea Grant Program is eliminated, as President 
Trump proposes, these states will lose this very valuable program. 
This does not make sense to me and if you would comment on this, 
I would really be appreciative, and I would love to take you to La-
mont-Doherty one day. 

Secretary ROSS. Well if permitted by the Office of Government 
Ethics, I will take you up on your invitation to go there. 

In terms of the substance of it, the administration’s 2018 budget 
prioritizes rebuilding the military and making critical investments 
in the Nation’s security. It also identifies the savings and effi-
ciencies needed to keep the Nation on a responsible fiscal path. To 
meet those goals, some difficult decisions needed to be made. The 
administration prioritized programs that provide a good return to 
the taxpayer, as well as those that serve the most critical functions 
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while consolidating or eliminating duplicative, ineffective, or less 
critical programs. 

NOAA’S Sea Grant Program is a successful program. But it is 
one that primarily benefits industry, State, and local stakeholders. 
Those programs are a lower priority than the core functions main-
tained by the budget, such as surveys, charting, and fisheries man-
agement.

Ms. LOWEY. Let me just say that I look forward to having you 
visit this program, because although some wisdom may come from 
some in the administration, I think that analysis is misguided. Be-
cause if you look at the creation of jobs, the Sea Grant Program 
is absolutely key. So thank you very much, and we will move on 
and I will save my other questions for another day. But we really 
have to analyze each of these programs. And the person who 
briefed you may not be aware of the job creating opportunities and 
the knowledge we gain from these outstanding programs. So I look 
forward, I will take you up on your acceptance. Thank you. 

Secretary ROSS. Thank you. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you, Ms. Lowey. It is my privilege to rec-

ognize the chairman of the full committee in the last Congress, and 
former chairman of this wonderful subcommittee, the gentleman 
from Kentucky, Mr. Rogers. 

ITA ENFORCEMENT AND COMPLIANCE FOR STEEL

Mr. ROGERS. Thank you for being here. Congratulations on your 
elevation to this post, or demotion as the case may be. So good luck 
to you. 

Recently, U.S. steel companies have had to close plants and lay 
off their employees at an alarming rate due to unfair trade prac-
tices. In December of 2015, AK Steel temporarily laid off about 700 
employees at Ashland, Kentucky, just outside my district. And AK 
Steel pointed out that one of the reasons for that temporary lay off 
was, ‘‘the onslaught of unfairly traded imports.’’ AK and several 
other domestic steel producers filed a complaint with the Inter-
national Trade Administration and the International Trade Com-
mission at Commerce. And in 2016, Commerce imposed a 209 per-
cent duty on imported Chinese corrosion-resistant steel and lever-
aged separate anti-dumping duties on hot rolled steel products 
from seven other countries. And then in March of this year, ITC 
determined that countries under de facto Chinese government con-
trol had in fact sold stainless steel sheet in the U.S. at far less 
than market value, injuring U.S. companies. And they imposed a 
58 percent duty on these Chinese products. 

But the AK Steel plant is still idling, its Ashland furnace, as are 
many of the other steel companies. In recent years, this committee 
provided several funding increases for the ITA Enforcement and 
Compliance Division. I am pleased to see that the President’s re-
quest in his budget continues this trend with an additional $3 mil-
lion.

[The information follows:] 
‘‘Clarification: There are two requested increases for Enforcement and Compli-

ance: 1) $3.9 million for strengthening current programs, and 2) $4.5 million for 
Self-Initiation of Anti-Dumping/Countervailing Duty Investigations and Administra-
tion Reviews’’ 
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The question is, how do you plan to spend that money and stop 
this insidious wasting of American jobs? 

Secretary ROSS. Thank you, sir. Well as you are probably aware, 
I have spent a good deal of time in the steel industry myself, with 
International Steel Group and Bethlehem Steel and LTB and some 
others. So I am acutely aware of how we got to where we are. 

What we are doing is a number of things. We have stepped up 
the pace of enforcement. Already the department has almost 400 
orders, I think it is around 389 or 390, about half of which alone 
relate to steel. And about half of those relate to Chinese as one of 
the participants. So we are very much focused on both the geog-
raphy and the magnitude of the problem. And just yesterday we 
held a hearing under Section 232 exploring the national defense 
and national economic security implications of the steel situation. 
It was a very, very interesting day. We had 37 separate witnesses 
come to testify, Steel Worker’s Union, just about all the American 
steel producers, some of the consuming industries. And interest-
ingly several representatives of foreign governments, the Chinese 
Government, the Russian Government, Ukrainian Government, 
and maybe one or two others testified that they did not feel that 
there was any national defense or economic security implication to 
steel. Representatives of our domestic industry by and large took 
a quite different view. 

We have been studying this industry within the department for 
quite some time since the executive order. Having completed the 
hearing, we have allowed another week for written submissions be-
yond those that have already come in. Once we have had a chance 
to review yesterday’s oral testimony, plus the written, we will com-
plete our report. Also, we will recommend to the President what-
ever course of action the facts suggest. And then he will make his 
decision. We technically have 270 days to complete this report. We 
are not going to take anything like that. Sometime during the 
month of June I expect we will render the report. My guess is the 
President will act very quickly on the report once it is submitted. 

Mr. ROGERS. Well as the gentleman knows, steel is the backbone 
of American industry. So many other types of industries feed off it, 
such as coal in my district. 

Secretary ROSS. Right. 
Mr. ROGERS. And of course others. So we wish you well in your 

job and in pushing these proposals to stop this insidious wasting 
of American jobs. We want to make steel great again. 

Secretary ROSS. Yes, sir. Well steel is very important to our na-
tional defense. Even though it is only a small percentage of total 
steel production, it is the same mills that make steel for civilian 
purposes that make it for military purposes. The famous big bomb 
that was let loose in Afghanistan would not have been able to do 
the job without a lot of steel. Neither would the Navy have ships, 
neither would the Air Force have planes, neither would the Army 
have tanks or armored personnel carries, or rifles, or anything. So 
steel, is an essential ingredient to many of our industries and prod-
ucts. Particularly, the higher quality special alloys are extremely 
important from the point of view of armor, armor for vessels, armor 
for vehicles, armor for everything. So we are focusing quite intently 
on it. And the questions we posed to the people who testified yes-
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terday were, one, do they agree that it is a national emergency? 
Two, if it is, what is it we should do? Should a tariff be imposed? 
Should it be quotas? Should it be some combination of the two? 
Should it be broadly based, covering a multitude of steel products? 
Should it be more narrowly focused? How should we deal with the 
relationship in steel between the U.S. and its two immediate neigh-
bors, Canada and Mexico? We actually have steel surplus with 
Canada and Mexico. So that puts them in a little different position, 
as well as the fact that they are participants in NAFTA. 

So my reason for going into that detail is this is a very serious 
situation and it is the first systematic study of the real implications 
of the import problem, the global over capacity on steel. And that 
will be followed up very shortly with our response to the Presi-
dent’s other executive order about aluminum. We are going to be 
conducting a very similar study on aluminum. And there may well 
be other industries that need the same treatment. If it comes to an 
affirmative finding, Section 232 gives the President very broad 
powers as to the kinds of remedies that he might impose. So that 
is one of the merits of using that very rarely used provision in the 
1962 Act. So we are on board with that investigation. 

But we are not letting up on the normal enforcement matters. In 
fact, recently, we did a case called Tenaris in which the problem 
was not steel as such—am I over time? 

Mr. CULBERSON. They just called a vote, Mr. Secretary. 
Secretary ROSS. OK. My goodness. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Excuse me, but we have a vote. Forgive me for 

interrupting because you are talking about something we are all in 
agreement on, focusing on the strategic importance of our steel in-
dustry and protecting it in the United States. Mr. Cartwright, if 
you can be brief we will recognize you. We will then recess and 
come back, Mr. Secretary. Excuse me for interrupting you. 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION

Mr. CARTWRIGHT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Secretary Ross, 
welcome to our subcommittee. I am Matthew Cartwright from 
Northeastern Pennsylvania. My hope is that you share my commit-
ment to the goal of creating and preserving family sustaining jobs 
in our economy. Something that is horribly troubling to me is that 
the administration proposes the complete elimination of the Eco-
nomic Development Administration, the EDA, one of our greatest 
job creators in this Nation. I believe if anything we need to expand 
the work of the EDA to help the communities that need it most. 
For example, the past two budget proposals from the administra-
tion included a power plus plan, which would focus money on com-
munities that have been hurt by the contraction of the coal commu-
nities.

I am proud to be the lead Democrat on a bill called the Reclaim 
Act, introduced by the former chairman, Representative Hal Rogers 
here, and Senator McConnell, a brilliant piece of legislation that 
would inject $1 billion to benefit those communities. Mr. Secretary, 
will you support the Reclaim Act and similar efforts to inject fund-
ing and help create jobs where they are needed most? 

Secretary ROSS. The administration is committed to bringing jobs 
back and to building jobs here in existing businesses. And I very, 
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very much share his commitment to those activities. And a lot of 
the reason why we have become so much stricter in enforcement 
than had been true before, is that is where a lot of the problems 
are coming from, is from dumping of product. 

You have, take the steel industry, a global over capacity that has 
set the unused excess capacity is several times that of total U.S. 
consumption. So it dwarfs our whole economy. So we really need 
that.

MANUFACTURING EXTENSION PARTNERSHIP

Mr. CARTWRIGHT. Well thank you for that. I want to move on to 
manufacturing, which I think is one of the keys—— 

Secretary ROSS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. CARTWRIGHT [continuing]. To creating and preserving family 

sustaining jobs. Mr. Secretary, the administration proposes elimi-
nating all Federal funding to the Manufacturing Extension Part-
nership, the MEP, as was originally intended when the program 
was established, they said. But in 1998 Congress changed course 
and has continued to appropriate funding for MEP in every single 
subsequent year in strong bipartisan fashion. 

MEP centers need Federal support because they serve manufac-
turers that are too small to attract private sector investment. Over 
60 percent of MEP beneficiaries cite MEP centers as their only re-
source for technical expertise. 

Now my question is a full 85 percent of Department of Defense 
awards go to smaller manufacturing firms. This is the very market 
the MEP program serves. Have you analyzed the potential threat 
to DOD’s manufacturing and readiness needs if you eliminated the 
program that allows DOD suppliers to be more productive, effi-
cient, and innovative? 

Secretary ROSS. Well as I mentioned, this budget unfortunately 
has to be about priorities. And the MEP has certainly performed 
a good function. We believe that even with the elimination of Fed-
eral funding the MEP centers would transition to non-Federal rev-
enue sources, which as I understand it, was originally intended 
when the program was first established, that it would eventually 
transit to non-Federal sources. 

Mr. CARTWRIGHT. Could you be specific on what the plan is for 
transitioning to non-Federal sources? 

Secretary ROSS. Well they have partnerships with a number of 
local institutions. We believe that there is community support for 
funding coming from private sector to them. We certainly do not 
mean to imply that manufacturing is not critical. It is. We under-
stand that. But you have to make difficult choices when you are 
in a stringent budget and unfortunately this is one of the choices 
that had to be made. 

Mr. CULBERSON. We are running pretty tight. 
Mr. CARTWRIGHT. I yield back, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you. Thank you very much, Mr. Cart-

wright. I recognize Judge Carter. 

CYBERSECURITY

Mr. CARTER. Secretary Ross, welcome. Thank you for being here. 
I chair the DHS Subcommittee on Appropriations and I often hear 
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about threats we face concerning cybersecurity. And actually the 
outright theft of intellectual properties and the growing cyber 
threat we face concerning our critical infrastructure, such as the 
grid. Tell us about what changes you are making in the cybersecu-
rity realm to protect our critical infrastructure. And have, we have 
seen general nods to increase cybersecurity and tightening of intel-
lectual property security in the budget, how can American busi-
ness, especially small and medium enterprises, expect to see these 
initiatives working for them? 

Secretary ROSS. Well as you know, part of the Department of 
Commerce’s function is to take a leading role in the interagency ac-
tivities relating to cybersecurity. That is a problem that I think will 
be with us for the rest of our lives and our grandchildren’s lives. 
It is a never ending struggle to try to keep pace with or even get 
a little bit ahead of the hackers. You saw this very recent instance 
on a huge, huge scale. 

So this is a very serious problem. We take it very seriously. And 
I feel that the work that the people within Commerce are doing is 
very, very valuable to it. I think they are acknowledged as playing 
a leadership role, along with Homeland Security, along with other 
entities of the government in doing so. And they will continue those 
efforts. We are very, very supportive of that. 

Mr. CARTER. Do you feel like that small businesses and medium 
sized businesses are being considered? Because we know that the 
targets and the big target areas out there are, make the news. But 
the reality is, those smaller entities have less ability to secure their 
own information. 

Secretary ROSS. No—— 
Mr. CARTER. And it would seem to me that would be something 

that you would have to be challenged by. 
Secretary ROSS. Yes. That is certainly true. It is also true, 

though, that at least some of the hackers are more interested in 
getting blackmail money or protection money. And so they tend to 
go after the larger targets because there is a bigger check that they 
can get for the same hacking. So it is a problem for small busi-
nesses. And it is something we are very aware of. So is the Small 
Business Administration, Administrator Linda McMahon is aware 
of it as well. It just is a struggle we are going to have every day 
as we go forward. And we are doing the best we can to cope with 
it.

Mr. CARTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you, Judge. Mr. Secretary, I think we 

will recess at this time because the vote is down to the last three 
minutes. There are three votes, so I do not expect to be too long. 
We will come right back into session. So with that, the committee 
stands in recess. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. 

Secretary ROSS. Thank you, Chairman. 
[Recess.]
Mr. CULBERSON. The hearing will come to order. 
Ms. Meng, you are next. If I could, I would like to briefly recog-

nize our ranking member, Mr. Serrano, for a brief statement. 
Mr. SERRANO. Mr. Secretary, don’t be shocked, but I am going to 

praise you for something. [Laughter.] 
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I have been in Congress 27 years and you are the first Secretary 
to mention the Territories, I was born in Puerto Rico, without hav-
ing to be prodded by me to mention the Territories. [Laughter.] 

So I appreciate that personally. Thank you. 

CENSUS DIRECTOR

Secretary ROSS. Thank you, Congressman. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Mr. Serrano is a true gentleman. 
Ms. Meng, I am pleased to recognize you. 
Ms. MENG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Thank you, Mr. Secretary, for being here today, and congratula-

tions as well. 
I wanted to follow up on questioning about the census. As you 

know, Director Thompson recently retired from the U.S. Census 
Bureau; where are you in the process of hiring a new director? 

Secretary ROSS. Well, we have been actively recruiting and we 
would welcome any suggestions that members of this committee 
might have as to who would be a good successor. We are looking 
both within Census and outside Census to try to find both the Di-
rector and the Deputy Director. 

MINORITY BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AGENCY (MBDA)

Ms. MENG. Thank you. 
My other question is about the MBDA. Your budget submission 

to Congress proposes eliminating the MBDA. It is the only Federal 
agency tasked to create new jobs by expanding the U.S. economy 
through our Nation’s 8.1 million minority businesses. Based on cur-
rent census data, it is estimated that by the year 2050 minorities 
will represent 54 percent of the total United States population. Mi-
norities currently represent 29 percent of our population, but own 
only 7.5 percent of our Nation’s businesses. 

How can we ensure if this agency is eliminated that we are giv-
ing them opportunities to grow? 

Minority-owned businesses are twice as likely to export their 
products and services, for example, as non-minority-owned busi-
nesses.

My questions are, what message does the elimination of a pro-
gram like this send to our minority communities across America, 
and how will this administration ensure that for minority-owned 
businesses that they have a level playing field in access to capital, 
contracts and markets? 

Thank you. 
Secretary ROSS. Thank you. That is a very important question. 
The administration’s general focus is trying to help everybody in 

the economy with the tax reductions, with the regulatory reduc-
tions, with unleashing our energy resources, and with getting rid 
of inappropriate trade practices. Our hope is that that will make 
a much better environment for all businesses, whether minority 
businesses or not. 

As to the MBDA itself, it is a relatively small entity, as you are 
aware, and a grant-making entity, and in general those have been 
targets in this budget proposal. Small, grant-making entities have 
been targeted. And part of the reason is there is some duplicative 
activity between the MBDA and the Small Business Administra-
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tion in their district offices and in their small business develop-
ment centers. 

But the President’s proposal to eliminate the agency should not 
be viewed as an abandonment of the agency’s core mission. Rather 
it is in a strange way an acknowledgment that the agency has suc-
ceeded in creating an environment that is more supportive of mi-
nority businesses today than it had been before the agency was 
founded in 1969. 

So in a sense that is a factor in it, but our hope is that the over-
all lift to the economy will make a lot more room for minority busi-
nesses and other small businesses. 

Ms. MENG. Thank you for that. 
As you know, the SBA programs would address small businesses, 

not all minority-owned businesses are necessarily small businesses. 
I am just concerned and would love to hear more details. And I ap-
preciate you addressing issues like tax regulations and cutting 
down on regulations. I am just concerned if the MBDA is elimi-
nated, and the 30-plus centers around the country are eliminated, 
then the employees won’t be there in certain communities to be 
able to help minority communities. Outside of the SBA, if busi-
nesses don’t fit into that category, how are we going to ensure that 
the core mission of the MBDA is fulfilled? 

Secretary ROSS. Well, as you know, there also are similar efforts 
at the State and local, as well as private sector efforts to encourage 
minority business development, presumably those will go unabated 
by the demise, if it occurs, of the MBDA. 

Also, you probably are aware, I serve on the board of OPIC and 
of the Export/Import Bank and I have been encouraging those two 
institutions very aggressively to help smaller businesses and par-
ticularly minority businesses, because only two percent of all Amer-
ican businesses ever export anything. And I think part of the rea-
son is, it is a daunting challenge to arrange foreign transactions, 
letters of credit, all the things that are essential to the inter-
national market place. So I have been trying to get them to focus 
more on the small business situations in this country. 

Ms. MENG. If I could just finish by saying, if I could work with 
you and have your commitment on ensuring that our government 
is fulfilling the core mission of the MBDA as we work through this 
budget, and is working with the State and local governments to 
make sure they have the resources that they need. 

Secretary ROSS. Surely. Well, we had to make a lot of difficult 
decisions in this budget process and this was one of the more dif-
ficult ones. 

Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. 
I know the University of Houston has a very successful program 

to coach and guide minority business owners and small businesses 
into the equity market. Also I know you have got 55 years of expe-
rience in this area. 

Secretary ROSS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. CULBERSON. So it is an area you know well. 
Secretary ROSS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. CULBERSON. I want to recognize Mr. Palazzo. 
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NDAA-COMMERCIAL AND RECREATIONAL FISHING

Mr. PALAZZO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And, Mr. Secretary, 
thank you for being here today. 

Mr. Secretary, having been at least a part-time Florida resident, 
I think you understand very well that commercial and recreational 
fishing in State and Federal Gulf of Mexico waters is very impor-
tant to the national and our regional economies. And as everyone 
here knows, NOAA announced earlier this month that the rec-
reational fishermen along the coast would have a mere three days 
to fish for red snapper in Federal waters. Over the past decade, the 
recreational private sector has seen annual seasons reduced from 
194 days in 2007 to just 11 days in 2016, to three days in 2017. 

Now, I am not going to get in the weeds on this one with things 
like total allowable catch or State versus Federal data collection. 
I think my Gulf Coast colleagues and I have outlined those issues 
fairly extensively at this point in the several letters that we have 
sent you and your department in 2017. 

I understand that in the absence of legislation the agency’s pur-
view is limited; however, going forward can you assure us that you 
will use whatever tools you have to provide some relief to our rec-
reational anglers right now and down the road work with Congress 
to develop a long-term solution to address these issues impacting 
our recreational fishermen and coastal communities. 

Secretary ROSS. I am quite aware of the situation and those let-
ters sent by some 15 Congressmen on the topic led by Majority 
Whip Steve Scalise, and just last night Earl Comstock from my of-
fice, who is our Director of Policy, had a meeting with many of 
those members. I don’t know, Mr. Palazzo, if you were—— 

Mr. PALAZZO. Yes, sir, I was in attendance. 
Secretary ROSS [continuing]. Part of it. I think there he pledged 

and I pledge again that we will try to make sure that there is an 
equitable solution to the conundrum of recreational fishing versus 
commercial fishing. But you are quite right in saying that our re-
sources in the sense of powers is relatively limited in that area. 

So we are going to be making a very fulsome request of NOAA 
for the underlying data on which they base the decision just to give 
that one three-day weekend for recreational red snapper catching. 
It seems on the skimpy side, but we are not the fish experts. So 
I promise you we will follow up and we will do the best we can to 
balance the needs of the recreational with the needs of the commer-
cial.

Mr. PALAZZO. Well, Mr. Secretary, I appreciate that, and I look 
forward to working with you and your team to help the recreational 
anglers be able to enjoy what pretty much, you know, is their herit-
age and what they enjoy to do, and be able to get out on the waters 
and make memories that will last a lifetime. 

So thank you, sir. 
Secretary ROSS. Well, when I was a little boy, my grandfather 

and I used to fish a lot. So I have a history as a recreational fisher-
man.

Mr. PALAZZO. And you never forget those memories. 
Secretary ROSS. Thank you. 
Mr. PALAZZO. Thank you. 
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Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. I want to express my 
agreement with Mr. Palazzo. This is a thorny issue. Red snapper 
is a tough issue. But three days are on the skimpy side. And the 
commercial fishermen have done a good job, the stocks are re-
bounding because there were reasonable limits put in place to pro-
tect red snapper. There has certainly to be a way to open up the 
Federal waters to recreational fishermen in a way that will pre-
serve the fishing stock. Maybe just limits in the Federal waters like 
you have got in the State waters. 

Secretary ROSS. Sure. Well, the fishing whole scene is very in-
triguing to me in that I am obsessed with the problem that we 
have a $13 billion deficit, trade deficit in fish and fish products, 
and it doesn’t seem to me with all the water surrounding us and 
all the lakes and rivers, it seems weird that we should have a def-
icit. So that is one of the areas we are going to be focusing very 
much on. 

It is not directly on the point of recreational, but the whole fish-
ing topic is very, very complex and fascinating. 

Mr. CULBERSON. And especially important in the United States, 
as you say, with our coastal waters are so prolific. We have done 
a good job of protecting and managing those assets and there are 
few people in Congress that know more about it than the former 
State Senator from Washington, Mr. Kilmer. We look to him and 
Mr. Palazzo for advice on this. 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION (EDA)

Mr. KILMER. Thanks. Thanks for being with us, Mr. Secretary. 
Before I came to Congress, I worked in economic development 

professionally, and I worked often with the only agency at the Fed-
eral level whose sole purpose is economic development and that is 
the Economic Development Administration. 

I represent a district that has a lot of areas that are really strug-
gling. My hometown of Port Angeles is one of those distressed com-
munities and with the help of the EDA’s Regional Innovation Strat-
egies Program just started up a composite recycling center in that 
town with an investment of just $500,000, which is a drop in the 
bucket for the Federal government. The recycling center is going to 
establish a new industry and bring much-needed jobs into an area 
that needs it. And I am perplexed that the department would 
choose to eliminate one of the Federal government’s strongest sup-
porters of job creation. 

I know that the rationale is stated as it being duplicative. I guess 
I would love to understand what programs is the EDA duplicative 
of and what is the rationale for eliminating it. 

Secretary ROSS. Well, thank you for that question. 
First of all, I am proud of the investments that the EDA has 

made historically. I think their record over the last 52 years has 
been exemplary both in terms of the help they have provided to 
distressed regions and of the way that the investments have turned 
out. I think it has been a very well-run program because there 
were locally driven strategies and needs that it succeeded as well 
as it did. Those investments did spur local innovation and entre-
preneurship, saved jobs and leveraged private investments. 
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Now, the good news about the decision is that there will be a 
continuity of the administration of the grants, because there is a 
large portfolio. There are approximately 1,400 grants outstanding 
that total $1 billion. So there is going to be a several-years during 
which those grants will be administered and that therefore will as-
sure at least that the existing grantees are not left out in the cold; 
there will still be the relationship with them. 

Mr. KILMER. So who is going to fill the gap afterwards? 
Secretary ROSS. There are other programs that at the State level 

and at the local level in a variety of communities that perhaps 
could fill some of that gap. 

COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT AND REGIONAL COASTAL RESILIENCE
GRANTS

Mr. KILMER. Just in the interest of time, I will move on. I mean, 
I would just say I think communities like the one where I grew up 
are looking to the Federal Government to be a partner in those ef-
forts.

Other areas that are looking to be partners are coastal commu-
nities. I represent the coast of Washington State. And, you know, 
I know you have a long background in business and can appreciate 
return on investment. The Coastal Zone Management Program and 
the Regional Coastal Resilience grants are good examples of return 
on investment. 

And in your own budget justification it says, ‘‘Over the 45-year 
history of the Coastal Zone Management Program, participating 
States and Federal agencies have partnered to streamline permit-
ting and regulatory processes, reduce the costs associated with dis-
asters, and address environmental risks with potentially cata-
strophic economic impacts.’’ By the most modest standard, they say 
that there has been more than three-to-one return on investment. 

I represent a district that is already dealing with the impacts of 
more severe storms, with sea level rise, with coastal hazards, in-
cluding potential tsunami. So I have to say the elimination of these 
programs I think would be very pound foolish, I can’t even say it 
is penny wise. 

You know, I know our own chairman from Texas, you know, 
there are 27 refineries representing 29 percent of the Nation’s re-
fining capacity in Texas, some of them are on the coast, a lot of 
them are. Countless ports. We have a lot of defense installations 
that are on the coast. Forty percent of the U.S. population lives in 
coastal areas. These programs actually help make our communities 
safer; they help us protect critical infrastructure, they help us 
shore up those national security assets. 

So can you explain to me and to our subcommittee why you be-
lieve NOAA’s Coastal Zone Management and Coastal Resilience 
Programs should be eliminated? Because I have to be honest, the 
justification that is in the budget I just don’t find compelling at all. 

Secretary ROSS. Well, again, to get to the administration’s pri-
ority goals, which were rebuilding the military and making critical 
investments in national security, there had to be an identification 
of savings that could be made in order to keep the Nation on a re-
sponsible fiscal basis and, unfortunately, that requires some very 
difficult decisions to be made. 
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I certainly agree with you, there is nothing inherently wrong 
with Coastal Zone Management, it is not a criticism of the func-
tions that they had performed, but you have to cut somewhere and 
it seemed to us to be something of a lower priority than the core 
functions of NOAA such as the surveys, the charting, and the fish-
eries management activities that they have. So it was a question 
of trying to rank priorities rather than any editorial comment 
against Coastal Zone Management. 

Mr. KILMER. I would just mention, I think the Defense Depart-
ment does a stupendous job of keeping us safe, but so do programs 
like this; they keep coastal communities safer. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

NOAA SATELLITES

Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you. I know we do record—you know, the 
deficit is at tremendous levels, the military really does need to be 
shored up. I have heard, you probably heard the numbers, about 
the Marine aviation. Marine airplanes cannot be flown because of 
inadequate spare parts, about half of the Navy’s planes are having 
difficulty staying in the air because of a lack of spare parts. We 
really do have a critical problem with the Nation’s military at a 
time of a crushing national debt that we just can’t pass on to our 
kids.

So it is going to be a really difficult budget year for all of us. We 
are going to have to really work hard to be sure that our constitu-
ents’ very scarce and hard-earned tax dollars are wisely spent and 
targeted. With your experience in banking and equity, we look to 
your guidance on how we can shift minority business, small busi-
ness, and coastal community programs we see laid out in the Presi-
dent’s budget, over to the private sector. 

An area that is also of concern, in terms of managing precious 
and scarce hard-earned tax dollars, is in NOAA’s weather sat-
ellites. NOAA’s three biggest weather satellite programs are slated 
to cost nearly $30 billion over the next 15 years. They are abso-
lutely essential to the Nation’s economy, to protecting lives, to en-
sure that we can accurately forecast the weather, but this $30 bil-
lion price tag is quite frankly going to put intense pressure on the 
rest of the department’s budget. 

As we move forward, Mr. Secretary, what options are you exam-
ining to reduce the cost of the weather satellite program while 
maintaining accurate and reliable forecasts? 

Secretary ROSS. Well, clearly the number-one purpose is the ac-
curacy and the reliability of the forecasts. So we don’t want to com-
promise those activities at all. 

One of the things we are looking into is NOAA has done a good 
thing buying in bulk and getting some savings in the cost of sat-
ellites. Satellite is not like Navy fighter planes or Air Force planes 
where it is a big, long program that is going to go many, many 
years. These are pretty much a custom designed, very limited mar-
ket, and they have found that by bunching together a couple of 
purchases they get a much cheaper price than they would have to 
pay if they just ordered one and then a couple years from now or-
dered another one, and their statistics on that are pretty compel-
ling.
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So even though it seems strange to order a thing years before 
you will actually need to use it, they make a very good case that 
that actually does save, because the amortization of the special de-
signs now goes over more than one unit rather than just have to 
be recovered in one single unit. 

What we are discussing with them, though, is what are the im-
plications of the fact that the satellite lives now appear to be about 
six years longer than had previously been forecast, but what are 
the implications that that has for how much duplication do you 
really need, how much overlap do you really need. And we are try-
ing to get our arms around that so that we can get a more precise 
thing.

So it is good news that the lives are proving to be longer, because 
even if nothing else changes that will mean a longer period when 
we are safe, we are going to have proper forecasts. But they are 
on schedule for the September, 2017 launch, that is going to hap-
pen, and they appear to be within their budget for that one. 

Currently there doesn’t seem to be a big economic overrun. The 
latter satellite is being postponed to 2023, so there is a little gap 
there. But I do think that they have done a pretty good job figuring 
out in what unit increments to make the orders so that they do 
minimize the price. 

You also, of course, have to be aware that there is a need for 
some redundancy, because there is always the danger of a cata-
strophic failure and while that may only be a one or two percent 
probability, if it happens then it is a hundred percent probability. 
So that is a tricky thing for them to balance and so far it feels as 
though they are doing a pretty good job of it. 

Mr. CULBERSON. And since the GEO satellites are lasting longer, 
should we slow the pace of buying more GEO satellites if the exist-
ing ones are lasting longer? 

Secretary ROSS. Well, that is exactly the question I was just rais-
ing. That is something we are exploring with them, but there still 
is the danger of the catastrophic failure. There is also the danger 
of a launch failing. Now, they have not really had that, but as you 
have seen some of the private sector, SpaceX for instance, have had 
some severe problems with launches. 

So it is a very complicated question and my work so far with 
them has suggested they are doing a pretty good job balancing all 
of these variables. 

MINORITY BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AGENCY

Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. 
Mr. Serrano. 
Mr. SERRANO. Thank you. To follow up on these questions, Mr. 

Secretary.
As you know, the Minority Business Development Agency was es-

tablished by a Republican president, President Richard Nixon. This 
agency received 34 million dollars in the final fiscal year 2017 Ap-
propriations Act. This is a successful program with locations 
around the Nation, including in my district, yet the administration 
seems intent upon destroying it. 

In his signing statement on the Appropriations Act that we just 
concluded, President Trump asserted that the provisions of this 
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agency’s appropriations would be treated, quote, ‘‘in a manner con-
sistent with the requirement to afford equal protection of the laws 
under the due process clause of the Constitution’s fifth amend-
ment,’’ unquote. 

Would you please explain this? In what ways will the Depart-
ment depart from the approach of previous administrations of both 
parties as far as implementation of the funding for the develop-
ment agency? And secondly, did the White House or OMB officials 
consult with you in advance about the President’s signing state-
ment?

Secretary ROSS. As I said, it is not meant to be an editorial com-
ment on the quality of the agency or the performance that it has 
had over the years. It simply is a question there is a limited 
amount of funding, very, very difficult decisions had to be made, 
very uncomfortable decisions. And we had to cut somewhere and 
this seemed to be something that did not destroy the fundamental 
missions of the Commerce Department. 

In an ideal world, we certainly would have preferred to keep it 
going, but we are in a stringent budget period. 

Mr. SERRANO. I am aware of that, Mr. Secretary, but my ques-
tion further is, if you agree that in an ideal world we could keep 
it going, then what harm could it cause once we remove it, you 
know?

Secretary ROSS. What harm could it cause once we remove it? 
Mr. SERRANO. When we remove it, you said that you don’t see 

that it is a—it sounded to me like you say it is not that important 
to the ongoing operation of the Commerce Department, but yet it 
has value and a lot of people—— 

Secretary ROSS. It does have value, there is no question about 
that. But what we are trying to do is to improve the whole economy 
for everyone and by reducing taxes, curtailing inappropriate im-
ports, unleashing the energy, all those measures are designed to 
make the economy better for everyone. 

So what we are trying to do on a macro scale is make less the 
necessary functions on a micro scale to help things. If the economy 
gets stronger overall, businesses will thrive. 

CENSUS

Mr. SERRANO. Let me move on to another area, Mr. Secretary. 
Again, we go to the census. The budget requests to save money, 

proposes to save money, by scaling back several of the Census Bu-
reau’s most widely used surveys. For example, the budget would re-
duce the sample size of the Survey of Income and Program Partici-
pation, or SIPP. 

Now, the census collects a lot of information that a lot of Ameri-
cans I think look at and say why did we ask that question, and yet 
it really is necessary because it speaks to who we are as a Nation, 
what we are as a Nation, what we have, what we don’t have. You 
know, when we say the average American has, whatever, three tel-
evision sets or so on, that wasn’t just made up, you know, there 
are people who work at that. 

Why get rid of that or scale back the SIPP part of the form? Of 
the study, if you will. 
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Secretary ROSS. Well, the census, are you addressing the issue 
of the content of census? 

Mr. SERRANO. Yes. 
Secretary ROSS. It is my understanding that there was a hearing 

in the Congress, a different committee from this one on content, 
and that the final content of the census will be determined by next 
spring. I don’t believe there has been a final determination as to 
what will be the content of the items, the questions asked. 

What complicates it, though, is that the more questions you ask 
and the more subcategories within those questions the lower the 
response rate tends to be, because people don’t want to put an infi-
nite amount of time to dealing with the census questions. So there 
is a balancing attempted between having maximum content and 
getting maximum response, because we are clearly better off to the 
degree we can get actual responses rather than interpolated or esti-
mated responses. 

So it is also a balancing act between a response percentage and 
content.

Mr. SERRANO. I would just close this question by saying that I 
hope as a person of your background you keep an eye on this, be-
cause this is more important than we think. This gives us or I have 
been told by Census Directors before it gives us indications on eco-
nomic trends and on situations that we need to know also. 

Secretary ROSS. True. 
Mr. SERRANO. As you know, I am sure you know, we work a lot 

with census information to make decisions. The best decision, I 
think, or the worst is that is how they redraw our districts, but we 
are not going to discuss that painful one right now. [Laughter.] 

Secretary ROSS. Well, over the years I have been a very big con-
sumer of data put out by the census, so I have a great deal of re-
spect for it. I am very happy that they have done a lot of things 
to improve the accuracy of the preliminary forecasts versus the re-
vised ones, because the preliminary forecasts are getting better and 
better as they find more and more reliable data sources on a timely 
basis.

So I have a very keen appreciation of the importance of the cen-
sus data and I think they are the gold standard in the world for 
accuracy and for the breadth of content that they provide. I don’t 
believe there is another country that does the census at all as well 
as we do either in terms of breadth of content or accuracy. 

THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AND CUBA

Mr. SERRANO. One last question, Mr. Secretary. 
I have spent a lot of time in my 27 years here talking about a 

new relationship with Cuba, and we do have a new relationship, 
but it is not on the front page anymore, so a lot of people are won-
dering what that relationship is. Is the Commerce Department in-
volved in any way in opening up Cuba and opening up the U.S. to 
Cuba in a way that we didn’t do before? 

Secretary ROSS. Well, as I understand it, so far there have been 
a number of hotel chains from the U.S. that have made arrange-
ments to operate facilities in Cuba and that is probably one of the 
best things for that economy in that it used to be a very big tourist 
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economy, and then obviously that changed quite considerably dur-
ing the difficult periods. 

So I think that has been the number-one initiative so far is the 
tourism initiative. And there has been consultation between the 
travel industry and parts of Commerce on a very, very active basis. 
That is the main thing of which I am aware at this point. 

Mr. SERRANO. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you, Mr. Serrano. 
Mr. Cartwright. 

NOAA—NATIONAL WEATHER MODEL

Mr. CARTWRIGHT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Secretary Ross, while the administration’s general position on 

the cause of our changing climate flies in the face of science, we 
can agree that the Earth is warming and extreme weather events 
are occurring with more frequency. 2016 was the warmest year on 
record and out of the last 17 years fully 16 of them have been the 
warmest on record to date. 

Now, specific to your mission, sir, new scientific analyses find 
that the Earth’s oceans are rising nearly three times as fast as 
they did during the 20th Century. Sea level is not only real and 
an imminent threat, but it is accelerating. 

NOAA, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 
has been gathering and analyzing climate and weather data since 
1970. I appreciate that during your confirmation hearing you said 
in regard to climate science that science should be left to the sci-
entists, I can’t tell you how much I appreciated hearing that. But 
the administration’s budget proposal significantly decreases the 
funding that allows these scientists to do their essential work. You 
can’t leave the work to the scientists, but not give them the re-
sources they need to do that work. 

My first question relates to the administration’s call for a 52-per-
cent decrease in funding for its National Water Model, NWM. The 
NWM has proven significantly to improve flood forecasting. Now, 
with heavy downpours increasing across the Nation, the need for 
accurate and timely flood forecasting is more important than ever. 
Why does the budget proposal reduce flood forecasting, which can 
help save lives and money, Secretary? 

Secretary ROSS. Well, you are right that the National Water 
Model has been reduced. Fiscal year 2017 was at $6 million, fiscal 
year 2018 it was planned to be at $2.9 million. And the Regional 
Climate Center, fiscal year 2017, $3.65 million; fiscal year 2018, 
$650,000. These are level-of-effort activities. No centers are being 
closed. It was an affordability decision, not a policy decision. 

NOAA—REGIONAL CLIMATE CENTERS

Mr. CARTWRIGHT. You anticipated my next question, which is the 
RCCs, the Regional Climate Centers. Actually, the administration’s 
budget request is an 82-percent cut to the RCCs. 

Now, these have been around for more than 30 years, helping 
local communities on the ground work with National Centers for 
Environmental Information’s data records and apply them to solv-
ing many real-world problems posed by climate change. Businesses 
and farmers rely on this information, the RCC data; what are they 
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going to do when you cut this funding? Your budget states that, 
quote, ‘‘With this reduction, NOAA will rely on State and local 
service providers to cover the necessary services,’’ unquote, and 
that is a phrase that has been in tone several times in today’s 
hearing.

My to question is, really? Who might it be that steps in and re-
places this funding? 

Secretary ROSS. Well, as I indicated, no centers are being closed. 
So there is no region that will be left without a center, it is just 
the level of activity will be diminished somewhat. And within the 
levels of activity, they will try to prioritize the ones that are the 
most crucial. 

Mr. CARTWRIGHT. Well, if the implication is we are going to push 
it off on the states, states have a State climatologist who generally 
has a very limited budget, and these State climatologists typically 
share and receive information with the RCC—— 

Secretary ROSS. Right 
Mr. CARTWRIGHT [continuing]. Especially for regional concerns 

that affect larger tracts of geography than just one State. 
So again, who are these State and local service providers who 

can apparently fill the funding gap that you are creating? 
Secretary ROSS. I don’t know that they will be able to fill the 

funding gap, but all that is happening is there is a little lower level 
of activity in each of these regions, no center is being closed. So the 
level of activity will go down, will go down considerably, but no one 
will be left without a center. 

Mr. CARTWRIGHT. And I take it that the overall answer comports 
with what you have been saying today, that the big reason for all 
of these cuts is that we must cut. 

Secretary ROSS. Yes, sir. Yes, sir. We are in a very stringent pe-
riod and with the big increases in defense and military and na-
tional security, cuts have to be made somewhere. 

Mr. CARTWRIGHT. I yield back, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you, Mr. Cartwright. 
We are indeed in an era of $20 trillion in debt and extraordinary 

annual deficits. We have to find areas where we can save money. 
I would welcome your suggestions where else we might find sav-
ings within our summary judgment, and I appreciate very much 
your work in that area. 

Mr. SERRANO. Not in the Commerce Department. [Laughter.] 
Mr. CULBERSON. There is undoubtedly somewhere we can save 

some money within the Department of Commerce. 
Mr. Secretary, I really appreciate your service. I have got a num-

ber of other questions that I will submit for the record for you to 
answer in writing. 

Secretary ROSS. Surely. 
Mr. CULBERSON. We will submit those to you for your response 

at a later time. 
Above all, I want to thank you for your service to your country 

and for your time here today. We look forward to working with you 
to find savings to make sure we spend our constituents’ very scarce 
and hard-earned tax dollars wisely and frugally. 

Secretary ROSS. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman. And thank you, 
ranking member and Members. 
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Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. The hearing is ad-
journed.
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The Honorable John A. Culberson 

Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies 

Questions for the Record 

Department of Commerce Budget Hearing 

IT Security (Satellite and OCIO) 

In recent years, the Department of Commerce has had several troubling IG reports on 
information security. Reports have found weaknesses across the Department's IT enterprise, 
from the weather satellites to the Department's core functions. 

• What progress has the Department made in addressing the issues identified in these 
reports? 

The CIO recognized the importance of evaluating and resolving the several findings and 
recommendations identified as issues in the OIG reports. The Department has taken the 
following steps to address the issues: 

ANSWER: 

I. Corrective actions in process to manage risks associated with National Security Systems 
Five (5) National Security System recommendations were identified in the OIG Final Report 
OIG-16-040-A, Review ofiT Security Policies, Procedures, Practices, and Capabilities in 
Accordance with the Cybersecurity Act of 2015. Of the 5 recommendations, three (3) remain 
open and two (2) are resolved. The following Table I details the status each recommendation and 
associated corrective actions. 

1 
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Recommendation 1: Develop and iinplement an IT security policy that governs the national secUrity systems vvithin the 
L!2~~~!!t,_ _____ . 
i Status: Open. 
' 1. Corrective Action 1 (Completed December 20 16): Update DOC ITSPP to cover national security systems. 

2. Corrective Action 2 (In ProgreS§): Develop, document, and disseminate national security system IT security policies. 

, ·-····-····-·-·(T~~!g~?_t_ CoJnRl~ti2_n Da_L~~-?t:R!~-~!lbe~_29J 8)___ ___________ ·-· ... ..... ___ . .. ____ ··----·· .. ____ ... _u .. -·-----· .................... --------· .. __ 

1 Recommendation 2: Conduct an internal review to identify all the national security systems operating within the 

j__Q~Q~~~I!!.:_ -------------~---· 
; Status: Open. 
' I. Corrective Action 1 (Completed September 2016): Conduct data call to identify deployed and operational national 

security systems within the Department. 
2. Corrective Action 2 (Completed August 2016): OCIO to assume ownership of NOAA national security system. 
3. Corrective Action 3 (Completed November 2016): Validate the NSS inventory data call responses. 
4. Corrective Action 4 (In Progress): Fully incorporate NOAA national security system hardware and software assets into 

one of the OS national security systems. (Tamet Completion Pate: September 20 17) 

: RecOIDinend3tioD3: DeveiOpand maintain an accurate inventorY-~r ~~~;;~tion~T~~~ritY -;y;t;ro;~"t~the Def,~ent th-;-t·~ ~~
) tracks information about the security status of each system-including current authorization status. points of contact for the 
i individuals responsible for the security of the system) and infonnation about the status of ongoing assessment of security 
: controls. ;st·atus: Res~~d."----~----·-·----·----.,----~--.,--~--- ·----·--·--------··----------- ··- ~ ·-·-··---··------~--~ 

1. Corrective Action l (Completed December 20 16): Conduct initial collection of inventory information for national 
security systems outside of OS. 

2. Corrective Action 2 (Completed March 2017): Review feasibility of implementing a Governance, Risk, and Compliance 
(GRC) management solution for all DOC national security systems. (e.g., CSMI, RSA Archer, Trusted Agent). 

~~R~OIDmendation 4: beveio_i>--c;;e~tiVe~tio'fi plari(S)"to·act~S secW:ing-al1·natiOiiafSeCuriiY-SY5temsWitliifi theD~part;;~;t ____ _ 

! that do not currently have an authorization to operate. 
~-------~-·-··--~---------------------------~--- --·- ___ _, ---- """----~---~------------~~---------
: Status: Resolved. 

1. Corrective Action 1 (Completed September 2016): Develop a project charter to address securing the three (3) national 
security systems within OS. 

2. Corrective Action 2 (Completed November 2016): Collect artifacts supporting the implementation of the Risk 
Management Framework and related assessment and authorization documentation for all DOC national security 
systems. 

, 3. Corrective Action 3 (Completed January 2017): Document and track actions or issues associated with each DOC 
~ national security system through system-level Plans of Action and Milestones. 
l.----~-·-~--··--·----·--·--·----~-·-···-·---····---··-··-- -······· ............ ·-·-·······--·-~-·--·-·---··~ 

Recommendation S: Conduct the complete risk management process for all national security systems that currently do not have 
an authorization to operate. 

Action I (Completed December 2016): Complete risk management activities and document assessment and 
authorization artifacts for national security systems within OS. 

2. Corrective Action 2 (Completed December 20 16): Conduct initial collection of inventory information for national 

security systems outside of OS. 
3. Corrective Action 3 (Completed March 2017): Conduct risk management process for all DOC national security systems 

and develop supporting artifacl'> to support authorizations to operate. 
4. Corrective Action 4 (Target Completion date September 2017): Conduct third~pany assessments for all DOC national 

security systems. 

2 
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2. In our ongoing work we have found that even though a cloud service is authorized by the 
Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program (FedRAMP), Departmental bureaus must 
fulfill their shared responsibility to ensure the security of their cloud systems The Department 
understands the necessity of the bureaus' to evaluate and implement security measures in 
addition to those confirmed through the FedRAMP process. In March 2016, the Department 
released a comprehensive policy, Commerce Infonnation Technology Requirement (CITR) 24 
FedRAMP Applicability, to specifically address this concern and establish DOC-specific 
security requirements in addition to FcdRAMP requirements tor cloud systems. This policy has 
resulted in an increased level of rigor being applied to the security of cloud services used by 
DOC bureaus. 

3. ECMO & ESOC- The Department's Enterprise Security Operations Center (ESOC) and 
Enterprise Cybersecurity Monitoring and Operations (ECMO) are both funded through the 
Working Capital Fund. The ECMO infrastructure is ready to integrate "High" Systems and there 
are currently 500 endpoints integrated. The bureaus that own "High" systems endpoints still need 
to prioritize integration activities in order to meet the Department's goal, with a target 
implementation date of September 29,2017. NOAA- Eight (8) recommendations were identified 
in the OIG OIG-16- 043-A Report on Successful Cyber Attack Highlights Longstanding 
Deficiencies in NOAA's IT Security Program. Of the eight (8) recommendations, four (4) remain 
open and four ( 4) are resolved. (Table I above details the status of each recommendation and 
associated corrective actions). 

The CIO will continue to work with rigor and speed to assign, implement and complete actions 
so findings are tracked and closed. The Audit Action Officers will continue to coordinate 
responses and facilitate corrective actions with internal contributors of information on 
resolutions of these recommendations. 

• What steps is the Department taking to reduce and retire high-risk security vulnerabilities 
on the first JPSS Satellite prior to launch? How will the Department ensure all necessary 
IT Security preparations have been made prior to launch? 

ANSWER: 

The Joint Polar Satellite System (JPSS) Program has made great strides to ensure the cyber 
resilience of the new polar satellite system with emerging technology that enables use of 
enterprise tools to monitor and protect the infonnation technology (IT) components from hann 
related to vulnerability exploitation. The legacy system components that were the focus of prior 
audit reports had significant known vulnerabilities; however, these components are in the process 
of being deactivated. The June 2017 independent testing of the new components for JPSS launch 
indicated a Moderate level of residual risk, a si~,>nificant improvement from the High risk level 
shown in FY 2016, as directed by the Authorizing Officers. Specifically, the improvements are 
primarily due to deactivating legacy vulnerable components and adding technological 

3 
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improvements to strengthen the system's cyber resilience and data processing reliability in 
preparation for the JPSS-1 launch. The external penetration testing found no exploitable 
vulnerabilities, and the internal control testing and examinations demonstrated significant system 
improvement. While work remains to address any remaining residual risk, the JPSS program has 
corrective action plans in place to address these concerns and to further reduce cybersecurity risk 
prior to launch. JPSS has prioritized existing resources to address these concerns, especially in 
the areas of secure configuration management, patching, and system and information integrity 
controls. We are confident that before the launch date, the system components will have 
adequate security·implemented to enable a successful mission. 

• Moving forward, how do you intend to ensure that all systems across the Department 
meet the relevant IT Security requirements? 

ANSWER: 

The DOC employs a multi-layered approach to ensuring IT security requirements are 
implemented. 

The Office of Cyber Security (OCS), within the DOC Office of the Chief Information Officer 
(OCIO) manages and implements the Department-wide IT security program which comprises the 
enterprise IT security capabilities: Enterprise Security Operations Center (ESOC), Enterprise 
Continuous Monitoring and Operations Program (ECMO), the implementation of Department of 
Homeland Security's (DHS) Continuous Diagnostics and Mitigation program, DHS's cyber 
hygiene scanning services, development and promulgation of cyber security policies and 
procedures, monitoring individual Operating Units' (OUs') compliance with DOC requirements, 
and working with OU IT security programs to facilitate best practices. 

DOC's IT Security policies and practices are updated regularly to keep pace with ever-changing 
threats and vulnerabilities, newly-released federal mandates, as well as best practices and 
guidance in order to protect DOC information and IT resources. The DOC OCIO maintains 
authoritative IT security policies and guidance which are conveyed to the DOC OUs to 
implement. These policies and guidance are developed by leveraging the skill and expertise ofiT 
security specialists across the DOC OUs. 

The individual DOC OUs implement the minimum requirements conveyed by DOC, and 
supplement the DOC minimum requirements with OU-specific measures, as needed, depending 
on their unique technology and risk environments. The OUs also implement the IT security 
capabilities made available through DOC IT Security enterprise services, to ensure a minimum 
level of protection is provided to DOC information and systems. A combination of people, 
processes, and tools are employed to implement minimum IT security requirements and 
capabilities across the DOC. 

DOC OCIO OCS also regularly conducts oversight and compliance activities to ensure minimum 
standards are being met. This is done through quarterly FISMA reporting and monthly Personal 
Identity Verification (PIV) reporting, in addition to internal assessments conducted by oversight 

4 
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bodies in and outside the DOC, including DOC OCS, OIG, and Government Accountability 
Office (GAO). 

In response to the Cybersecurity Executive Order, the DOC has recently developed an Action 
Plan for the Implementation of the [National Institute of Standards and Technology 
Cybersecurity] Framework, which describes specific actions the DOC will take to improve IT 
security measures even further in the forthcoming months. 

The NOAA Cyber Security Center (NCSC) provides the infrastructure for the Department's 
Enterprise Security Operations Center. In addition, the NCSC delivers enterprise services to 
NOAA's systems including security operations of the NOAA Security Operations Center (SOC), 
incident response, IT security policy, compliance, oversight and training, continuous monitoring, 
identity, credential, and access management (ICAM), IT security infrastructure, and IT security 
project management. 

Ocean Exploration 

Over 70% of the Earth's surface lies beneath the sea. NOAA's Office of Ocean Exploration and 
Research accounts for less than 0.4% of the Department of Commerce's budget, and conducts 
research to evaluate new marine resources, participates in extended continental shelf mapping, 
and explores the arctic and other areas in the US Exclusive Economic Zone. The Department 
proposed cutting this program by nearly 46% in fiscal year 2018. 

• How would this cut affect the nation's ocean exploration? 

ANSWER: 

The Department of Commerce's FY18 request of$19.4 million for Ocean Exploration and 
Research (OER) is consistent with the funding levels requested for the OER program in each of 
the past 3 years. With these funds, NOAA and OER will continue to carry out missions to 
evaluate new marine resources, participate in the Extended Continental Shelf (ECS) mapping 
effort, and explore uncharted and little-known ocean areas. Reductions in the number of missions 
and mapping efforts will occur, however NOAA will prioritize and focus on the activities that 
provide the most support for the nation's security, economy, and environmental health. 

• What is NOAA's contribution to Extended Continental Shelf Mapping? 

ANSWER: 

Since 2008, NOAA has led the major interagency Extended Continental Shelf (ECS) mapping 
effort, and invested $23 million to fund ECS expeditions. To date, as part of the ECS effort, 
more than 2.4 million square kilometers (926,645 square miles) of the ocean have been mapped 
in eight regions where the U.S. may justify extensions to the Nation's continental shelf and rights 
over the resources contained therein, estimated by the International Seabed Authority to be in 
excess of $1 trillion. 

5 
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First Net 

• In March, FirstNet awarded a 25 year contract to build a $46,5 billion nationwide first 
responder network. How does FirstNet plan to ensure that the Federal funds in this project 
are well spent and that there is effective government oversight of this public-private 
partnership? 

ANSWER: 

FirstNet is incredibly proud of the public-private partnership deal it struck for public safety and 
the American public on March 30, 2017. Congress provided FirstNet with $7 billion of funding 
stemming from Federal Communications Commission (FCC) private sector auction revenues to 
build, deploy, operate and maintain the Nationwide Public Safety Broadband Network. On 
March 30, FirstNet awarded the contract to AT&T who committed $180 billion of currently 
existing infrastructure throughout the country to speed deployment, reduce costs, and increase 
economies of scale. 

Since its creation, FirstNet has incurred operating expenses from hiring staff, conducting 
extensive consultation and outreach with states and territories to increase understanding of public 
safety's needs, and executing the comprehensive Request for Proposal (RFP) process to identify 
a network partner capable of delivering the best solution for public safety. In its RFP, FirstNet 
included milestones and targets that AT&T must meet in order to gain access to project funds. In 
addition, FirstNet may impose financial penalties on AT&T if public safety adoption and other 
milestones are not met throughout the deployment and operational phases of the project. 

As required by law, each year FirstNet undergoes a thorough financial audit conducted by an 
independent third party and FirstNet has implemented best practices in its own internal audit and 
compliance procedures, including quarterly meetings of its Compliance Committee. FirstNet also 
submits a report to the appropriate committees of Congress on an annual basis that details the 
organization's operations, activities, financial condition, and other information, and FirstN et 
Board members and employees are available to testify before such committees. FirstNet's 
financial audits and Annual Reports to Congress are available on its website: www.FirstNet.gov 

• How will FirstNet ensure that this system meets the needs of our nation's first responders? 
How will FirstNet address coverage in rural areas? 

ANSWER: 

Since 2012, FirstNet has been engaged in consultation and outreach with the 56 states and 
territories. In Fiscal Year 2016 alone, FirstNet participated in more than 130 association events 
with the 43-member Public Safety Advisory Committee, more than 140 consultation events with 
the Governors' Single Points of Contact, and more than 83 tribal meetings spanning from Texas 
to New York, to Kentucky to Washington, and every state and territory in between. This 
extensive interaction with first responders in all the different geographical settings of the United 
States has allowed FirstNet to better understand public safety's needs and the unique public 
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safety communications challenges in each state and territory. FirstNet's engagement with public 
safety will continue over the life of the project. 

Throughout the consultation process, public safety continuously reminded FirstNet of the 
importance of rural public safety communications. FirstNet included rural milestones in its 
Request for Proposal to ensure that deployment occurs in rural areas during each phase of the 
project. Public safety must be able to go wherever they are needed, and FirstNet will continue to 
push the network into these rural areas throughout the life of the project. AT&T has formed a 
number of partnerships with rural telecom companies as a result of these rural milestones. A list 
of these companies will appear in the individual state plans. 

• I understand that the FirstNet's goal is to deliver FirstNet State Plans in the fall of 2017, 
and that governors will have 90 days to assess these plans and determine whether their 
State will participate in FirstNet. How will FirstNet ensure that States that choose to opt
out are still interoperable with the nationwide system? If a large number of States opt-out, 
how will that effect of the network? 

ANSWER: 

If a State chooses to opt-out, it must follow the process outlined by Congress in the Middle Class 
Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of2012, 47 U.S.C. § 1442 (e) (2) (the "Act"). The State will 
have 180 days to conduct a Request for Proposal process. Subsequently, the State must submit its 
alternative plan to the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). Upon receipt of the plan, 
the FCC will determine whether the State's alternative plan demonstrates the opt-out State's 
Radio Access Network (RAN) will comply with the minimum technical interoperability 
requirements in the FCC's interoperability board report and be interoperable with the nationwide 
network. Additionally, once a state passes the FCC's evaluation, then the National 
telecommunications and Infonnation Administration (NTIA) will evaluate the State's alternative 
plan for ongoing interoperability with the FirstNet network, among other criteria. Finally, the 
State would then enter into a spectrum lease with the FirstNet and will have to adhere to 
FirstNet's network policies, including technical and operational requirements, prior to any 
deployment beginning in the State. Congress placed each of these steps within the Act to ensure 
that any opt-out State's RAN would be interoperable with the nationwide FirstNet network. 

FirstNet was tasked with ensuring the deployment and sustainability of the nationwide network. 
Accordingly, FirstNet has taken steps to make sure that the network will not only be 
interoperable as noted above, but also financially sustainable, regardless of whether or how many 
States choose to opt-out. For example, a State that successfully navigates the opt-out process will 
be required to make annual payments for use ofFirstNet's licensed spectrum in the State based 
on the value of that spectrum. In addition, revenue gained by an opt-out State in excess of what is 
reasonably necessary to construct, maintain, operate or improve the State RAN must be remitted 
to FirstNet to support the nationwide network. The purpose of this approach is to ensure that the 
public safety across all States have a similar network experience, as well as the sustainability of 
the network in all Stales. 
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How will the FirstNet lab coordinate with and leverage the investments in existing NTIA 
and NIST labs, like the Institute for Telecommunication Sciences and the Communications 
Technology Laboratory? 

ANSWER: 

FirstNet specifically placed its Chief Technology Officer in Boulder, Colorado, to be close to 
and ensure coordination with NIST's and NTIA's existing telecommunications laboratories. 
FirstNet continues to work closely with its Federal partners in all aspects of public safety 
communications research and development to better equip FirstNet service delivery with current 
technology, while also preparing for the massive increase in innovative technologies that will be 
coming. 

The NIST Public Safety Communications research Division (PSCR) has been instrumental in 
assisting FirstNet with the evaluation of various network components and capabilities. PSCR and 
NIST are also developing technology challenge grants and other mechanisms to encourage 
innovators to develop the next generation of life-saving public-safety technologies. 
On June 12, 2017 PSCR awarded $38.5 million in grants to fund 33 research-and-development 
projects that are designed to help determine future possibilities in a variety of first-responder 
communications technologies. FirstNet is happy to have strong relationships with our ground
breaking and innovative Federal partners, and these relationships will contribute to the long-term 
success of public safety communications. 

NTIA's ITS has been working closely with FirstNet to ensure that international standards for 
L TE equipment include the features needed to meet public safety's communication requirements 
through technical contributions to and participation in standards bodies such as 3GPP. ITS also 
has been supporting FirstNet with other research and analysis, including studies of indoor 
cellular coverage for first responders and ongoing quality of experience research using methods 
that test parameters of particular importance to public safety, such as speech intelligibility. 

Satellites 

Last year, I asked GAO to review NOAA's flyout charts, the planned launch and operation 
schedule for NOAA's multi-billion dollar satellite programs. The Committee uses these 
documents to understand the budget profiles for these satellites, and ensure we are appropriately 
investing dollars at the right times. GAO found, among other things, that NOAA's changes to 
these charts were not always supported by analysis of the satellites' health and availability; and 
that the charts did not always accurately reflect the program schedules. 

• What steps has the Department taken to address GAO's findings and to ensure that the 
Department is using accurate planning information to support its budget requests? 

ANSWER: 

In response to GAO and other comments, NESDIS developed clear administrative procedures on 
the preparation of our fl yout charts. The guidance is intended to ensure that future charts are 
clear in scope and content, consistent from version to version, and documented to explain any 
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changes. The NESDIS Assistant Administrator signed this guidance in February 2017 and it is 
available online at: 
https://www.nesdis.noaa.gov/sites/default/files/asset/documentinpd 1411 Ola flyout chart poli 

~ 

Consistent with this policy, NESDIS flyout charts began being published in March 2017 to 
reflect reliability-based extended life estimates for on-orbit constellations. The supporting 
analyses integrate: (I) reliability data for critical subsystems at the time of manufacture, (2) 
observed on-orbit performance, (3) comparisons to similar systems on other spacecraft, and (4) 
tracking of spacecraft consumables including fuel and battery performance. Chart updates are 
performed on an annual basis. Operational events or programmatic decisions may drive out-of
cycle updates, as outlined in the directive. The web-based flyout charts include a link to pages 
providing additional performance and analysis details. 
The flyout charts are not intended to provide real-time operational status of any NOAA 
spacecraft, nor are they intended to replace integrated master schedules for satellite acquisition 
programs. Real-time status of on-orbit assets is found on the Office of Satellite Product 
Operations (OSPO) website. Flyout charts reflect results of decisions and events. 

Spectrum 

In the House report accompanying the Fiscal Year 2017 Commerce, Justice Science 
appropriations bill, the Committee encouraged NOAA to consolidate spectrum holdings where 
appropriate. As you know, for the last five years the budget request has included a proposal to 
auction or assign the 1675 to 1680 MHz band of spectrum. Could you provide the Committee 
with a detailed response on how the Department is preparing to execute this proposal so the FCC 
can auction this band of spectrum as soon as practicable? 

ANSWER: 

The 1675-1680 MHz spectrum band is cuiTently used by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA) for meteorological satellite and radiosonde (weather balloon) 
operations. NOAA is cuiTently transitioning radiosondes to a new location in the 40 J-406MHz 
band. Sharing this band between the Federal government and commercial advanced wireless 
service operators might be feasible; however, any proposed sharing of the band should be 
undertaken with great caution and requires comprehensive upfront analysis to assess the potential 
for interference, interference mitigation strategies and applicable costs, and weigh risks to 
determine if interference mitigation measures can be successfully established and validated. 

The Department has long recognized and supported U.S. government policy to make spectrum 
available for commercial use. The Department's National Telecommunications and Information 
Administration (NTIA) Office of Spectrum Management (OSM) has established deliberative and 
robust processes and associated research and engineering to improve federal spectrum etliciency 
and sharing designed to provide a sustaina:ble pipeline of spectrum for commercial use while also 
ensuring sufficient spectrum is available to deliver critical federal services to the Public. A major 
contributor is NTIA's Institute for Telecommunication Sciences (ITS), performing radio science 
research and engineering that informs spectrum management and policy decisions. Accordingly, 
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NOAA worked closely with NTIA to repurpose a total of20 megahertz of spectrum prior to 
2015. In coordination with NTIA, NOAA developed the attached 1675-1680 MHz band sharing 
study, which was recently approved for funding using Spectrum Relocation Funds (SRF) under 
the Spectrum Pipeline Act, part of the Bipartisan Budget Act of2015. 

The proposed study outlines the NOAA's planned approach to evaluate and identify 
methodologies to enable sharing ofthe 1675-1680 MHz band while continuing successful 
execution ofNOAA's mission to safeguard the Nation. The sharing study will analyze NOAA 
and other federal satellite broadcast receivers and their operational compatibility with 
commercial broadband operations. It will assess if, and determine how, the band can be shared 
while maintaining the capabilities to access meteorological, space weather, and other data 
necessary to complete their missions, which are also vital for NOAA's mission to protect lives 
and livelihoods. 
The 1675-1680 MHz sharing study should begin in January 2018, assuming receipt of funds as 
expected in September 2017, and will take up to two years to complete. If it results in the 
identification of a safe, reliable, and cost-effective strategy to mitigate interference in a sharing 
scenario, the FCC, in coordination with NTIA, would be able to move forward to auction or 
assign frequencies by fee for shared access to the band. 

Attachment: DOC 1675-1680 MHz PIPELINE PACKAGE-PDF 
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December 7. 20 16 

Spectmm Relocation Fund Technical Panel 
The Office of the Assistant Secretary 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
Office of the Chief Information Officer 
H1gh Perfo~mance Computing and Cornrnun1cat10!lS 
CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER 

National Telecommunications and Information Administration 
Department of Commerce 
1401 Constitution Avenue N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20230 

Dear Mr. Steve Molina, Mr. Ronald Repasi, and Mr. Steve Cahill: 

The Department of Commerce (DOC) is respectfully requesting Spectrum Pipeline Act funding tor a 
study to evaluate sharing of the 167 5 1680 MHz with wireless broadband operations. 

This formal Spectmm Pipeline request is for the funding to undertake a comprehensive engineering study 
to identifY spectrum sharing methodologies which increase the ability to share spectrum between DOC 
:\ational Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (~OA.A) Geostationary Operational Environmental 
Satellite (GOES) satellite systems and commercial broadband operations while maintaining the capability 
of federal and non federal partners in the weather forecasting and emergency management enterprise to 
capture the satellite data necessary to complete their missions. Given the importance of the' information 
conveyed within the 1675 1680 MHz frequency band and the adjacent 1680 1695 Mllz frequency 
band. it is vital that the sharing study examine all the myriad of uses comprising the functionality of this 
band to ensure the continued successful execution of ongoing critical missions. 

1fyou have any questions, please contact me at 301 ~ 713~9600 or Zachary .goldstein@noaa.gov; or 
contact the engineering, policy, legal, and budgctaty leads specified in the plan, with a cc to me. 

Thank you for your consideration of this request. 

£lest regards,-

~:E~s~ 
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SRF SPECTRUM PIPELINE PACKAGE 
(1675 MHZ -1680 MHZ) 

1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Spectrum sharing is becoming an increasingly important method of increasing spectrum use efficiency 

and availability across both government and commercially allocated spectrum. With business in the U.S. 

increasingly being conducted via wireless devices, the Department of Commerce (DOC) fully recognizes 

the importance of effective and efficient spectrum use and sharing in the support of increased U.S. 

economic growth. It is for this reason, that the DOC is requesting the funding to undertake a 

comprehensive engineering study that will provide definitive results that will enable the DOC to make 

objective decisions based upon technical facts and data to increase the functionality and the ability of the 

DOC to accommodate spectrum sharing with non-federal entities. 

The goal of this proposed engineering study is to identify spectrum sharing methodologies which increase 

the ability to share spectrum between DOC National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 

Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) and other federal satellite Earth stations 

(includes both fixed and mobile receivers) and commercial broadband operations while maintaining the 

capability of federal and nonfederal partners in the weather forecastmg and emergency management 

enterprise to access NOAA data necessary to complete their missions. With the importance of the 

information conveyed within the 1675- 1680 MHz frequency band and the adjacent 1680- 1695 MHz 

frequency band, it is vital that the sharing study examine methods and technologies to ensure the 

continued successful execution of ongoing critical missions. 

1.1 GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

The goal of this proposed engineering study is to identify spectrum sharing methodologies which 

increase the ability to share spectrum between DOC/NOAA and other federal satellite broadcast 

receivers and commercial broadband operations while maintaining the capability of federal and 

nonfederal partners to access meteorological, space weather and other data necessary to 

complete their missions. This includes clarification as to the use of this band to aid in quantifying 

sharing challenges. In addition to the DOC sites that capture the downlink data in real-time and 

use the information for weather prediction, forecasting, water management and transportation, 

a multitude of other federal agencies and nonfederal organizations capture all or portions of the 

data in real time for use in providing other types of information to the public that may also have 

a significant impact on human life and/or property., i.e., irrigation control across the western 

United States and developing flood watches and warnings. Real-time data captured for use 

in fighting wildfires across the entire U.S. is another important aspect of the use of 

this information. Additionally, state and local municipalities as well as commercial enterprises 
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use the real-time data for early warnings for severe weather events such as tornadoes, etc. 

These civil and commercial entities rely on the information from the Emergency Management 

Weather Information Network (EMWIN) and the Low Rate Information Transmission (LRIT) 

to provide early warnings to protect their local citizenry; both services are in the 1680-1695 

MHz adjacent band and will be examined in this study. 

The primary objectives of the proposed engineering study are to perform analysis on numerous 

aspects of spectrum sharing in the 1675-1680 MHz frequency band and the adjacent 

1680-1695 MHz frequency band between DOC and other federal Earth stations and wireless 

carriers and also examine alternative data delivery architectures for other federal and 

nonfederal entities that rely on NOAA data. Specifically, the study will establish a user/ 

customer data flow and user needs baseline. This will aid in quantifying the potential impact to 

end users resulting from a loss of data availability and identifying methods to mitigate such 

impacts. Analysis will also be performed to determine Interference Protection Criteria (!PC) 

for federal Earth stations as well as the need for protection zones around those downlink 

sites. RFI monitoring and mitigation techniques will be examined for suitability for this issue. 

Alternative architectures will also be examined for implementation on future space and 

ground based assets, e.g., GOES-Next. Based on the outcome of sharing analyses, both 

spectrum and non-spectrum mitigation technologies will be examined to enhance and 

support successful spectrum sharing. Results from this study will be available to federal and 

nonfederal users/customers to help inform long-range planning efforts relating to both 

financial and information flow impacts. 

1.2 TASKING TOWARD MEETING GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

There are 10 major tasks and multiple sub-tasks identified that will need to be completed to 

meet the objectives and goals of the proposed engineering study. In lieu of duplicating them in 

this section, please see a more detailed accounting of them in Section 2, Planned Activities and 

Anticipated Outcomes. 

1.3 DURATION 

An estimation of the duration of the study of possible reallocation of the 1675 - 1680 MHz 

frequency band for sharing is presented in Section 5.3 below. A schedule estimate of each task 

and subtask defined in Section 2.2 below was created. Subtasks were analyzed for logical 

grouping for team execution, natural dependency upon another subtask's results for serial work 

and lack of dependency for parallel work. A coordination pre-study period has been included for 

most tasks, as has time for the formal publication and delivery of findings. Lastly, a short period 

for task closeout was added. These aspects contributed to the development of durations for 

each task. 

As was done for the subtasks, the tasks themselves were also examined for dependencies 

requiring work in series; this was found to be true for Tasks 6 to 7, and Tasks 3, 4 and 5. The 

remaining tasks were identified for work in parallel. From here, a complete schedule for the 

overall study was developed, and it was found to be executable within 24 months from Authority 
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to Proceed (ATP). This assumes that a viable contract vehicle is in place with the contractor(s) 

who will be executing the study. It should also be noted that while consideration to effort 

beyond the defined subtasks was given, such as pre-study coordination and task closeout, such 

efforts are necessary allotments to any contractual task and should not be misconstrued as 

"buffer". True schedule risk analysis was not performed, and this 24-month schedule estimate, 

while feasible, contains no built-in schedule margin. 

1.4 COST 

An estimation of the cost to study the reallocation of the 1675- 1680 MHz frequency band for 

sharing between the DOC/NOAA and nonfederal users and wireless carriers is presented in 

Section 7 below with an accompanying estimating methodology. This rough order of magnitude 

(ROM) cost estimate, $12.013 million, was generated based upon three primary inputs 1) the 

durations described in the preceding section, 2) the task and subtask definitions which 

constitute an initial scope of expected work, and 3) information describing the level of effort 

expended on previous studies of potential spectrum sharing. Analysis of costs and benefits as 

shown in Annex H (Page 72) shows a net benefit of $627 million based on assumptions that the 

costs will be similar for protecting the incumbent DOC Earth stations using the band as were 

estimated for the DOC AWS-3 transition plan. The estimated SRF relocation/sharing cost of $262 

million does not include other federal Earth station users, so economic costs for the transition 

may be significantly higher if they are also factored into the Annex G spreadsheet and therefore 

the net benefit value may be further reduced. 

1.5 FEDERAL AND NON FEDERAL SUPPORT 

A critical aspect of meteorology is the ability to almost continually acquire sensor and other data 

for the creation of a meteorological forecast. DOC's National Weather Service (NWS) accepts 

and provides data from myriad sources, both federal and nonfederal (to include international 

partners). While there are a variety of different mediums for NWS and its meteorological 

partners to communicate weather information, the 1675-1695 MHz frequency band is perhaps 

the most critical for alerts, warnings, low-latency sensor data streams and meteorological data. 

The meteorological community views federal and nonfederal organizations as partners in 

weather forecasting and emergency management. 

The NWS uses a multitude of the downlink data, from sensor data to the various imagery data. 

The Department of the Interior's Bureau of Reclamation (BOR) utilizes sensor data imbedded in 

the Low Rate Information Transmission data stream. This sensor data supplies information on 

river height and flow for numerous rivers in the western part of the U.S. used for managing the 

distribution of water across numerous states. Like the BOR, the National Interagency Fire Center 

(DOl) utilizes sensor data from approximately 2600 sensors across the western U.S. that provides 

information on temperature, humidity and wind velocity vital for battling wildfires. The Army 

Corp of Engineers also relies on sensor data for managing flood control in the central U.S. 

3 
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The nonfederal aviation community relies heavily on accurate and timely weather data for safe 

and efficient aviation operations across all parts of the world, used by all airspace users, 

including commercial airlines, business aviation, helicopter operations and small General 

aviation aircraft. Universal Weather and Aviation (Houston TX) is one provider for weather data 

in the energy exploration sector, supporting helicopter operations and general aviation. 

American Airlines (Dallas TX) and Federal Express (Memphis TN) are two commercial carriers 

that currently operate GOES GVAR receiving systems in support of airline operations. 

The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) directly transmits wind speed data from 

bridges along the Florida coast via GOES into state-owned and operated DCS receivers so that 

timely bridge closure decisions may be made in severe environmental conditions such as 

hurricane force winds. Bridges from islands and causeways remain open (for evacuation) if local 

officials feel that conditions are safe for evacuation. FDOT has primary and backup DCS direct 

reception receiving stations to acquire the wind speed on bridges in real time. 

1.6 CURRENT AND POSSIBLE FUTURE ARCHITECTURES 

NOAA radiosondes will continue operating in 1675-1680 MHz frequency band until the transition 

out of the band is completed. 1 Radiosondes provide high altitude atmospheric sensory data 

which is used by NOAA for weather forecasts. NOAA NWS takes radiosonde observations at 92 

stations; 69 in the continental United States, 13 in Alaska, nine in the Pacific and one in Puerto 

Rico. NWS also supports the operation of 10 other stations in the Caribbean. Introduction of new 

commercial broadband systems into the 1675-1680 MHz frequency band before the completion 

of the radiosonde transition out of the band may cause harmful interference to NWS forecasts. 

Sharing of the 1675-1680 MHZ band with commercial users is expected to occur after the 

radiosondes transition is complete; however, areas of the country could become sharable as 

individual radiosonde sites complete their transition. 

Current GOES-13, 14, 15 (operational present 2020) satellites operate Sensor Data (SD) in 

1675-1680 MHz frequency band. GOES-13, 14, 15 SD downlink contains the raw Imager and 

Sounder data collected by sensors onboard the spacecraft and transmitted to NOAA data 

acquisition stations. This downlink provides images required to track hurricanes and monitor the 

rapid development of severe storms that may develop into destructive tornados. This data 

stream is the basis for many of the satellite products that NOAA provides the public and private 

companies. Section 3.1 provides detailed GOES satellite information. 

GOES-RSTU (operational 2017 to 2036) Data Collection Platform Reports (DCPR) system was 

relocated to 1679.7-1680.4 MHz frequency band, to accommodate AWS-3 sharing in 1695-1710 

1 See Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 
Transition Plan for the 1695-1710 MHz Band, dated October 29, 2015, available at 
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MHz frequency band. DCPR has over 400 channels within the spectrum from 1679.7-1680.4 MHz 

-relaying near-real time hemisphere data from approximately 27,000 data collection platforms. 

DCPRs are used as the primary source data for flood watch and warnings; they are a source of 

wildfire weather conditions necessary for wildfire fire managers to combat fires, and to protect 

the safety of firefighters, water managers use DCPR data to set water allocations, monitor water 

levels, and determine hazardous levels which threaten the integrity of dams and reservoirs. 

Coastal, stream, and river gauges, relayed via GOES ( GOES-R DCS, are integral to maritime 

navigation safety on inland waterways and at US ports. DCPR carry some of the ocean buoy data 

and relay tsunami warnings to select coastal and island regions. 

GOES-13, 14, 15 and the GOES-RSTU series operational life cycle is summarized in section 3.1 

below. This "continuity of GOES mission" represents the use of the 1675-1680 MHz frequency 

band continuously until 2037 and beyond for GOES-NEXT. To maintain this continuity of service, 

the GOES Series of satellites have operational overlap between GOES-13, 14, 15 and GOES-RSTU 

and between GOES-RSTU and GOES-NEXT. 

Future planned satellite systems (i.e. GOES-NEXT (Next Generation)) will require use of the 

1676-1692 MHz frequency band to meet higher resolution requirements for GOES Rebroadcast 

(GRB) and DCPR operations. 

There are additional users of satellite data broadcasts from GOES-R in the 1675-1680 MHz 

frequency band, which are geographically dispersed throughout the United States & Possessions 

(US&P). 

The meteorological satellite band (1670 - 1710 MHz) is the internationally interoperable band 

for global weather and environmental sensing. The WMO database shows the use of the 1675 

1680 MHz frequency band on a global basis. Examples of international collaboration include; (a) 

the ability of other countries in our hemisphere to receive future GOES data with mutually 

compatible receivers operating in the 1675-1680 MHz frequency band; (b) sharing of 

meteorological satellites between space agencies (i.e. NOAA satellites with EUMETSAT) on an 

emergency basis, or to fill a critical gap in coverage due to the loss of a satellite. 

The DOC fully understands the responsibility of closely examining sharing of the 1675-1680 MHz 

band federal satellite broadcast receivers and performing a thorough examination of the sharing 

challenges as well as analyzing positive actions that can be taken in the form of RFI monitoring 

and/or mitigation techniques. Researching alternative delivery architectures for future 

generations of GOES to continue to provide valuable, actionable weather and sensor data to 

other federal and nonfederal users/customers and will also support successful spectrum sharing 

in this band with the Earth stations by possibly enabling larger geographic areas to be used for 

mobile broadband operations. 

5 
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1. 7 CLOSEOUT STATEMENT 

This engineering study will enable us to more clearly understand the full details associated with 

the hydrological, meteorological and space weather uses of the 1675-1695 MHz frequency band 

and provide us with a better understanding of the possible alternate delivery architectures for 

NOAA data which may better enable sharing this band. All tasks under this study, including those 

related to collecting information on non-federal users, must be completed to ensure that any 

sharing decision made will support efficient sharing with broadband operations while ensuring 

the continued execution of DOC missions. The outcomes from this study are expected to help 

inform a decision about whether to proceed to a spectrum auction not more than eight years 

from the time of funding. If sharing is found to be feasible, the estimated timeline for 

transitioning to shared use of the band will be based on the time required for implementation of 

the identified sharing methodologies and potential alternate delivery architectures. 

There are many known federal data user receive stations and unknown state government, local 

government and commercial data user receive stations ingesting data from the downlinks that 

operate above 1675 MHz. A challenge for this study is clarifying data latency and reliability 

requirements of data users, including many unknown user stations, to develop NOAA data 

dissemination alternatives. While protection zones could be established around radiosonde 

receive sites, inflight radiosonde transmitters are expected to cause interference to commercial 

operations at distances of several hundred miles from each of the 92 radiosonde release points. 

Any potential sharing of the 1675-1680 MHZ band with commercial users is expected to occur 

after the radiosondes transition is complete; however, areas of the country could become 

sharable as individual radiosonde sites complete their transition. 

2 PLANNED ACTIVITIES AND ANTICIPATED OUTCOMES 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

This Spectrum Pipeline Request addresses potential sharing of the 1675-1680 MHz frequency 

band (5 MHz of spectrum) among the DOC, other federal Earth stations, and wireless carriers 

nationwide. The engineering study will attempt to quantify the sharing challenges for federal 

Earth station users as well as identify techniques to facilitate successful spectrum sharing while 

ensuring the integrity of and access to the DOC NOAA data required for the national weather 

prediction capabilities and by state and local municipalities for early warning of impending 

severe weather. 

6 
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2.2 MAJOR TASKS 

There are 11 tasks identified as being necessary to successfully complete the study and provide 

an accurate assessment of spectrum sharing in the 1675- 1680 MHz frequency band. ROM cost 

data assumes all tasks are conducted as scheduled (see Table 2 below). 

Tobie 1 WBS Level 2 with ROM Cost Estrmates 

Task Subtask # ROM Cost (BY$) Description 
# 

1 

1.1 

1.2 

1.3 

1.6 

2 

2.1, 2.2 

$504,298 Identify spacecraft to end user data flows and user 
needs 

$69,558 Examining the in-band Data Collection Platforms (DCP) for 

GOES-RSTU 

" " -- "~.,,,_ """"" "~ - ----· , __ 
$69,558 Examining the in-band Sensor Data (SD) for GOES-NOP 

-- --------------------- --~-- --- --------------------------

Examining the adjacent band GOES Rebroadcast (GRB) for GOES-

RSTU 

Examining the Multi-Use Data Link (MDL) for GOES-NOP 

at risk of harmful interference from LTE operations in the 1675-

1680 MHz frequency band 

severe weather, atmospheric phenomenon, multi path, etc. 

2.2 Perform an analysis of both in-band and adjacent band 

emissions 
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4 

2.3, 2.4, 
2.5 

2.6 

2.7 

2.8 

3.1, 3.2 

3.3 

3.4 

3.5 

-" ~ ·- -~·- -- --~--~~~--~·-· ~----~----------- -~------------- - -~---------

$232,426 2.3 Identify those systems that are most likely to be at risk for 

interference from L TE sharing 

2.4 Identify any specific l TE tower configurations that contribute 

to the identification of "at risk" systems/facilities 

2.5 Identify federal sites/facilities that due to their geographic 

location and associated population density may be unlikely to 

experience RFI from LTE spectrum sharing 

of interactions between the LTE uplink 

service in the 1695 1710 MHz band and the LTE downlink 

service in the 1675- 1680 MHz band and the possible effect, 

i.e., RFI, to the GOES downlinks in the 1675- 1695 MHz 

frequency band 

downlink data captured by federal users in the U.S. 

-------""" -----·-----··-· 
Identify all users with related mission functions that may be 

affected by spectrum sharing in the 1675-1680 MHz frequency 

band 

Identification of alternative architectures 

$121,737 3.11dentify possible alternative architectures for DCP data 

distribution 

3.2 Identify possible alternative architectures for GRB data 

distribution 

-------~----- ------ ··--·----------- -- -·- -----------
Characterize any possible methods for combining the SD and 

MDL downlinks into an alternative downlink format/structure 

--- --- ---
$897,032 Provide comparative risk levels for a general class of users as it 

pertains to the current architectures; specifically addressing the 

timeliness of data capture, identification of any dependencies, 

additional change factors and other critical data flow factors 

means for the design a~d-implementation of each 

identified alternative architecture 

Developing the cost of alternative architectures 

~---··-·---······--·-··-·--··-,--·--··-····· ·--·-······-···---·-·-·-·- ... ·-····· ··-·····-·------····-·-··-··-
4.1, 4.2, 4.1 Develop a Rough of Order of Magnitude (ROM) cost estimate 

4.3 for the design, development and implementation of the DCP 

alternative architecture to include costs to both NOAA and other 

8 
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6 

4.4 

5.1, 5.2, 

5.3 

federal data users 

4.2 Develop a Rough of Order of Magnitude (ROM) cost estimate 

for the design, development and implementation of the GRB 

alternative architecture to include costs to both NOAA and other 

federal and other data users 

4.3 Develop a Rough of Order of Magnitude (ROM) cost estimate 

for the design, development and implementation of 

trarisitioning the SD and MDL to an alternative method of data 

capture to include costs to both NOAA and other data users 

$0 Develop and provide an estimated timeline for design and 

implementation of the above alternative architectures. (No 

additional cost, task accomplished during estimation- no 

additional effort needed) 

Alternative communication techniques for satellite 

downlinks 

"·····-· -~---~---~-~--- ...... ---------- __ ) 
$182,106 5.1 Evaluate and determine the potential latency and availability 

associated with any identified alternative architecture 

5.2 Identify and evaluate options to meet the bandwidth 

requirements for GOES-Next, including higher orders of 

modulation techniques. Future generations of GOES will require 

additional bandwidth to accommodate higher resolution 

sensors, as well as the ability to accommodate a multitude of 

sensors on future spacecraft 

5.3 Provide analysis as to whether current modulation schemes 

will meet future NESDIS requirements 

survey of receiving equipment 

!--- ------ .............................. ~-~------~----- -------------------------- ....................... --···--~···-· ··---~·~·---. ~-···-~·- ···-·~---.! 
6.1, 6.2 assessments of both federal and nonfedera! ground 

stations and receiver sites for verification of characteristics. 

Perform interference susceptibility assessments of federal 

satellite broadcast receivers to aid in the development of 

adequate protection criteria. (Consider the amount of 

commercial signal that would fall within the RF passband of 

receiving systems and whether the power levels requested by 

commercial systems would create any non-linearity or 

compression of receive system amplifiers or electronics for in

band or adjacent band users.) 

9 
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7.1 

7.2 

8.1 

8.2 

9 

9.1 

9.3 

- ~- ~ . -~-~~-· ~ ""'~~·-- - ~~---~--~----·--·----·-- -~---··-- ----~--- ---
6.2 Document the GOES data distribution architecture, its 

commercial applications and the potential impact on the 

national infrastructure due to loss of NOAA meteorological, 

space weather, and hydrological data dissemination. 

Protection studies 

Determine the requirements and methods for protecting both 

the legacy GOES and GOES-R downlinks, i.e., SD, MDL, GRB 

$520,444 Determine the potential impact and susceptibility of federal 

satellite broadcast receivers to interference from in-band and/or 

adjacent band RFI from broadband wireless services using L TE or 

high-power transmitters operating either in-band or in an 

adjacent band, and develop protection criteria and protection 

zones for the federal users. 

Anomalous propagation interference to critical NOAA, 

DOD and DOl stations 

anomalous propagation 

$158
1
5.3-9 ----p~~-Vid-e--~nalysis and the proposed 

requirements/recommendations to mitigate potential 

interference to federal satellite broadcast receivers from 

anomalous propagation 

$147,025 

GOES-R satellite 

broadcast receivers. 

carrier 

identification information 

Validate and verify federal GOES-R satellite broadcast receiver 

thresholds through site testing at the WCDAS and at least one 

National Weather Service site, e.g., the Miami National 

Hurricane Center. A limited number of non-federal receivers 

may be included for comparison purposes with federal 

stations . 

. - " -. ----~ ~ . --- -- ~-----·-- -·--~--- -- ·----~---~ 
Perform an analysis of the digital data processing at the NSOF 

and the WCDAS to develop accurate bit-error/frame error rate 

limits for use in determining harmful Interference 

10 
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10.5 

11.1 

11.4 

Perform a radio frequency interference monitoring 

analysis for the 1675- 1680 MHz frequency band 

~-~- '"~---~--

$197,061 Evaluate the possibility of employing carrier identification 

$591,182 

$0 

- $98,530 

$98,530 

$669,587 

sharing to detect and mitigate LTE base station signals 

Perform an engineering of RFI monitoring capabilities 

and technical specifications for NOAA ground stations (e.g., 

WCDAS and GOES-R) protection 

- ~ 

Conduct ground station surveys to determine system and 

configuration requirements. (Assume done at time of subtosk 

6.1, so no additional cost.) 

-~ ~-~-- ' ·-·- -~~---~~~---···-

Evaluate existing and future monitoring system automation for 

minimizing impact to operations 

for any possible 

central or cloud-based monitoring configurations 

- --~---------~ -~·----~--·--· ----·-~- ___ ] 
Conduct research on TDD Standards Specification and 

parameters, characteme Baseline LTE FDD Downlink . 

parameters, and calculate protection zone for federal ground 

stations. 

-- ---------------------
Perform RF data collection to characterize RF environment at 

the selected facilities and to build a baseline of the current 

spectrum use for pre-LTE TDD activities in the 1675 - 1680 

MHz and 1680-1695 MHz adjacent band. 

Characterize the antenna and system's responses to LTE UE 

and Base Station interference from 1675- 1680 MHz in-band 

and 1680-1695 MHz out-of-band. 

--- -- -------- --------- ·- ----- ------·- ----·--"--~---
Develop efficient sharing schemes and interference mitigation 

methods prior to the adoption of the technical rules. Validate, 

on a site-by-site basis, the effectiveness of proposed 

interference mitigation methods upon completion of real 

operation and prior to coordinated operation within the 

Protection Zones. 

2 Includes $61,781 in Pre-Study costs not reflected in subtasks. 
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11.5 $184,990 Provide assumptions, parameters, results of simulation, test 

results assessing the performance of each system, and 

recommendations_ 

2.3 ANTICIPATED OUTCOMES 

The overarching anticipated outcome for this study is to determine and identify sharing 

methodologies which support spectrum sharing in the 1675 - 1680 MHz frequency band with 

wireless carriers operating around federal earth stations and other satellite broadcast receiver 

sites. 

• The Task #1 outcome will provide a documented baseline of the operational 

characteristics of the DOC sites for both in-band (1675 1680 MHz) and adjacent 

band (below 1675 MHz and the 1680 1710 MHz fequency land) first and 

foremost, and then determine if this same baseline applies to other federal sites 

as well. Provide a determination as to the probability of harmful interference ond 

determine the operational availability requirements and apply them to the 

baseline. 

• The Task 112 outcome will provide an analysis of the respective sites and 

capabilities to include antennas, receivers, filtering capability and associated 

environmental foctors that may be pertinent to successful spectrum sharing with 

wireless carriers. Additionally, it will provide a list of users of NOAA satellite data 

within the US&P that share these characteristics of interest. 

• The Task #3 outcome will provide alternative architectures/methods of data 

distribution that addresses both legacy GOES and GOES·R operations. As part of 

the proposed alternative architectures, risk levels will be established for the 

differing classes of users and will provide information on the impacts to the 

reliability, timeliness ond other potential changes to the critical data flow to end 

users. 

• The Task #4 outcome will provide a ROM cost for each recommended potential 

architecture, along with a schedule for design, development and implementation 

of the respective architectures. 

• The Task #5 outcome will provide information regarding the latency and 

availability of data r eceipt based upon the recommended alternative 

architectures. Additionally, recommendations for GOES-Next requirements for 

larger bandwidths and improved modulation techniques will be provided with 

various options. 

• The Task #6 outcome will provide a detailed survey of the equipment of a cross 

section of sites. The survey results will provide information detailing federal Earth 

station and satellite broadcast receiver susceptibility to interference. Posible 

mitigation approaches will be assembled and assessed. 

• The Task #7 outcome will quantify the impact to federal Earth station stes and 

other satellite receivers from in-band and adJacent band interference from LTE or 

12 
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other high power transmitters near said sites or locations. Definitive protection 

criteria and protection zones will be identified and documented. 

• The Task 118 outcome will provide the results of analysis of anomalous 

propagation along with the recommended requirements and actions to mitigate 

future events. 

• The Task 119 outcome will provide the bit error and frame error rate thresholds 

above which there will be degraded or lost data. Additionally, recommendations 

as to the use of carrier identification will be beneficial in the Fl monitoring 

process. 

• The Task 1110 outcome will provide information regarding the state of current 

and future monitoring capabilities. Unlike the AWS-3 monitoring, the 1675 -

1680 MHz frequency band will be a downlink from the base stations to the User 

Equipment (UEs). The potential use/availability of carrier IDs will be addressed, 

and information regarding discussions with representative AWS carriers 

(primarily those AWS carriers interested in the band) as to the use of carrier IDs 

by DOC for use in monitoring will be documented and included as part of the 

outcome. 

• The Task 1111 outcome will provide a detailed survey of the equipment of a cross 

section of federal earth ground sites. As a result of the survey, information 

detailing federal earth station susceptibility to interference and potential 

mitigation approaches will be collected and assessed. Quantify the impact to 

federal Earth station sites from in-band and adjacent band interference from 

TDD LTE operations or high power base station transmitters in the vicinity of said 

sites. 

3 DOC SATELLITE SYSTEMS USAGE AND ASSOCIATED USER RECEIVER 

SYSTEMS 

3.1 GOES SATELLITE SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

DOC'S GOES are used for short-term weather forecasting and severe storm tracking. These are the 

satellites that continuously watch over the Western Hemisphere providing images of severe weather 

events such as Hurricane Irene and Tropical Storm Lee that are seen by millions of Americans every 

day in their local or national media outlets. GOES collects numerous atmospheric and surface 

parameters such as ice, snow and vegetation; atmospheric temperatures; moisture, aerosol and 

ozone distribution using instruments sensing in visible, near-IR, and thermaiiR frequencies. Space 

and solar instruments on the GOES monitor the highly variable solar and near-Earth space 

environment. The satellites also detect Emergency Locator Transmitters (ELTs), Emergency Position

Indicating Radio Beacons (EPRBs) and Personal Locator Beacons (PLBs) as part of the international 

COSPAS-SARSAT system. 

GOES-R is flying six new instruments, including the first operational lightning mapper in geostationary 

orbit This new technology will enable scientists to observe lightning, an important indicator of where 

13 
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and when a storm is likely to intensify. Forecasters will use the mapper to hone in on storms that 

represent the biggest threat. Improved space weather sensors on GOES-R will monitor the sun and 

relay crucial information to forecasters so they can issue space weather alerts and warnings. Data 

from GOES-R will result in 34 new, or improved, meteorological, solar and space weather products. 
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Federal and nonfederal GOES broadcast receivers currently use the 1675-1695 frequency MHz 

band for receiving direct broadcasts from meteorological satellites. For example, meteorological 

satellite direct broadcast to the Aviation Weather Center (AWC) in Kansas City is used to provide 

the aviation sector with access to the full range of GOES-R data OCONUS. Meteorological 

satellite direct broadcast is critical for hurricane and ocean weather models provided to marine 

and land transportation and alerts to the U.S. coastal population. There are approximately 200-

300 GVAR/GRB stations, 10,000 EMWIN receivers, and 100 DCP receivers located in the US&P. In 

addition, as with the aviation sector, there are numerous downstream users of data from these 

broadcasts who are not the direct operators of weather satellite receive stations. 

About 15 industry sectors are dependent upon federal and private sector meteorology products 

that use meteorological satellite direct broadcasts as a partial or full source of data. Thousands 

of EM WIN users have automated sirens, issue warnings and call in staff from direct broadcast for 

tornados, storm surge, tsunami, etc. 

3 Note that until the GOES-RSTU are in orbit, determining a fuel-limited lifetime estimate is not realistic and not 

provided. Once launched a fuel-limited lifetime estimate will be included in addition to the satellite's mission life. 
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4 NEW PROPOSED SYSTEMS, TECHNOLOGIES, AND APPLICATIONS 

To meet the future need of the GOES data end users, an examination of the existing and known 

future architectures will be undertaken to establish a baseline of both federal and nonfederal users 

along with the type of data they utilize primarily in completing their respective missions. 

4.1 ALTERNATIVE ARCHITECTURES FOR NOAA GOES DATA DISTRIBUTION 

Devising new architectures for existing systems with both ground and space based assets is complex 

and requires a significant amount of lead time to accomplish successfully. 

The existing network of NOAA users is configured to capture the legacy GOES downlink data and 

have begun capturing the GOES-R downlink data. GOES-R launched in November of 2016 with an end 

of life expectancy of at least 2026. GOES-Sis under construction and expected to launch in 2017 with 

an end life expectancy of 2028. 

Any new alternative architectures to be employed to enhance spectrum sharing will need to be 

developed and approved within the next few years to ensure sufficient lead time to meet the 

requirements for the GO ES-T & U spacecraft, or to plan on changes to the meet the development of 

new architectures for GOES-Next. 

The proposed study will focus on new systems and technologies in support of the GOES-Next 

generation of satellites and ground systems. Advances in modulation techniques and data 

compression algorithms provide the opportunity to possibly move GOES-Next downlinks to a higher 

frequency band to support higher data rates and more detailed imagery data. Methods of mitigating 

losses due to atmospheric influences in the higher frequency bands would have to be investigated. 

Any alternative architecture developed because of this study will be compared to the existing 

architecture to identify all dependencies that may have an impact on a successful design, 

development and implementation. 

4.2 ALTERNATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF GOES DATA 

Distribution of the GOES data via the internet or other terrestrial networks will be examined as one of 

the alternative architectures. 

4.3 RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE MONITORING SYSTEM 

As part of the DOC AWS-3 transition activity, a Radio Frequency Interference Monitoring System 

(RFIMS) is to be installed at 17 Department of Commerce (DOC)/National Oceanic Atmospheric 

Administration (NOAA) and National Weather Service (NWS) locations to enhance sharing of the 1695 

1710 MHz frequency band with wireless carriers. The objective of the RFIMS is to protect the 1695 

- 1710 MHz downlinks at these locations. This proposed study will evaluate the use of this RFMIS or a 

modified version of it to support sharing of the 1675-1680 MHz frequency band. 
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5 SPECTRUM UNDER STUDY FOR SHARING AND TIMELINE FOR 

COMMERCIAL USE 

The geographic area that is intended for sharing of the 1675-1680 MHz frequency band is the United 

States and Possessions (US&P). This area would be subject to limitations based on the conclusion of this 

engineering study which may identify federal Earth station "protection" or "exclusion" zones within the 

US&P. The coverage of the GOES downlink reaches beyond the US&P. However, analysis for sharing with 

terrestrial AWS beyond the US&P will not be considered in this study. 

5.1 ADJACENT BAND (1680 1695 MHZ) CONSIDERATION 

DOC is relocating radiosondes operations from the 1675-1680 MHz band to the 400 MHz band to 

prevent interference to GOES-R operations which were shifted down in frequency to enable sharing 

of the 1695-1710 MHz frequency band (AWS-3). 

The adjacent band (1680-1695 MHz) is expected to be vulnerable to the stronger terrestrial based 

transmissions associated with LTE downlinks. Additionally, with the 1695-1710 MHz band being used 

in accordance with AWS-3 as an uplink transmission for LTE, the effects of receiving a weak satellite 

downlink in between these two opposing relatively strong terrestrial signals will need to be fully 

understood and characterized as part of this investigation. 

5.2 PRIMARY REGULATORY PROTECTION OF CURRENT AND FUTURE NOAA SATELLITE SYSTEMS 

Harmful interference will not be caused to services operating in accordance with the Table of 

Frequency Allocations. See 47 CFR §2.102 Assignment of Frequencies. Additional information 

regarding current and planned NOAA satellite spectrum assignments can be found in Annex D below. 

5.3 STUDY TIMELINE 

Table 2 Tentative Task Timeline, below, identifies the planned execution of the tasks, some of them 

concurrent with each other, which demonstrates conducting the task within the 24-month period 

from the initiation of funding: 
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Upon completion of the study, proposed methodologies for federal satellite broadcast receivers 

sharing with LTE TDD or LTE downlink operations will be identified. The needed steps for sharing 

implementation then need to be resolved. 

Completion of the 24-month long task will provide information needed to allow a decision for 

proceeding with 1675-1680 MHz frequency band repurposing to be made with greater clarity as to 

requirements, processes and cost Radiosonde operations in the band may impact the band transition 

time line. Timelines for any determined sharing architectures to be implemented as part of the 

transition to sharing of the band will be estimated during this study. 

6 MEASURABLE GOALS AND OBJECTIVES, TECHNOLOGY READINESS 

LEVELS (TRL) 

6.1 SYSTEMS UNDER EVALUATION 

The current systems under evaluation for this study are both the legacy GOES' and GOES-R systems 

that have operations in the 1675 1695 MHz frequency band. This band is used as a space to earth 

link, and thus the issue involves multiple receive sites, both federal and nonfederal across the United 

States. 

A partial list of federal and nonfederal users of GOES data can be found in Annex B below. The list of 

both federal and nonfederal users/customers of the GOES data is extensive, with each entity on the 

list having a need for the data. A complete list of all users of GOES data does not currently exist as the 

broadcast nature of the data enables anyone with the appropriate receiver equipment, which does 

not require registration, to access the data. 

6.2 PARAMETERS TO MEASURE (INTERFERENCE PROTECTION CRITERIA AND INTERFERENCE 

MITIGATION TECHNIQUES) 

To accurately develop effective Interference Protection Criteria (IPC) and Interference Protection 

and/or Mitigation Techniques for federal satellite broadcast receivers, it will be necessary to perform 

both active and passive site surveys at various NOAA/NWS sites, DOl sites, and DOD sites as well as a 

few select other federal agency sites to establish susceptibility parameters and potential mitigation 

approaches. 

Passive testing will be comprised of capturing data from GOES receiver output to measure the SNR, 

EjN0, noise floor, bit error and/or frame error rates that are representative for the differing types of 

receivers, demodulators, etc. across the respective user/customer base. 

4 Legacy GOES refers to the series GOES-13, 14 and 15 or GOES-N, 0 and P. 
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Active testing will involve transmitting a LTE-Iike downlink signal into a non-operational GOES antenna 

while it is also receiving a GOES downlink to more accurately determine the IPC and the parameters 

identified above, 

The Commerce Spectrum Management Advisory Committee (CSMAC) Working Group -1 Report 

provides information on the approach and methodology the working group utilized to determine 

adequate Interference Protection Criteria for the 17 government facilities that would be affected by 

the sharing of the 1695- 1710 MHz frequency band. The DOC/NOAA will examine this AWS uplink 

approach for applicability to the sharing of the 1675 - 1680 MHz frequency band with wireless 

carriers using it as an AWS downlink. 

6.3 ANTICIPATED TECHNOLOGY READINESS LEVELS (TRL) FOR ANY SYSTEMS THAT MAY BE 

AFFECTED 

The following are definitions of the NASA Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs) as utilized by DOC for 

determining the readiness of both ground and space based systems for operational use. 

Technology Readiness Levels Summary 

• TRL 1 Basic principles observed and reported 

• TRL 2 Technology concept and/or application formulated 

• TRL 3 Analytical and experimental critical function and/or characteristic proof-of concept 

• TRL 4 Component and/or breadboard validation in laboratory environment 

• TRL 5 Component and/or breadboard validation in relevant environment 

• TRL 6 System/subsystem model or prototype demonstration in a relevant environment 

(ground or space) 

• TRL 7 System prototype demonstration in a space environment 

• TRL 8 Actual system completed and "flight qualified" through test and demonstration 

(ground or space) 

• TRL 9 Actual system "flight proven" through successful mission operations 

The current state of DOC/NOAA legacy GOES space-based and ground-based assets is TRL 9. All have 

been successfully proven and have been in use for years. 

The GOES-R communications system is at TRL 8. 

The GOES-NEXT satellite (beyond GOES-U) has not been formally funded for development at this time 

and therefore a TRL is not yet available. 
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7 BUDGET AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

In section 2.2 above, the budget estimate is presented by task and the methodology is explained below 

along with a cost breakout by function. Note that this is a ROM cost estimate according to GA0·09·3SP: 

GAO Cost Estimating and Assessment Guide (GAO, 2009). Alternate study timeline scenarios have not 

been estimated, and cost and schedule risks have not been assessed. Neither cost nor schedule margin 

has been included in the estimate. 

7.1 ESTIMATING WORK BREAKDOWN AND STRUCTURE 

A work breakdown structure (WBS) was created to ensure a more complete cost to the government 

was calculated. 

Tabfe 3 Estimating WBS 

1.0 Prestudy 
2 0 Program Management 

2. 1 Management 
2 2 Task Lead 

3.0 Re>iew 
4 0 Engmeering 
5 0 Procurements 
6 0 Report Generation. Publication. and Closeout 
7.0 Other Direct Costs (ODCs) 

7.1 Travel/Mise 
7 2 G&A 
7 3 Fee 

8 0 Other Government Costs (OGCs) 
8 1 Program Management Office (PMO) 
8.2 OGCs 
8 3 Management Reserves (MR) 
8.4 NOAA Overhead (OH) 

Element 1.0 Pre·study is designed to capture the effort associated with establishing new tasking on 

an existing contract; therefore, no source selection costs are included in the estimate. Pre·study cost 

and duration are built into all task estimates, except for Tasks 4 and 5 which are expected to coincide 

with Task 3. The inclusion and estimation of this WBS element were informed by analysis of actuals; 

see the subsequent subsection for explanation. 

Element 2.0 Program Management is comprised of two sub·elements. The Management sub·element 

includes task oversight performed by the contractor, and is estimated by a wrap factor generated 

from analogous program actuals. The task lead sub·element contains the parHime task leadership 

dedicated to each task, again excepting Tasks 4 and 5 which are expected to piggy· back on Task 3. 

Element 3.0 Review captures management and peer support to reviews prior to the publication of 

findings and recommendations, and is estimated by a wrap factor generated from analogous program 

actuals; see the subsequent subsection for explanation. 

Element 4.0 Engineering is the core staff dedicated to working the subtasks. 
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Element 5.0 Procurements impacts only Tasks 9 and 10, and covers the identification and purchase of 

suitable test articles. 

Element 6.0 Report Generation, Publication and Closeout are self-explanatory. 

Element 7.0 Other Direct Costs (ODCs) contains three typical sub-elements. Travel/Misc., General and 

Administrative (G&A), and fee are calculated using industry-standard wrap factors. 

Elements 1.0 through 7.0 in sum represent the contractor costs. Element 8.0 includes four additional 

categories of government costs. The Program Management Office (PMO) is assumed to be staffed by 

four government employees, whose time will be dedicated to this study is scaled according to the 

amount of effort expended by the contractor in each month. Also, included in the PMO costs is 

additional government support. Other government costs (OGCs) covers government travel, supplies 

and other miscellaneous government costs, and is estimated by standard factor. Management 

reserves (MR) and NOAA overhead (OH) are estimated by wrap factor (10% and 5%, respectively). 

This was informed by other NOAA program history. 

7.2 BASIS OF ESTIMATE: LABOR COSTS 

The estimate to perform the spectrum sharing study is based upon staffing and schedule assumptions 

made by task and subtask per their descriptions. Spectrum sharing has been studied before, and 

there are similarities between several of the tasks proposed here and previous studies. Actual staff 

sizes, the skill mix, hours, expenditures and durations for these analogous studies were gathered and 

analyzed; this analysis informed the assumed contractor staff sizes and durations, which in turn 

formed the basis of estimate. Government program office labor is accounted for, but it is sized by 

assumption rather than analogy. 

With a staffing profile in place, the cost of labor was calculated using assumed labor rates. These 

rates were taken from published contractor and GS pay scales. Published in ranges, the rates used 

were varied according to skill level. Overhead was added directly to the labor rates according to 

estimating rule-of-thumb. G&A and contractor fee were separately accounted for in the ODC element 

of the WBS using industry-standard factors. Once the labor portions of the estimate were calculated, 

remaining cost elements were added using either additional staffing assumptions or wrap factor. 

7.3 STAFFING PROFILE 

The staffing profile for the assumed 24-month total study duration is shown in Figure 3 below. It 

depicts the sum of all FTEs by month for all tasks and subtasks, phased according to the proposed 

study timeline in Table 2 on page. Note that the effort associated with WBS 6.0 Report Generation, 

Publication and Closeout is included as "Engineering" labor in the figure, as it is assumed a subset of 

the engineering staff in WBS 4.0 will remain onboard through findings publication and task 

completion. 
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Staffing Profile 

jj 

F1gure 3 ~Staffing Profile 

7.4 CLOSE OUT COSTS 

The total costs for the study, given the assumed staffing profile (above) and the proposed study 

timeline in Table 2 in section 5.3 above, are shown by year. Subsequently, costs are shown over 

time by task and by WBS element. 
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Table 4 Total Costs (BY$) by WBS Element by Year 

WBS Element Description Total Year 1 Year 2 

Total Cost $ 12,013,256 $ 6,214,178 $ 5,799,078 

1.0 Pre-study $ 200,674 $ 167,861 $ 32,813 

2.0 Program Mgmnt. $ 1,658,584 $ 921,156 $ 737,428 

3.0 Review $ 253,246 $ 111,602 $ 141,644 

4.0 Engineering $ 4,144,047 $ 1,991,128 $ 2,152,919 

5.0 Procurements $ 350,000 $ 100,000 $ 250,000 

Report Generation, $ 297,043 $ 61,536 $ 235,507 
6.0 Publication, Closeout 

7.0 Other Direct Costs $ 2,347,636 $ 1,312,339 $ 1,035,297 

8.0 Other Gov. Costs $ 2,762,026 $ 1,548,556 $ 1,213,470 

7.5 BUDGET SUMMARY 

As expected, the Engineering WBS category is the primary contributor of cost. Pre-study and 

Procurements costs are in family with the analogous programs. Program management, Reviews and 

DOCs' percent contributions to total cost are in line with typical program metrics. OGCs at 24% are 

slightly higher than typical program metrics, but not high enough to be of concern. Report 

Generation, Publication and Closeout's contribution to total cost is far lower than typical, but this is 

explainable: Tasks 4, 6, 8 and 11 contain report publication explicitly stated as a subtask, so that 

effort is booked under 4.0 along with all other subtasks. 

8 STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS 
There are numerous authorities for requesting funds from the Spectrum Reallocation Fund (SRF) 

identified in the MEMORANDUM FOR THE HEADS OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES; M-

16-13, June 2, 2016. (Shaun Donovan, 2016). There are Primary Mission Essential Functions (PMEFs) 

identified that support the DOC/NOAA in the development of this Spectrum Pipeline engineering 

study funding request.' Annex H contains PMEF text and additional related information. 

8.1 AUTHORITIES IDENTIFIED IN THE OMB GUIDANCE DOCUMENT 

8.1.1 The Spectrum Reallocation Fund was established in 2004 by the "Commercial Spectrum 

Enhancement Act" (CSEA). (Congress, Commercial Spectrum Enhancement Act (CSEA), 2004). The 

purpose was to establish a process for Federal entities to recover costs associated with relocating 

their spectrum-dependent systems from bands that either were auctioned or going to be auctioned 

for commercial use. 

5 
The National Continuity Policy Implementation Plan, Homeland Security Council, August 2007, was issued to build 

on The National Continuity Policy, (NSPD-51/HSPD-20). (House, 2007) These plans rdentify the National Essential 

Functions and the associated Primary Mission Essentlal Functions of the various Agencies. 
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8.1.2 The follow~on to the CSEA was the "Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of 2013 (P.L. 

112~96, or the Tax Relief Act). (Congress, Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012, P.L. 
112~96, 2012). This Act amended the CSEA and provided for eligible agencies to receive funds for 
spectrum sharing in addition to relocation purposes. Additionally, the law also expanded the types of 

costs that could be funded or reimbursed. 

8.1.3 The Spectrum Pipeline Act of 2015 (Title X of PL. 114~76) amended the CSEA to include 
provisions for federal agencies to request funding from the SRF for research and development and/or 
planning purposes (Congress, Spectrum Pipeline Act of 2015, 2015), provided such funding is 

expected to facilitate a future spectrum auction and meet other requirements. 

8.2 POTENTIAL IMPLICATIONS FOR FAILURE TO FULLY ANALYZE POSSIBLE BAND SHARING AND 

REALLOCATION IMPLICATIONS 

Potential interference to NOAA satellite downlink transmissions that result from the reallocation or 

sharing of the band would likely result in an increased risk for loss of life and property. The health, 
safety and welfare of the United States would be adversely affected by the loss of timely, reliable and 

accurate hydro meteorological forecasts, watches and warnings of severe weather. 

Aviation and other transportation~dependent activities would be severely impacted should 
appropriate mitigation and protection steps not be taken. Loss of the numerical forecast database 
would degrade the ability to provide forecasts of atmospheric dispersion in hazardous materials 

incidents. This degradation would negatively impact situational assessment, the determination of 
evacuation areas and routing and resource allocation and positioning. The lack of advance knowledge 
of large~scale natural events (e.g., hurricanes) could result in recovery operations being consumed by 
the event In HAZMAT or events involving weapons of mass destruction, the lack of observations, 
forecasts, and numerical modeling would degrade operations in DHS Interagency Modeling and 

Atmospheric Assessment Center, DOD's Defense Threat Reduction Agency, and other federal, state 
and local and tribal first responders. It is imperative that a comprehensive engineering study be 
undertaken to ensure that actions taken towards sharing with federal satellite broadcast receivers are 
known, deliberate and have results that are expected and appropriate for ensuring the continued 

missions supported by this band and the adjacent band. 

8.3 POTENTIAL OF 1675-1680 MHZ FREQUENCY BAND SHARING RESULTING FROM THIS STUDY 

The many challenges to sharing of the 1675~1680 MHz frequency band are more complex than those 

for sharing oft he 1695-1710 MHz band due to federal and nonfederal use of the data down linked in 

the band and the interdependency between the DOC and its other federal and nonfederal partners in 
the weather enterprise. Establishing appropriate protection zones around all mission essential federal 

Earth station receive sites, mitigation protection for other federal satellite broadcast receivers and 

developing equivalently reliable and timely alternative meteorological, space weather, and 

hydrological data delivery means for all users would ensure protection of the federal sites, and make 
band sharing with federal stations more economically viable. This comprehensive engineering study 

will identify spectrum sharing methodologies that increase the ability to share spectrum between 
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DOC/NOAA satellite systems and commercial broadband operations while maintaining the capability 

of federal and nonfederal users to access NOAA data necessary to complete their missions. 

9 OTHER FEDERAL DATA USERS 

9.1 FEDERAL ENTITIES AND ASSOCIATED BUREAUS AND OFFICES 

These federal data users may have interest in the implementation of the results of the engineering 

study, mitigation techniques or alternate architecture identified, and may require a change in their 

system configuration or operations. NOAA is singularly responsible for the transmission of the data 

and will advise all organizations and entities on the findings from the engineering study. 

Department of Interior Bureau of Land Management 

Department of Interior- U.S. Geological Survey 

Department of Interior- Bureau of Reclamation 

Department of Interior- National Park Service 

Department of Interior- Bureau of Indian Affairs 

Department of Interior U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

International Boundary and Water Commission 

Department of Commerce- National Weather Service 

Department of Commerce National Ocean Service 

Department of Defense- U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

Department of Defense U.S. Air Force 

Department of Defense- U.S. Navy 

Department of Defense U.S. Marine Corp. 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

Tennessee Valley Authority 

U.S. Department of Agriculture- Agricultural Research Service 

U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Service 
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9.2 PLANNED PROJECT MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE 

Given the schedule and budget as reported herein, the management structure proposed includes the 
following: 

• "Management", defined as oversight performed by the contractor 

• One part--time task lead per task (one person can support multiple tasks) 

• A government program management office (PMO). comprised of four part-time 

government employees whose time contribution is correlated to the overall amount of 

contractor effort 

Management Staffing Profile 

I IIIII 
Figure 4 Planned Management Sttucture 

9.3 PLANNED ALLOCATION OF FUNDING AMONG AGENCIES AND BUREAUS. 

DOC/NOAA is the lead Government Agency performing and managing this proposed study. NOAA will 

coordinate inputs, from the associated Federal entities, for incorporation into this study. 
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10 CONTACT INFORMATION 

10.1 ENGINEERING 

AI Wissman, Chief, Data Management & Continuity Operations Branch 

N ESDIS/ ACIO/DMCOB 

al.wissman@noaa.gov 

301-713-1263 

10.2 POLICY 

James Mentzer, Director, Radio Frequency Management Division 

OFC OF CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER/HPCC 

jmentzer@doc.gov 

301-628-5649 

10.3 LEGAL 

Glenn Tallia, Senior Counselor 

DEPUTY GENERAL COUNSEL 

glenr1.e. tallia@noaa.gov 

301-713-9681 

10.4 BUDGETARY 

Gary Reisner, Director 

NOAA SO/CFO/BO 

~.reisner@noaa.gov 

202-482-6128 

10.5 GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE 

The governance structure for this investigation of sharing potential in the 1675-1680 MHz frequency 

band with considerations for the adjacent 1680-1695 MHz frequency band shall be contained within 

the DOC/NOAA. Consideration for alternative architectures and mitigation techniques will be 

established and provided to all dependent organizations and agencies upon completion of this study 

and approval of the recommended approach. Descriptions of the tasks can be found in section 2.2 on 

pages 7 through 12. The division of tasking for each task lead is based on the task schedule and 

resource requirements. 
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Figure 5- Project Management Organizational Structure 

11 CONCLUSION 

This study is expected to identify spectrum sharing techniques, alternate architectures, and other 

sharing methodologies which may increase the ability to share spectrum between DOC/NOAA GOES 
satellite Earth stations, satellite broadcast receivers, and commercial broadband operations while 

maintaining the capability of federal and nonfederal users to access meteorological, space weather 
and other related data necessary to complete their missions. With the importance of the information 

conveyed within the 1675- 1680 MHz frequency band and the adjacent 1680-1695 MHz frequency 
band, the sharing study will examine all the myriad uses that comprise the functionality of this band 
to ensure the continued successful execution of ongoing critical DOC and other federal missions. 
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13 ANNEX B- PARTIAL LiST OF FEDERAL AND NON FEDERAL USERS OF 

GOES DATA 

AccuWeather 

Aero jet Corporation Azusa, California, USA CA 

Aerospace Corporation, El Segundo, California, USA CA 

Alaska Aviation Weather Unit, NOAA/NWS, Anchorage AK 

American Airlines, Dallas TX 

American Airlines Flight Academy DFW Airport, Texas, USA TX 

Applied Physics Laboratory Seattle Washington, USA WA 

Arizona Department of Water Resources 

Association of Metropolitan Water Agencies 

Atmospheric & Environmental Research, Inc. Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA MA 

Aviation Weather Center, Kansas City MO 

Baron Services, Huntsville AL 

Battelle, Pacific Northwest Laboratories Richland, Washington, USA WA 

Boeing Aerospace Seal Beach, California, USA CA 

Brookhaven National Laboratory Upton, New York, USA NY 

California Department of Water Resources, Sacramento CA 

Central Pacific Hurricane Center, Honolulu HI 

Chelan County Washington Public Utility District 

City College of New York New York, NY, USA NY 

City of Fort Collins CO, Stormwater Utility 

City of Seattle, Seattle City Light 
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Colorado Department of Natural Resources 

Colorado State University 

Colorado State University Ft. Collins, Colorado, USA CO 

Cooperative Institute for Meteorological Satellite Studies, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison WI 

Department of Transportation/FAA, Atlantic City NJ 

Earth Networks 

Elizabeth City State University (ECSU) Elizabeth City, North Carolina, USA NC 

Environmental Medicine Center Natick, Massachusetts, USA MA 

Environmental Technologies Group, Inc. Baltimore, Maryland, USA MD 

EWW Weatherwise- Enterprise AL 

Fairweather Environmental Services Anchorage, Alaska, USA AK 

Federal Express Corporation Memphis, Tennessee, USA TN 

Florida Department of Transportation 

Florida Division of Emergency Management Tallahassee, Florida, USA FL 

Georgia Institute of Technology, Hydrologic Research Center Atlanta, Georgia, USA GA 

GINA- Geographic Institute of Alaska Fairbanks 

Global Imaging 

Hampton Roads Planning District, Hampton Roads, VA 

Harris 

Hawaii Aviation Weather Unit 

Hawaiian Airlines 

Honolulu Community College, Honolulu HI 

Idaho Department of Water Resources 

Inter-National Research Institute San Diego, California, USA CA 
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Interstate Council on Water Policy, Rockville MD 

Jet Propulsion Laboratory Pasadena, California, USA CA 

Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Ames Research Center Wrightwood, California, USA CA 

Johns-Hopkins University, Applied Physics Laboratory Laurel, Maryland, USA MD 

Joint Typhoon Warning Center (USN and USAF) Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, USA HI 

Joint Water Commission (Hillsboro, Forest Grove, Beaverton and Tualatin Valley OR) 

Kansas Natural Resources Subcabinet 

KLM Airlines 

Lockheed Martin 

Louisiana Delta Community College, Monroe LA 

Louisiana State University 

Louisiana State University, Earth Scan Lab Baton Rouge, Louisiana, USA LA 

Lower Colorado River Authority 

Marta Systems 

Mesa Arizona Water Resources 

Miami Conservancy District 

Michigan Technical University Houghton, Michigan, USA Ml 

Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 

Monsanto 

Montana Department of Natural Resources and Conservation 

MORCOM International 

NASA Ames Space Flight Center 

NASA Spaceflight Meteorology Center 

NASA/Ames Research Center Sunnyvale, California, USA CA 
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NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center Greenbelt, Maryland, USA MD 

NASA/Langley Research Center Hampton, Virginia, USA VA 

NASA/SPoRT/Short-term Prediction Research and Transition Center, Huntsville AL 

National Center for Atmospheric Research 

National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Boulder, Colorado, USA CO 

National Hurricane Center, Miami FL 

National Interagency Fire Center 

National Naval Ice Center Washington, D.C., USA DC 

National Ocean Service 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Coast Watch Caribbean Node, AOML, Miami FL USA 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Inouye Regional Center, Ford Island Honolulu, HI 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), Forecast Systems Laboratory Boulder, Colorado, USA CO 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Wallops Command and Data Acquisition Station, 

Wallops VA 

National Operational Hydrological Research Service, Minneapolis MN 

National Snow and Ice Center 

Naval Research Lab, Stennis Space Center Bay Saint Louis, MS USA MS 

NESDIS University of Wisconsin Madison 

New York State Department of Environmental Conservation, Division of Water 

New York State Department of Transportation 

New York State Flood Plain and Stormwater Managers Association, Albany NY 

NOAA National Ocean Service, Chesapeake, VA 

NOAA Satellite Operations Command and Control (NSOF) Suitland, Maryland, USA MD 

NOAA Western Region, Seattle WA 

Northrop Grumman Bellevue, NE, USA NE 
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Northrop Grumman Electronics Systems Azusa, CA, USA CA 

Northwest Arkansas Beaver Water District 

Orbital Systems j Quorum Communications Dallas 

Oregon State University, College of Oceanic & Atmospheric Sciences Corvallis, Oregon, USA OR 

Portland Water Bureau, Portland OR 

Purdue University Lafayette, IN, USA IN 

Radian International Dayton, Ohio, USA OH 

Red River Basin Commission- Minnesota North Dakota- South Dakota Moorhead MN 

Rutgers University New Brunswick, NJ, USA NJ 

Salt River Project Phoenix, Arizona, USA AZ 

San Francisco Public Utilities Commission 

San Francisco State University, Romberg Tiburon Center San Francisco, California, USA CA 

Science Applications International Corp. Bellevue, Washington, USA WA 

Science Applications International Corp. Monterey, California, USA CA 

Scripps Institute of Oceanography, Center for Coastal Studies La Jolla, California, USA CA 

Scripps Institute of Oceanography, Arctic and Antarctic Research Center La Jolla, California, USA CA 

Scripps Institute of Oceanography, Center for Clouds, Chemistry and Center for Clouds, Chemistry and Climate La 

Jolla, California, USA CA 

SEAS PACE Corporation Poway, CAUSA CA 

South Florida Water Management District 

Southern Nevada Water Authority 

Spaceflight Meteorology Center, Johnson Space Flight Center, Houston TX 

State of Delaware Public Service Commission 

State University of New York -Brookhaven Brookhaven, New York, USA NY 

State University of New York -Buffalo, Buffalo, New York, USA NY 
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Storm Prediction Center, Norman OK 

StormGEO/Impact Weather (US offices New York, Miami, Houston, San Francisco area, Anchorage) 

Susquehanna River Basin Commission, Harrisburg PA 

Tampa Bay Water, Tampa FL 

Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission Austin, Texas, USA TX 

U.S. Air Force-Phillips Laboratory Hanscom AFB, Massachusetts, USA MA 

U.S. Army Research Institute of Environmental Medicine Center Natick, Massachusetts, USA MA 

U.S. Army Research Laboratory, White Sands Missile Range New Mexico, US NM 

U.S. Coast Guard Academy, Groton CT 

U.S. Forest Service Ogden, Utah, USA UT 

U.S. Marine Corp. j NCCOSC San Diego, California, USA CA 

U.S. National Biological Service Anchorage, Alaska, USA AK 

U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office Stennis Space Center, MS 

U.S. Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) Monterey, California, USA CA 

U.S. Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) Stennis Space Center, MS, USA MS 

Unisys Weather, Malvern PA 

United Airlines 

United States Department of Agriculture, US Forest Service Salt Lake City, UT, USA UT 

United States Naval Oceanographic Office (Fleet Numerical Oceanographic Center) Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, USA HI 

United States Naval Oceanographic Office Norfolk, Virginia, USA VA 

United States Naval Oceanographic Office San Diego, California, USA CA 

Universal Aviation & Weather, Houston TX 

University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR) Boulder, Colorado, USA CO 

University of Alaska, Geophysical Institute Fairbanks, Alaska, USA AK 
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University of California, Davis 

University of California, Santa Barbara, Institute Computational Earth Systems Science Santa Barbara, California, US 

CA 

University of Delaware Newark, DE, USA DE 

University of Hawaii, Satellite Oceanography Laboratory Honolulu, Hawaii, USA HI 

University of Maine Orono, Maine, USA ME 

University of Massachusetts -Dartmouth, Dartmouth, Massachusetts, USA MA 

University of Miami, Miami, Florida, USA FL 

University of Nebraska Lincoln, Nebraska, USA NE 

Upper Arkansas River Conservancy Project, Salida CO 

US Forest Service, Remote Sensing Applications Center, Salt Lake City UT 

US International Boundary and Water Commission, El Paso, TX 

Weather news Norman OK 

Western States Water Council, Murray Utah 

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Boston MA 

WSI, A Division of the Weather Channel 
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14 ANNEX C- GOES DATA USAGE 

14.1 DCS (DCPR, DC PI)- GOES-NOP AND GOES-RSTU 
The GOES DCS is a system for collecting and transmitting environmental data from remote 

platforms via government-owned and -operated geostationary satellites. Users are composed of 

many Federal, State, and local agencies required to monitor environmental and Earth resources for 

a variety of purposes. These purposes include; meteorological analysis and forecasting, river 

forecast, tsunami warnings, flood warnings, reservoir management, dam monitoring, water quality 

monitoring, fire potential, navigation, irrigation control, seismic monitoring, and other highly 

variable phenomena where observations must be collected frequently and in real-time. The GOES 

DCS provides near real-time access to data, and is used by state, local, and emergency managers in 

the United States and in nearby nations to provide early warning of natural and manmade disasters 

that threaten life and property. Monitoring sites to warn of floods, fires, tsunamis, hurricanes, 

tornadoes, and dam breaches are only a few of the applications of the system. The GOES DCS is 

considered critical infrastructure for NOAA (NWS and National Ocean Service), USGS, DOD, the 

NIFC, the Bureau of Land Management, the National Forest Service, and international hydro

meteorological agencies in Canada, Mexico, Central America, South America, the Pacific, the 

Caribbean, and all around the western hemisphere. 

The GOES DCS system represents user requirements defined by the deployment of more than 

30,000 DCPs from Africa westward to eastern Australia. Over 500 organizations, government 

agencies, and representatives of government agencies operate the GOES DCS. The primary users 

of the GOES DCS are: 

Department of Interior- Bureau of Land Management 

Department of Interior- U.S. Geological Survey 

Department of Interior- Bureau of Reclamation 

Department of Interior National Park Service 

Department of Interior- Bureau of Indian Affairs 

Department of Interior- U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

International Boundary and Water Commission 

Department of Commerce- National Weather Service 

Department of Commerce- National Ocean Service 

Department of Defense- U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 

Department of Defense U.S. Air Force 

Department of Defense U.S. Navy 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

Tennessee Valley Authority 

U.S. Department of Agriculture- Agricultural Research Service 

U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Service 

The GOES DCS is vital to the operation of several Federal agencies to reduce loss of life and 

minimize property damage. The USGS uses the GOES DCS to transmit stream gauge information for 
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flood warning and obtain seismic observations to warn the aviation industry of volcanic eruptions. 

These observations are critical for air traffic safety. In addition, USGS obtains data on earthquake 

location (size and strength). The Pacific Tsunami Warning Center uses this data to provide tsunami 

information to countries and islands of the Pacific basin and the Caribbean. 

NOAA operates a ground system at the WCDAS in Virginia, and is in the process of completing the 

installation of a backup site in Suitland, Maryland. Data from these sites are distributed to users in 

various ways, including rebroadcast to a satellite and distribution through the Internet. Many users 

who access DCS data for emergency warnings and emergency management also receive data 

directly from the NOAA satellites, due to the critical nature of their responsibilities. 

The Data Collection Platform Report (DCPR) transponder is a bent-pipe, i.e., receiving signals from 

the DCPs in 401.7-402.4 MHz frequency band, then translating these data to a new frequency 

band, amplifying, and transmitting in the space-to-Earth direction using the 1694.5 and 1694.8 

MHz frequencies, but with no other processing. (NTIA, Department of Commerce, 2010) 

14.2 GOES REBROADCAST (GRB) -GOES-RSTU 

The GRB will provide the primary relay of full resolution, calibrated, near-real-time direct broadcast 

space relay of Level 1b data from each instrument and Level 2 data from the Geostationary 

Lightning Mapper (GLM). GRB will replace the GOES VARiable (GVAR) service. The GRB contains the 

ABI, GLM, space environment, and solar data which drive data flow in the NOAA space and Earth 

environment research and operational framework. 

GRB will use two digital streams, each at 15.5 Mbps, compared to the GVAR standard of a single 

2.11 Mbps stream. A dual polarization approach will be used to accommodate the 31 Mbps data 

rate within a frequency bandwidth of 9.8 or 10.9 MHz per polarization, using a standard downlink 

modulation at 1686.6 MHz (L-band). GRB will be able to produce a full disk image in either five or 

fifteen minutes, depending on mode, compared to GVAR's thirty minutes. 

The GRB processed instrument data source will be packetized compliant with Consultative 

Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) standard 133.0-B-1 and will utilize lossless data 

compression to fit within allocated bandwidth. Data blocking and accompanying header metadata 

will be used to minimize risk of loss due to link errors and allow for user verification of data 

integrity. (NOAA GOES-R Program Office) 

14.3 Low RATE INFORMATION TRANSMISSION (LRIT) -GOES-NOP 

LRIT is a global signal supported by European Organization for the Exploitation of Meteorological 

Satellites (EUMETSAT). Japan Meteorological Agency, and NOAA. The U.S. LRIT service provides 

visible and infrared sectors as well as full disk imagery to support users from 709N-70QS from 159 

W to 170Q E. The service also includes selected meteorological and oceanographic charts, in-situ 

observations, and emergency warning information. The NOAA LRIT system provides digital data, via 

a broadcast service, through its geostationary satellites. NOAA operates an LRIT broadcast on its 
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GOES-East and GOES-West satellites. On the GOES-R series of satellites, the broadcast is expected 

to merge with the EM WIN service (see section 13.4). 

The LRIT broadcast's primary use is to support forecasting and warning in the Caribbean, Central 

and South America and, in the Pacific Basin, to the principal population centers and outer islands of 

the Small Island Developing States (SIDS) member countries. Included in the LRIT service are the 

GOES DCS observations and the NWS's EMWIN broadcasts. In addition to the Pacific Tsunami 

Warning Center, SIDS member countries can receive the same tsunami warnings from the DCS and 

EMWIN systems via the LRIT. In Central and South America, including the Caribbean region, LRIT is 

the primary source of sa·tellite data necessary for heavy precipitation monitoring, flood warnings, 

and general forecasting. (NTIA, Department of Commerce, 2010) 

14.4 EMERGENCY MANAGERS WEATHER INFORMATION NETWORK (EMWIN) -GOES-NOP & 

GOES-RSTU 

The EMWIN is designed to provide vital data to the emergency management community. NOAA's 

NWS provides a broadcast of live weather and civil emergency information to computers across the 

United States, the Caribbean, South America, and over most of the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. 

EMWIN has been made available by the NWS in cooperation with NESDIS since 1995. Since then, 

the emergency management community has had immediate access to information pertaining to 

threats from powerful weather events and the threat of serious civil disasters. Emergency 

information using the center frequency of 1692.7 MHz is broadcast via the GOES East and West 

satellites extending the coverage to the eastern edge of Australia. This allows the EMWIN signal to 

cover roughly two thirds of the Earth's surface and it is used both nationally. and internationally. In 

addition, the use of both satellites allows signal redundancy for most of the continental United 

States. 

The 1675-1710 MHz frequency band make it a well-suited delivery system for mobile use due to 

the characteristics that it provides such as minimal rain-fade, small dish size, and availability of 

affordable receiver components. The EMWIN delivers weather warnings in all weather conditions. 

An inverter and automobile battery are all that are necessary to power the EMWIN system for 

hours to receive the GOES satellite data stream. 

The EMWIN system's primary use is warning the public and to send warning products and other 

processed data (graphics and imagery) that are needed by emergency managers. Its flexibility and 

low cost allows it to be used by even small emergency management units anywhere in the United 

States. The warning and weather information is transmitted in digital form and is customized to 

meet the needs of emergency managers. The data can be received, demodulated, and displayed on 

a computer by emergency managers, homeland defense, and the public. The system is typically 

used to trigger sirens, pager networks, cell phones and other means of communications used by 

emergency managers. Many users of these systems are mobile in nature (i.e., Red Cross Emergency 

Response Trucks) and can easily make use of the EM WIN signal. The receiver dishes do not require 

stowing during high winds, allowing the system to be used during severe weather events, including 
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hurricanes. In addition to very fast priority driven weather warning products, EMWIN also provides 

rapid dissemination of forecasts, graphics, and imagery to aid in increasing lead times for 

emergency managers. EMWIN not only provides this data but does so in a manner that can 

continue to work during and following disaster conditions when non-satellite forms of 

communication are unavailable. Furthermore, the inherent redundancy of the GOES satellite 

constellation means that EMWIN can continue to operate after the failure of one of the satellites. 

These attributes allow decision-making to be more accurate and responsive for warning and 

possibly evacuating communities, saving lives and property. 

The NWS gathers live weather and emergency information from NWS forecast offices via the 

Telecommunications Gateway, which is a message switching center linked via redundant fiber optic 

channels to other major network nodes that provide the EMWIN system and other sources across 

the globe with weather watches, warnings, and forecasts. The EMWIN system then broadcasts 

selected and prioritized data. Satellite downlink enables users to access the EMWIN data stream of 

real-time weather information anywhere within the "footprint" of the GOES satellites. Today, the 

service is transmitted from the GOES satellites using 1692.7 MHz. Because of the auction of 1695-

1710 MHz frequency band, NOAA will relocate the GOES-R era EMWIN downlink transmission 

planned for 1697.4 MHz to a frequency below 1695 MHz. (NTIA, Department of Commerce, 2010) 

14.5 SATELLITE TELEMETRY- GOES-NOP & GOES-RSTU 

The GOES telemetry and command subsystem provides the functional interface between the 

spacecraft and ground command and control. It is composed of both radio frequency and digital 

(baseband) segments. Telemetry parameters describing the status, configuration, and health of the 

spacecraft payload and subsystems are downlinked to the Command and Data Acquisition (CDA) 

station and sent to the Satellite Operations Control Center. Commands are received onboard the 

spacecraft for controlling mission operations and managing expendable resources. (NTIA, 

Department of Commerce, 2010) 

14.6 MULTI-USE DATA LiNK (MDL)-GOES-NOP 

The MDL data is received at the Spacecraft Operations Control Center as an independent data link. 

This data is processed by the Spacecraft Support Ground System and used for diagnosing dynamic 

interactions among the instruments and the spacecraft. The MDL is also received by the SWPC in 

Boulder, Colorado, for ingest of Solar X-ray Imager (SXI) and Space Environment Monitor (SEM) 

data. (NTIA, Department of Commerce, 2010) 

14.7 PROCESSED DATA RELAY (PDR)- GOES-NOP 

The GOES PDR data transmission format, referred to as GVAR (GOES Variable Data Format) is 

primarily used to transmit Imager and Sounder meteorological data. It also includes telemetry, 

calibration data, text messages, spacecraft navigation data, and auxiliary products. The PDR format 

originated in the operational visible infrared spin scan radiometer, atmospheric sounder (VAS) 

mode AAA of the earlier spin-stabilized GOES spacecraft. The AAA format consisted of a repeating 

sequence of 12 fixed-length, equal size blocks whose transmission was synchronized with 
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spacecraft spin rate (that is, one complete 12-block sequence for each rotation). The range and 

flexibility of satellite operations are increased by the deployment of the three-axis stabilized GOES 

N-P spacecraft which employ two independent instruments, each with a scanning mirror having 

two degrees of freedom. The use of a fixed-length transmission format would have constrained the 

operational capabilities of the N-P spacecraft. (Boeing, 2005) 

14.8 SENSOR DATA (SO)- GOES-NOP 

The Sensor Data downlink in the 1673.4-1678.6 MHz frequency band contains the raw Imager and 

Sounder data collected by sensors on board the GOES spacecraft. Without these data, there would 

be no images to track hurricanes or monitor the rapid development of severe storms that may 

develop into destructive tornados. This data stream is the basis of many of the satellite products 

produced continuously and available for public use and by private companies. (NTIA, Department 

of Commerce, 2010) 

14.9 AVIATION: COMMERCIAL AND PRIVATE BUSINESS 

Aircraft that fly beyond CONUS require detailed forecasts and warnings- OCONUS GOES-R data will 

be degraded via NWS's broadcast network which cannot carry all the full resolution OCONUS 

GOES-R data. Primary source for many Federal and private sector products is meteorological 

satellite direct broadcast. 

The Alaska office is responsible for all aviation flight level and area forecasts across a broad area of 

the most active volcanic region in the world. Alaska is a satellite centric forecast region having few 

surface observation stations. Vast areas are only sensed by satellites. Without meteorological 

satellite direct broadcast, the reduced data available via NOAA satellite broadcast network (SBN) 

would be inadequate for volcanic ash prediction and the cryospheric program. (Rivera, 2015) 

14.10 ELECTRIC GENERATION AND UTILITIES 

The problem for this commercial sector begins with the electric power grid. "Electric power is 

modern society's cornerstone technology on which virtually all other infrastructures and services 

depend." Yet it is particularly vulnerable to bad space weather. Ground currents induced during 

geomagnetic storms can melt the copper windings of transformers at the heart of many power 

distribution systems. Sprawling power lines act like antennas, picking up the currents and 

spreading the problem over a wide area. The most famous geomagnetic power outage happened 

during a space storm in March 1989 when six million people in Quebec lost power for 9 hours. 

Today, power grids may be more vulnerable than ever. The problem is interconnectedness. In 

recent years, utilities have joined grids together to allow long-distance transmission of low-cost 

power to areas of sudden demand. On a hot summer day in California, for instance, people in Los 

Angeles might be running their air conditioners on power routed from Oregon. It makes economic 

sense-but not necessarily geomagnetic sense. Interconnectedness makes the system susceptible 

to wide-ranging "cascade failures." 
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To estimate the scale of such a failure, report co-author John Kappenmann of the Metatech 

Corporation looked at the great geomagnetic storm of May 1921, which produced ground currents 

as much as ten times stronger than the 1989 Quebec storm, and modeled its effect on the modern 

power grid. He found more than 350 transformers at risk of permanent damage and 130 million 

people without power. The loss of electricity would ripple across the social infrastructure with 

"water distribution affected within several hours; perishable foods and medications lost in 12-24 

hours; loss of heating/air conditioning, sewage disposal, phone service, fuel re-supply and so on." 

"The concept of interdependency," the report notes, "is evident in the unavailability of water due 

to long-term outage of electric power--and the inability to restart an electric generator without 

Wdter on site_~~ 

The strongest geomagnetic storm on record is the Carrington Event of August-September 1859, 

named after British astronomer Richard Carrington who witnessed the instigating solar flare with 

his unaided eye while he was projecting an image of the sun on a white screen. Geomagnetic 

activity triggered by the explosion electrified telegraph lines, shocking technicians and setting their 

telegraph papers on fire; Northern Lights spread as far south as Cuba and Hawaii; auroras over the 

Rocky Mountains were so bright, the glow woke campers who began preparing breakfast because 

they thought it was morning. Best estimates rank the Carrington Event as 50% or more strong than 

the superstorm of May 1921. 

"A contemporary repetition of the Carrington Event would cause ... extensive social and economic 

disruptions." Power outages would be accompanied by radio blackouts and satellite malfunctions; 

telecommunications, GPS navigation, banking and finance, and transportation would all be 

affected. Some problems would correct themselves with the fading of the storm: radio and GPS 

transmissions could come back online quickly. Other problems would be lasting: a burnt-out multi

ton transformer, for instance, can take weeks or months to repair. The total economic impact in 

the first year alone could reach $2 trillion, some 20 times greater than the costs of a Hurricane 

Katrina. (Philltps, 2009) 

14.11 TRANSPORTATION: lAND, RAIL AND MARITIME 

On October 8, 2005, AccuWeather issued a flash flood warning to their American Rail Dispatching 

Center Client specifically for the railroad track from Palmer, MA to Windsor, VT. This commercial 

sector product warned rail crews to watch for high water and track washouts. An identified and 

immediate closure of a 30' deep by 30' long washed out section of rail track saved an Amtrak 

passenger train from hitting the washout area at 59 MPH, which would have resulted in a 

catastrophic derailment. (Rivera, 2015) 

Real-time tide and current data is used to promote navigation safety for maritime navigation. 

PORTS• information when combined with up-to-date nautical charts and precise positioning 

information can provide the mariner with a clearer picture of the potential dangers that may 

threaten navigation safety. PORTS• has the potential to save the maritime insurance industry from 

multi-million dollar claims resulting from shipping accidents. 
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14.12 AGRICULTURE 

Growers and producers of crops fundamentally rely on accurate, timely and reliable weather 

information. Weather affects almost every aspect of agricultural business from determining the 

timing of harvest, to efficiently ventilating greenhouses. Extreme weather causes lower yields, crop 

destruction or an increase in production costs. Also the supply chain and production facilities are 

dependent on reliable weather forecasts. 

14.13 OTHER COMMERCIAL SECTORS 

"There exists in the United States a unique national weather enterprise. This consists of a 

community of meteorologists and other professionals in academic, private, and government 

sectors who provide services to, and are supported by, a growing community of users, also part of 

the enterprise. The meteorological community develops and distributes weather products and 

services to the user community in order to protect life, reduce ri.sk to property, and enhance 

economic competitiveness. private-sector meteorologists work for media outlets, equipment 

manufacturers, companies that manage weather risk, consulting services and elsewhere." 

Energy Generation & Assured power avdi!ab111ty 
Utilities 

Energy Exploration & Safety of personnel 
Mining 

CDmmun!cation & Satellite Telecomm reliability 

Agriculture Safety of Ll~ & livestock 
Protection of property 

Public: OCONUS: States & Safetv of life & property 
Possessions 

Coastal Home-owners Safety ot life - storm surge 

Protection of power 
infrastructure 

Continuity of productf.on 

Degraded or loss of service 

loss of productiOn 
GPS degradation to 
agr!b~siness[ 

Public forecasts, regional 
aviation, marine, flooding 
&tsunaml 

Pre-evacuation preparation 

Figure 6- Potential for Commercial Economrc Impact 

These private sector companies develop meteorological products tailored to a specific industry, 

often using NOAA's science data as a basis, to generate their own or to tailor it for segment specific 

end users. 
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Pub!!<;: Emergenc\t Safety of life & protection of 
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Transportation; Safety of life and property Dis-ruption of shipping 
land, Rail & Maritime .services to dependents 

Health care Protection of life & evacuation Efficient and effective 
decisions facility actions in crisis 

Defense Protection of rnan power and 
equipment 
Effective weather operations 

Manufacturing Protecting employees & Production of profits 
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Tourism, Sports & Safety of life Mitigate loss of revenue 
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Figure 7 ~Potential for Commercial Economrc Impact 
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15 ANNEX E- SPECTRUM ASSIGNMENTS- CURRENT AND PLANNED 

15.1 NOAA QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT (QA) 
Full details on the NOAA QA are available in the report provided to NOAA/NESDIS (Aiion Science 

and Technology, 2014). 

Table 5- NOAA Quantitative Assessment Table {abridged) 

Rx Rx Antenna Frequency(ies) 

State/Country Location 

AK Elmendorf AFB M1685.7, 

AK Fairbanks M1676, M1678, M1680, M1681.478, M1682, M1685.7, 

M1691, M1694, Ml694.5, M1694.8 

AK Gilmore Creek M1676, M1681.478, M1685.7, M1691, M1694, M1694.5, 

M1694.8 

co Boulder M1681.478 

co Table Mountain Ml694 

HI Hickam AFB Ml685.7 

ID Boise Ml694.8 

MD Greenbelt Ml676, M1681.478, M1685.7, M1691, M1694, M16945. 

M1694.8 

MD Suitland M1676, M1681.478, M1685.7, M1686.6, M1691. M1693, 

M1694, M1694.5, M1694.8 

NE Offutt AFB M1685.7. 

PR Guaynabo M1694.8 

SD Sioux Falls Ml694.8 

TN Knoxville M1694.8 

VA Wallops Island M1676, M1679.9, M1680.2, M1681.478, Ml685.7, 

M1686.6, M1688.1, M1688.2, M1688.3, M1688.4, 
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M1688.5, M1688.6, M1688.7, M1688.8, M1688.9, M1689, 

M1689.1, M1689.2, M1689.3, M1689.4, M1689.5, 

M1689.6, M1689.7, M1689.8, Ml689.9, M1691, M1692.7, 

M1693, M1694, M1694.1, M1694.45, M1694.5, M1694.8 

wv Fairmont M1676, Ml679.9, M1680.2, M1681.478, M1685.7, 

M1686.6, M1691, M1693, M1694, M1694.1, M1694.5, 

M1694.8 

USP USP M1679.9, M1680.2, M1685.7, M1686.6, M1691, M1692.7, 

M1694.1 

Radiosondes USP (multiple M1676, M1678, M1680, M1682 

locations) 

Note that the above abndged OA only pertams to NOAA assignments and does not mclude the 
large number of receivers owned by other federal and nonfederal users dedicated to receiving the 

GOES downlink data broadcasts. 

Receivers are not required to be registered for use and as such are very difficult to quantify. NOAA 

and others have attempted to identify, through voluntary disclosure requests, the large number 
and types of receivers being used to receive NOAA satellite transmissions. There have not been 

sufficient numbers of users responding to make any conclusions meaningful. 

15.2 GOES-R NTIA STAGE- 4 CERTIFICATION 

GOES-R frequency assignments are in line with the NTIA signed Stage-4 certification per the 
attached IRAC Doc. 41947/1, dated 20 April 2016. 
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OR.ittlll~ U.S. DePARTMENT Of COMMERCE Cl.-c.a~·u\ C~c!Ntmlber 
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11JM9G10 Suitland. MD 
60'W, 75'W. US&P 

8KOOG1D 1~58 Command and Data 
89' 30'W, 105°W, 

Fairmont, WV 137"W 
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80KOG1D 
EM Acqu isitlon Telemetry Wallops Island, VA 

3~5 Data Suitland, MD 

Emorg•rocy Managers 
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Fairmont, wv 60"W, 75'W, 
1694~1 17 EM Weather lnfO<ma~on 00'30'W, 105"W, Wallops Island. VA 
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137"W US&P 

1M21G1D 
Spac.o Emergency Managers 

2027~ 1 76 TM Wsathor lnfO<mation F aimlont, wv 60"W, 75'W. 

Netv.ork Dala Wallops Island. VA 89' oo· w. 1os•w, 
137"W 

2032.775 TM Data COllection 

2032~825 
44K5G10 2 T\V Platform Commands 

Data 

20342 6K0001D 310 n Command Data 
Spac.o 

128KG1D Fairmont, wv 60"W, 75'W. 

1M5003N Ranging Data 
Wallops lalet><J, VA 89"30'W,10S'W. 

137"W 
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84KOG2D Command Data 

DI:M~!~ C!~finn ~NuMb!• 
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CONTINUATION PAGE UNCLASSIFIED GOES-R Saoies Geostationary Metaorologieal Salalllteo 

Freq~~;y(Mkx) EmiS$101'1 Moan~{W) S1MtonCigsjSli1194.4) F""""' Tl'afWI'Wil.tleiJ6IYI& ~lcx:all:O>'lS 

1M50G3N 
TI&Cand Space 

2211.04 4M92G20 1.3 ET Ronglng 6Cf'W, 75'W, Fairmont, WV 
4M93G20 89'30'W, 10S'W. WaDops !$land, VA Data 137'W 

Space 

7216.6 9M79G1D 150 TM Rebroaclcast Fairmont.WV 60"W, 75'W, 
10M9G10 Data Wallops !$land, VA 89"30'W,105'W, 

137'W 
!:!paoe 

8220 120MG10 11 EW Raw Data 
6Cf'W, 75'W. Fairmont, WV 

89'3()'W, 105'W, Wallops Island, VA 
1~:70W 

ke11an 2: SOURCE DOCUMENTS 
f.lock;{Nymbcr Omx;npt~W> Qf Clcc;.\!m.~ ""'"' 
SPS·21Q94/2 Commerce Request Itt Stage 4 system Review robruaty 1, 2016 
SPS--2155812 NTIA f>rejimina.y Assessment April B. 2016 

k<:Uon ~ SPECTRUM PLANNING SUBCOMMITTEE (SPSI RECCMMENDA 'llONS 

The SPS revlewe<l this system under the provisions of Chapter 10 olthe NTIA Manoa!, and recommends lhat: 

1. NTIA cer1ify Stage 4 speclrum support ftt the GOES-R Se<ies GeostatlOnary Mete01ologlcal Sateilltes, as specif!Eld in 
311;!\ .. .tiuJ\1. 

2. Commerce: 

a. be aware that operations using the downlink frequencies 468.75 MHz and 468.85 MHz must be conducted on 
""""ndary b;lsl$ to non-federal stations opera~ng in the flxed and land mobile seNices as specified In 
Footrole US2B9 to the National Table of Frequency Allocations; 

!>. coordinate l>lth non-lede-at terrestrial """'lving stations at fixed sites for the Fairmont and Wallops Island earth 
station transmijters using the lrfl<luenctes ZIJU .1 MHz, ~u:r.IJ I~ MHz. 20:fl.lll!~ MHz, 2034.2 MHz, and ZU:ltl 
MHz, in accoolance with Footrote US3461o the Netklnal Table o! Frequency Allocatklos; 

c. take all practicable steps to protect radio astronomy observations in the adjacent l>ands from twmful 
1nwrorenee In 1M MM1!;70-1690 MH~ In amr!lanoe IMtn FootMte US2ll ~the Nationru Tallie r1 
Frequency Allocations; and 

3. Commerce coordinate with the World Mete01ologi<:al Or~anization fer operations ol tl'is system that use of fr~n<;ies 
Ill l!O!Udlitl ~01 T-"''l.~ M~. "'IJ dl Ulll II"'JU"ttci<!• 401.T MliL, ~OLDJ MHL, <101 MilL, 40.ZA MliL, 408.71:! MilL, 
468.825 MHz, 1679.9 MH:z, 1680.2 MHz, 1686.6 MHz, 1693 MHz, 1694. I MHZ, 7216.6 MHz, and 8220 MHz. 

4. Comm...-oo coordinate with the COSPASJSARSAT program for operatklns using frequencies regarding emergellCy 
position indicating radio beacons in the bands 406-406.1 MHz and 1544-1545 MHz. 

5 Commen:e S>Jbmit cocrdlnalion eontou"' to the SPS lor the Fairmont. WV earth station to lransmit in the l>and 2025-
2110 MHll al'Y.! r..:ii'l91n !ht l>an<lt 1e7\'-17'0 1\'Hz .,. 2.2w.:nw MH 7

; r.,..tM w•""l" '"•""· v~ """" •l•li?" ~~ 
transmft at the frequency 2036 MHz; and lor both the Wallops Island, VA and Faitmont, WV earth >lations to transmit 
in the band 7190-7235 MH>: and receive in the band 7900-8500 MHz, In accordance with Sectioo 8.3.13 olthe NTIA 
Manwll. 

6. Commerce protect J)erSOMellrnm radiation levels that e><ceed generally accepted e><posure criteria. 

""'""""" c•- ~NW"lber 

IRAC, SPS, FA$, EPS UNCLASSIFIED 2 af 3 

Figure 9- GOES-R Stage 4 page 2 
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-----·-- -------~~3; ~ ~~~!1/IJION!!c .• ___ 

Nisrr!I:I'Trtlect>:!e:.OOI'Ifllef'dii,._0/1.d& ·~r;,"';ff-;-~-~---- .. -~-------
Oo.t~ 

Binyam Taoesse /fo--- ~ APR 2 0 Z016 
SPS V100 Chainnan 

Sactfon 4; NT1A CERTIRCATJON 

The band 1675--1695 MHz ts par\ of lhe NT!Aquantitat~e a$S@S.smant (QA) of the agencies' actual use of the spec:lrum calfed 
fa' ln the 2013 Presidential Memorandum enti"Ued: "Expanding America's Leadership 111 Wirefess lnnQV;::~Iion.~ The NTIA QA 

,plan is contained in Appendix A of the Fourth tntertm Progress Report oo the Ten~ Year P1an and Timetable available at 
http://ogo.usa.gov iPi6H. Eaefl agency with aJrrent operations !nlhe bands under c01"19ideration in the QA, along with any 
agency eKpccting to deploy, chango, or ce-ase operations of systems in the band atQ roqUired to report to NnA <>n their 
projected usage, teonif\tdon. and future Qevelopments. Furthermore. this: office advises Commerce that the Pre~dent's 
budget proposals for the pa$l few years have proposed repurposing for auction the 1675--1680 MHz band and introduction at 
M\\1 terresl!ia! mobile ~band systems in the band may have an impact on lhe supportability and compatibility of the 
subject SyStem. The mo•t recenl propo .. l oonlained In 1/\e FCC's FY 2017 budget (avaiable at p. 6 ct 
https:l/appo.f.,_gov/od<;Jcs_publiclattachmatch/OOC-337668Atp<ID. recognizes that any re!><Jrposlng of !his bend ""uld he 
~subject to sharing arrangements \..;th F Bdei'BI weathef sateUites~ and that lirniled protecllo11 zones fur the re-nain:ing .....eather 
satellite dov-m!inks and alternative data broadcast systems; 'MJUid be dE!Yeloped if the proposal is enactecL The FCC also has 
pending a petition for rutemaklng (RM~ 11681) proposing to Initiate a rulemaking procseding to allocate the 1675-1680 MHz 
band for non-federal terrestrial mobile use on a shared basis wllh federal uoors. The OffiCe~ Spectrum Management concurs 
wfth the SP$ rooommendat!ons in Section 3. 
Thls office certlf~eS Stage 4 spectrum support !9\this systam ... 'j 
1-Af"le.T. r1Cen!Mfl901f\o;:ql 

~~//•( ___ ...• ()$[@ 

Peter A. T enhu!a APR 2 0 ZD16 
Deputy Associate Administrator 

---~ ' 
~t'!i)!IIJQil Duml!ctW!' ~N1lll'!~ 

IRAC, SPS, FAS, EPS UNCLASSIFIED 3ol3 
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Figure 10 GOES~R Stage 4 page 3 

15.3 GOES-NEXT NTIA STAGE-1 CERTIFICATION 

GOES-NEXT frequency assignments have been established for future missions. These GOES-NEXT 

frequency assignments will be in line with the NTIA signed Stage-1 certification per the attached 

IRAC Doc 41948/1, dated 20 April 2016. 
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..,...,.,.... 
U.S. DEPAIUMEHT OF ~ERCE CIA$$1~ ContrdNI,6fl~t -· NATIONAL TELEIXlNMUIIl:ATIONS Doc. 41 !14811 

AND INFORMATION ADIIINI$TRA110N UNCLASSIFIED SP&-2167911 

CERTIFICATION OF SPECTRUM SUPPORT 
Rl!elp>eN.A;eney - SU;ttot'Rt'VIt!w 

Commerre OaostaUon.-v Ooerlltlonal Environmental s.tallltaslGOES .. NBxt Serln 1 -Conceotuol 

Sodlan 1: OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS FOR WHICH WPPORT IS l:EfmFJEO 
Fr~.-..;.y{UHi) ~m'$$.011. MHr!Powe<"fY!f) ~011C::I•a. ~vnc:U011 TCilnamllloctiiOI't. AecoerwLOU!It~ 

1Stt!}e4l 
401.7 

Data Collection 
Fairmont 'IN 

401.85 
OHOONON 0.5 TM 

Platlorm Report Pilot 402 1W Wallops Island, VA 
402,4 Data 

40 US&P Space 

401.7-402.4 300HG1D TM Data Collection Fairmont, WV (60"W, 75"W, 
11<20010 13 TW Pladorm Report Data US&P 89"30'W,105'W, 

Wallops loland, VA 137"W) 
EmerQency Position 

406-406.1 
1K60G1D - TE Indicating Radio 

US&P (Roooivo) Boooon Booroh & 
Rescue Data 

468.75 EM 
Data Collection 

Space 44K5G1D 4.2 Platform Commands Us&P 1U.ll~ iW Data 60'0 W, 7f./.~W~ 

Search & Rescue 
89" 30' W, 105°W. 

US&P 1544.55 100KG7D 2.2 El Data 
1:17"W 

Suitland, MD 
Spaoo 

1575.42 
24MOG1D - EN Gtobal PosiOOning so•w. 75'W. 

US&P (Receive) Syslem (GPS) Data 89" 30' W, 105'W, 
137'W 
Space Fairmont, wv 

1675.25 
400KG7D 5 EM Data Collection 60'W, 75'W, Wallops Island, VA 

167555 Platform Report Date 89' 30' W, 105'W, Suitland, MD 
1.~7"W 111'\AP 

Fairmont. WV 

1684 16MOG1D 62 EM Rebroadcast Data Space 
WaHops Island, VA 

SuiUand, MD so•w. 75•w. us&p 
Command and Data 

89° 30' WI 105°W, 
Fainmoot, WV 

1693 8KOOG1D 1.5 EM Acquisition Telemetry 
137"W 

Wallops Island, VA 80KOG1D 
Data Soldand, MD 

EmergellC)I Managers 
Space 

Fairmont, WV 60'W, 75" W, 16!14.1 30 EM Weather Information 89"30'W, tos•w. 
Wallops Island, VA 

Network Data 137'W 
US&P 

1M50G10 
Space 

Emergency Manage"' Fairmont. WV 60°W, 75°W, 2027.1 95 TM Weathe< Information Wallops !$land, VA 89" 30'W.105"W. Nctm>rkDilbl 13~W . 

2032.75 TM OataCollec:Hon 

2032.85 
8\JKOG1D 4 TW 

Platform Commands 
Oato Space 

2034.2 SKOOG1D 310 n Command Oats Fairmont, WV 60'W, 75'W, 
128KG1D Wallops Island, VA B9" 30' W, tOS"W, 
.,t..4lii~'\f,J Rsu'Oi"O n._kr. 1~7GW 

20:16 71K4G20 155 n 
64KOG2D 

C<>mmand Data 

~tad~g!~ C!titlffie4lioo ~ON~ 

UNCLASSIFIED 1af3 

Figure 11 · GOES-NEXT Stage 1 page 1 
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2211 04 

72166 

8220 

1M5003N 
4M92G2D 
4M93G.2N 

17MOG1D 

180MG1D 

UNCLASSIFIIOO 

1 5 Ei 

~30 TM 

14 EW 

Geo!l'otatlonary Operiiltlonall!nvironment<D $atatt1tas 

(GOES Next s ... lu 
F>J,.cti:li" Trltrl~ltoc~ R«~Ll!(jj~Ci'\~ 

iT&Cand 
Spoec 

Ranging 60"W, 7'!/'W, Fairmont, WV 
89" 30' W, 106'W. Wallops Island, VA Data 137'W 

Space 

Rebroadcast F alrrnont, WV 60'W. 75'W. 
Data Wallops Island. VA 8:9'30'W.105'W. 

137"W 

Space 

Raw Data 
60"W, 75'W, Fairmont, WV 

89" 30' W, 105'W. Wallopslslar<l. VA 
1:171}W 

J 
The Sf'S re'VI""-"<1 this system urcer the pro"'"""' o! Chapter 10 of the NT!A Manual, and no~ng that the system's name has 
been cht!nged from UGOES V Satellite Net'N"Xi\" to GOES~Next Series, and recommends that: 

NTIA '-et"tift Otage 1 'pectru-n ~UPPOrt (or th-e GQCO·Ne:d O~ri~.!o, 8~ ~peciTled in Oection 1. 

2. Commorce, for future s~s of l'C'•iiew, provide transmitter, receiver and anten.na characteristics sufflciem for NTlA to 
conduct a complete system review. ir. accordance with Part 10.6 oltr.eNTI.I\ Maroa!, and in particular. -3 dB. -20 dB, 
-40 dB and -.60 dB @mi$:iiilgn bilnQwid:tha, fr~"qlJ.~ncy toleriince$, harmonic lev-els, •nd antijor'lnliil. charecteriitrcs di!\a. 

3. Commefce: 

a ensure that the downlink transmi.s.sions using the frequencies 4&8.75 MHz and 468-85 MH:::: for dmvr.Jir.k 
!lansll\issions, snail not e>ieee<! -152 d8W!I1W4 kHHM Mu~t ~Mto M a Mo!6MAI'y ~§to Mat:6M 
OJl'lf3tin9 in the fi<ed and mobile servioes, io acwrdance with Foctnote US2S9 to the Nalio•>al T atje of 
Frequency Allocatlons: 

b. coordinate l'oilh the World Metoorological Orgartlzation lot operations ol this systam using II'<! freqvenci"" in 
the band 401 7-402.4 MHz, and at the lrequcr.cies 401.7 MHz, 401.85 MHz. 402 MHz, 402.4 MHz 468.75 J 
MH1.. 468 85 MHl. 1675.25 MHz, 1675.56 MHz.. 16M MHz, 1693 Mliz. 1694.1 MHz. 7216.6 MHz, a"<< 8220 l 
M~ 1 

c. COOI'dinate 'With non~fed-e!ai terre$<tnal recelvlrg statiof1$ at ftxed sotes for the Fairmont and Wallops l$1-anQ e-;;~.rth I 
s!aliorl transmltters using the freQuencies 2027.1 MHz. 2032.75 MHz. 2032.85 MHz. 2034.2 MHz. and 2036 
MHz. in accordance with Footnote US346 to llle National Table of Frequency Alloca~Ol'15; 

1 

d. take all practicable steps to protect radio ~-stronomy observations in the adjacent bands from harmful I 
inferfere,ce ln the b.and 1670·1690 MHz m a.oecordance with Footnote U$2.11 to tha Nation~! Tabl-e of 1 

Frequen-cy AHCX"..atlons; and j 
e. c-t)()(dtnate -with the COSPASfSARSAT program fOf operations u:slng fr-eq~Jencle5 regarding emergency 1 

pos1Hoo indic;~ting radio boacons Jn the bands 406-406.1 MHz and 1544..1545 MHz. 

IRAC, SPS, FAS, EPS UNCLASSlFIED 

Figure 12 --GOES-NEXT Stage 1 page 2 
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Fo.mt-n'"IA·« 
(:3fl1) -CONTINUATION PAGE UNCLASSIFIED Gooetatlonary Operational Envlronmen<a\ SateHiteo 

(GOES)-H""t Se~u 

4. Commerce submit ITU Appendb< 4 data lo the Space 5)'1>tems Subcommiuoo lor irrtematlonal registration in a timely 
manner in ac.corQancE!I With Section 3.3.1 of the NTIA Manual. 

5. Commerce submit coordlneHoo contours to the SPS for the Fairmont. WV earth station to transmit in the band 2025~ 
2110 MHz and receive in the bands 16TS.1710 MHz and 2200.2290 MHz; for the Wallops Island, VA earth station 1o 
transmit at tha frequency 2036 MHz; and for both the Wollops Island, VA and Fairmont, WV earth statior>S to lrar>SmU 
in tl1e band 7190-7235 MHz and receive In the band 1906-8566 MHz, In accoraance with $eclion a ~ 1 ~ ol the NTIA 
Manual. 

6. Commerce, for S'- 4 review, provide measurements oltheemlssion hwels in the 1164-1240 MHzand 1559-1610 
MHz bands used by the Navslar Global PosltloniOQ SyS!em that ana generated by transmlssio"S in the frequency 
bands 390-413 MHz and 960-1710 MHz, •n accordance woth Section 8.2 55 of O'>e NTlA Manual. 

APR 2 o 2316 

The band 1675-1695 MHz Is pert of the NTIA quantitative assessment (OA) of·Uieagencie.'"aCiuafuseoTt!ie'SiiOCtrum-caiied
for in the 2013 Presidential MemOfandum entlUed "ExpaodlnQ America's Leadership ln Wire!esslnnovalion." The NTIA QA 
plan is rontained in Appendbc. A of the Fourth fnlerim Progress Report on the Ten-Year Plan and Tlme~able available at 
http:/lgo.usa .gov IPT6H. Each agency with current operations in the bands und~r oonsiaeration in tl'>e OA, aklng with any 
agency expecting ro deploy, change, or cease operations of S)'5lems In the band are required to report to NT1A on their 
projected usage. termination, and future developments. Furthermore, this office advtses Commerce that the Prestdent's 
l>udget proposal$ for tl'>e past few years have pcoposed repurposing fO< auction the 167!;-1890 MHz batld and i"trOduction of 
new terrestrial mobile broadband sylltems In the band may have an impact on the supportab~ity and compatibility of the 
subject system. The most recent proposal contained In the FCC's FY 2017 budget (avabble at p. 6 of 
hllps:l/apps.fcc.govledocs__pubhclallacnmalchiOOC-~l~llAI.Pdf), ~<><:og,.,;fes !1\al My le~u'il6~~ Of ll\1~ MM \'.6uld M 
·subject to shariOQ arrangements with Federal weather satellites" and that limited prnlectlon zones for the remaining weather 
satellite downlinks and allernatlv& data broadcast syotems lll<lUid be -eloped ~the proposal is enacted. The FCC also has 
pN'ltiing. a p.!!!ti'tfon for mtemaklnQ (RM-11681) orooostnQ to initiate a ruJemaklOQ oroceedlnQ to aRCJCate the 1675-1680 MHz 
band for non-federnl terre51lial mobRe use on a shared basis with federal users. 

The Oflioe ol Spectrum Management conc"rs with the SPS recommendations in Section 3. 
This office certifies Staoo 1 svectrum 'SUPOor\ for this svstem. 

Peter A. Temula APR 2 n 201& 
[)e.puty A~ate A-dmintstr~t-or 

IRAC, SPS, FAS, EPS UNCLASSIFIED 3of 3 

Figure 13- GOES-NEXT Stage 1 page 3 
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15.4 RADIOSONDES 

Atmospheric soundings form the basis of all-weather modelling and forecasting. Atmospheric 

soundings in the USA are made with radiosondes (balloon-borne instruments for atmospheric 

measurements) utilizing the 1680 MHz frequency. Because of AWS-3, NOAA is relocating 

radiosondes operations from the 1675-1680 MHZ frequency band to the 401.15-406 MHz 

frequency band to accommodate terrestrial broadband transmitters. This transition of radiosonde 

operations is expected to be completed around 2022, possibly later. 

Radiosonde frequency assignments include 1676 MHz, 1678 MHz, 1680 MHz, and 1682 MHz. 

Radiosondes are operated out of multiple locations throughout the US&P. (NTIA, Department of 

Commerce, 2014) 
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16 ANNEX F -INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS 

16.1 EUROPE: EUMETSAT 

Formed in 1986, the European Organrsation for the Exploitatron of Meteorologrcal 

Satellites (EUMETSAT) is an international organization composed of 30 member states from across 

Europe that operates geostationary satellites over Europe and Africa and polar-orbiting satellites. 

NOAA and EUMETSAT signed a Long-Term Cooperation Agreement in August 2013, building on a 

30-year partnership in geostationary, polar-orbiting, and ocean altimetry satellites that has brought 

tremendous cost-saving benefits and increased the robustness of our observing systems. (NOAA 

IIAD, 2016) 

16.2 JAPAN: JMA 

The Japan Meteorological Agency is Japan's operational weather forecasting and meteorological 

satellite agency. NOAA and JMA have mutual back-up arrangements for geostationary systems, and 

NOAA and JMA next-generation satellites will carry similar advanced imagers. JMA and NOAA 

actively participate in the Coordination Group for Meteorological Satellites. (NOAA I lAD, 2016) 

16.3 JAPAN: JAXA 

The Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency conducts space research and development from 

unmanned to manned space activities. NOAA has a longstanding partnership with JAXA, most 

recently providing for cooperation in JAXA's Global Climate Observation Mission-Water (GCOM

W1) for key observations on the water cycle. JAXA is a founding member of the Committee on 

Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS). (NOAA IIAD, 2016) 

16.4 EUROPE: ESA 

Formed in 1975, the European Space A~ is an independent international organization 

composed of 22 member states from across Europe. In addition to exploring our solar system and 

supporting human spaceflight through its astronaut corps, ESA has a robust Earth observation 

program. ESA is also launching and operating, in coordination with the European Union and 

EUMETSAT, a series of Sentinel satellite missions which will provide key Earth observation data to 

users around the world. (NOAA IIAD, 2016) 

16.5 TAIWAN: NSPO 

The National Space Organization was established in 1991 to execute Taiwan's space program and 

develop technology infrastructure for space development. NOAA cooperates with NSPO on the 

FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC (Constellation Observing System for Meteorology, Ionosphere and Climate), 

a constellation of six satellites that launched in 2006 and demonstrated the use of Global 

Positioning System (GPS) radio occultation in an operational environment for weather prediction, 
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space weather observation, and global change research. A follow-on mission, FORMOSAT-

7/COSMIC-2, is under development. (NOAA I lAD, 2016) 

16.6 FRANCE: CNES 

NOAA works with the "'~-'-'"-"--'-'"'"-"-'-""'--"'--~"'-'-"-'"'-"-'-"'"='(French Space Agency) in several areas. 

Since 1978, Argos, a data collection and location relay system administered under an agreement 

between NOAA and CNES, collects a wide variety of in situ measurements, including data on 

atmospheric pressure, sea temperature, ocean current velocity, animal migration patterns, and 

river water levels. In addition, NOAA works with CNES on the joint CNES-NASA TOPEX/Poseidon 

altimeter mission, initially launched in 1992 and expanded in 2008 with the launch of Jason-2 and 

again in 2016 with the launch of Jason-3. NOAA and EUMETSAT cooperate to operate the Jason-2 

and Jason-3 satellites. (NOAA I lAD, 2016) 

16.7 CANADA: CSA 

The I.:"_Cl_lla_diau__?_~~_l:l'-1: has been NOAA's partner since its founding in 1989. In 1991 NOAA and 

NASA partnered with CSA on the RADARSAT-1 (R-1) mission_ The R-1 satellite was launched in 1995 

and was operational until 2008 when the RADARSAT-2 (R-2) came online. NOAA and NASA 

continue to work with CSA on the replacement for R-2, the RADARSAT-Constellation mission 

(RCM). NOAA is also working closely with CSA on the proposed Polar Communication and Weather 

mission (PCW), also known as PolarSat. NOAA and CSA cooperate closely in GEO and other 

international space fora. (NOAA I lAD, 2016) 

16.8 CHINA: CMA 

The China MeteorgJ_oaical Adminrstratio_l:l has been responsible for China's national meteorological 

services since 1994 and operates primary and backup geostationary satellites over Asia and the 

Pacific as well as several polar-orbiting satellites (morning and afternoon orbits). NOAA and CMA 

cooperate bilaterally through the Atmosphere Protocol of the U.S.-China Agreement for Science 

and Technology, originally signed in 1979. NOAA has welcomed CMA's willingness to accept 

leadership roles in key international bodies such as the Group on Earth Observations and the 

Committee on Earth Observation Satellites. (NOAA I lAD, 2016) 

16.9 SOUTH KOREA: KMA AND KARI/KASI 

The Korean ~vle:t_f"_cJ~~Qg_rcal;\ciministratron provides weather forecasts and warnings. In 2010 KMA 

successfully launched its first weather satellite, COMS-1. KMA and NOAA cooperate under the 

KMA-NOAA Protocol on Cooperation in the Field of Atmospheric Science and Technology. 

NOAA/NESDIS and KMA's National Meteorological Satellite Center (NSMC) focus on cooperation in 

algorithm development, satellite product visualization, and technical use of data. The i<orea 

Aerospacc:_6~earch ln~!_J.tll\f (KARl) is the aeronautics and space agency of South Korea, and 

the Korea Astronorr~_§_Qd Spa~__'_)_c:renc_EUr!strtute (KASI) develops applications of space data_ KARl 

and KASI are responsible for KOMPSAT-5, which offers Global Navigation Satellite System radio 

occultation (GNSSRO) data of interest to NOAA. (NOAA I lAD, 2016) 
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16.10 INDIA: ISRO AND MoES 

The Lndian ~ce Research Organ1Zdt1o11 is the research and development wing of India's 

Department of Space. On 23 March 2012, NOAA and ISRO concluded and formally signed an 

Implementing Arrangement (lA) on Oceansat-2 collaboration. The lA codifies cooperation 

between the two agencies in ocean wind and ocean color activities. Access to these data have 

helped mitigate the loss of scatterometer data from NASA's QuikSCAT. NOAA also works with 

the lnd1an .M!!lLSJI'L of Earth Sciences (MoES). NOAA and MoES signed an MOU for technical 

cooperation in Earth observations and Earth sciences in April 2008, and an Implementing 

Arrangement for INSAT-3D in October 2010. (NOAA !lAD, 2016) 

16.11 EUROPE: EC 

The tLJL(lJ)f_CH}_C~Qinmi?~!Qil (EC) is managing the EU's space programs. NOAA and the EC's Jo1nt 

.f\esearch Centre have an Implementing Arrangement for cooperation in such areas as tsunami 

modeling and climate observation metadata. NOAA also is cooperating with the 

EC's Copernicu~ program, which collects data from sensors on water, land and from Sentinel 

satellites. Under the Copernicus Cooperation Arrangement signed by the United States and the 

EC m October 2016, NOAA will receive in synthetic aperture radar, altimetry, ocean color, and 

atmospheric chemistry data from the Sentmel missions. (NOAA !lAD, 2016) 

16.12 AUSTRALIA: AIMS, UQ, CSIRO, AND BOM 

NOAA has strong cooperation with several Australian organizations and agencies, including 

the Australian Institute of Manne Selene~ (AIMS). the University__Qf Queenslang (UQ), 

the Cornmonwealth Scient1f1c and Industrial Research Qi:gi'1l!_Zatron (CSIRO), and the fl.\,l_Q.il_LJ_ _ _g.f 
MeteoroiQK\' (BOM). In September 2011, NOAA signed two MOUs-one with AIMS and one with 

UQ-for ocean and atmospheric scientific research and technological development activities. 

NOAA's cooperation with BOM is through an MOU for Technical Cooperation in Meteorology, 

Oceanography, and Hydrology led by the Weather Service. NOAA and BOM signed an 

Implementing Arrangement for collaboration on COSMIC-2 ground station operations in March 

2016. (NOAA !lAD, 2016) 
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17 ANNEX G- GOES SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

17.1 GOES MISSION GOALS 

The goals of the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) system program are to: 

Maintain continuous, reliable operational, environmental, and storm warning 

systems to protect life and property 

Monitor the earth's surface and space environmental conditions 

Introduce improved atmospheric and oceanic observations and data 

dissemination capabilities 

Develop and provide new and improved applications and products for a wide 

range of federal agencies, state and local governments, and private users. 

To address these goals, the National Weather Service (NWS) and the National Environmental 

Satellite Data and Information Service (NESDIS) of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration (NOAA) established mission requirements for the 21st century that are the basis 

for the design of the GOES system and its capabilities. The GOES system functions to accomplish 

an environmental mission serving the needs of operational meteorological, space environmental, 

and research users. 

To accomplish the GOES mission, the GOES spacecraft perform three major functions: 

Environmental sensing - Acquisition, processing, and dissemination of imaging 

and sounding data, space environment monitoring data, and measurement of 

the near-earth space weather. 

Data collection - Interrogation and reception of data from earth surface-based 

data collection platforms (DCPs) and relay of such data to the National Oceanic 

and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) command and data acquisition stations. 

Data broadcast - Processed data relay (PDR) of environmental sensor data. The 

relay of distress signals from aircraft or marine vessels to the search and rescue 

satellite-aided tracking system (SARSAT). The continuous relay of weather 

facsimile (WEFAX/LRIT) and other meteorological data to small users and the 

relay of emergency weather information to Civil Emergency Managers. 

Sensed data are acquired, processed, and distributed to users in real time to meet observation 

time and timeliness requirements, including revisit cycles. Remotely sensed data are obtained 

over a wide range of areas of the western hemisphere, encompassing the earth's disk, selected 

sectors, and small areas. Area coverage also includes the ability needed to relay signals and data 

from ground transmitters and platforms to central stations and end users. To accomplish the 

GOES system mission, space and ground segments are interconnected as shown in Figure 1, on 

page 14, above. (Boeing, 2005) 
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17.2 GOES-NOP (13-15) SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
6 

Launch of first satellite: May 24, 2006 (GOES-13, GOES-N 

prior to launch) 

Projected End of Mission Life for series: 2025 

General objective: Earth observation. Collects numerous 

atmospheric and surface parameters such as ice, snow, and vegetation; atmospheric 
temperatures; moisture, aerosol, and ozone distribution using instruments sensing in visible, near

IR, and thermaiiR frequencies. 

Space and Solar Instruments. Instrumentation on the GOES N-P series to monitor the highly 
variable solar and near-Earth space environment continues a long history of space weather 

observations collected by the GOES program. 

The satellites also detect Emergency Locator Transmitters (ELTs). Emergency Position- Indicating 
Radio Beacons (EPRBs) and Personal Locator Beacons (PLBs) as part of the international COSPAS
SARSAT system. 

Orbit: Geostationary; locations: 75W and 135W. The on-orbit spare (parking orbit) is located at 
105W. 

Number of satellites: 3 

Main ground station(s): US: Wallops Island, VA (primary); Greenbelt, MD (backup); Fairbanks, AK 

(backup); Boulder, CO (solar instrument data); Goldstone, CA (contingency support). 

Direct Broadcast NOAA Ground Stations: Miami, FL; Norman, OK; Boulder, CO; Honolulu, HI; 
Anchorage, AK; Kansas City, MO (NOAA/NESDIS, 2016) 

17.3 GOES-RSTU SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

See Figure 14 Simplified GOES-RSTU System Architecture 

{NOAA GOES-R Program Office). 

Launch of first satellite: November 1910
, 2016 (see: 

http//www.goes-r.gov/) 

6 Prior to launch, GOES are identified with sequential letters (e.g. N, 0, P). Once successfully launched, the 

satellite is given a sequential number (e.g. 13, 14, 15) for operational use. 
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Projected End of Mission Life for series: 2037 

General objective: Earth observation: Collect numerous atmospheric and surface parameters such 

as ice, snow, and vegetation; atmospheric temperatures; moisture, aerosol, and ozone distribution 

using instruments sensing in visible, near-IR, and thermaiiR frequencies. 

Space and Solar Instruments: Instrumentation on the GOES-R series to monitor the highly variable 

solar and near-Earth space environment. The instruments that contribute to new services and 

products include: The Solar Imaging Suite (SIS), that will measure solar x-rays and solar extreme 

ultraviolet (EUV) radiation; and the energetic particle instruments, called the SEISS (Space 

Environment in Situ Suite), that will provide multiple measurements characterizing the charged 

particle population, including measurements of the electron, proton, and heavy ion fluxes. Finally, 

Earth's magnetic field will be measured by a magnetometer (MAG.) 

Other: The satellites will also detect Emergency Locator Transmitters (ELTs), Emergency Position

Indicating Radio Beacons (EPIRBs), and Personal Locator Beacons (PLBs) as part of the international 

COSPAS-SARSATsystem. GOES-R is the first satellite in the GOES series to use X-band. 

Orbit: Geostationary; locations 75W and 137W (permunent operations) (Checkout and Extended 

Operations will be conducted at 89.5W for GOES-R) (Future satellites will be checked out at 89.5W 

or lOSW and stored at lOSW). Checkout and Extended operations for GOES-R will be 

approximately one year in duration. 

Ground Segment: Ground support is critical to the GOES-R mission. The ground system will receive 

data from the GOES-R spacecraft and generate real-time GOES-R data products. This is 

accomplished via a core set of functional elements (mission management, product generation, 

product distribution and enterprise management/infrastructure), an antenna system and a product 

access element. The GOES-R Ground Segment (GS) will receive the raw data from GOES-R series 

spacecraft and generate Level lb and Level 2+ products. The GS will also make these products 

available to users in a timely manner. 

Number of satellites: 4 

Main ground station(s): US: Wallops, VA (primary); Fairmont, WV (backup) 

Direct Broadcast NOAA Ground Stations: Miami, FL; Norman, OK; Boulder, CO; College Park, MD; 

Honolulu, HI; Anchorage, AK; Kansas City, MO (NOAA/NESDIS, 2016) 
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figure 14- Simplified GOES-RSTU System Architecture {NOAA GOES-R Program Office) 
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17.4 DESCRIPTION OF DOWNLINK DATA WITHIN THE 1675-1680 MHZ BAND AND ADJACENT 

BANDS 

Table 6- NOAA Meteoro!ogical-Sate!lite {GOESj Operations in the 1675-1695 Mr!z 

Center Frequency 
MHz 

1676 

168!.478 

:----
1685.7 

1691.0 

1----
1692.7 

1694.0 

1694.5 

0.400 

4.220 

0.5&6 

0.017 

0.016 

0.400 

Receive l.ocatlons 

NOAA GOES N~P Mctoorologlca! Satellite DownUnks 

SCII50r0ata Link 
{SD) 

Multi~Usc Da~ Link 
(MDL) 

Processed Data Relay (PDR):QOES 
Variable (GVAR) 
(Bro>dc.St) 
Low lUte lnfonnanon Transmission 

~~~m<t) 
Emergency Managers Weather 
Information Nctwurk (EMWJN) 
ffiroadcagj_ 
Command Data AcquisiiJon 
(COA)Tolcmctry 

Wallops Island, VA 
Grernbclt, MD 
Omaha, NE 
Fairbanks. AK 
Wallops Island, VA 
Greenbelt, MD 
Douldcr, CO 
Omaha,}."£ 

US&P•Worldwide 

Fairbanks, AK 
Wallops Island. VA 
Grct.mbclt, MD 

--

Dutil Collc:c1ion Platform Report 
1694.8 0.400 (DCPR) Direct Readout Ground Station.-. (DRGS) 

:---- XOAA GOES..R Meteorolo cal Satellite DownUnk5 

1690 12.000"" GOES*RewDroadcast Data (GRB) 

l6K3.3·16!B.6 0-400 
Data Collection Platfonn Rc.']JQrt 
(DCP REPORT) 

··n~t:cm<uionnfth,stink<l'.--etlap$1ht !670.J615~fflzb<and 

'''The ~~S.~lon {If till! ltnk nvmap~ Lhe !6Q-~.11!0 MH:.e banJ 

Western Hemisphere 
Suitland MD 
Worldwide 
Not including US&P 

17.5 GOES ROLE WITHIN THE NATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE AND COMMERCE 

The Nation relies on NOAA's satellites and information as a key part of the global observing 

network. NOAA satellites and information services are a critical component of the observing, 

modeling, and computing resources needed to produce weather forecasts, watches, and warnings. 

NOAA satellites and the observations they gather are key national infrastructure that help protect 

lives and property and add immense value to the national economy. Uninterrupted flow of data 

from NOAA satellites is required to support two Department of Commerce Primary Mission 

Essential Functions 1
, which have been approved by the National Continuity Coordinator, thus 

1 
PMEF DOC-2: Collect and provide the Nat1on with critical ir,tclhgence dat<J, imager-y, and other essenttal mformat1on for predictive 

env1ronrnental and alrnospr'enc modeling systems ard space-based distress alert systerns by operat1r\g NOAA-controlled satellites, 

communications equipment, and assooatcd systems 

PMEF DOC-3: Provide 1he Nat1on With erv1ronmental forecasts, warnmgs, data, ar>d expertise critiCal to public safety, disaster preparedrcss, all 

hazards response and recovery, tile nat;on<:~l transportation system, safe nav1gation, ard the protect•on of the Natlon·s cntical~nfrastructure and 

natural resources. (SULLIVAN, 2011) 
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making NOAA satellites not just NOAA priorities but also national priorities. NOAA is investing now 

to ensure that the Nation can continue to rely on these critical observations in the future. These 

observations and the derived products and services allow the Nation to prepare effectively for and 

deal with severe weather and other environmental phenomena. NOAA has been successfully 

developing, acquiring and managing its satellites and their operations for over SO years. NOAA has 

adapted to meet new challenges and has learned from past setbacks. NOAA is poised to 

successfully meet its mission because of its excellent team in place with strengths in program 

management and the development and implementation of successful end-to-end systems and a 

strong partnership with NASA. 

NOAA's GOES are used for short-term weather forecasting and severe storm tracking. These are 

the satellites that continuously watch over the Western Hemisphere providing images of severe 
weather events such as Hurricane Irene and Tropical Storm Lee that are seen by millions of 

Americans every day in their local or national media outlets. The currently operational GOES-P 
(now called GOES-15), the last of the current GOES series, was launched in early 2010. The 

next generation geostationary satellites series is the GOES-R series. The first GOES-R satellite, 

launched in November 2016, will go into operation and provide uninterrupted geostationary 
satellite coverage over the Western Hemisphere before the end of GOES-15's projected life. 

Today, information is one of the first lines of defense employed to protect the health and 

wellbeing of citizens and to optimize the effectiveness of economic and social systems in 

response to the dynamics of ever-changing weather conditions. Information from GOES forms a 

critical component of today's capabilities. The planned GOES-R set of satellite innovations will 

further enhance this system. 

Information from the GOES-R system has the potential to affect a vast array of human activities 

in the United States meaningfully. Even though the scope of activities is wide and quite 

apparent, valuation of information often is not as obvious. For example, hurricanes can have 

devastating impacts including loss of life, destruction of property, and disruption of 

economic operations. While improved information as to the path and intensity of each potential 

hurricane is of obvious interest, estimation of the value of that information can be difficult. 

Information has economic value only to the extent that it can improve the quality of decisions 

made. The instruments and services of GOES and GOES-R will have economic value if the 

information provided by those satellites can enable improved decision-making. Because of the 

widespread impact of weather events on a broad range of decisions, a vast number of entities 

are potentially affected, extending from individuals, to managers of commercial enterprises, to 

public and societal bodies. 

In summary, the estimated potential benefits from improved information from GOES-R 

satellites for the following five specific types of economic activities are: 

• Improved tropical cyclone forecasting resulting in more effective action to protect 

property and to enable evacuation of individuals residing in the path of the storm: 

$0.450 billion in 2015 (average of $130,000 per U.S. coastline mile from Maine to 
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Texas) and $2.4 billion from 2015 to 2027 (average of $690,000 per U.S. coastline 

mile from Maine to Texas) 

Enhanced aviation forecasting resulting in improvements in avoidable delays, value of 

passenger time avoided, avoidable repair costs due to volcanic ash, and avoidable 

risk of aircraft/life lost: $0.169 billion in 2015 and $0.768 billion from 2015-2027 

More accurate temperature forecasts contributing to improved energy demand 

expectations and savings in the electricity and natural gas sectors: $0.512 billion in 

2015 and $2.56 billion from 2015-2027 

Enhanced forecasts leading to more efficient irrigation of crops - resulting in water 

savings, energy savings by not having to pump water, and revenue gains from selling 

excess water: $0.061 billion in 2015 and $1.09 billion from 2015-2027 

Improved forecasting of tropical cyclones resulting in reduced losses to the 

recreational boating industry: $0.031 billion in 2015 and $0.141 billion from 2015-

2027 

Across the five activities, the combined annual value for 2015 exceeds $1.2 billion. 

The present value of the combined estimated benefits for the 2015-2027 period 

approaches $7 billion. 

The magnitude of the economic benefits estimated for just the five types of economic activities 

mentioned above provides strong evidence of the potential for societal gain when the GOES-R 

satellites are available to provide improved information. (CENTREC, 2007) 

17.6 NOAA DATA DISTRIBUTION NETWORK 

Currently, the GOES imagery and sensor data is transmitted to the WCDAS, relayed to the NSOF 

(where it 1s reformatted) and then retransmitted back up and through GOES and then provided, via 

the L-Band (1675-1695 MHz) to the end users. This data is also provided to users/customers through 

NOAAPort via the use of commercial communications satellites. Utilizing NOAAPort requires a 

commercial antenna and receiver available through any number of manufacturers. A majority of 

NOAAPort users are commercial, state and/or local municipalities who utilize the data for local 

weather forecasting. 

It is not feasible at this time to change the data collection, processing and distribution of the GOES 

system. With GOES-R launching this year and GOES-S due to launch in 2017 or 2018, the current 

GOES-R related architecture will have to remain as it is through 2028. Alternative architectures with 

these understood limitations will be explored during the course of this study; however, as stated 

earlier, the focus may result on implementing changes commencing with the GOES-Next era of 

satellites and ground stations. 

The use of NOAAPort by NOAA and other organizations may not consistently meet the requirement 

for timeliness of weather forecasting and prediction. The distribution of meteorological data via 

NOAAPort may be subject to outages and/or disruptions outside the realm of NOAA's control and 

responsibility due to use of commercial communications satellite systems. 
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Currently and for the foreseeable future, the delivery of the essential data for national weather 

prediction and forecasting is reliant on the use of the 1675 1695 MHz frequency band. 

17.7 INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS 

To meet the level of coverage needed, NOAA works with the international community, sharing the 

Earth observation data required for weather and environmental prediction on a full, free, and open 

basis. 

NOAA is one of the world's leading providers of Earth observation data and yet NOAA receives three 

times more meteorological data from our international partners than we provide the international 

community. See Annex International Agreements, on page 57, for a synopsis of NOAA 

international agreements. 

17.8 JOINT INTERNATIONAL MISSIONS WITH NOAA/NESDIS 

NOAA supports several international programs that use the 1675-1695 MHz frequency band. These 

international programs enable users in the western hemisphere to acquire data from foreign 

spacecraft to support their operations. NOAA works with other nonfederal environmental satellite 

operators EUMETSAT, JMA, China Meteorological Administration, Russia's Federal Service for 

Hydrometeorology and Environmental Monitoring, India Meteorological Department, Korea 

Meteorological Administration and the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) to coordinate the 

frequencies and equator crossing times for all meteorological spacecraft. The most critical of these 

sites is the earth station in Hawaii collecting meteorological data from a Japanese geostationary 

satellite. The Japanese satellite provides critical upstream weather information that greatly improves 

forecast models for the United States and local forecast for the NWS Pacific Region. (NTIA, 

Department of Commerce, 2014) 

NESDIS International and Interagency Affairs Division (IIAD) builds relationships with government 

organizations around the world. Figure 10- International Agreements with NOAA/NESDIS for Sharing 

provides a listing of the some key satellite systems and regions that we work with. NESDIS and NOAA 

could not accomplish all they do without the scientific and data exchange with our partners built on 

years of cooperation and collaboration. (NOAA I lAD, 2016) 

At the Signing Ceremony for the NOAA-EUMETSAT Long-Term Cooperation Agreement on 27 August 

2014, EUMETSAT Director-General Alain Ratier said: "The partnership between EUMETSAT and NOAA 

has continuously developed over the last 30 years and taken a strategic dimension, bringing 

substantial benefits to Europe, the USA, and the worldwide user communities. With this agreement, 

we have established a policy framework to further develop our cooperation into the next decades." 

Global forecasts are only truly global because the global models get global data from satellites. By 

sharing satellite systems and data NOAA and EUMETSAT are able to provide twice as much of the 

information which is vital to help warn and protect citizens around the world. Hourly and three hourly 

data from the NOAA GOES-W & GOES-E geostationary satellites, are made available via EUMETCast 

and Direct Dissemination. (EUMETSAT, 2014) 
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17.9 ALTERNATIVE ARCHITECTURES DEVELOPMENT 

Alternative architectures for data distribution will be examined as part of this investigation. These 

alternative architectures will be required to ensure that NOAA responsibilities and mission 

requirements are maintained. 

NOAA/NESDIS has in the past looked at alternative architectures to ensure that data is distributed in 

the most reliable. ubiquitous and cost effective manner possible. As part of the upgrade for GOES-R, 

the GOES-R Program Office authorized studies to examine the means for distributing the higher data 

content expected from the new version of GOES. DynCorp conducted some of these studies and in 

one report stated as part of the architectural alternatives in weather data distribution: 

"GOES East provides distribution coverage throughout most of the continental United States and 

Canada, all of South America, and parts of Africa and Europe. GOES West provides coverage of most 

of CONUS and Canada, virtually all of the Pacific Ocean, and parts of Asia and Australia. 

The current NOAA policy providing unencumbered access to the GVAR data is expected to continue 

into the future. Data distribution coverage areas are assumed to include the current areas of North 

America and South America, and parts of the Atlantic and Pacific Ocean regions, Africa and Europe. 

The future quantity and quality of service for High-Resolution GOES data will depend on the type of 

transmission media employed. If distribution of data via satellite is the primary distribution method, 

the quality of service (as measured by availability of data and bit-error rate) should match the 

requirements of the most stringent primary users. These users will most likely continue to be the 

United States National Weather Service. If access is also via the Internet, the various user 

communities (i.e., high school students, amateur meteorologists, professional meteorologists, 

commercial weather broadcasters, etc.) will most likely have varying criteria for quality of service that 

can be readily addressed by an Internet distribution system. 

It is possible, even probable, that the ultimate distribution system for High-Resolution GOES images 

will use a combination of satellite (GOES, commercial) and terrestrial transport techniques. 

Terrestrial-based systems are primarily two-way systems, i.e., data flows between the provider and 

the subscriber in both directions. Unfortunately, high-speed terrestrial-based communications 

systems are not universally available. Many suburban and most rural locations do not have high 

speed access and, because of the limited profit potential for service suppliers, these prospective 

users will most likely not have this type of service during the time frame of interest. 

System availability well in excess of the 99.0 percent requirement is normally easy to achieve using 

conventional commercial C-band satellite systems. C-band systems were specifically chosen because 

of their relative insensitivity to signal attenuation caused by precipitation versus other available 

satellite frequency bands. 

Data latency caused by real-time satellite transmission systems can be divided into processing delays 

and propagation delays. High-speed real-time processing/formatting/error correcting delays are. 
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typically less than 10 milliseconds. Worse-case propagation delays are less than 300 milliseconds. For 

real-time high-speed satellite transmission systems, data latency is not an issue." (DynCorp 

Information Systems LLC, 2001) 

Approximately three years ago, "NTIA concluded not to recommend the spectrum below 1695 MHz 

for sharing as part of the fast track process." was stated in the NTIA "Fast Track" report. Several 

paragraphs indicated the public safety applications in this band including, "Emergency managers and 

the public rely on information which is broadcast from NOAA satellites in the 1690-1695 MHz 

frequency band" for "flood gauge data", "severe weather warnings", and "tornado warnings" The 

"Fast Track" report also states, "If any portion of the spectrum below 1695 MHz is re-allocated, there 

will be an unmitigated loss of data to emergency personnel, and NOAA must immediately execute an 

eight to ten year, and a nearly $1-billion-dollar program to redesign and relocate its ground system. 

Because of significant unmitigatable user impacts, very high cost, and an eight to ten-year schedule, 

NTIA concluded not to recommend the spectrum below 1695 MHz frequency band for sharing." The 

rationale expressed in the NTIA report has not changed; 1675-1695 MHz frequency bandoffers critical 

time-sensitive safety of life and property information with large file sizes and geographically-diverse, 

broad coverage redistribution requirements that are needed with timely assured delivery. (NTIA, 

Department of Commerce, 2010) 

The Spectrum Act required that 1695-1710 MHz frequency band be auctioned (and licenses issued) 

for commercial broadband usage by February 2015. NOAA studied the potential adjacent band 

interference to GOES-R downlinks from the wireless broadband usage in 1695-1710 MHz frequency 

band and prepared a February 2013 report stating that gain compression, intermodulation 

interference and even physical damage to GOES-R earth stations can occur from a single LTE handset 

in proximity to satellite receive equipment. To reduce the impact on this spectrum, the GOES-R 

program, at the direction of the DOC Secretary, redesigned the spacecraft spectrum plan to move L

band services down 3.4 MHz to avoid the 1695-1710 MHz frequency band. (Aiion Science & 

Technology, 2013) 

Wireless Industry representatives had recommended that the NOAA radiosonde program in 1675-

1695 MHz be relocated to 401.15-406 MHz frequency band. The presence of radiosondes within the 

NOAA band was clearly seen as a strong incentive for allowing NOAA to continue its primary usage of 

1675-1695 M Hz frequency band; however, this is only one of the critical uses that benefit the U.S. 

economy as well as domestic and international industry by using geostationary weather satellites in 

this spectrum. When the radiosondes move out of the L-band, the entire 20 MHz band (1675-1695 

MHz) needs to continue to be preserved, in alignment with the international meteorological 

community, for NOAA primary and protected use for both the current and future GOES missions that 

provide such a vital service to the nation. Sharing this band with the advance wireless service must 

account for the inherent risks associated with using this band jointly and ensure that critical 

meteorological data continues to be reliably received by the many users of the band many of whom 

play an active role in maintaining public safety. 
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Meteorological data users require timely assured access to the satellite data. Since the initial question 

on use of the 1675-1710 MHz frequency band by the FCC, 282 users, mostly nonfederal, have 

responded. A very significant majority of whom expressed concern for the continued timely and 

reliable access to this band such that they can continue meeting their own responsibilities. 

Commercial aviation products are derived from satellite imagery and are essential for prediction of 

turbulence and volcanic ash events Power generation utilities study predictions to pre-position 

crews in response to hurricane landfall events, and to plan for continuous electricity generation 

supply in the immediate future, since electrical power cannot easily be stored for later usage. Oil and 

gas exploration platforms in the Gulf of Mexico and surrounding US shores depend upon timely 

weather data derived from satellite broadcasts to plan for crew safety and to make evacuation 

decisions during severe weather events. It is important for this study to consider the necessary 

reliability and functionality of this band on the current nonfederal and federal users. 

"The investment in the Houston EMWIN system is significant, and interference from other users of 

the spectrum on or around 1692.7 MHz would render the Houston EMWIN system inoperable, thus 

depriving one of America's largest metropolitan areas of a proven and valuable emergency weather 

warning and information service .... While some might argue that the EMWIN downlink could be 

replaced by other means of delivery, including the Internet, those arguments are not viable. Internet 

delivery is subject to multiple failure points, especially during severe weather events, and is a costly 

alternative for many local government agencies, particularly considering that after the initial 

investment in receiving equipment, the satellite- based EMWIN data stream is free and results in no 

further cost to local taxpayers."- (Jim Robinson, 2010) 

Space weather measurements and predictions have an impact on the aviation and utility industries. 

Commercial airlines flying polar routes between major international destinations can save hundreds 

of dollars per minute, and often hold more passengers and cargo by taking less fuel than on non-polar 

flight routes. Aircraft are required to stay in communications with Air Traffic Control throughout the 

entire flight route, and strong solar activity can cause HF radio blackouts in the polar region. When 

these are forecast to occur, the airlines must divert to routes that do not go above 82 degrees' north 

latitude. Electrical power generation operators know that a significant solar event can induce DC 

currents in the power grid that can cause damage. Utilities use information on predicted solar storms 

to prepare for outages and plan alternate transmission paths. 

The user community is essentially unbounded as new applications for weather data are introduced 

and new receive systems are fielded. Users comprise a wide range of agencies and organizations 

Federal to nonfederal, national to international, maritime to aviation. Distribution of NOAA weather 

information continues to grow-changing continuously and comprising a loosely knit network of 

weather organizations and commercial manufacturers. 

"The Weather Channel, CNN, Fox News Channel, approximately half of the country's television 

stations, most of the country's commercial airlines and the vast majority of weather-sensitive 

businesses rely on WSI products and decisions support services. As such, WSI is recognized as the 

world's leading weather information resource and maintains the world's largest commercial 
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meteorological database. . .. The suite of imaging products derived from both NOAA satellites is a 

fundamental staple of WSI's missions- critical product offering, allowing for real-time analysis and 

detection of severe weather systems impacting customers throughout the Americas .... Aggregate 

costs representing software development, systems integration and support of WSI products and 

services providing GOES satellite imagery total well over$ 2M to-date." (Paul D. Drewniak, 2010) 

Universities access and use this streaming information to conduct weather research, develop 

algorithms for numerical weather prediction, and train future meteorologists. They perform a vital 

role in assisting NOAA to implement the latest developments in weather science as it builds the next 

generation systems. Manufacturers also are critical users of the data as they design earth station 

transmit and receive equipment and antennas, end user visualization and processing tools, and 

scientific instruments and platforms to measure the environmental parameters. 

NOAA's National Weather Service (NWS) provides climate, water, weather forecasts and warnings to 

protect life and property and enhance the economy. It comprises 76 billion observations, 1.5 million 

forecasts and 50,000 warnings. A typical year brings 6 hurricanes, 1,000 tornadoes, 5,000 floods, 

10,000 violent thunderstorms, drought conditions, 500 deaths, 5,000 injuries and about $14 billion in 

losses. 

The information created by the next generation GOES-R system is many times that of the current 

generation satellites, and the communications infrastructure today is not adequate for dissemination 

to the multiple locations where the use of this data is required. Data volume continues to grow 

exponentially, with expectations that it will reach over 3500 Mbps by 2020. 

This volume of data is required by the users to be provided in a reliable fashion such that they receive 

it without significant losses of information. This reliability is typically achieved by having at least two 

means of receiving the weather information. Satellite downlink via L-band continues to be 

considered the most reliable means for ensuring reception of data in both severe and normal 

weather conditions. 

The GOES mission has continuously operated beginning with the launch of GOES-1 in 1975. The 

importance of the GOES missions continues to grow with the two-satellite constellation now serving 

the diverse array of users and needs. The existing legacy GOES series is expected to operate into 2025 

and, as GOES-R comes online in the 2017 timeframe, higher data rates and improved capabilities will 

be introduced and extend the need for 1675-1695 MHz into 2036. 

Subsequent GOES series will likely expand instrument coverage capabilities with higher data volumes, 

increased spatial resolution, and additional spectral resolution, such as may be produced by a 

hyperspectral sounder with the potential for thousands of bands. It is going to be important to 

preserve the NOAA RF spectrum now so that current mission operations can continue and future 

developments are possible. 

With the importance of the information conveyed within this and the adjacent band, it is vital that 

this sharing study examine carefully all the myriad of uses that comprise the functionality of this 
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meteorological band and ensure that the ongoing critical uses are not put at risk in this unique 

sharing challenge between the meteorological and advanced wireless services. 
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18 ANNEX H- ESTIMATED VALUE OF PIPELINE FUNDING 
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To determine the remaining population impacted it was assumed that, at a minimum, a 150 

Km radius protection zone will be needed around each of the federal earth stations listed in 
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Figure 16. The population within each protection zone was determined and used to calculate 

the remaining population impacted by federal use percentage. 

location 

Miami, FL 
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Guaynabo, PR 
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Ftgure 16- Rematning Population Impacted by Federal Use 
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5859647 

2716351 
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3811873 

1459801 

1415108 

1856656 

6409108 
2126246 

3114943 

3769889 

3675637 

70456359 
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22.82% 

In determining the amount of cost for the relocation effort, the full amount of the DOC AWS-3 transition 

plan was used. While some items such as radiosondes casted in AWS-3 will not need to be funded, there 

are additional items that may need funding, such as mitigation measures for EMWIN (mobile) systems. 

Uncertainty in the results of the study with respect to mitigation requirements- mitigation approaches 

and risk oversion architectures are expected as part of the study and cannot be more accurately 

estimated until the study is completed, so a very crude ROM based on past activities. 
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Red Snapper 

For years, I have heard from fishermen across the Gulf that NOAA's data for managing red snapper 
is inaccurate and insufficient, and leads to needlessly short seasons. Therefore, for each of the past 
two years, this Committee has provided funds to improve data collection for Red Snapper 
management. 

Yet on May 2nd, the Department announced that this year's red snapper season for recreational 
fisherman in the Gulf of Mexico is only three days, a 67% reduction from last year's already 
unacceptably short season. 

• How are you going to improve Red Snapper management and ensure fair access? 

ANSWER: 

On June 16, 20I7, the Department of Commerce re-Opened the 2017 private angler recreational 
season for 39 weekend days and holidays. The agreement reached between the Department of 
Commerce and the five Gulf of Mexico states is a significant step forward in building a new 
Federal-State partnership in managing the Gulf of Mexico red snapper stock. This represents a 
commitment from the States to restore a shared vision of uniform management that will benefit 
the long-term recovery of the red snapper stock while maximizing the economic benefits from 
recreational fishing in the Gulf region. 

I appreciate your continued interest in fishery management in the southeastern United States. 

• What steps are you taking to improve the data on Red Snapper in the Gulf of Mexico? 

ANSWER: 

First of all, thank you to this Committee for its leadership on this issue. The Department is 
committed to improve the data on red snapper in the Gulf of Mexico. NOAA continues to 
execute $10.0 million in funds appropriated in FY2016 by Congress to conduct an agency
independent abundance estimate for Gulf of Mexico red snapper, and this work is on track to be 
completed in FY 2019. NOAA recognizes the role of state reporting programs in managing the 
red snapper fishery and is actively working with the Gulf States to review and certify state data 
collection programs to increase the timeliness and precision of recreational catch estimates. In 
addition, NOAA has made recent improvements to the Marine Recreational Information Program 
(MRIP), developed in response to the recommendations of a 2006 National Academies of 
Science (NAS) review of recreational catch surveys. 

In its 2017 review ofMRIP, the NAS reviewed these changes to the general survey and found 
they constitute major improvements in statistical soundness of survey designs. 

Councils 

The National Marine Fisheries Service approves fishery management actions developed by 
regional fishery management councils through stakeholder input. The councils have the ability to 
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develop innovative fishery management solutions in conjunction with fishennen, which can 
occur through cooperative research and data collection efforts. 

Does the proposed budget provide the National Marine Fisheries Service the resources and 
authority needed to ensure that all options for fishery management are kept open to the regional 
councils? 

ANSWER: 

The President's FY 2018 Budget request includes funding for the National Marine Fisheries 
Service and regional fishery management councils to continue priority science and management 
efforts in support ofU.S. fisheries. The agency will continue to work with regional councils and 
other partners to fulfill our statutory mandates. 

Communications 

What is the status of the Memorandum of Understanding on the Center for Advanced 
Communications between the National Institutes of Standards and Technology and the National 
Telecommunications and Information Administration? 

ANSWER: 

The MOU for the Center for Advanced Communications (CAC) expired on December 31,2016. 
Because of the active and informal collaboration between the two organizations, there is not a 
current effort to formalize activities through a second MOU. NIST and NTIA staffs continue to 
collaborate in the area of wireless communications. Specifically, both organizations are co
sponsoring the 2017 International Symposium on Advanced Radio Technologies (IS ART), 
which is focused on exploring the technical, regulatory and policy aspects of using portions of 
the millimeter-wave spectrum for future communication systems. In addition, NIST and NTIA 
are co-sponsoring a joint research project targeted on developing best practices for radio
frequency channel sounding measurements, which could lead to the improvement and validation 
of radio propagate-on models used by government agencies and the private sector. In addition, 
NIST continues to support the work and mission of the National Advanced Spectrum and 
Communications Network (NASCTN), which was established in 2015 by NIST, NTIA and DoD 
in order to organize a national network of Federal, academic, and commercial test facilities that 
provides testing, modeling and analysis necessary to develop and deploy spectrum-sharing 
technologies and inform future spectrum policy and regulations. Leadership of the NIST 
Communications Technology Laboratory (CTL) and the Institute for Telecommunication 
Sciences (ITS) continue to meet periodically to assess opportunities for spectrum-related 
collaboration, which can take various forms. Through this approach to collaboration the two labs 
are able to both adhere to their missions and have the flexibility to maximize collaboration where 
it is most beneficial. 
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The Honorable Hal Rogers 

Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies 

Questions for the Record 

U.S. Department of Commerce FY 2018 Budget Request 

I. Economic Development 

Mr. Secretary, your own evaluations show Economic Development Administration (EDA) 
programs have exceeded performance goals in private sector investment in distressed 
communities and jobs created or retained as a result of EDA grants, yet you propose to 
eliminate this agency entirely. I am very concerned about how this proposal would affect 
rural America. I would appreciate your justification for cutting the EDA altogether, rather 
than pursuing constructive reform. 

ANSWER: 

In the last 52 years, EDA has made significant investments in economically distressed regions, 
based on locally-driven strategies and needs, that have spurred local innovation and 
entrepreneurship, created and saved jobs and leveraged private investments. 

That said, the Administration's 2018 Budget prioritizes rebuilding the military and making 
critical investments in the Nation's security. It also identifies the savings and efficiencies needed 
to keep the Nation on a responsible fiscal path. Many difficult decisions and tradeoffs were 
necessary to reach the funding level provided in this budget, and the elimination of EDA is one 
of them. The President's budget aims to change the role and size ofthe Federal Government by 
prioritizing programs that serve the most critical functions and consolidating or eliminating 
duplicative or less critical programs. 

The Administration's approach to economic development in general is to boost the entire 
economy through regulatory reform, unleashing energy resources, addressing unfair trade 
practices, and tax reform. 

2. Assistance to Coal Mining Communities 

Within EDA, I am particularly troubled about the loss of money we have historically directed 
to assist to coal mining communities. My district has lost nearly 12,000 coal mining jobs 
alone since 2009. In the past, EDA has worked to assist these communities, but under your 
proposal this effort would vanish. Mr. Secretary, what will you do to continue helping 
communities that are dealing with mine layoffs? 
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ANSWER: 

The Administration's general approach for helping all economically distressed communities, 
including coal communities, is to try to boost the entire economy through regulatory reform, 
unleashing energy resources, addressing unfair trade practices and tax reform. 

3. Trade Adjustment Assistance 

Among the programs that EDA funds, the Trade Adjustment Assistance for Finns (T AA) 
program is small but effective in helping small manufacturers and smaller, often rural 
communities negoti<J.te economic fluctuations. Over the past five years, T AA has assisted 
more than 700 companies and helped create or retain over 72,000 manufacturing jobs, with a 
return-on-investment of better than 1 0-to-1. With the President rightfully concerned about 
creating and preserving jobs, what is your justification for ending such a low-cost, high
return program? 

ANSWER: 

The Administration's 2018 Budget prioritizes rebuilding the military and making critical 
investments in theN ation's security. It also identifies the savings and efficiencies needed to keep 
the Nation on a responsible fiscal path. Many difficult decisions and tradeoffs were necessary to 
reach the funding level provided in this budget, and the elimination ofEDA and its Trade 
Adjustment Assistance for Firms program is one of them. The President's budget aims to change 
the role and size of the Federal Government by prioritizing programs that serve the most critical 
functions and consolidating or eliminating duplicative or less ctitical programs. 

The Administration's approach to economic development is to boost the entire economy through 
regulatory reform, unleashing energy resources, addressing unfair trade practices, and tax 
reform. 

CFIUS 

The Honorable Robert B. Aderholt 

Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies 

Questions for the Record 

Department of Commerce Budget Hearing 

It's my understanding that export controls have not kept pace with new and emerging 
technologies, leading to scenarios where some of these new technologies may not have been 
captured by export control licensing requirements. Further, there is concern is that through 
clever investment schemes, come companies may have avoided CFIUS as well. 
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As you know, Chinese investment in the U.S. grew 350% between 2015 and 2016, with many 
investments being state-driven. Particularly with new and emerging technologies, many believe 
that our export control licensing process has not kept pace with new and emerging dual use 
technologies with military applications. The Defense Department's Defense Innovation Unit 
Experimental office has produced reports on these deficiencies. CFIUS reform is one avenue to 
address this issue. 

Q. Can you please comment on deficiencies your department has identified with the 
CFIUS review process? 

ANSWER: 

The Department continues to actively participate in CFIUS, including reviewing every 
transaction that comes before the Committee. The Department is also participating with other 
CFIUS agencies in reviewing CFIUS procedures and authorities, and will continue to seek to 
work with the other CFIUS agencies to improve the functioning of the CFIUS process. 

Q. Furthermore, can you please comment on any deficiencies in the export control 
process for new and emerging dual use technologies? 

ANSWER: 

Commerce maintains a robust export control system administered through the Export 
Administration Regulations (EAR). Determinations on what items should be subject to control 
under the EAR occurs through an interagency process that includes the Departments of Defense, 
Energy and State. The vast majority of items that are controlled under the EAR are controlled 
pursuant to the four multilateral export control regimes of which the United States is a member 
(the Wassenaar Arrangement, the Australia Group, the Missile Technology Control Regime, and 
the Nuclear Suppliers Group), so these determinations are also coordinated with our international 
partners. 

Although keeping up with the pace of technological innovation in today's economy is a constant 
challenge for export control agencies, Commerce believes that the current system does allow for 
the control of new "emerging" technologies. Any of the agencies involved in the dual-use export 
control process can bring a proposal to control a particular item or technology if it believes that 
there is a compelling rationale to begin controlling the item. Because many of these technologies 
are not necessarily specific to the United States alone, this process is also used to bring proposals 
to the multilateral export control regimes so that other countries with similar technical 
capabilities also control the technology, thereby making the control more effective. Additionally, 
Commerce regularly seeks input from industry through our advisory councils through which the 
Department can stay updated on the state of the industry and the latest technical advances. We 
intend to pursue even closer cooperation with industry on identifying emerging and cutting edge 
technologies as early as possible in their development stages. 
Commerce will continue to work with our interagency colleagues in this area to ensure that our 
control lists best capture the technologies that need to be controlled for export to protect U.S. 
national security. 
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Q. Are there specific areas where you believe CFIUS has failed and needs reform? If 
yes, please elaborate. 

ANSWER: 

The Department continues to actively participate in CFIUS, including reviewing every 
transaction that comes before the Committee. The Department is also participating with other 
CFIUS agencies in reviewing CFIUS procedures and authorities, and will continue to seek to 
work with the other CFIUS agencies to improve the functioning of the CFIUS process. 

Currency Manipulation 

Since 1994, the U.S. has failed to label any of our trading partners a currency manipulator. The 
Obama Administration chose to investigate antidumping and countervailing duty cases, while 
ignoring clear cases of currency manipulation by China. In mid-April, President Trump 
indicated that he will follow this same path. 

Q. Is the Department of Commerce currently investigating currency manipulation in 
relation to any trade remedy cases? Or will the Department continue to turn a blind eye 
to this exploitation by our trading partners, leaving US manufacturing on an uneven 
playing field? 

ANSWER: 

While the authority to monitor and report on currency manipulation rests with the Department of 
the Treasury, Commerce separately has the authority to investigate an allegation that foreign 
producers and exporters are benefitting from currency-related foreign government subsidies, 
provided the allegation meets the requirements for initiating an investigation under the U.S. 
countervailing duty law. Any currency allegation made by a petitioning U.S. industry or its 
workers is carefully examined by Commerce based on the merits of and evidence underlying the 
allegation, in conformity with the initiation requirements under U.S. law. No such allegation, 
however, has been received from a petitioning U.S. industry or its workers with respect to any 
ongoing countervailing duty proceedings. Commerce is committed to vigorously enforcing the 
trade remedy laws to their fullest extent to ensure that U.S. companies, workers, farmers, and 
ranchers receive the relief from unfairly subsidized imports to which they are entitled under law. 

Q. President Trump spoke throughout the 2016 campaign and into the first three months 
of his Administration about his determination to label China as a currency manipulator. 
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Then in mid-April, after meeting with China's President Xi Jinping, he abandoned this 
tenet. What exactly changed President Trump's mind about this issue? 

ANSWER: 

The authority to monitor and report on currency manipulation rests with the Department of the 
Treasury, and questions on this matter should be answered by Treasury. 

Q. What is the status of the Commerce Department's country-by-country, product-by
product assessment of the causes of U.S. trade deficits? Will this study be 
completed early July, as anticipated? I understand that the study is expected to include 
"currency misalignments." 

ANSWER: 

The Commerce Department and U.S. Trade Representative study on significant trade deficits is 
nearing completion. The study covers a range of factors outlined in the Executive Order and 
noted by stakeholders in public comments and a public hearing, as well as analysis, by U.S. 
government issue experts. 

ZTE 

In March 2017, Chinese telecommunications finn ZTE reached a plea deal with the Department 
of Justice after it was found that the firm either directly or indirectly through a third company, 
shipped approximately $32 million of U.S. items to Iran between 2010 and 2016, in clear 
violation of U.S. law. In the plea deal, ZTE agreed to pay a fine of$892 million (with $300 
million more if they violate the terms of the deal). 

At the time, you were quoted as saying, "We are putting the world on notice: the games are over. 
Those who tlout our economic sanctions and export control laws will not go unpunished-they 
will suffer the harshest of consequences." Attorney General Sessions stated, "ZTE Corporation 
not only violated export controls that keep sensitive American technology out of the hands of 
hostile regimes like Iran' s-they lied to federal investigators and even deceived their own 
counsel and internal investigators about their illegal acts." 

Q. We know about the fine, but a story posted by reporter Bill Gertz on May 31, 2017, 
indicates that ZTE did not cooperate with the investigation. When you removed ZTE 
from the list of companies restricted from selling to the U.S. government, did you require 
ZTE to cooperate and answer investigation questions which previously they had refused 
to answer? 
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ANSWER: 

As clarification, our placing ZTE on the Entity list did not restrict ZTE from selling to the U.S. 
Government. Placement on the Entity List only restricted ZTE from receiving exports from the 
United States. It is accurate to say that ZTE did not cooperate for much of the investigation, but 
started cooperating with the investigation in March 2016 after the Department of Commerce 
placed the company on its Entity List. The Department of Commerce and the Department of 
Justice agreements with ZTE to settle the case both require ZTE to cooperate with future 
investigations. In fact, the Department's agreement with ZTE includes $300 Million in monetary 
penalties and a seven-year denial order that have been conditionally suspended based on, among 
other things, ZTE's cooperation on future investigative matters. If ZTE does not comply, the 
Department of Commerce can activate up to $300 Million in additional civil penalties and/or 
activate a denial of ZTE's export privileges and add ZTE to the Denied Persons List for a period 
of up to seven years. This listing would again impose severe restrictions on their ability to 
receive U.S. goods. 

Q. What exact procedures is the Department of Commerce using to ensure that this 
situation doesn't happen again? 

ANSWER: 

The Department of Commerce imposed several significant measures to detect and deter future 
violations by ZTE. The Department created deterrence against future violations by suspending 
$300,000,000 of its penalty and imposed a suspended seven year denial order conditioned on no 
future violations of the Export Administration Regulations and ZTE's cooperation on future 
investigations. In summary, if ZTE were to violate the EAR and/or not cooperate with an 
investigation, the suspended portion of these severe penalties could be imposed. As part of the 
overall settlement, ZTE also accepted six years of monitoring and audit requirements. The 
monitoring will be led for the initial three years by a court-appointed monitor, former Texas 
State Judge James M. Stanton. 

Q. If the Department of Defense has concerns about security, can the Department create 
its own list of restricted companies, or does that power reside only in the Department of 
Commerce? 

ANSWER: 

Your question about the Department of Defense's authority to create a list of restricted 
companies should be referred to the Department of Defense. 

Q. According to recent reports, the identity of the U.S. company that ZTE used as a 
subcontractor has remained anonymous. Why has this company been allowed to remain 
anonymous? 
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ANSWER: 

I can assure you that the Department of Commerce is committed to ensuring that U.S. and 
foreign companies, regardless of their size or location, comply with our export laws. I cannot 
comment on investigations that may possibly be pending. I assure you that our criminal 
investigators are aggressively pursuing any leads that may have arisen from our investigation of 
ZTE. 

The Honorable Steven M. Palazzo 

Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies 

Questions for the Record 

Department of Commerce Budget Hearing 

I. Seafood Traceability--As a part of the Food Safety and Modernization Act of2011, Congress 
directed FDA and the USDA to establish a product tracing system to "receive information that 
improves the capacity of the Secretary to effectively and rapidly track and trace food that is in 
the United States or offered for import into the United States." Several pilots were conducted 
as a part of a private public partnership between FDA and 1FT in 2011 to improve product 
tracing and establish recordkeeping requirements for high-risk foods to help in tracing 
products. These pilots were conducted in consultation with industry, USDA, state agencies, 
and consumer group. The study, released in march of 2013, established best practices and 
offered recommendations, yet FDA has not acted on them. NOAA published a final rule 
establishing the Seafood import Monitoring Program (SIMP) last December. I won't read the 
entire stated purpose but a shortened version reads: "establish for imports of certain seafood 
products, the reporting and recordkeeping requirements needed to prevent illegal, unreported 
and unregulated (IUU)-caught and/or misrepresented seafood from entering U.S. commerce." 
How can the FDA and NOAA Fisheries work together to harmonize their efforts to ensure 
there is not duplicative or overlapping regulations that will create confusion for private sector 
compliance? 

ANSWER: 

NOAA and FDA work cooperatively under the auspices of an operational MOU and are 
committed to ensuring that there is no duplication or overlap of process by the two agencies in 
their execution of mission. As the lead on the recent rule establishing the U.S. Seafood Import 
Monitoring Program (SIMP), NOAA worked with, among other agencies, FDA in the design and 
drafting of the regulation to ensure complimentary alignment with existing FDA regulations and 
requirements. With respect to seafood imports and in the context of SIMP, the FDA is primarily 
focused on tood safety while NOAA and the SIMP rule are focused on the legality of the catch 
and truthful representation offish and fish products from point of harvest to entry into U.S. 
commerce. 
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2. NOAA's Cooperative Data and Rescue Services Program (CDARS)--NOAA's Search and 
Rescue Satellite Aided Tracking (SARSAT) program is critical to the protection of human life. 
SARSA T relies on NOAA polar orbiting satellites to detect and locate mariners, aviators, and 
recreational enthusiasts in distress almost anywhere in the world at any time in almost any 
condition. Since my district is on the coast, our boaters and fishermen use Emergency Position 
Indicating Radio Beacons (EPIRBS) in the event of an emergency at sea to relay real-time 
information to ground-based search and rescue authorities. Since 1982, SARSA T is credited 
with saving over 39,000 people worldwide, including a total of7,749 people in the U.S. Over 
40 countries in addition to the United States currently rely on the SARSA T system for their 
search and rescue needs. Unfortunately, the NOAA satellites on which SARSA T relies are 
operating well past their design life and must be replaced. I understand NOAA will eventually 
move to a completely new constellation of mid-earth orbiting satellites to support SARSA T, 
but that system will not be in place for many years. To cover the gap, NOAA is relying on 
Cooperative Data and Rescue Services (CDARS). Through CDARS, NOAA will utilize a 
commercial satellite via the U.S. Air Force's Hosted Payload Program to launch new SARSAT 
instruments by 2021. I understand that NOAA requires at least $49 million in FY 18 to stay on 
target for a 2021 CDARS launch, however the President's proposed budget only includes 
$500,000. Can you explain how NOAA will keep CDARS on track with only I% of the funding 
required for CDARS this year? 

ANSWER: 

The President's FY 2018 Budget prioritizes programs that support national security, public 
safety, and economic opportunity, while returning the country to a sustainable fiscal path. To 
meet these goals, some difficult decisions needed to be made. NOAA will determine a new 
launch readiness date in FY 2018 as it re-plans the CDARS program. The new funding profile, 
which will be provided in the FY 2019 President's Budget request, will likely result in a launch 
readiness date beyond FY 2021, with an actual launch date to be determined after a provider is 
selected. Although a delay increases the risk of a gap in coverage, NOAA is actively 
investigating mitigation strategies for CDARS, and will continue to closely monitor the health of 
the current constellation, The current search and rescue system is supported by NOAA and 
partner assets. NOAA will continue to support these platforms as long as they are functioning. 
During FY 2018, NOAA will focus the program activities on how to achieve optimal sustained 
search and rescue coverage to meet mission needs, NOAA is considering options for future 
contributions to the Search and Rescue Satellite Aided Tracking (SARSA T) program, including 
augmenting the Medium Earth Orbiting Search and Rescue System (MEOSAR) ground system. 
While the full operating capability of the MEOSAR is not expected within the next few years, 
MEOSAR is already contributing to search and rescue efforts even in the system demonstration 
phase. NOAA will be looking at options for accelerating the deployment of the MEOSAR 
ground system to provide coverage for search and rescue services, as a way to minimize to the 
extent possible the risk of a gap in capability, and to prepare NOAA and the nation for the Full 
Operating Capability of the next generation MEOSAR search and rescue system. 
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3. Asian Oyster Imports-- Secretary Ross, fisheries are very important to my coastal district, 
economically and as part of our culture and way of life. Over the years, we have faced unfair 
competition from Asia in catfish, shrimp and crawfish products and your Department has been 
helpful in resolving these claims. Now, I am hearing from the Gulf of Mexico oyster industry 
that these same anti-competitive practices from Asia may be occurring in the frozen oyster and 
breaded oyster market and that our oyster industry is considering filling a petition for 
countervailing duty relief. Once that petition is filed, will you pledge to work with us along 
with Gulf oyster producers to investigate these claims? 

ANSWER: 

Under U.S. antidumping (AD) and countervailing duty (CVD) laws, U.S. industries that believe 
they are being injured or threatened with injury as a result of unfairly dumped or subsidized 
imports may petition the Department for relief by filing a request for the initiation of an AD 
and/or CVD investigation. If an investigation results in affirmative findings of dumping or 
subsidization and injury, duties may be imposed to offset the dumping or subsidization. 

ITA can provide information on requesting a CVD investigation of the imports of frozen and/or 
breaded oysters. IT A helps U.S. industries understand the process to petition the U.S. 
government to initiate an investigation of the imports, provides guidance in compiling the 
information necessary for a petition, and reviews any draft petition to assist the U.S. industry in 
filing a petition. 

The Department is committed to vigorously enforcing our trade remedy laws to address unfair 
trade practices that impact American workers and companies and will continue to employ all of 
the tools provided under the law to take swift action against harmful trade practices that put 
American companies at a disadvantage. If a petition is filed in this area and an investigation is 
initiated, the Department will certainly fully investigate the claims. 

The Honorable Evan Jenkins 
Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies 

Questions for the Record 
Department of Commerce Budget Hearing 

Jenkins Ql: The U.S. Department of Commerce's Market Development Cooperator Program 
(MDCP) program has been beneficial for several businesses and industries and has resulted in 
hundreds of millions of dollars of U.S. exports. The MDCP program has benefitted 
manufacturers and assisted them in entering overseas markets to the benefit of American 
companies and workers. Can you please elaborate on the reason for eliminating the MDCP 
program? 
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ANSWER: 

The Market Development Cooperator Program (MDCP) has been an effective tool at helping 
small- and medium-sized firms export. However, due to the funding constraints, MDCP pro),'ram 
did not fall within our funding priorities for further continuation. 

Jenkins Q2: Technical standards play an important role in determining which overseas markets 
are more receptive to U.S. products and services and which markets have higher barriers of entry 
for U.S. exporters. Standards Attaches play an important role in aiding U.S. exporters and work 
within foreign markets to make sure American exporters remain competitive and have products 
that meet those standards. What are the plans to grow the number of Standards Attache positions 
and to fill the vacant spot such as in Saudi Arabia? 

ANSWER: 

Standards Attaches play an important role in helping U.S. companies compete internationally. 
Commerce has been working to grow support on standards for U.S. business exporters, and is 
working with the private sector to expand standards efforts. Towards this end, ITA has a 
standards team that provides training to enable client-facing staff better assist U.S. business 
clients on standards issues. ITA also tracks standards trends (such as the European Union's effort 
to spread its standards and regulatory system globally, and China's increasing activism in 
international standards development) and works to combat market barriers for U.S. exporters. 
We currently do not have specific plans to fill the vacant spot in Saudi Arabia. If the ability to fill 
more positions become available, it is a post we would highly consider. 

The Honorable Jose E. Serrano 
Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies 

Questions for the Record 
Hearing on the Fiscal Year 2018 Budget Request of the Department of Commerce 

1. Will President Trump's fiscal year 2018 request impact how the Commerce Department 
implements the funding appropriated for fiscal year 2017? Will the Department seek to 
prevent, inhibit, or slow down in any way the fiscal year 2017 funding obligations in 
programs, projects, or activities for which President Trump has requested reductions or 
eliminations for fiscal year 2018? What guidance has the Commerce Department issued 
to its bureaus on this subject? 

ANSWER: 

The FY 2018 President's Budget request will not impact how the Commerce Department 
implements funding appropriated for fiscal year 2017. 
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The Department will follow the Congressional intent set forth in the 2017 Omnibus bill (Public 
Law 115-31) and will not deviate from the fiscal year 2017 enacted levels for programs, projects, 
or activities which President Trump has requested reductions or eliminations for fiscal year 2018. 

The Department has instructed bureaus to execute their FY 2017 funds as enacted by the 
Congress and has required its Bureaus to acknowledge this in their 2017 Spend Plans to our 
appropriations subcommittees. 

2. In one section of his signing statement on the Fiscal Year 2017 Appropriations Act 
(Public Law 115-31), President Trump made reference to a list of programs and 
agencies--one of which is the Minority Business Development Agency-asserting that 
the provisions of this agency's appropriations would be treated "in a manner consistent 
with the requirement to afford equal protection of the laws under the Due Process Clause 
ofthe Constitution's Fifth Amendment." Please explain this. In what ways is the 
Commerce Department departing from the approach of previous Administrations ofboth 
parties, as far as implementation of the funding for the Minority Business Development 
Agency in fiscal year 20 17? Secondly, did any White House or Office of Management 
and Budget officials or staff consult with Secretary Ross or other Commerce Department 
officials or staff about President Trump's signing statement? 

ANSWER: 

The signing statement was composed by the Justice Department/Office of Legal Counsel, with 
review by OMB OGC and the Office of White House Counsel. The text at the end concerning 
equal protection docs not represent any change in the law, or Administration policy, with respect 
to MBDA or any of the other programs mentioned in the statement. Similar signing statements 
were issued by the prior Administration, e.g., https:llobamawhitehouse.archires.govlthe-press
otficelstatement-president-signing-hr-1105. A signing statement on appropriations legislation 
issued by President Reagan likewise mentioned equal protection. 

The Commerce Department implements the funding for the Minority Business Development 
Agency as well as its other bureaus according to the law as funds have been appropriated each 
year. 

3. How much has the Commerce Department spent on outside contracts since January 20, 
2017? 

ANSWER: 

The total amount of outside contracts since January 20, 2017 is $!,376,69!,500. 

Data Source: Federal Procurement Data System-Next Generation (FPDS-NG) 
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4. Since January 20, 2017, to what extent has the Commerce Department relied on outside 
contracts that were not fully and openly competed? 

ANSWER: 

The amount of outside contracts that were not fully and openly competed since 
January 20, 2017 is $243,500,207. 

5. For the period of time beginning January 20, 2017, please provide a listing of all the 
Commerce Department's outside contracts of $50,000 or more, along with the purpose of 
each contract. In the listing, please indicate which contracts were not fully and openly 
competed. 

ANSWER: 

ATTACHMENT -DOC CONTRACTS OVER $50K.PDF 
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Date Sign~ PUD 

23 J~n OOC46PAPT1600370 
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MISCHlANEOUS PRINTED MATTER 

LOI){,lNG. HOfEL/MOTEl 

LODGING. HOTEL/MOTEL 

• Hf:AliNG. AND WASH DISPOSAL EQUIPMENT 

ORATORY DEVElOPMENT) 

MAINT/RtPAIR/RioBUil.DOf EQUIPMENT· SHIPS, SMAlLCRAf-1, PONTOONS, MIOf~~ 

Notfull&Open 
No~ full & Open 

Notful!&Open 

Notful\&0 en SUPPOR! MANAGEMENT: OTHER 
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fuii&Open 
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Full & Open SUPPORT· PROFES5iONAl PROGRAM MANA(>fMENl/SUPPORI 

fuil & Op!'n SUPPORT, PROfESSIONAL· PROGRAM MANAG!:MENT/SUPPORT 

Full &Op<>~ SUPPORT PROffSSIONAL· KUMA~ Rt'i-Ol!RCtS 

f-uii&Op€n SUPPORT 

1-uii&Op<:'~ 

f-uii&Open 
f-uii&Ope~ 

SlJPPORf- PROFtSSIONAl fNGINHRING/T£CHNICAL 

fRANSPORlAflON/TRAVfl/RtLOCAT!ON 

BOOKS AND PAMPI-H HS 
MA!NT/REPAIR/RE8\J!l0 Of EQUIPMENT SHIPS, SMAll CRAFT. PONfOONS. AND FLOATING DOCKS 
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Fuli & Open HARDWARE. COMMERCIAl 

f-uii&Opc-n 
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Not Full&. Op11n SUPPORT ADMINISTRA TlVf OTHER 

IT AND HlECOM· SYSll;MS OtVEtoPMtNT 
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1.4 Feb DOC17066 
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14feb OOCRA133Rl6CQ0059D0001 
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14-Feh OOC~S134111NC0115 

OAM DoCContracts0vt:r$50Kxl<;x 

Mt.oPen' ' P$COestrlption -$ 
·. 

full & Open IT AND TfHCQM. INT£G!1ATEO HAROWARt/SOHWAR£/StHVICE SOLUTIONS, PRWOMINANlLY SERV $706,211 
full & Open IT AND THtCOM- PROGRAMMING $333,000 
Notfulf&O 
full & Open SUf'f'OR:l- PROHS>IONAL PROGRAM MANAGEMENl/SUPPORl 
Full & Open INF0RMA110!11 T~CHNOLOGY CENTRAl PROCESSING UNil{CPU, COMPUIER, HYBRID) $73,010 
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StJPPORl- PROH~SIQNAL PROGRAM MANAGEMENT/SUPPORT 
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full & Open SUPPOR1- PROHSSIONAl fNGINHRING/TECHNICAl 
full & O!>e~ tT AND TELECOM SY5r£MS Dl:VHOPM1!\i.T 
l-ull & O~n !lAND TELECOM SYSf~MS D~VHOPM€NT 
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Full & Open SUPPORT MANAGEMENT. OTHER 

Open SUPPORT- MANAGI:MI:N\ OTHER 
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$484,929 
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51,006,392 
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$55.716 
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$57,048 

$100,000 
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$700,000 
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$123.472 
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$544,525 
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$110,423 
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5UPPOR1 PROFESSIONAl: ENGINHRING{TECHNICAL 

SUPPORT PROFE~SIONAL ENGINHRING(TECHNICAL 

II AND ftllCOM- SYSTEMS OfVflOPMfNT 

NA I URAL RtSOURO::S/CONSERVATION· HSH£RIES RESOURCES MANAGEMENT 

SUPPORT PROfESSIONAl lNGINHRING/HCHNICAl 

S\JPPORl ADMINISlRATlV!: 

SUPPORT PROFES~IONAL 

IT AND Tl:lECOM· PROGRAMMING 

SHC!Al S!UD!tS/ANAlYSIS- ANIMAL/fiSHERIES 

IT AND THECOM- CYBER SECUR.IlY AND DATA BACKUP 

INfQR)JIATION TECHNOLOGY CENTRAl PROCESSING UNIT (CPU, COMPlHER, DIGITAL) 

MI<;CHlAN~OUS SP~CIAllNOUSTRY MACHINERY 

MAINT/R!:PAIR/RE\lllllO Of EQUIPMENT· SHIPS. SMALl. CRAFT. PONTOON\ AND flOATING DOCKS 

full &Open 'V\AINT/R~f'AIR/RESUILD OF EQUIPMI:NT MI~CHtANfOUS 

full & Open S\JPPOR!- PROHSSIONAl WtA!HtR REPORHNG/OS~!:RVA liON 

Not Full & Open MAINT/REPAIR/R£8llll0 Of fQUIPM~NT tltcfRIC WlRt AND POWtR DISTRIBUTION EQUIPMENT 

SUPPORT- MANAGEMENT. OTHER 

FLOOR COVERINGS 

SUPPORT· MANAGt:M~NT. OfH~R 

l-ull & Open INfORMA fiON ftCHNOLOGY SUPPORT CQUIPM!:Nf 

full & Open IT AND TElECOM fACIU ry OPt RATION AND MAIN H:NANU 

NotFul!&Open AIRQUAUTY 

Fuii&Open 

l-ull & Open SUPPOR! PRO!-fSS!ONAI OTHER 

HOUStKtEPING-O!H!:R 

full & Open SUPPORT PROFESSIONAl. PROGRAM MANAGEMENT/SUPPORT 

Not ~uti & Open IT AND TELECOM· INTEGRAT£0 HARDWARE/SOfTWARE/SERVICES ~OL\Jl IONS, PRtoOMINAN flY SfRV 

Full & Open StJPPORI PROHS~IONAl 

f-ull& Open SUPPORI PROn~SIONAl 

Full & Opm SUPPORT PROFESSIONAl ENGINEERING{TECHNJCAL 

full & Open SUPPORt PROf~SSIONAl E:NGINH:RING/HCHNJCAl 

Full & Op<>n 5UPPOR1 PIWHSSIONAl £NGINHRING/l~CHNlCAL 

Fui! & Op!>n SUPPORT PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING/lfCHNlCAL 

Fuli & Op"n II AND iEU:COM SYSIEMS D!:VHOPM!:NT 

full & OpPn SUPPORf MANAG~M!:Nl 01\ii:R 

Full & Open OTHER ENVIROI'l'lft~.NlAl SERVIC£5 

h•ll & Open WiJCA110NtTRAINING OlHER 

~-"""'"'""'""~"' 

SUPPORt- PROHSSIOJ\IAL: PROGRAM MANAGEMfNl/SUPPORT 

Full & Opert INfORMATION HCHNOI O(;Y COMPON£N1 S 

full &Open SJPPOR! MANAGEMENT. OTHER 
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$507537 

$1.863,743 

$498,144 

$67,B& 

$154,727 

$288,327 

$489,900 

$148.352 

$1.6'l2,701 

$810,000 

$57.107 

$161,990 

$476.128 

$263.258 

$10~,79'> 

$1.335.3-87 

$61,S'iS 

$2,673.82S 

$94,060 

$72,517 

$81,9!13 

$187.172 

$904,804 

$205,818 

$10'>.67£ 

$134,928 

$751.311 

$185,680 

$1,454,300 

$t4D,OOO 

$7,000,000 

$94.1B 

$4"!7.8>6 

$1,717.084 

$1,147.809 

$2.118,541 

$127,331 

$57.248 

$73,040 

$1,6'15,172 

$79,308 

$140,000 

$2,452.317 

$4">0,000 

$5,285.258 

SlLS.%0 

S\50,014 

$917,000 
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OAM DcCCo1tract>Ov"' ')~OKxl>x 

full & 0p<'n SUPPORT PROHSSIONAC lNGiNJ:tRING/TECHNICAl 

hli&Open ;urPORT ~~_9_!!_~~!QNAL. 

full&Op<.'n 

Full & Open SUPPORT- PROFfSSIONAL PROGRAM MANAGEMENl/SUPPORT 
NotFuii&Open 'liES 

SUPPORT· ADMINI$fRA11VE OTHER 

Obllpted$ 

$86,054 

$341,860 

$B7,Sl6 

SUPPORT MANAGEMlNf. OTHER $10:,&SO Iii 
INfOJlMATION fi:CHNDlOGY CfNTRAl PROCESSING \JNif (CPU, COMPUl~R, HYBRiD) 

MA!NT/REPAIR/RtBUILDOF EQU!PMi;Nl MISCHLANWUS $17<l,582 
lT AND TEUCOM- 1 HtCOMMUNICAHONS AND TRANSMISSION $71U72 

:;-op; HAND lE'U:COM lNHGRATEOHARDWARE/SOFJWARE/SEIWICESSOLUTIONS. PRtoOMINANTl'fSERV $95,000 
HAND fW:COM" ANNUALSOHWARE; MAINTENANCE SERVICE PlANS $74,~05 
H ANDTHECOM-INTEGRATED HAROWARE/SOFTWAH/~ERVICES SOlUTIONS, PHfOOMINANTLV SE«V $608,134 

Fuii&OP"n 

Fuii&Op<'n 

ruli&Open 

Fuii&Open 

h;II&Open 

Fuii&Open 

SUPPORf· PROtESSIONAl ENGINEERING/TECHNICAL $13<1570 
!T AND TELECOM INTEGRATED HAROWARUSOFTWARE/SERVIC~S SOLUTION~. PREOOMINANfl~ 

SUPPORT ~ 
IT AND rH~COM ftlECOMMUNICATIONSAND TRANSMISSION $63'l,41~ 

llANO !HlCOM f£lECOMM\JNtCATIONSANDTRANSMISSION $85,871 
SUPPOR1 PROH<;SIONAL OTHER 

HOUSEKCt.PING CUSlOOIAl JANI10RIAl 

luli&Opl>n SUPPORt MANAGtMtNT OTH~R 

SWITCHES 

51.490,925 

$617,178 

$348,303 
NotFui!&Open SUPPORT $14<),9'14 

SUPPORT _1?_~_2-~§<j<ji{)NAV • $%,985 
full & Opm MAIN f/REPAIR/REBU!lO OF ~QUIPMENI Htcl RIC.Al AND HE(l RONIC lQUIPMENT COMPONtN rs $513,390 

ARCHITECf AND tNGINHRING GENERAl INSPtCTION (NON CONSIRUCTION) $54, 17Z 

Not Full & Open IT AND THECOM 

Full & Op~n INfORMA liON TECHNOLOGY COMPONENTS 
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~uti &Op!>n 

Fuli&Open 
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fuii&Open 

!'uli&Open 

Fllii&Open 

FtJ!I&Open 

Fuii&Op~n 

fllli&Open 
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full & Open 5\Jl'POR f- PkOf.f.SSIONAl HUMAN RESOURCES 

Fl!/1 & Open INfORMATION nCHNOlOGY SmlWARt 
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full &Open IT AND ltLECOM SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT 

full&Open ·SHIP! 

$80,000 

$86,903 

$2.036,402 

$54,699 

$117,533 

$300,000 

$'l1.408 

$574.648 

$67,410 

$91,158 

S73.H3 

$S8,'l76 

$100,000 

$93,797 

$444,866 

$405,535 

$200.512 

$59,2'>2 

$10,669 

$955,964 

$202,S6S 

. NotFu!!&Open $154.438 
tdi&Open 

full & Open !NfORMA liON TECHNOlOGY SOFTWARE 

INfORMA HON TlCHNOlOGY SOFTWARE 

IT AND TELECOM· ANNUAL SOfTWARE MAINTENANn SERVICE PlANS 

Full & Opi>n INFORMA T!ON TECHNOlOGY SOfiWAR~ 

Full & Open OTHER ENVIRONMENTAl SERVICES 

fu!l & Opf::n OTHER ENVIRONMENTAl SERVIC£5 

rull & Open 5\JPP.ORl- PROFtSSlONAL 011-IER 

full & Open !T ANO fH~COM- f'ACIUTY OPERATION AND MA!NH:NANct 

nAND ItlECOM· FAC!tiTY OPERATION ANDMAINfkNANC€ 

full & Qp(>n SUPPORT PllO~lSSIONAL PROGRAM MANAGEMtNr/SUPPOR! 
Full & Open SUPPORT PROf.ESSIONAL PROGRAM MANAGEMtNl/SUPPOR f 

Full & Op<'n SUPPORT PROrESSIONAL PROGRAM MANAGEM£N!/SUPP0Rl 
ful! & Oper. SPfC!Al Sll!DlES/ANAlYS!S- OTHER 

Pag<'6of27 

$209,2t2 
$S0,40l 
$54,<l7~ 

$193,869 

$925,455 

$201,269 

$600,000 
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Not Full & Open ENVIRONMtNT Al SYSTEMS PROfECTION· OIL SPill RESPOi'<St 
full & Open IT AND TtltCOM ANN,YAL SOFTWARE MAINHNANU StRVlCi PlANS 
full & Open SUPPORT MANAGEM!:NI OlHER 

full & Op<>n IT AND THECOM IT S1HA1EGY AND ARCHITECTURE 
Full & Open IT ANDTHECOM II 51RATEGY ANO ARCHITECTURt 
fuJI & Open IT AND IHI:COM- SYSHMS DEVELOPMENT 
full & Open 11 ANO 1 EltCOM- SYSHMS DfVHOPMEN f 
Not full & Open SUPPORT, PROHSSIONAL OTHER 

full & Open 1 AND. .OPMENT 
fuii&Open ENGINEf:RIWi(BASlCRfSfARCH) 

SWHCHf.S 

!Full & < 1RANSPORTA110N/1RAVH/RHOCA110N TRAVH/lODGING/RECRliiTMENT. LODGING, HOltL/MOl£L 
lASORA TORY I:QUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES 

full & Open MISCELLANEOUS CONS!RUCliON fQUIPMtN I 
h.Jil & Open IN_FORMAfiON TECHNOlOGY CtNTRALPROCtSSING UNIT (CPU, COMPUTER, DIGHAl) 
full & Open SUPPORT· MANAGEMENT. OTH~R 

hill & Open ARCHITEC f ANO ENGINEERING· G~NtRAl OHiER 
Full & Op<'n HARDWAR~. COMMERCIAl 

~ull & Open IT AND TELECOM ANNUALSOFfWAR£ MAINTENANCf S~RVIC€ PLANS 
Full & Open SUPPORl- MANAGEMENT OTHER 

full&Open SUPPORt 

fuii&Open 

~ull & Ope~ INf-ORMATION TECHNOlOGY SOFTWARf 
Full & OPI'rt NATURAL fUSOUHC!5/CONS£RVA TION fiSHERIES RESOURC~S MANAGlMEN! 
!-ull & Open NATURAl R~SOURCtS/CONSERVA fiON HSHERIE~ REOURCH MANAGlMtN I 

R&D GFMRAlSCilNG/TfC 

fuii&Open 

Fui!&OpPn 

£0UCAfi0N[fRAI!If!NG- OfHER 

full & Open 5\IPPORf- MANAGEMlNI Offi~R 

Full &Open ll AND THtCOM IN/fGfiATI:DHARDWARf/SOFTWARE/S~RVICF<; ~OlliTIONS, PREOOMINANILY S£RV 
SUPPORT AO'VIINISTRA11Vl· MAIUNG/OISTRIBUTION 
SUPPORT- PROI t'iSIONAl CNGINEERING/TECHNICAl 
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full &Op~n SUPPORf- MANAGtMENT 

fuii&Open -MI 

~u!l & Open If AND THfCOM· SYSI~MS D£VHOPMI:Nl 
Not Fu!t & Open SUPI'ORI MANAGtMENf. CONTRACT/PROCUREMHli/ACQUISITlON SUP~OR"l 
fuii&Open 

Fuii&Open 
full &op~n 

~ull&Open 

MANAGEM~NT. CONTRACf/PROCURf:MEN1/ACQUI~IflON ~Ul'PORf 

PROHS~IONAl LEGAL 

PROH~SIONAL· OlHtR 

fCOM- INftGRA fW HARDWARt/SOf. lWARE/S~RVICES )OlUliONS, PREOOMINAN flY SLRV 
lAfiON/fRAVEL/RElOCAl !ON TRAVtL/LODGI!'<G/R~CRUITMENT toOGING. HOI El/MOT[L 

tuli & Open IT ANO TEL~COM INTfGRAHO HAROWARE/SOFTWA!:if/Sf:RVIC!:S50lUTIONS, PRf:DOMINANTLY SERV 
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l-ull & Op"'" SUPPORT· MANAG£Mf:NT- OTHER 
Full & Open SUPPORT PROH:SSIONAL REAt E'iTAH BROKERAGE 
Full & Open SUPPORT lv'ANAGlMI:Nl, OTHfR 
Full & Open SUPPORI- MANAGtMI:NT LOG!STICSSUPPORl 

$999,960 

$770,000 

$129,572 

$1,061,094 
$l,D16.no 

$63SJ04 

$75,233 

L680 

$530,000 
$18?.471 

$110.000 

$3~1.719 

5140,200 

$82,228 

$52,882 

$498,000 

$717,917 

$60,000 

S2_!i61,806 

$2.462.242 

$636,7.95 

$ll3.67< 
$2'H,OOO 

$157,300 
$91,416 

5100,802 
$180,t5~ 

$68.~00 

Sl48.711 

$75,987 
f-ull & Open SUPPORT- MANAGf:MfNf.lOGISTICSSUPPORf $149,1411 
full & Open CONSTRUCTION OF OTHER INDUSTRIAL BUILD!NG5 $143,837 
Full & Open R&D G~NERAlSCl/TtCH: MAlH~MATICAl/COMPUT~R SCl~NCES{APPlltD RESEARCH/~XPlORAlORY $92,!!61 
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full & Open SUPPORT- PROFESSIONAL OTHER 
full & Open SUPPQRf- PROI-t'>SIONAL OTHER 

$124,049 

$1.400,715 

$55,000 

$660587 
$130,807 

$115,717 

$93,529 
S8,745,795 

$50_000 

$3.536.013 

full & Open IT AND TH~COM INTEGRATED HAROWARUSOHWAHE/SERVICESSOLUTIONS, PREl:iOMINANflY 'ifRV $125,812 
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full & Open 11 AND THECOM TEUCOMMUNICA HONS NUWORK MANAG~MENT 

Not full & Open SUPPORT PROHSSIONAL ENGINEERING(HCHN!CAI 
Full &OMn ~UPPORf MANAGEMtNT. LOGISTICS SUPPORT 
full & Op"n R&D GE;NfRAlSCI{fl:CH MATHEMAiiCAt/COMPUH:R sc!tNCES(APPUWRESEARCH/EXPWRAfORY 
fuiJ&Open 

IT AND H:U:COM THECOMMUNI(ATIONSAND TRANSMISSION 
Full & Ope~ SUPPORT· PROHSSIONAL OTHER 

HAND HLECOM SYSIEMS Dl:VELOPMENT 

RAOAR tQUIPM~N I, tXCEPT AIRSORNt 
Full & Open NATURAL ROSOURCl:S/CONSlRVAriON HSHERIES RESOURCtSMANAGEMENT 
Full & Open OlHER ENVIRONMlNlALSERVICES 
Full & Open OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL SUWICE~ 
full & Open MAINT/REPAIR/R~ll\JIW OF EQUIPMENT W:ClRlCAlANOf.lECIRONIC EQUIP'VIlNl COMPQN[ 
Full & Op~n HOUSEKEEPING GUARD 

Not full & Open EDUCATION/! RAINING- OTHER 

Not Full & Ooen SUPPORT PRO! ESSIONAL OTHER 

$6S,741 

$173,6H 

$97,000 

$151,6~0 

$?47,1Sl 

$101,726 

$241,951 

$2,395504 

$201.4SO 
tull & Open IT ANDTHf.COM !NI£GRATED H,\ROWAR~/SOnWA.RE/StRVICES SOlUTIONS, PRWOMINANfLY SERV $795,006 
full & Open INFORMATION TECHNOlOGY COMPON~NTS 
full & Op<?n If AND HLECOM ·SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT 
l-ufl & Open INWRMAliON H:CHNOlOGY SOHWARO 
full & Op~n SUPPORT- PROFESSIONAL HUMAN RESOURCES 

full & Open NAfURAlRfSOURC!:S/CONStRVAT!ON FISHtRil:S RE'iO\IRCH MANAG!:MtNT 

~ 

$50,257 

$1.767,500 

$3,'74,983 

$592,114 

$100,660 

$1.773,134 

$S0,064 

$105,533 
1-.;II&Open $421.660 
Fuii&Op<:>n $t6s_<;oo 
~ull & Op~n H!:Cl RICAL AND ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES MEASURING AND 1 ESrtNG INSrRUMfNT'; 
full & Open SUPPORl !ltANAGtMENr. OTHER 
Not Full &Open IT AND THtCOM INfEGRAffO HARDWARE/SOFTWARU~ERVIC!:SSOLUTIONS, PRfDOMINANJlY S~HV $511.262 
full & Open SUPPORI PROftSSIONAL. ENGINEERtNG/fKHNICAL $237,355 

:fuH&Open INFORMAHON nCHNOLOGYSOfTWARE $8.,535.000 

fu!I&Oper. 

fuii&Opeo 

SUPPORT· MANAGEMENT AOVORTISING 

SUPPORf MANAG~M£Nf OTHER 

SUPPORT 

fuil & Op!>n SUPPORT- P~Of-ESSIONAL OTHER 

fuli&Open 

~ull& Open 

SUPPORT MANAGEM~NI OTHER 

SUPPORT ADMINISTRATIVE· OlH!:R 

ENGINEERING/ftCHNICAL 

Full & Open SUPPORT- PROH~SJONAL. tNGINHR!NG/It.CHNICAl 
l·uii&O(X'n SUPPOR\ MANAGt.M~NI OTHER 

$301,072 

$800,000 

$1,539.900 
SL664,650 

SUS,lOO 

5730,048. 
~uii&Op\'On $136,08.1 
fuli&Open $10~,611 
Fuli&Open 

~u!l & Ope~ IT ANO 1HtCOM 
~ull & Open INfORMATION TECHNOLOGY SOFTWARE 
Not full & Open MAINTENANCE OF lA30RATOIUES AND CllNlCS 

Full & Open SUPPORf AOMINlSlRAfiVE OTHER 
Full & Open SUPPORT MANAGEMENT. OTHER 
full & Opo:-n SUPPORf· PROHSS!ONAL. ENGINEHlJNG/ltCHNICAl 

Not Full& 0 en SPECIAL Sf\JDlE'i/ANALYSIS· AN1MAL/HSHt.RilS 
11 AND lHECOM- ANNUAL SOfTWARl MAINJI:NANCt SERVICE PLANS 

T -OWM:O CONTRACTOR-OPFRA HO (G 

1T ANO lHtCOM SYSft.M~DEVHOPMENT 
full & Open SUPPORl PROHSSIONAL. ENGINEERING/lECHN!CAl 
Full & Op~n LABORATORY t.QUIPMENT AND S\)PPUES 

Full & Open MAINTENANCE OF MISCELlANWUS BUILDINGS 
fuii&Open CHEMICALS 

full & Open MAINTENANCt m MISCUlANEOUS BUILDINGS 

Page10e>f27 

$1,798,101 

$~0,109 

$61_493 

$241.908 

$12~,500 

"''""" 
$69,483 

$641.180 
$79.91$ 

$67.385 __ 
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Date $1ped Pl!l) 

' 
' 
' 
' 

24·MM DOCTOOOS 

DOCT00l3 

OOCWCl33W17StD47S 

DOCYA.132316NC0098 

DOC4lPAPTl511147 

OAM DoCContr~ct;Over$~GK.xlsx 

Full & Open PSC DHalption 

IT AND HLECOM ·ANNUAL SOH WARt MAINHNANCE SERVICE PLANS 

MAPS, ATLASES, CHAR!S.ANO GLOBES 

full & Op<m SUPPORT MANAGEMENT. ADVER fiSING 

Full & Open HAND TELECOM" HELP DESK 

MAINf/Rf.PAIR/RE8\JilD Of EQUIPMf:Nl SHIP AND MARIN€ EQUIPIVENT 

R&D GENERALSCIENCE/T£CHNOLOGY, tNVIRONMtNlf\l SCI~NCtS{BASIC RtSEARCH) 

Full & Open I I AND HltCOM· SYSTEMS DEVHOPM~Nl 

Not full & Open MAINT/RtPAIR/RHllJilD Of EQUIPM~Nf· ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT COMPONENTS 

~ull! (}pen IT AND THECOM· INII:GRAllO HAROWARf/S.OFTWARE/SfRVICESSOLUT!ONS, PREDOMINANTlY SHIV 

Fuii&Open 

SUPPQR1, PRO~ESSIONAl: ENGINHRING{l E.CHNICAL 

Full & Op<'n SUPPORT· PROH:SS!ONAL PROGRAM MANAGEMtNf/SUPPORT 

INfORMA TtON TECHNOLOGY SOHWAilE 

Full & Open SUPPORT I'ROHSSIONAL· HUMAN RfSOURCES 

Obligated$ 

$193,339 

$1,200,000 

$66,586 

$S3S,38S 

$62.799 

$111,210 

OOCOG1133W10CQ0050!002& IT AND ltU:COM-ANN(IAl SOFTWARE MAINHNANU SERVICE PlANS 

$82,1'6 
$341,920 

$14U03 

$154'1,926 

$277,100 

$1.457.~43 

$466,733 

556,000 

$672,375 

$74,500 

28-!'v!ar 

28-MM 

28Mar 

2il.MM 

?SMM 

19M<~• 

29·M~r 

29Moc 

29M<>r 

29-Mi!r 

29-Mar 

?<J-M~r 

DOC40PAPf170S027 

OOC44PAPT1600107 

DOCS6PAPT1500S92 

DOC56PAPT1600409 

OOCS6PAPT1600423 

DOC'i6PAPT1700318 

DOCS6PAI'Tl700373 

DOCDG1331:12CQ002lfOOOS 

OOCEAB3C13CQ0029f0006 

DOCEA133Fl6NC03B 

DOCEA1'l3F17SE0~77 

OOCRAl33R16CQ0049TOOD2 

DOCSI\l34117SIJ0176 

D0CSB134117$U0194 

OOCSPB3E17SE0499 

OOC<;Tl330l4NC0394 

DOCS1133015NC011' 

DOCT001fi 

00Cl00l7 

DOCYA132314NC0058 

7NC0022 

7SE0059 

OCYI313BlStNOOHl 

OCS5PAPH750031 

OCAB133f'12CQ0040TOMO 

CABl13Fl>CQ00031093A 

COG133Wl2CQ0010f0011 

DOCRA133F17SU0320 

DOCSBB411fiNC0729 

OOCSB134117SU0189 

OOCSBB4216S!:Ol09 

DOCSB134217NCOtSO 

OOCSlJ3301SNll015 

DOCSTlH016Sf.l070 

DOCST133017CN0037 

IT AND TELECOM-INHGRAfED HAROWARf/SOFTWAfU'/SERVICE~ SOlUTION\ PREDOMINANTLY SI:RV 

J.uli & Op<'n SUPPORf MANAGEMENT OTHER 

Full & Open IN~TALLATION Of !:QUIPMENT · INSfRUMI:NTS AND lABORATORY I:QUIPMWI 

Fuii&Open 

Fuli & Open HAND TELECOM· ANNl!Al SOFfWARE MAINTI:.NANCE SERVICl: PLANS 

Full & Open IT AND TlUCOM ANNUAL SOl- I WARt MAINTENANCE SERVICE PLA,\15 

f.ull &Open SUPPORT· PROfESSIONAl tNGIN!:EfUNG/fECHN!CAL 

f.ull & Opcr. 5UPPOR f- PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING/TECHNICAL 

F1.1ll &Op~n 11 AND HlECOM INT£GRAT£DHAP.DWARE/S0FTWAR£/SERVICES SOlUliON\ PREDOMINANTLY StRV 

Full &Open SUPPORT PROfl:SSIONAL. ENGINEERING/TECHNICAl 

Notfuii&Open 

Fuii&OpP.n 

Fuii&Open 

~ull & Or€n 

CHNOLOGY SOF!WARf 

ANO TELECOM- SYSfEMS DEVHOPMtNl 

AND 1 H~COM· SYSTtMS OtVHOPMfNl 

~ull & Op~n ll AND TFLECOM· SYSTEMS DEVHOPMtNT 

Full & Op<.>n IT AND TELECOM· SYSTEMS DEVELOPME:"IIT 

F!JII & Op<>n n AND HLECOM- SYSTEMS PEVELOPM~NT 

full &Op~n 

Fuii&Op~n 

Full & Op<>n SUPPORT· MANAGtMtNl 011itR 

Fuii&Qp(•n 

Fuii&Op<.'n 

Full & Open Sl'tCIAl SfUDlfS/ANALY~IS- SCIENf!FlC DATA 

Fuli&Open 

Fuii&Open 

$69,'l05 

$1.401,814 

fllll & Op~n lABORAfORV EQUIPMfNT AND ~UPPli!:.S $67,040 

MlSCHlANWUS SPFCIAl INDUSTRY MACHINERY $340,684 

MA!Nl/RlPA'fl(RHIUJLO m ~QUIPM~NT AOP !:.QU!PM<Nl/SOf-IWAR!:/SUPPutS/SUPPORl lQUIPMt $53,792 

Fu!l & Open 11 AND HlECOM-INf~GRAll:D HAROWAfU/~OHWARE/~fRVlCES SOLUTIONS, PRl:DOMINANflY SERV $611,943 

Full & Open !l AND 1 EL£COM IN fEGRAHD HARDWARE/SOFTWARE/SERVICES SOLUTION\ PRWOMINAN fLY StRV $l.2'!S, ~61 

full & Open If AND H'lf.COM-INTEGRATED HARDWARE/SOHW,;RE/~fRVlCES SOLUTIONS, PREDOMINANTlY SERV $84,709 

~UPPORl PROFfSSIONAL PROGRAM MANAG~MFNl/SUPPORT $4H,966 

Full & Open II AND 1HtC0M· INftGRAfEO HARDWARt/SO~TWARUSERVICtS SOll)llONS, PREDOMINANTlY SERV $q,319,000 

SUPPORT MANAGEMENT OTHER 

IT AND 1 ElECOM· ANNUAL <;OHWAI<f MAINTENANCE SI:IW!Ct PLANS 

Full & Opfn ARCHll([f AND tNGINti:RING· GtNERAL OIH£R $52,SS8 

fuii&Op•m S\JPPORl MANAG!:Mt.Nl.OTHER 511,000.000 

Full & Open MAINT/REPAIR/REBUilD Of EQUIPMENT RfiRIGERATION, AIR CONDil:IONING, AND AIR CIRCULATING $123,000 

Not full & Open IT ANU fEtECOM· 01HER IT AND TELECOMMUN!(Al!ON'i 

Full & Open If AND HU:COM- SYSTtMS DfVtLO!'Mt.NT 

full & Opt•n SUPPORI ADMINI~TRATiVE OTHfR 

full & Open IRANSPORTVESSHS, PASSfNGtR A~D TROOP 

full & Open NAfURAl RESOVRCfS/CONSERVATION FISHERIES RPiOURC!:S MANAGtM!-.Nl 

HS!i!f\IGVf.SSElS 

INfORMATION II:CHNOLOGY >OflWARt 

full & Open SUPPORI PROH:SSIONAL: tNGINttRING/!ECHNICAl 

$116,322 

$634,S63 

$65,520 

S:m8,300 

S141.970 

$237.473 

$354,362 

MAINf/R£PAIR/Rt8UilDDr EQUIPM£NT SHIPS. SMALLCRAFf, PONfOONS, AND HOAIING DOCKS $62,699 

Full & Open fRANSPORTATIOI'i/fRAVH/RElOCATION RHOCATtON· TRAVHAGENf 

Full &Op<:!n MAINT~NANCE Of MISCHLANWUSSUltolNGS 

Full & Open MISCElLANEOUS ENGINES AND COMPONEN fS 

Full & Op<'r, 'itJPPORf- MANAGEMfN r. ADVERll~ING 

SS8,128 

$57,824 

$76,080 

$100.000 

full & Open MISCHlANfOUSMATERIAlS HANDLING EQUIPMENT $69,964 

1'-totFtl!l & Open nAND H.ltCOM-INitGRAltD HARDWARE:/'illHWARE/SEf\VICES SOlUTIONS, PREDOMINANHY SfRV 

full & Open JNfORMA TION f!;Cf-!NOlOGY COMPONH-ITS 

IN~ORMATION lfCHNOlOGY smiWARE 

1\!Q!_f_~L~Qfl~. HAND 1 f:UCOM ANNUAL SO~IWARI: MAIN I !;NANU StRVICf PlANS 

NotfuU& Opef! SUPPORJ · MANAGI'MENT O!HfR 

full & Open ARCHIH;(T ANO £NGINHRING GEN~RAL. OTH~R 

Page1lof27 

$114,611 

$t69,027 

$1.240,641 

$~02,576 
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Data s1ped PliO 

OOCWC133Wl1SW493 

OOCYAl323iSNC013!l 

OOCYA13231~NC0208 

OOCY!J1323.17CN0009 

OOCYBlJ23!7Sf.0071 

OOC46PAP11600<89 

1)0LSOPAPTlS00018 

00C56PAPf1600327 

30-M~r OOC0.6PAPT1600"{97 

30-MM 00(A!Jl33fl3CQOOD31121A 

U:A!33Wl6SU0311 
30Mar OOCtA133WllNC0305 

30M~r 

~0 Miir 

30Mar 

30Mar 

HMar 

31 Mar 

31-Mar 

31-Mar 

31Mdr 

31-Mar 

3Hhr 
~1 M_ar 

n-Mar 

31MM 

31Mar 

H-Mar 

31Mar 

~~ar 
31-Mar 

)1 Mar 

31 Mar 

31 Mar 

3-Apr 

3Apr 

3-Apr 

3Apr 

3-Apr 

3·Apr 

3Apr 

3Apr 

JApr 

3-Apr 

3Apr 

3-Apr 

3Apr 

3-Apr 

3·Apr 

3Apr 

4-Apr 

4-Apr 

4Apr 

4Apr 

4Apr 

4Apr 

DOCYA132314NC0082 

DOC46PAPf1600396 

OOC46PAPn600503 

OOC46PAPf17>;0030 

OOC50PAPT1100030 

DOCSOPAPll600007 

OOCS6PAPf17'>00)3 

OOCDG133017N(QTR2 

DOCfA1HH7NC0323 

DOC£A133Wl3CN005~ 

DOCSlJ.134217CN001'> 

DOCS!l134ll7NC0204 

OOCS8J35116NC0169 

DOCSS11S1t6NC0!71 

~S14N(02S2 
DOC10D69 
DOrTOOOl 

00Cf0002 

DOCYA132311CN0020 
DOCVA1>2314NC0112 

OOCYA13l316NC0218 

DOCYA13l317NC0033 
OOCYA1>1317NC0084 

DOCOOOS 

DOCS6PAPT1700.3.74 

DOCS6PAPTl70037S 

OOCSGt33W17NCOB3 

DOCOG133W10CQ004910018 

DOCOG133W12CQ0008100U 

DOCEA113f16NC1132 

OOC%134115S£0249 

OOC.SB134117SU0?06 

00(..YA1,2ll7NC0086 

DOC\7141 

00(17174 

OOC45PAPT1600256 

DOC.A!l133~1 1CQ000311Z2A 

DOCAB131F15CQ00140001E 

OOCAB1.HF15CQ0031100l3 

l'uli&Open PSCDesaiptton 

Not Full& Opl!ll ARCHITECT AND ENGINHRING GENERAl· OfHH1 
Not Full &Open MAINT/REPAIR/R(BUILOOf ~QUIPMENT· REFRIGHAfiON, AIR CONDITIONING, AND AIR CIRCULATING 
Full & Open S\JPPORl MANAGEM!:N1.0fi*:R 

SUPPORT- MAI-11\GfMENT: OTHER 
11 AND fHtCOM-IfSTRATEGY AND ARCHiTECTURE • 

No! Full & Op€11 ARCHHtCT AND ENGINEERiNG· GENERAl OTHER 
Full & Open SUPPORT MANAGEM~NT· LOGISliCS SUPPORT 
Full & Op<.>n SUPPORl MANAG~MfN I tOG IS TICS SUPPORT 
fuli&Open 

~ull & Open 

Not full & Open 11 AND TEUCOM WEB BASED 'USSCRIPTION 
f-ull & Open IT AND TElf.COM SYSTEM~ Dl:.VtLOPMENT 
Full & Open IT AND TElECOM· IT S"!RA1£GY AND ARCHITECTURE 
full & Op~n NATURAl RESOURCES/CONSERVATION FISH~RI£5 RE'iOVRCtS MANAGEMlNT 

OTHER EI\IVIRONMtN1AL SERVICES 

NATURAl RtSOURCfS/CONSERVATtON- FISHERIES R!:SOliRC£5 MANAGEMENt 
fu!i & OpP!~ 'iUPPORT, AOMINISTRA I IV~· OTHER 
full & Open SUPPORT· PROHSSJONAl. fNGINHRtNG{IECHNICAl 
f~l! & Open NATURAL ROSOURCfS/CONSCRVATION OTHtR 

Not Full & Open METWROlOGICAliNSlRUMtNl~ ANDAPPAHATUS 
SUPPORT- MANAGtM~NT OTHER 

MISCHLANEOUS COMMUNICATION EQUIP MEN f 
full & Open IT AND IHI:COM 

Full&Open 
full& Open SUPPORI- PROH;SSIONAL 

full & Open 11 AND THlCOM 

Not Full & Open ARCHIJtCI AND ~NGINHRING G~NERAL OTHtR 

Not Full & Open SUPPORT PROf-ESSIONAL ~NG!N£ERING/TfCHNICAL 
Fu!!&Open SUPPORT 

& Open SUPPORT- PROFESSIONAL tNGINElRING/fKHNICAl 
& Open 11 AND TElECOM OAlA CONVtRSION 
& Open IN!-ORMAliON TtCHNOLOGY SOffWARE 
& Open INfORMATION TECHNOLOGY SOfTWARE 

Full & Open L~ASt RtNr OF 01H!:oR WARlHOUSE BLDfiS 
NotFuii&Open 

Fuii&Open 

!-uii&Open 

f.ull & Op<.>n SPOCIAL SlUDIE!./ANAlYSIS ANIMAL/f'ISHERIES 
Full & Op<?n SUPPORl-PROFES~IONAL WEATHER REPORTING/O!l'i!ORVATION 

full & Open CONSTR\JCTION 0!- OTHER INDUSTRIAl SUILOINGS 
!T ANOlHECOM ANNOALSOHWAR~ MAINlENANC!: SERVICE PlA"'S 

Fo~l HAROWARIMAINTENANUStRVIC~PlANS 
~;;II ENGINEERING/TECHNICAl 
full OGY 01HCR {APPLIED RESEARCH/EXPlORATORY DEVflOPMfNT) 
Full OTHER 

IT AND TEUCOM-INHGRAHD HARDWARE/SOfTWARE/SERVICES SOLUTION~. PREDOMINANTLY S€RV 
fRANSPORlATION/lRAVH/RHOCATlON- TRANSPORfAliON. OTHfR 

en SUPPORT MANAGEMENT. OTHER 
~ull & Op<>n SUPPORT- PROf-ESSIONAL OTHER 
~ull & Open 

Fuii&Open 

full & Opf.'n SUPPORT PROHSSIONAl: OTHER 
Full & 0P€'r"l IT AND HLtCOM· ANNUAl SOHWARt MAINTENANCE SfRVICf PLANS 
Full & Qppn SliPPORf MANAGEMENT. OTHER 

SUPPORT PROHSS!ONAL ~NGINHRING/TECHNICAl 
IT AND TH£COM· SYSTEMS DEVE!.OPMENT 

$500,000 

$98.796 

$S0.046 

* $70,147 

$270.412 

$853,9'13 

$85,000 

$188,611 

$936,170 

$97,500 

St06,333 

'""'' 
$113.943 

$463,143 

$385.000 

$263,154 

SU21.166 
$72,433 

$456.456 

$>0US8 

s~.19l,U4 

53.278.800 
$2,922,72<! 

$100,971 
$334,878 

$60.947 

$114,590 
$850,000 

$59,839 

$616,466 

full & Open II AND TELECOM- SYSTEMS DEVElOPMENT $210,479 
l-ull & Open 11 AND THfCOM ANNUALSOFfWARE MAJNTENANCt 5ERVIct PLANS $52,896 
Full & Op\'n SUPPORT PROH:SSIONAL ENGINHR!NG/TECHNICAl $119,98~ 
!'ull & Op<.>n SUPPORl PRQH,SSIONAl: ENGINHR!NG/TtCHNICAl $142.,747 
full & Open II AND TElECOM INffGRAllD HAROWARE/SOFTWARt/S~RVIctS SOtufiONS, f'RfOOMINANTLY $ERV 
tull & Op~n SALVAGIO- MARINE VESSElS 

tuii&Oprn 

Fuii&OpNl 

l-ull & Open IRON AND STHL SCRAP 

MAINT[RtPAlR}REBUILOOF EQUIP"M£Nf· SHIPS, ~MALLCRMT. PON\OONS, ANl) FLOATING DOCK~ $99,983 
IT AND TtHCOM· ANNUAl SOFTWARE MAINTENANC< SERVICE PLANS $194,657 

hlll & Open SUPPORT PROFESSIONAL ENGlNHRING/ECHNICAI 
Full & Open SUPPORT MANAGEMtNT. OlH~R 

Full & Open ,ARCHil !:CT AND ~NGINHRING GENERAL OTH~R 
tull & Ope~ SUPPORT- PflOFESSIONAL. ENGINaRING/TECHNICAl 
Full & Open SUPPORt I'ROH.SSIONAL: OTHER 
Full & Ope~ HSH~RI£5 RESOURCES MA"'AGEM!:Nl 
full & Open FISHtRIES RE~OURCES MANAGEMtNT 
full & Open SUPPORl- MANAGEMENT: OTHI:R 

Pagellof27 

$!.132.558 

$1.32,245 

S1,6S0.650 
$214,673 

$8Ul40 
$175,426 

$66,502 

$102.700 
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BA!lr OOCYAt3ll17NCD09S 

1.'1-A!lr OOCYA1.H316NCOOil0 

B AIJ' OOCVA1 'l1311NC0018 
10-Apr 00CYA1'll317t.COC63 

~ui!&Op€n 

fu!I&Open 

Fui\&Open 

fuii&Op€n 

fuii&Oper~ 

Fuii&Op<"n 

Fuii&Open 

Fui!&Opi'n 

ruii&Op<:>n 

1-ull&Open 

fuii&Open 

fuii&Open 

!-ull& Op~n 

fuii&Op<.m 

Full & Open SUPPORf MANAGEM£Nf. OJ HER 

l-ull & Open SUPPORT MANAGt.M£NT OTHfR 

Not full & Open OTHER ENVlRONMENfAl ~tRVICES 

SPECIAL SfUDilS/ANALVSiS· SCIENTIHC DATA 

ANO MARINE tQUIPMENT 

full & Open SUPPORT ADM!NISTRA!IVE TRANSlAliON ANOINH:RPRETING 

tull & Open MAINTtNANCt 0> MISCHlANWUS BUilDINGS 

ObiiJ:;.ted$ 

$!04,300 

$121,234 

7S,660 

$51,418 

$150,000 

$22.5,551 
$2,&69,000 

$858,089 

$420,306 

$77,025 
$419.465 

$154.478 
$1,344,800 

14-Apr I ull & Op<'n MISCUlANI:OUS SPECIAl INDUS I RY MACHINI:RY 

14-Apr tuli&Open 5'12,720 

l4•'P' $144,509 
14Apr DOC56PAPll700377 

14Apr OOCEA131f13NC0796 full & Open SUPPOR r, PROFESS!O!'>.Al. OTHER 

14 Apr OOC!;A1BH6NC1282 fuii&Open SUPI'ORf PRO!tSS!ONAL PROGRAM MANAGEM!:Nl/SUPPORT 

OOCtGl33C1/S5_?_;,_2 ---- Not FuU &Open INtORMAfiON f£CHNOlOGY ~QFTWARE $188,110 
DOCSBB3Sl6NC0126 

\4-Apr DOCSSl34l17SU0200 

14 Apr OOCSfll14l17~UOl1~ 

14-Apr OOCST1.H017CC0022 

DOCVA1'.2313NC0010 

DOCVA112117SE008l 

DOC17191 
17 il,pr DOC46PAPf17003~2 

t7-Apr DOC56PAPf160046S 

DO CAR B3f1 ~CQ003 t TOOOS 

17-Apr DOCDG133E10CQ0033l0015 

17-Apr DOCRA131Ml7SEOE4 

lJApr DOCRA133Ml75E0582 

17 Apr DOCS5132317NC0097 

17-Apr 

18·Ar 

1 C11l96 

18-Apr OOC%PAPl1600438 

18-Apr OOCA6133E16NC1S80 

HI-Apr DOCC0006 

H!-Apr DOCCOOOS 

18-Apr 

18-Apr OOCOG1'l3W!2CNOOSG 

18-Apr 

SUPPORT MANAGEMENT OTHER 

lABORA fORY tQliiPM~Nl AND '>UPPUl~ 

Not Fu!! & Open INFORMAl ION TECHNOlOGY SOFTWARE 

full & Open $UPP0Rf PROFE$.510'\IAL HUMAN RE~OURCES 
full &Op.-n IT AND !H~COM n: )lRATHW AND ARCHIHCHJRE 

full & Open IT AND HUCOM ANNUAL SOHWARt MA!NHNMKl SERV!C( PLANS 

fu!l & Open !T AND THtCOM !Nf~GRATW HARDWARE/SOfTWAR£/SERVIC£5 SOlUTIONS, PREDOMINANTLY SERV $568,486 

!1 AND ff:UCOM- OTH!:R !lAND lHECOM~liN!CAIIONS $1.159.238 

SUPPORT- PROFESSIONAl OTHCR $908,050 

tuii&Open SUPPO!ll lV'ANAGtMENf.Q!H~R $76.092 

SUPPORT PROFES~IONAL tNGINH.RING{ltCHN!CAl 

!-uli&Open 

SHIP AND MARINt HWIPMHll 

SHIP ANO !VARIN£ E:oQliiPMI:N r 

tull & Open SUPPORT- PROH~SIONAl: HUMAN R~SOURa5 

NoHuii&O en lfANOTU~UNICAT!ON5ANQ_I~N5MITIJ.QN 

Full & Open SUPPORT MANAGEMENT OTHtR 

l-ull & 0P<'n MISCELLANEOUS SPECIAL INDUSTRY MACHIN~RY 

full & Open SUPPORT PROHSSIONAL- OTHER 

$379,000 

$121.368 
$132,646 

$1.14J,S80 

$L401.3?l 

$144509 

$129.464 

11 AND ffHCOM·INfEGRAlEOHARDWARE/SOFTWA~/SERVICES S0l\J1l0NS, PREDOMINANTLY SERV $142,611 

SUPPORT- MANAGEMENT. OTHER $120,760 

SPECIAL 51 UOI£S/ANALVStS- ANIMAl/fiSH~RI£S 

SUPPORf ADMitiiiSTRATIVE OTHER 

MAINIWANn m E!.£CTRONIC AND COMMUNICATION<; 1-ACILifltS 

SUPPOR r PROf'lSSlONAl tNGINHRlNG/1 tCHNICAl 

SUPPORT· PROFE'>SIONAl ~NGINHRING(l ~CHNICAl 

Pagr.l4of27 

$525.626 
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Oatt!Signed PIID 

18·Apr DOCT0031 

HI Apr D0CYAU2113\N00l9 

~ ~~~~:~!~~~!%~~~~: 
18·Apr DOCYAB2317NC00'3B 

Hl·Apr DOCY813231lSU0033 

19·Aor 

19·Apr DOC46PAPT17000% 

l'l·Apr DOCS6PAPT16004S4 

i9·Apr DOC%PAPT1750038 

19·Apr DOCABU3f14CN0044 

l"i·Apr OOCAB t3"{M I 6CQ0008DOOtl'J 

19Apr OOCASH3Ml6CQOD08DD010 

19·Apr 

l':I·Apr DOCEA133C158A002800006 

OOCSB130413t'.C0141 

19·Apr DOCSB\34115Sto25.6 

1'JApr DOCSB134117NC0217 
19Apr DOCSll33017CC002~ 

OOCST133017SU0346 

l'Aw 
19Aw 

l9Apr 

19·Apr DOCWI:133f17Sf.0233 

?O·Apr DG133C10BU00870"!.4 

20Apr 

70·AP' DOC17197 
20A.pr DOC%PAPT17SOO'l0 

OAM DoC Contracts Ov~r 5SOK xl:;< 

Full & Open SUPPORT· PROFE~SIONAl: ENGIN£ERING/HCHNICAL 
full & Open IT AND1H£COM DATA CONVERSION 

Fuli & Open IT A.NO TElECOM ·OTHER IT AND TfLfCOMMUNICAfiONS 

!-uti & Open SUPPORT MANAGEMENT. OTHER 

SVPPORI MANAGI:MENl.OHRR 

MISCHlANW\JS HI:CTRICAL AND HI:CTRON!C COMPOI\lfNTS 

full & Open SUPPORT· PROFESSIONAl. ENGINHRING/iECHNICAL 

~uli & Opr,>n INfORMATION I f;(HNOlOGY SUPPORf fQUI?Mf.NT 

full & Open 1r AND THECOM SYSTEMS D~VElOPMENT 

IT AND HLECOM ·SYSTEMS DEVElOPMENT 

Full & Op~>~ 

ruii&Open 

Wl!CATION/fRAIMNG· OTHER 

lABORATORY EQUIPMtNI AND SUPPliES 

Full & Open SUPPORT· MANAGEMENT, AUOiflNG 

Full & Open INSTAllATION OF EQUIPMENT INSTRUM~N JS AND lASORATORY EQUIPMENT 

ruli & Open INi-ORMAl!ON TtCHNOLOGY CENrRAL PROC~SSING UNIT (CPU, COMPUlUt DIGITAl) 
Full & Open IT AND IHtcOM ANNUAl SOFlWARE MAllllftNANCE SfRVICE PLANS 

fuli&Open 

F1>il & Open MAINT/REPAift/RHlU!lD OF EQUIPM~Nf SHIPS, SMALLCRAH. PONrDON\ AND f-LOATING DOCKS 

$304,264 

$130,000 

$56,041 

$15'>,041 

$72,917 

$128,752 

$7'1,147 

sum 
$243,641 

$144,764 

$73,0{)9 

Full & Open SUPPORT· PROFE\SIONAL: ENGINEERING/1 tCHNICAL $2q2,001 
Full &Open ARCHII~Cf AND fNGlNHR!NG GENERAL OH1lR $12~,000 

full & Qp(~n 01Hf.R ENVIRONMENTALS~RVIltS 

SUPPORT PROFESSIONAL, ENGINE~RING/iECHNICAl 

1-ull & Open R&D· GtNU\Al SC!£NC~/TlCHNOlOGY· OTHfR {APPLIED RtSfARCH!EXPlORATORY DEV£LOf'M~Nl) 
f-ull & Open SUPPORT· PROfESSIONAL· ENGINHRING{II:CHNICAL 

!T AND TELECOM· SYSTEMS DlVflOPM€NT 

SS4,654 

$60S.420 

$159,91S 

$143,872 

iO·Apr OOCAS\33f1~CQ0014000.5A SPECIAl STUDIE'>/ANALYSIS· ANlMAtjHSHtRI~S 
20·A.pr Full & Open SUPPORT MANAGEMENT. OTHER 
.10 Apr DOCDGB3Wl2CQ0010T0010 

lO·Apr OOCOG133W13SE1S13 

OOCtAl'l3F17NC037l 

DOCEAl33W15CN0018 

DOCEA133Wl6SU0>72 

DOCSAl30114Nto169 

0000001 

C100D7 

20 Apr DOCYA1H314NC0038 

/OApr OOCVA1323l7fNOOll 
?!Apr DOC17l76 

21Apr DOCE£133El7NC0381 

DOCGf133El7NC01'17 

2tApr DOC'>Sl34tl5Sf0069 

2t-4pr OOCS8134J17SW134 

H·Apr 00CWC1HR17SU01S'l 

OOCSP1311:17NC0393 

24Apr DOC171'l4 

' 
2<~Apr 

l4Apr 

006 

?4Apr DOCSill>4117'>C0130 

24Apr 

24Apr 

24Apr 

25Apr 

2'>Apr 

2'>·Apr 

25Apr 

25·Apr 

25Apr 

}~Apr 

2~·Apr 

25·Apr 

25·Apr 

25-Apr 

25-Apr 
~5 Apr 

OOCSP13JU7NC039'1 

DOCI0003 

DOCYA132117NC0!01 

OOC0004 

00(003 

OOC17l'l9 

OOC4'lPAPll71l093 

OOC46PAPT1600407 

OOCAB133CJ4NC0184 

OOCAB133F1 KQ00031123A 

OOCAB133H ~CQ00l40020B 

DOCAS133H6CQG03610003 

DOCOG133W10CQ0025T003l 

OOCEAl13Ml7SE0123 

MISCHlANEOUS COMMUNICATION HlUIPMENr 

Full & Open If AND IH~COM H~LP DEK 

MAIN!/glPA!R}RI;:8\!Ill) 0~ tQUIPMtNI· (U:CTR!CAl AND H.I:C!RONIC EQUIPM(NT COMPONENTS 

full & Open IT AND TELECOM· ANNUAL HARDWARE MAINTENANCE S~RVIU PlANS 

1-uii&Open 

luii&Open 

Fuli&Opcn 

fuli&Open 

fuii&Open 

Fuli&Op<'n 

Fuii&Open 

hiii&Opl'n 

ruii&Open 

f-ull& Op~n 

IT AND TELf.COM INHGRAHO HAROWARE/SOHWARl-/St.RVICESO.OlUTIONS, PRJOOMINANTLY S.UW 

FISHING VESSELS 

SUPPORT- MANA.G£MENf OTHER 

SPfCIM 'ifU01t>/A"lAlYSIS· MATHEMATICAl/5TATISIICAl 

HOUS£Kt£PING OTH!-.R 

l-ull &Open 11 AN01l:LECOM 

SUPPORT· MANAGfMfNl OTHER 

full & Oprln MA!Nf/RtPAiR/R(SUILD Of- ~QU!PMfNT SHIPS, SMALl CRAF1. PONTOONS, AND ~lOA liNG DOCKS 
Full & Open COMM\JNICA 110'-!S SECURITY ~QUIPM~N I AND COMPONI:N1S 

SUPPORf MANAGtM~NT. OlHf:R 

IT AND TElECOM ANNUAL SOFTWARE MAiNTtNANCt StRV!CE PlANS 

f-ul! & Opf'n SUPPORT MANAGI'f,.E'H. OTHER 

SUPPORT· MANAGEMtNf: OTHI:R 

SPECIAISTUOifS/ANALYSIS SCIENTifiC DATA 

SUPPORT PIWF£SSIONAL LEGAL 

f-ull & Ope<' !NATURAL I 

f-uil & Open FISHtR!~S RfSOURC£$ MANAGEMENT 

F-ull & OpN> SUPPORf" MANAGEMENf· OTHER 

SPtCIAL STUDIES/ANAlYSIS· SCitN!IHC OATA 

SUPPORT PROHSStONAL PROGRAM MANAGtMtNl/SUPPORT 

tu!l & Open TRANSPORlATION/TRAVU/RI:lOCATION TRAN5PORTAT!Ot'. MOlOR FREIGHl 

P~&•' 15 of 27 

$1~8.392 

$184,'1\4 

$638,328 

$300,000 

$112,784 

S196,6SS 

),56l 

$205,163 

$82,33'1 

$61.635 

$5)7,062 

$939,3l7 

$74,669 

$'!4,290,65~ 

$69,336 

$113,000 

$199,770 

$500,692 

$&5,668 

$78,738 
$94,141 

$445,692 

$326.970 
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OAM OoC(ontractsOver$SOKxlsx 

Obllpt:ed$ 
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Date Sl(Md PliO 

1-M~y OOCDG133W05CQ1067T0083 

l·May OOCEAB3f13NC1230 

l-May DOC~A133M11SI:Ob39 

l·May OOCEA133W15SE1S78 

l·May OOCST1H014NC0413 

lMdV 

1-M,Jy 

lMay DOCWC133Wt7SF0631 

1-May DOCW£1'!3f17St0682 

1-M~y DOCYA112317NC0105 

2-May 

lMJy 

2-May OOC4~1'APT150031!4 

1-May 00f46PAP11750032 

2-VIay 

2May OOCEA133f17SWS91 

2-M~y OOCSB134117NC0264 

2-May DOCS8134117SE0145 

?May DOCSB134117S00248 

2 May OOCS~BOtl/CC0009 

DOCSS132111NC0104 

DOC5Sl33016CC0002 

DOCYAI3B14NC00j8 

DOCYSB2'!12CN0030 

3May 00(17209 
3May OOC4SPAPT1700185 
~-M~y DOC45PAPT1700207 

3M<ly DOCAB13JH6CN0070 

3-May OOCA8131F1 '!CQ0003217 38 

3M~y OOCAS131HSC000140009A 

3-M,Jy OOCAat33Fl5CQ001400ll B 

3-May OOCABl33115CQ0014001'1!l 

3-May OOCABl33116CQ0017T0001 

3Moy 

3-M<ly 

3 May OOCRAB>H7NC0411 

y 

y 

<SUO%' 

7NC0261 

7SU025D 

3-Mav OOCI0013 

3N'ay OOCYll.131.317NCOJ06 

4M<Jy 

4May DOCA81330t2CN0117 

4-N'ay DOCAB131~15NC131& 

4M,>y DOCA!ll33f1SCQ00140001A 

4Moy 

4M.ty 

4 M~y DOCtAl~'l!'l2NC169C 

4May OOGA133F17NC04B 

•00C~GU3f-16NC0521 

DOCtGU3W17NC041l 

OOCRA133f-l75t06~4 

4M<lY 00CRA13>W17CC0014 

4 M~y 

4-M,ly 

4M<ly 0000006 

4-MJ DOCT0012 

4May DOCIOOll 

SMay 

5 M~y 

5May OOCA813.'lH5CQ001400lll: 

5-May OOC5!ll34117SU02!0 

S·May OOCSB114ll!NC0270 

SM,lY DOCST133017Sl0660 

8·May 

8·May 

S.MJy 

8-Mdy DOCSOPAPT1200041 

SMay DOC'>fii'APT175000S 

!!M~y DOCAB1.HD16NC0345 

8M.Jy DOCABl33E16NC0163 

8May DOCAS1BE16NC1580 

8-May OOCAB133F15CQ00120001S 

QM.,.l-O<;>((O'ltra~!>OverS50Kxlox 

full & Open PSC DeSI:riptlon 

COMMUNICA f!ONS StCUR!lY EQUIPMENT AND COMPONENTS 

SUPPORT· PROFESSIONAL PROGRAM MANAGtMtNI/~tiPPORf 

full & 0p<'rl IRANSPORTA110N/TRAV£l/RUOCATlON- RHOCAHON· TRAVHAGfNf 

full & Open !I AND H:ltCOM- ANNUAl HARDWARE MA1NTENANCf SERVICE PlANS 

full & Qppn INWRMA liON H.CHNOLOGY SOFTWARE 

~ull & Open MAIN1 ENANCE Of MISC€UANWUS BUILDINGS 

fuii&Open 

~uii&Open 

Obllpt:ed$ 

$992,356 

$181,550 

$90,074 

$114,880 

$65.689 

"'''" 
Full & Open MAINTENANCE Of MISCHlANEOUS BUILDINGS $67,200 

~ull & Op<>n IT AND THfCOM ANNUAL SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE SkRVICt PlANS 556,028 

Full & Open IT AND !HECOM INTEGRATED HARDWARE/SOHWARt/StRVIC!:.S SOLUfJONS, PRWOM!NANTLY SERV $13.'>,750 

f-ull & Op>'n M!SCf.\.!ANtOUS AlARM, SIGNAL. AND SECURI IV D~ !ECIION SYSnMS 

h•ll & Open SUPPORT· PROFESSIONAL PROGRAM MANAGfMtN1/SUPPOR! 

fuii&Open $15.872.477 

Full & Open PROGRAM MANAGfMt.Nl/SUPPORT 

FuiJ & Open 1-!0USt:Ht:PING- OTHf;R $90,000 
Full&Open 

R&D-GENERAL SCI/TECH 

lABORATORY EQUIPMENT AND SUPPUlS 

Full & Op<m SUPPORl PROFESSIONAL PROGRAM MANAGEMENf/SUPPORl 

fuli&Open 

fuii&Open 

Full &Opfon If AND IUECOM IN!tGRAIWHAROWARE/SOf-TWARE/St:RV!CESSOLUT!ONS, PREDOMINANllYSERV l7S,'i.8S 

i'ull & Open HOU~~KttPING CUSTOOIALJANHORIAL $100,000 

Full & Open NSTRUCllON OF OfHlR lNOUSTR!Al SUILD!NG'i $75,79B 

Full & OpN-; PPORf PROHSSIONAL £NGINEER!NG(TECHNICAL $81,310 

Full & Ope" JPPORT PROfESSIONAL. £NGINHRING(TECHNJCAL 

Full & Open PROfESSIONAL PROGRAM MANAGEMENT/SUPPORT 

fuii&Open 

Notfuii&Open 

fuii&Open 

fuii&Op~n 

fllii&Op~n 

fuii&Op'-'n 

FISH~RiiS RESOURCES MANAG~MENf 

HSHlRI~S RESOURUS MANAGEMENT 

Full & Open NATURAl RESOURCES/CONStRVA110N HSHtRI~$ RESOURHSMANA~~MtNT 

Not Full & Open SUPPORT· PROFE'>SIONAl 

Not Full & Open SUPPORT- PROff~S!ONAl 

$68,162 

"'"''"' 
$106,066 ,,,,, 
$637,838 

$223,700 

$213,699 
SPECIAlSTUDIEVANAlVSIS-ANIMAL/FISHERIES $50,16S 

$2(6,270 

&Open ~75,879 

IT AND TEUCOM- ANNUAL SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE SERVICE PlANS 

& Open 11 AND HLtCOM-INTEGRATED HARDWARE/SOHWARE/)I'RVIO:S SOlUTIONS. PREDOMINANilY SUlV $335,174 

Full &Open !lAND lH!;COM- SYSTf.M<; DEVElOPMtNT $1,6$1,045 

Fuii&Open SUPPORT MANAGEMENI.OlHI:R 

f-ull & Open R&D· GfNERAl SOENIE[If.CHNOlOGV OHltR {APPliED HSEARC!I/EXPlORATORY OtVUOPM£Nl) 

OPERA !ION Of MISCHlANWUS llU!lOINGS 

SUPPORT- PROHSSIONAL tNGINHRING/TtCHNKAL 

SPECIAtSTUOI£S/ANALY51S ANIMAl/FISHERIES 

LABORATORY EQU'P'V'ENf AND SUPPliES 

fuii&Open l 

UNIT \CPU. COMP\JfHl.. HYBRID) 
Notfuii&Open 

Full & Opl:'n INI-ORMA TION TECHNOlOGY Cl:NTRAl PROCf.SSING UNIT {CPU, COMP\HER, DIGITAl) 

FLII & Op~n Sf'fCIAL STUDilS/ANAlYS!S· ANIMAL/I-ISH~RitS 

$1,308.811 

$Hl,l54 

$98.000 

$1.199.081 

$93,520 

$2>0,<00 

$11J,C,08 

$176.579 

$54,000 
Full & Open IT AND THECOM- INTEGRATED HARDWARE/SOflWARE/SfRV!CtSSOlUfiONS, PRtDOMINANTLYSf.RV $8~.157 

SUPPORT- PROfESSIONAL ENGINttRING(TECHNICAl 

SUPPORT PROHSS!ONAL. ENG!NHRING{II:CHNICAl 

$1,386,300 

fult&Op~n $30&,634 

fuli&OpPn $934,&41 

Fuli&Open $450594 
Full & Opf<n SUPPORT- MANAGEMENI lOGISHCS SUPPORT 

f-uii&Open 

Fuli&Opcn 

Full & Open II AND lfL~(QM, PROGRAMMING 

Full & Open DIESEL ENGlN£5 ANO COMPONCNlS 

SUPPORT- MANAGEMtNl. CONfRACl/PROCUREMENTiACQUISiliON SUPPORI 

SUPPORl MANAGEMENT OTHtR 

full & Open r!ARDWAR£, COMMERCIAl 

&Open SUPPORT· PROFESSIONAL OTHfR 

& Open If AND TElECOM- WST~MS otVHOPM£NT 

& Open SUPPORT PRO!-ESSIO"JAl fNGINttRING(f[CHN!CAL 

$109,385 

$376,978 

$673,127 

$50,9'.\7 

$1,26&,970 

$299,1!63 

$1.388,320 
EDUCATION/TRAINING- OTHER $815,&26 

IT AND TElECOM-lNTtGRAfW HARDWARE/SOHWAR£/SERVIC£5 SOLUTIONS. PRWOM!NANTLY SERV S247,S72 

f.ull & Op.on NAlURAL RtSOURCtS/CONStRVAHON- HSHERI!:S RESOURCE<; MANAGtMl:Nl 582,400 

Page17nf27 
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OateSiJned PliO 

SMay 00CEA1331-t6NC0476 

SMay DOCEA13:lf17SE0&/2 

B·M.'ly DOCEA133M17Stob63 

8-MJy DOUAl~3W1SNC0422 

~ 
OOCRA13JW16NC06l1 

OOCRAU3W175U0405 

DOCYA132312NC0423 

OOCYA1'l2311NC0088 

9May 

gMay OOC44PAPT1611166 

9-May OOC4SPAPTl7001% 

9-May OOC45PAPf1700197 

'lMcly OOC46PAPrl70G006 

9May OOC46PAPTI75001! 

9-May OOC56PAPft60041'l 

9Mcly 

9M;,y OOctAB3C13CQ001ST0001 

9 M~y OOC~A1'l3M17SE0673 

9-M<>y OOCfAl BM175\JfH99 

1Mav 00CtA133W15BA0022CG002 

9May DOCRA1BM17NCQ444 

9May 00CSA\30114NCG003 

9-Mdy OOC'iA130116CNOOO? 

9May OOC~Bl34115NC064~ 

9M<>v OOCS8135116NC0364 

9Mav OOCSPJ33E17NCQ448 

9May DOCSS1101175VOOOJ 

9May DOCST133016,..C1161 

9-M~y DOCYA132l16WOIM 

10-May 0006600 
10May OOC44PAf'Tl71100l 

lOMay 00(44PAPfll110'10 

lOMay OOC4SPAP1170014S 

lO~May OOCS6PAPI1600420 

10M<~v 00CS6PAPrl&0041: 

lO·May DOC~6PAPT170018? 

10-May DOCS6PAPT1700390 

10-M~y OOCAB133f14CQ0018T0008 

10-M~y OOCAlllHMl7CQOO.l5l0001 

10-May 

!OM<~v 

10-May DOCDG133WOSCQ1057f003S 

10May OOCOG 1 .HWOSCQ l067 100~~ 
10May DOCEA133C13CQ00281000l 

10-May DOCEA\J3M175E0541 

10-Mdy OOCSA130114NC0078 

10-M~y 

10-M<lY OOCVA1~2114NCODSS 

lOM<1y 00CYA132317NC010'i 

ltM;,y 00(16419 
11-May 

11-May OOC4SPAPf1700203 

11M<Jy OOC46PAP117003H 

11May DOC46PAPr1700.H4 

11Mav 1lOC46f'Af'li70031~ 

ltMay OOCSOPAf'f1600034 

llMav DOCS:OPAPT1720037 

1lMay DOC56PAPT1600327 

11-Mqy DOC'>6P4PT160047l 

ll·May 

11-M<ly 

11 Mdy DOCAB13>t1M·JC0370 

11 Mav DOCAB1>1F17CNOG47 

11 MdV DOCD<>133.Wt4~U010 

11-May OOCtA133Cl3CQ0015f0001 

11-May ()OCEA1>3Fl':>5£0913 

UMay 

llMay 

lJ-M<~y 

11-Mav OOCJ.Nt~Oll7C1002'> 

ll·May OOCSll1304l7NC0294 

11 MJV OOCSB134117NC02S':> 

ll·May DOC'>B11~117NCD2'l1 

obligated$ 

!'uli & Op~n SUf'POR1 PRORSSIONAl PROGRAM MANAGEM~Nl/SUPPORT 

lASORAfORY EQU!PM£Nl AND SUPPliES 

TRANSPORfAfiON/TRAVEl/RHOCATION RUOCATION TRAVEl AGENT $164,0'>6 

full & Open HAND THECOM· INTfGRA TEO HARPWARE/SOHWARE/SERVICES SOlUTIONS, PRWOM!NANflV StRV $ U6S,OOO 

~uii&Open 

~uii&Opf'n 

Fuii&Oper. SUP~OR! PA.OHSSIONAi OIHtR 

Full & Open IT AND lH~COM SYSftMS DtVHOPMfNT 

tull & Open SUPPORT· PROFtSSIONAL tNGINHRi!liG/IlCfiNI(Al 

INFORMATION f~CHl\tOlOGYSOFIWAR~ 

Fult&Open 

~ull & Open 

SUPPOIH- PROff)'iiONAl. OTH~R 

full & Open INFORMA liON l~CHNOlOGY Sot TWARE 

l-ull & Open IT AND THECOM WSftMS ptVI;LOPMtNl 

TRANSPORlATION{fRAVEl/RE!OCATION TRAVH/tCDGING/RECR\JifMHH LODGING. HOIH/MOftl 

MAIN 1/Rl;PAIR/Rtlli!ILD Or FQUIPM!:Nl 

~ull & Open SUPPORT PllOHS';IONAl 

INfORMATION TECHNOlOGY CI:NTRAl PROCtSSING UNIT (CPU, COMPUTER, HYBRID) 

IT AND fHECOM W~B BAStDSUllSCR!P!ION 

full & Open IT AND IElEr:Dt\1'- WEB·BAStl) ~UBSCRIPfiON 

$104,613 

$~t,OSS 

$160,000 

$3,188,620 

$2,:!36,4?.4 

$350,561 

$1,13-7,785 

$1,8.55,493 

SUPPORT PROHSSIONAL ENGINHRING/HCHNI(Al $2,9,24~ 

lull & Op~n SUPPORT PROH~SIONAI· ENGINHIUNG/HCHNlCAl $242.,164 

tull & Open INfORMATION fECHNOLOGY SOt fWARE $~3,613 

bll & Open INfORMAfiON HCHNOI OCY SOfTWARt $82,124 

~ull & Open IT AND TElECOM INTEGRATED HAROWMt/SOHWARl/S~RV!C~$ SOlVliON~. PREDOMINANTlYSERV $181,954 

full & Op~n SUPPORf MANAGCM~Nl 01\i~R 

full & Open CONSTRUCTION Of OTNtR INOUS1 RIAl BUilDING~ 

fuii&Open SUPPORl AOMINISTR,~11Vt OTH~R 

Fuii&Op<'n 

Fuii&Open 

1-uii&Open 

l-<~11 & Op<'fl II AND l~ltCOM WSf~MSOtVHOPMENT 

1-uli&Open ITANOTHfCOM ~YSI£MSO£VHOPMENT 

h.•ll & Open llANO THtCOM ~YSltMS O£VtLOPM£NT 

full & Op!'n SUPPORT PROFESSIONAl tNGINHRING/ltCHNICAl 

Full &Open MAINI/R£PAIR/REBUILD Of EQUIPMENT· SHIP AND MARINE fQUIPMtNI 

Full & Op!'n IT AND TELECOM OfHER II ANDlElfCOMMUNICAliON~ 

Full & 0Mn IT ANllltl~COM lfi~COMMUNICATIONSANDTRANSMISS!ON 

Full & OpNI 11 AND lfLECOM- Hl.ECOMMUNICATIONS AND TRANSMISSION 

full & Open ffiANSI'ORlAfiON/fRAVI:l/RHO(A!!ON RHOCA!ION IRAVH AGlNf 

$96,634 

$176,091 

>149.'08 

snuoo 
51.164,195 

$1,0l2,01S 

$195,37.9 

$302,2H 

full &Open IT ANO HU:COM If S1RAf~GY AND ARCHiftCfURE $166,842 

fu_ll8,9pe1l _ !T AND TElECOM lNfEGRATED HAROWARE/SOHWAR£/SfRVICES SOlllriONS, PREDOMINANllY SERV _ $49{),810 

tT ANO lftfCOM· PROGRAMMING 

hill & Op!>n 11 ANOTtllCOM ANNUAL SOffWAR~ MAINllNANU SHl.V!C~ PLAN~ 

hJil & Op<.>n H ANO THECOM- OfHER IT ANI) HlECOMM\Jlll!CAliON~ 

f~ll & OpNl H ANO TELfCOM lNTEGRAfEO HARDWARE/SOfTWARt/SfRVIfES SOLUTIONS. PREDOMINANtlY SERV 

l-ull & Open PH010GRAPH!C PROJ~CIION ~QU!PMlN f 
f-ull & Op<m R&D GENI:RAl ~CifNn/HCNNOlOGY OfH~R (APPIIF.D RE€ARCH/I:XPLORATORY DEVHOPMI:Nl) $85,298 

Full &Opf'n SUPPORT PROF[SSIONAl. ENGIN(ERING/1EC!1NICAL $97,177 

& Open SUPPORI- MANAGEMH•f CONIRACl/PROCURtM~Nf/ACQUISITIO'J SUPPORT 

~ 
Full & Op<>n IT AND THI:COM SYSltMS DlVUOPMtNl 

F~ll &Open 

~ul! &Open 

SUPPORT PROHSS!ONAL ENGINtlRING{II:.CHNICAl 

TRANSPORT VESSHS, PASS£NGER AND TROOP 

SUI'POR! MANAGtMENT, OJ HER 

<10\iS!:KHPING ZlUARD 

full & Open S\JPPORT- PROH,SSIONAl PROGRAM MANAGlM~NT/SUPPORl 

TRANSPORT V£5StlS, PASSf.NG~RANO fROOP 

full & Open OTHER lNVIRONMlNTAl )ERVICtS 

INFORMATION TECHNOlOGY SOfTWARE 

& Open SlJPPORf PROH~510r-..AL. PROGI\AM MANAGEMtNl/SUPPORT 

FuJi & Open IT ANO HlfCOM ANNUAL SOffWARt MAINTIONANC€ SERVICE PlANS 

& Open !1 AND HUCOM DATA (I;Nlf.RS AND <;TORAGt 

Full & Open !T AND HU:COM· ANNUAL <;OF fWARE MAiNTENANCE SERVICE PlANS 

Pqgc18of21 

$1,8.33,33'! 

$12,999,989 

$8,004,975 

$286,960 

$&16,000 

$60,694 

$5S,128 

$1,865,493 

$11.225,495 

S~U06 

$197,50> 

$2':>7,%2 

$.217,562 
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DateSJgned PIID 

t1 May DOCSSt301t!CN0009 

11May DOCST1'B017SE0683 

~~~~:~~~; 
11 May DOCYA132H6St00SS 

12 M3y DOC002 

12May 00(17213 

12-Mav DOC4SPAPf1700198 

12May OOC4SPAP11100199 

t2May OOC4SPAPT1700212. 

l2May OOCBG133Fl7Sf0693 
12·M,ly OOC!lG13~M16NC0498 

12-Mav OOCDG! t33W10CQOOSOT0016 

l)Mav DOCEA133C15BA0009T0003 

POCEG133C16NC0686 

DOCRAU3M17SE0680 

12May OOCSA130113NC0018 
12-May OOCSA130ll6NC00~8 

UMay DOCSBl34117SU0267 

Mo, OOCSS130117CC0012 

ll·May 

12May 

1'-M<iy DOC4SPAP.l1700120 

11-May DOC46PAPT160044'3 

11M<iy DOCSfiPAPl1600429 

11May DOC56PAP!1600438 

l'>May 

1~ MJV 

1~ May 

1'>-May 56PAf'11600326 
15May iDOC56PAf'T1750030 

15-MilV OOCAB13101SCNOOSS 

15-May OOCC0003 
ISMay OOCDG1HWOSCQ1061T0002 

lS·Mav OOCDG1HW05CQ10671002'l 

15May OOCDG133W10CQ0050!0019 

15-May OOCEA133fl7S!JQ41l 

iSMay OOCI:AlBM17CN0011 
15May OOCRAl33Fl7SU0413 

1~ M~y OOCSA13011SCN0013 

1~ M~y DOCSA1301lSCN0016 

15·Mily OOCS6134115CN005Z 
lSMay DOC5B1Nl175UD264 

lS·May DOCSIH34117SU0287 

lSMay OOC~B13501SNC0308 

15-llhy DOCS81350165to'l39 
1~-May OOCSf133016NCO'l37 

15-May 

15-May DOCT0014 
16-Mqy 

16May 
16-May 00CSOPAPT1200041 

OOC56f>AP11750040 

D0CDG133!:\3CN0147 

16May DOCEA133C16CC0011 

16May DOC~A133F15CNOOS7 

16·May OOCRA133Fl7SU0406 
16May DOCSB134ll7NC0288 

16-M,ly DOCSB1341175U0268 

16-May OOCSB134117SU0174 

~ 
17-May coon 
17May 
17-May 

l7M,Jy 00(14467 

17·M4y 

17·1V'ay OOC4'>PAPl17001S8 

ll·M<Iy OOC46f'APT1750!H9 

17-May OOCS6f>Af>Tl6004~4 

17 May DOC56PMT1600456 

l·M&V DOC56f>APT17;0001 

DOCAS133F12CQOO<lOTOOlfi 

OAM Do( rn~t·ach Ov~r SSOK xlsx 

Fuii&.Open f>SCoacript!on 

SUPPORT MANAGfMf.Nl·OfHER 

GENfRAlORS AND GENERATOR SET\, ttfCTRICflt 

SUPPOR r- PROHSS!ONAL: ~NGINEERING(T£CHNICAL 

Not full & Ope:n CONSTRUCTION OF 01HtR IND\JSTRti\t RUilDifllG5 

fuii&Open 

!-ull & Orwn SUPPORT- MANAGEMENT: OTHtR 

CON';lRUCTION OF OTHER JND\!Sl Rl<\l B\JitOINGS 

HLEPHONE ANO lHEGRAPH tQUIPMtNl 

!-ull & Opo:n IT AND THECOM- OTHER IT ANO TUECOMMUNICA T!ONS 

l-ull & Open 11 AND TELlCOM· OTHER IT AND ltU:COMMUNICAilONS 

Full & Ooen If AND 1£LECOM· OTHER IT AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

f-ull & Open IT AND fHlCOM INHGRATED HARDWARE/50HWARE/SERVICE~ ~OlUTION~. PREOOMINANflY SER 

Fuii&Oo~n 

Fuii&Open 

full & Open SUPPORT- MANAGEMENT. O!H~R 

Full&Open 

fuii&Qpen 

~uii&Open SUPPORl PROHSSIONALOIHtR 

Full & Op;>n SUPPORT· MANAGEM~N1. OIHI:R 

Hf_C!RICAL AND ELKfRONIC PROPERTIE~ MEASURING AND TESTING INSTRUMENTS 

Full & Opei'l SUPPORT, PROfESSIONAL PROGRAM MANAGf.M~N1/SUPPORT 

Oh!lpted$ 

$120,000 

$60531 

$56,375 

$99.870 

$221,000 

$107,373 

572.745 

$57,7t7 

$89,779 

$149,987 

$821,11/ 

Full & Op.:>n fRANSPORT/lRAVEURELOCATION IRAVH/LODGING/RCCRUif· PURCH 0~ TRANSIT/PUBliC TRANSPO $50,325 

full & Open IT ANOTElfCOM- OTHER If ANO TEl£COMMUNICATION<; $S8.3S? 

SUPPORT PROHSS!ONAL. OfHlR 

IT AND 1HECOM· SYSTEMS DfVHOPMONT 

tull & Oocn SUPPORI- MANAGEMENT. OTH~R 

bll & Ope~ SUPPORJ- PROHSSIONAl tNGINHRI"'G/If'CHN!CAl 

full & Open 11 AND HlECOM· SYSTEMS DEVHOPMt~T 

Fuii&Open 

IT AND TELECOM 

£0Uf.ATION/TRAINING OlHlR 

teES SOLUTIONS. f>REDOMINAN ILY SERV 

Not full & Open CON~lRUCJION >iND Bl!llDII'o.G MATlRIAl.'i 

Not full & Op.-m HOUSlKHPlNG WAS!!: TRtAHV'lNI/S!ORAGt 

Full & Open LA BORA fORY EQU!PMtNl AND SUPPLIES 

~ull & Op.:>n LABORAlORYtQUIPMENT AND SUPPLitS 

full & Open TRANSPORTAfiON/TRAVH/RELOCATlON· RHOCAfiOOJ fRAVflAGENT 

Full & Op<'n 11 AND TF.l~COM WEB-BASED St!BSCRIPfiON 

Full & Opfen If ANO TH~COM INTEGRATED HARDWAR£/SOHWARE/SERVInSSOUJTION'>. PREDOMINANTLY S£RV 

fuii&Open 

SUPPORf· MANAGEMENT· OTHER 

IN!-ORMA TION TFCHNOlOGY COMPONENTS 

~UPPORI MANAGEMF.NT. OTHER 
SUPPORT· PRQf[~'iiONAt· ENGINEERING/TECHNICAl 
';UPPORT PROffSSIONAl· OTHfR 

IT AND TELECOM· SYSTEMS DEVElOPMENT 

R&D- G£NtRAl SCiiNCI:/nCHNOlOGY· ENGINEERING !MANAGEMCN"I/SUPPOR I) 

IT AND fW:COfl.' ANNUALSOFTWAR!: MAIN1tNA.'oJCE SERVICE PLAN~ 

NA WRAl RESOURCES/CON5ERVA TION· fiSHfRIE<; Rf50URCES MANAG(MENT 

$US1.034 
$7,0H,010 

$S1,0~9 

$118,379 

$684,81~ 

$565,'!96 

$2,761,615 

$69,827 

$321.114 
$16'l,FS 

$180,180 

$1,052,012 

HfCIRICALAND ELECTRONIC PROP~RI H:S M~ASUfliNG AND TESTING INSTR\JMfNf'i $345, 5'l0 
LABORATORYEQUIPMtNT AND SUPPmS 

~uil & OoerJ If AND 1 UtCOM WES BAS£0 SUSSCRIPTION 

J.ull & OperJ II ANOHU:.COM INTEGRATW HARDWARt/~OHWARt/S~RVlCES SOLUTIONS, PRWOMINANrLY S£RV $719.799 

f-ull & Open INfORMATION lECHNOWGY 50fTWAHt 275,000 

full & Open HOUSEKttPING- GUARD 

ru!i & Open SIJPPORT MANAGEMENT OTHER $724.918 

Fuii&Oper! StJPPORT-MANAGEMtNI OIH£R 

Full & Op~n HAROWAH, COMMERCIAl 

Full & Open SUPPORT· PROFE~SIONAL· ENGJNHRING/HCHNICAl 

full &Op<m JNtORMAf!ON tECHNOLOGY COMPON~NfS 

full & Open n AND TUECOM· THECOMMUNICA TIONS AND fRAN~MISSION 

full & Open IN f-ORMA liON TECiiNOLOGY SUPPORT EQliiP"AENI 

full &Open If AND TELECOM SYSH.MS DfVHOPMENT 

full&Open 

Not Fu!f& Open SUPPORI 

full & Open S\IPPORI· MANAGtMWI: OTHER 

P~ge 19 of 27 

$397,987 

'"·"' 
$326,S60 

$802,083 

$158,252 
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O<rteSigned PUP 

17-Mav OOCOG133WlOCQ004l TOOl'> 

17Mav DOCEA1BW17SU0441 

17-Mav DOCRAJHM17NC04SO 

DOC'iA.B011SNCCJOt 

OOC5A130l16CT00~4 

1/Mdy DOCS!ll34113NC069~ 

lJMay 

17May 

17-May {)0C5Bt341-17SU0184 

lHYtay DOC5T133017NC04SO 

17May 

17-May DOCW0HR17CN00'>4 

OOCWC133Rl7CN0057 

DOCWC1HR17CN0058 

t!-M~y OOCWCl33R17CNOt!60 

17-M~y 

17-May 

l7M,ly 00CWC1'!3Rl7CN0064 

OOCWC1'l3R17CN006'> 

17 M~y OOCYA!32314NC019G 

18-Mdy 

18 M~y 
18Mqy 

11'\-Mdy 

1RMay OOC50PAPT120004'l 

18 M~y DOCCOOOJ 

i8Mdy OOCC0014 

18Mily OOCOGl BC12CQ0017T0020 

18May DOCOGl'l3W12CQOOOET0022 

18-May DOCOG1HW12CQ0010TOOOG 

18-·N'~y OOCCGU3Cl7NC0484 

18-May 

lBMav 

lSMay OOC~AUO'l15Cf0020 

18M<lY DOCSA110115Cl0011 

18·May DOCSB132517NC0318 

18May DOCSB134117NC0275 

iSMay OOCSS130117NC001/ 

18Mav DOCSS113016CC0002 

l8Mdy DOCT0003 

ISMay 00(10003 
18-May 

18Mav DOCTOO<;t 

18·May 

18May OOCWC133R17CNOO~> 

18May DOCWC133Rl7CN0056 

18rvtav 
lil·May 

19May 

19May 

l9May DOC45PAPT1700227 

l'lMay OOCABl33C12CQOO'J91001l 

l9Mav DOCEA133fl7NC0491 

19-M~y DOCHLUC17SU0449 

19Mcly DOCEGlHM17NC0488 

19-May D0CfGl31W17NC0493 

l'lM~y OOCSB134t17SU0186 

El·May DOCSB114117SU0297 

ll·May DOCSP111t17NC0498 

22-Mav DOCOOl 

22May 

22·Mav 

22-May DOC45PAPr1700704 

22May DOC4'>PAPT1700231 

22·May DOCC0006 

22·May DOCCOl 

22Mav OOC!-Al HW1 KN0065 

22·May UOCtA133Wl5BA0022COOO~ 

22-May OOCEA133W15SUOS11 

21.-May OOCS!l13411?SE0l5S 

22-MJy UOC.SI3t34111St01~9 

22·May OOCSS134117SU0291 

22 M~y DOCSB1341l/Sl!0<!9-g 

22Mdy OOCS813~01~NC02S9 

22 M~y DOC5S130117CC0010 

n-M,lY DOCSS130117CC001J 

n-t•hv 

Ran & (!peri PSC Oe$crlptlon 

f"II&Open 

Fuli&Open 

fuii&Open R&D 

fu.II&Open R&D 

full & Open SUPPOf\1- PROI"ES>IONAL ENGINEERING(TECHNICAL 

I:QUIPM~Nf COMPON£Nl~ 

Obl!pted$ 

$1.289,869 

$104,069 
$1?:1.880 

$117;369 

$200,000 

$53.441 

$70,000 

$398,607 

$399,818 

$39'l.'J86 
$39'1.'179 

$400,000 

5199,910 

$400,000 

full&Open $75,000 
full&Open 

full &Open II AND lllECOM- THECOMMUNICAHONSAr-.D TRANSMISSION 

full & Opeo SUPPORT- PROHSSIONAL· OJ HER 

full&Open 

fuii&Open 

full& Oper> Sl!PPORI- PRO~t5"10NAL. ~NGINHRING}ffCHNICAl 

full & Open 0 I H!:R tNVIRONMtNTAl SERVICES 

Full & Open Sl!PPORI- MANAGEMENT. OlHER 

~ull &Oper> SUPPORT· f'ROHSSIONAl tNGINHRING/Tt:CHNICAL 

full &Open INfORMATION I!:CHNOLOGY SOI'lWARE 

hill & Open SUPPORT PHO!-l.SSIONAL WtATHER RfPORTING/08-SERVA TION 

full&Op!'n SUPPORT AOM!N!SIRATIVO li8RARY 

Full & Open HOU'>HHPING GUARD 

HOUSEKEEPING GUARD 

SUPPORT- PRDrE'>~IONAl: HUMAN RESOURCES 

SUPPORf· PROHSSIONAL ENGINHRING{HCHN!CAl 

h;ll & Open SUPPORf- AOMINlSTRATlVE OTHER 

& Open SUPPORT- PROHSSIONAL ENGINf£RING/T!:CHNICAl 

& Open SUPPORT· MANAGEMENT, OHlER 

R&D- OTHER RESEARCH AND DEVUOPMWT (APPLlEO R~Sf.ARCH 

Fuli&Open 

fuJI & Open MINI AND MICRO COMPUTER CON JROL Of VICES 
Full & Open OTHER HMRONMlNTAl S£RV1Cl5 

full & Open TRANSPOR1AriON/TRAVtL/RHOCATION 1RAVH/lODGING/RtCRUiffv'i;'l1 LODGING, HOIH/MOT 

Not full & 0 n INFORMATION lE(HNOLOGY SOHWAR[ 

INfORMATION TECHNOLOGY CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT {CPU. COMPUTER. DIGITAl) 

COMMIJNICA110NS SECUR!lY lQU!PMENT AND COMPONENTS 

11 AND THE COM· ANNUAl HARDWARE MA.INI ENANCt SlRVKE PLAN~ 

53,429,72'> 

$85,363 
$169.891 

$161,337 

$108.011 

~uli&Op<>n $101,695 
full & Open SUPPORT MANAG!:M~Nl 

Fu!I&Open S\IPPOR! MANAGEMtNI OfHER 

~ull& Open 

$6).2,000 
Full & Open SUPPORT- MANAGEMENr CONTRACT/PROCUREMENT(ACQUIS1110N SUPPORT $540.336 

R&D O!HER I•\PPUED Rf~£ARCH/EXPtORAfORY DEVUOPMENT) $160,000 

MAINT/REPAlRiREBlJilDOF EQUIPMENf· COMMUNICAIION, Dl:lEC110N AND COHERENl RADIATIO 

Full & Open SVPPOR'r- PROHSSIONAL ENGINtERING/TECHNICAl $257.075 

Not full & 0 IT AND THKOM· ANMIAlSOFTWARE MAIN fENANC~ )!:fMC£ PLANS $93Ji66 

Full & 0P<">O SUPPORT- PROFESSIONAL: ENGINHRING/TECHN!CAL 

NQt full & Open IT AND TEU:COM· ANNUAl HARDWARE MA!NTlNANCE SERVICt PLAN> 

Full & Open lABORATORY EQUIPMENT AND SUPPutS 

Notflllt&O~ 

Fuii&Open 

~ull & Open 

Full & Op<>~ SUPPORT- PROfESSIONAl 

full & Open__ SUPPORf · PROHSSIONAL HUMAN R!::SOURCtS 

Page20of27 

$122.46-0 

$173,071 

$BU9<1 
$100,5'>0 

$45S.161 

$'110,483 

$103.~40 

5143,94~ 
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DOCEA133W15CN0042 

13/vl.Jy DOUG133W16"1C037l 

23May OOCEG133Wl7CC001S 

21Mdy OOCH133.£17NC0505 

?~ M~y DOCSA130116CT001·~ 

?.'>-Mdy DOCSB130417NC0329 

21May DOCSS134117NC0310 

BMay OOCS!l134117NC0319 

1.3 Vl~y OOCSB134117NC0321 

BMay OOCSB134117NCOJ24 

23May DOCSSJ34117SU0305 

n M~v 
2~ May 

23May OOCSP133U7NC0419 

BMdy OOCSS130117CC0014 

BMay DOCSSl35017CC0023 

HM<1y DOCSS13S017CC0027 

2lMay DOCSfl33016NCG438 

B M~y D0CST133017SE067t 

23 M~y DOCWCl3301~NC067'! 

BMay 00CWC133016NC0462 

n-May 000A132317NC0114 

24M,ly 

24-Mdy DOC43PAPT17111_09 ___ 

2·1May OOC44PAPTl611221 

24·May 650041> 

24Mdy OOCS&PAP116004$5 

24May OOCAS133017CN0069 

7410ay 

OOCDG133W12CQ0010T0019 

141.'ay OOctG133W16NC0357 

24·May 00CEG1BW17NCOS16 

24·May DOCSA130113CN0024 

24May DOCSA130llqNC0002 

DOCSA130116CNOOlt 

25 May DOC56PAPT1600455 

25MJy DOC56PAPT17003S9 

25 May OOCAB133M1SBA0033C0003 

25MJy 

1$ M~y 

25-M<ly 

25 May DOCOGiB£12CQ0020f0008 

Full & Open PSC Desalptlon 

full & Open SUPPORf- PHmESSIONAl: HUMAN RE~O\JRCES 

tu!l & Oper; SUPPORT- PRmESSIONAL. OfHtR 

' hdl & Open 5\JPPORf- PROFESSIONAL" COMMUNICATIONS 

Full & Open SUPPORT- PROFESSIONAl: PROGRAM MANAGtMENf/SUPPORT 

Full & Open SUPPORT· PROFtSSIONAL PROGRAM MANAGI:MENf/SUPPORT 

Fuii&Open 

fuii&Op<i>n 

Full & Open 11 ANO TH£CO!Y'- SYSTEMS OtVHOPMtNT 

~ull & Open NATURALRtSOURCES/CONSERVAflON, FISHERiES RE'>OURCES MANAGEM~NT 

SUPPORl ·MANAGEMENT OTHER 

INf'ORMAT!ON I<CHNOI.OGY COMPONtNlS 

Full & Open SUPPOfll, PROf-ESSIONAL W~AlHfR REPORT!NG/08SERVATION 

ll AND fflECOM- INHGRAHD HARDWARl/SOFTWAR~/SFRVIC~S SOlUTIONS, PRWOMlNA_i:!TLY SERV 

INtORMA liON I ~(HNOLOGY SOH WARE: 

f-ull & Open II AND l~L~COM WHl 6ASfD SUSSCRIP!ION 

Full & Opt>n SUPPORT MANAG~MENf OlHER 
Full & Open INFORMAl ION H:CHNOLOGY CENfRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU, COMPUTtR, HYBRID! 

fu!i & Open INFORMAHON TECHNOLOGY SOHWARE 

tuli&Open 

fuii&Open 

full & Open lEASE OR R€NTAlOF EQUIPMENT ·INfORMAl ION H:CHNOlUGY 

fl>ll&Op~n 

fuii&Op"n 

fuii&Op£.n 

Fuii&Open 

fuii&Open 

lT AND IH~COM-INfEGRAT£0 HAROWARE/S0f1WARE/SERVICES SOLUTIONS, I'R!:DOM!NAN!l 

full &Open SUPPORl MANAGtMENl O!HER 

full & Open SUPPORT MANAGEMENT OTHER 

IT AND TELECOM· WEB·SA~ED SUBSCRIPIION 

INFORMATION TECHNOlOGY SOFTWARE 

full & Open INtORMA liON lECHNOlOGY SOfTWARE 

~ull & Open SUPPORI- PROFESSIONAL PR05iRAM MANAGEMENf/SI!PPORT 

hdi & Open SUPPORT PROtt~S!ONAl. OfHER 

f'uil & Open SUPPORf, PROFE%10NAl OlH!;R 

Full & Op<m ARCHII!:Cf AND tNGINHRING 

Obllgilted$ 

$884,360 

$179_057 

$872.672 

$132,754 

$192,419 

$57.539 
$105,521 

$2,~57.474 

$2.>%.793 

$74,524 

$57,829 

$5,569.1~9 

$1,346,642 

$30.3.475 

$151,069 

$645,279 

$4,611,550 

$76,829 

tuii&Open $215,007 

Fuii&Open $13'>.313 

f'ull & Open If AND ftLECQM, ANNUAL SOFl WARt MAINTENANCE SLRVICE PlANS 

SUPPORT PROfE'lSIONAL: HUMAN RESOURUS 

$1.228,707 

Page1lof27 
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DateSfgne<;l PliO 

25·May 

25·May 

l'>May 

2)-May 

2SMay 

2SMay 

25May 

25-May 

25-May 

2~-M~y 

25-May 

25May 

25-M,Jy 

25May 

25May 

})May 

2~ M<.>y 

251v!ay 

2S-May 

?5M<>v 

26May 

26May 

26-May 

26-May 

26May 

16-May 

26May 

J6!V'dy 

2GM~y 

3D May 

30·May 

OOCDG133W10CQ0040f00l0 

OOCtA133Fl6SW813 

DOC~A133fllSEOl26 

OOCEA133Ml7CN00JO 

DOCEA113M17SW329 

OOCE.I.B3W1~SU1073 

OOCSB134116SED318 

OOCS8134117AHJO'l9 

POCSB134117NC031.9 

OOCSfl33017C~OC72 

DOCWE111M17SE0734 

DOCYA132316CN0017 

OOCYA13B17NC0ll6 

DOCYAl32317NCOll7 

DOC16143 

DOC40PAPT161112l 

OOC4~PAPr17001Sl 

OOC46P,\Pf1711111 

OOCA8133£16NC0214 

oonAlBW12CN0050 

OOCSAl3011bCN0011 

DOCSB134116CN0010 

oocss:J4tl7NC0342 

30May D0Cl71:25 

~ ~~~:~:~~~~~~~~~~ 
3D May OOC56PAPJ1600327 

3D May DOC56PAPT1700.l91 

30-May OOC~6PAPT1750039 

30May O(KAB133013CN0095 

30May DOCAB11ltl3CQ00032169B 

30May DOCA8133f15CQ001200038 

30-May OOCAB1131-16CN0l43 

30May OOCAB11'>M14NC0442 

3D-May OOCCOOOR 

301V'ay ODCEA13Kl3Nf0690 

30May ODCEA1'\)M17SW727 

OOCEAB3Ml7SE0/28 

30May OOCSBU4117NC0336 

30M;,y OOCSB134117SV0309 

~0 M<Jy DOCSB13S117NC0346 

~ ~1 
30Mdy OOOA13?117NC0063 

3!May 

3~May OOC44PAPT1102.gS 

31 May DOC46PAPflll1113 

31May OOCS6PAP116004i'IO 

3lMav OOCSOPAf'11700377 

31May DOC56PAPT17003/8 

31May OOCS6PAPJ1700379 

31-Mav DOC56PAPT1700":1SO 

31Mav OOC.56PAP1\/0038l 

31-M-Jy 

'n·Mav 

31 Mdy OOC%PAP!1700:!92 

31May DOC$6PAPT1700393 

31May 

UM,,y DOCC0010 

31May DOCDOOll 

31 May 00Cf.Al33Cl7NCO~<l0 

31 M~y DOCEA133Fl6NC0519 

OA'VI DDC (<11\l<~LI.' OvN $')OK xi;~ 

Fuii&Open PSC~¢1011-

full 1 Open R&O GENERAl SmNU{ftCHNOLOGY MATHEMAFICAL/COMPUJER SCIENUS (MANAGEMENT/SUPP $59,86'l 

en IT AND THECOM-ANNUAl SOFTWARE MAIN!ENA.NCl SERVICE PtANS 

Fuii&Op~:n 

NotFull&Open 
NotFuU&Open 

METEOROLOGICAliNSlRUMENT~ AND APPARA TU~ 

IT AND fHtCOM IN ftGRArEO HAROWARE/SOFTWAR~/SHWICfS SOlUTION>, PREOOMINANllY SHW 

full & OpNl IT ANO JHtCOM· ANNUAL SOnWARt MAINTENANCE StlW!Ct PlANS 

Full & Ope" 11 AND ltLECOM- ANNVALHAROWARt MAINTENANCE SlRVICE PlANS 

Not Full & Open SUPPORT- MANAGtMfNf O!HtR 

Fu!I&Oper~ 'SUPPORT ADMINISTRAIIV~ OlHtR 

Full & Open nAND lU~COM ANNUAl SOFlWARf MA!NHNAt'iCt SiRV!U PlANS 

Full &Open 5Pf:C!AL ~fVDI£5/ANAl¥S!S '50~N1lHC OAf A 

tu:• & Open O!HtH ~NVIRONMtNTAl SERVICES 

full & Open RADAR OQU!PMCNT, fXCH'T AIRBORNE 

$7S,W6 
$147,660 

$464,611 

$<16),000 

$15J,S'1S 

$3q'l,H7 

Fuii&Op<m $6,.,&42 
Fuii&Open $1.300,000 

!-uii&Open SUPPORT MANAG!.M~NI OTHfR 

full & Open OHIC£ SUPPW:S 

~~: ~u~~~p~ ~NR~c;:~~:~~~Dr:~~~~t!f~~~~~~~~~:~· OTH~R 
full & Open SUPPORT- PROHSSIO"'AL· OTHtR 

~ull & Opt>n INfORMATION lfCHNOLOGY SOHWARE 

full & Open lT AND TELECOM HELP 01:$!( 

~ull & Open MEHOROLOG!CALINSlRUMO<fS AND APPARATUS 

Full & Opi>n OfH£R ENVIRONM!::-.IlAL ~tRVIUS 

Full & Open SUPPORl· PROHSS!Oli/AL. PROGRAM MANAG~MI:NI/SUPI'ORJ 

Not full & Open OH!CE fURNITURt 

fuii&Opeo 

full & OpPn SUPPORT- MANAGEMENT lOGISTICSSUI'PORl 

SUPPORr PIWHSSIONAL l~GAL 

Full & Op~n INfORf\MliOr-. II:CHNOLOGY SOHWAR~ 

fult & Open IT liND TElECOM WSltMS OEVHOPMENT 

Full & Open HAND IHECOM SYSHMS OtVHOPMENT 

fu!II?..Open SUPPORI PROHSSIONAl OTHFR 

SUPPORT· ADMifl.ISTRATIVt MAIUNG/OlSfRI!lUTION 

Not full & Open MISULtA\IWUS lU:CTR!CAl AND ElEC!RON!C COMPONWTS 
full & Open HOUSEKHP!NG GUARD 

Full & Open SUPPORJ MANAGI:MtNI. OlHfR 

$10lU15 

$1695SS 

$450,828 

$265,635 

$205.3'l4 

$60,496 

$200,000 

$136,500 

$1.16S,17S 

$129,612 

$239,655 

5115,806 

$66,534 

$56,808 

Full & Open HOVSEKHPJNG CUSTOt)IAl JANllORIAl $126,454 

Not full &Op€n ELECTRICAL AND ~LH'JRONIC ~QUIPMtNJ CO'V1PONI;N1S $59,SSO 

Notfufl &0 !'\ SHIPS. 'iMALLCRAH, PONTOONS, AND FlOATING DOCKS 
SUPPORt· ~ANAGlMl:.Nl AOVERI!'>!NG 

INfORMATION lf.CHNOLOGY SOFTWARt: 

tASORAfORY EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES 

11 AND l U~COM ANNUAl sm !WARt MAINTENANCE SfRVIC£ PlANS 

T!OfiiS, PRtDOMINANHY SlRV 

Fuii&Opert 

full & Op~rl PtANS 

ARCH!l£CT AND f:NGINHRING· GENERAl OTHER 

Notfu!I&Open HO\JSEKHPING GUARD 

full & Open SUPPOIU- PROHSSIONAl ENGINf:ERING/TECHN'CAI 

Full & Op~n SUPPOflf, MANAGEMENT lOGISTK'5SUPP0RT 

fuii&Opcn SUPPORT /VIANAGb'\'1~NI OIHER 

full & Open INfORM A llON ! ~(W<OLOGY )Of IWARE 

Full & OpPn IT AND HU:COM SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT 

Fuii&Open Sl!PPORI ADMIN!SfRAliVf liBRARY 

~ull & Open SUPPORt ADM!N!STRAliV~ liBRARY 

f-ull & Open SUPPORT ADMtN!SfRAl!V£ liBRARY 

full & Open SUPPORT AOM!N!SfRAT!Vl UBRARY 

!"ull & Op~n SUPPORI AOMINISTRAliVt Ul\RAIW 

!full 1/. OpPn IT AND TELECOM- SY)TfM~ DfVfLOPMfNl 

Full & Open ~UPPORT MAN,\GEMtNl OlHER 

full & Open R&D- G~M-.RAt SCI~NU/TKHNOlOGY fNV!RONMENTAl SCIENCES (BASlC RESfARC:H) 

Fltii&Open 

Full &Op~n HOUSHEEPit'lG· CUSTODIAL IANITORIAl 

Full & Open \NfORMAIIOt'll tCHNOLOGY CtNTRAl PROUSS!NG UNIT (CPU, COMPUHR. Dl6!1AL) 

Page?.2of27 

5214,500 

$312,689 

$658,141 

SSUS'l 

$145.163 

$'>4A~6 

$778,863 

$68,544 

$84::194 

$1_264,727 

$80,000 

$149,827 

$187,110 

$U4,420 

SS6l,383 
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Dar, Signed PUD 

DOCDG1 BtlOCQOOJ3TOOlO 

OOCRAB3F115V0471 

OOCSB134117At0046 

DOCSB1341l/CN0019 

OOCSB1341l7NC0227 

I hm DOC5Bl34117NCD147 

7Jun DOCS!l:34117SU0174 

DOC>5132'l17CN00t2 

OOC1000.'1 

OOCT0033 

DOCW1:133f.l7)UQ49} 

OOCYAlU31SNC0027 

I JVn OOCYABH1~NCD126 

7 hm OOCVA13231SNC0168 

DOC11143 

8Jun ll0CAS13306NC0264 

" 
" 
" 
" OOCEG1BW16SW7% 

OOCEG113Wl7NCOS6<J 

D0CR/Il33C1SCN0136 

OOCSB134!17NC0381 

8Jvn OOCSB13411-!SU0324 

8·J(Jtl 

8-lun 

8Jun 

OOCSSl34214CN0004 

OOCSP133C17Sto769 

OOCSS1301!7CC001S 

OOCS5130117CC0016 

OOCSTJ33017Nl0~18 

DOCSl133017NCOS67 

OOCT0009 

0000012 

122A 

full & Open SUPPORt- MANAGEM!:NT CONfRACT/PROCURlMtNT/ACQU!SI110N SUPPORT 

tuB &Open SHCIAl SfUOIEVANAlYSIS SCIENTIFIC DATA 

Fu\1& Open SUPPORT MANAGEMtNI.CO'JTRACT/PROCVREMENT/ACQUIS!liON SUPPORT 

Full & 0P<'<1 SUPPORT- PROH:SSIONAL ENGINEERING/TECHNICAl 

MAINT~NANCf ~F-RVICE PlANS 

R HOUSSING UNil j(PU, COMPUTER, DIGIT All 

~uii&Open SUPPORT MANAG£1\i,ENf 01!-ltR 

SVPPORI- MANAGEI\I'ENI OTHER 

fvll & Open SUPPORT rv'ANAGEMF.Nf OlHlR 

PURCH Of TRANSII/PUBUC fRANSPO 

OAlAMCWP 

Fvli & Open IN!-ORMAriON HCHNOLOGY SOHWAR!: 

fuli &Ope~ SEWAGE rR~ATMtNI tQUIPMfNI 

Fvll & Op~n WUCA\101\i/TRAIN!NG OfHER 

~uii&Open 

full & Open SUPPORT PROf'fSSIONAl 

Full&Open 

Full&Open 

full & Op<>n NATURA! RtSOURctS/CONSUlVATION FISHERIES f\ESOURCfS MANAG~MENT 

lull & Open NAfURAl RtSOURCtS/CONSERVATION HSHERIES R£SOURCl:SMANAGEMlNl 

Full & Open NAfURAl RtSOURCt'>/CONSERVA110N HSHERIES Rf)OtJRCtS MANAGEMEN1 
!-uH & Open >HIP AND MARINf. fQUIPMEtll r 
full & Open SHIP~, SMAll CRArT, PONTOON\ AND HOA liNG DOCKS 
~ull & Open SlJPPORf- MAr.AGfMlNT OTHER 

<LECTRICAL HARDWAR~ ANll ~UPPllf.S 
SUPPOin·MANAGI:MENT.OlHrR 

full &Open mHCI: !NfORMAliON SYSTEM EQU!PMfNf 

~vii & Open lABORAIORY I:QOIPM(Nf AND SUPPllf'\ 

full & Open LA SORA JORY ~QUIPMlNT AND S\JPPllf) 

Fu!I&Open 

Not:Fv!!&Open 

NotFu!l&OJ)I!n SUPPORT MANAGfMENT l\OVI:RI!SING 

Full &Open !Nf-ORMATlONTECHNOlOGY CfNfHAl PRO£!.SS!NG VNIT jCPU, COMPUTER, HYBRID) 

& Op<>n IT ANDTHECOM· ANNUAL <;mfWAR!; MAINHNANCf SfRV!CE PlANS 

& Open !NfORIV1A liON fECHNOLOGY SO~TWARC 

& Open !NfORMATJON !tCHNOLOGY C€NTRA! PROnSSING UNil {CPU, COMPUlfR, HYBRID) 
&Open SUPPORt MANAG!:MlNLOTHER 

SUPPORT MANAGlM£~T. OTHER 

ARCH!T~CT AND ENGINEERING- GEN~RAL OfHER 
8Jun 

8Jun 

DOCYA112314CN0013 SUPPORT- PROFES.~IONAL HUMAN REOURCfS 
00CYB132312CNOOJO 

DOC45PAP11700211 
DOC%PAPT!750031 T AND rHtCOM SYSTI:MS D£VHOPMENT 

D0CABU30l6CQ0037l0003 
OOCAB131Fl7CNGOS2 
DOCC0006 &Open 

DOCDG13JWlOCQOO~_(ll~Oll &Open 
00CRAlHR17SU0491 Fvii&O 
OOCSB134l17St01S2 fuU&Open 
DOCS!l1350H'JC0153 & Open 

SPECIAL STUDI~5/ANAlYS!S SCilNTIHCOAIA 

MHWROLOGICAliNSTRUMf.NTS AND APPAMl US 

R&D G!NERAt Stll:NCE/1ECHNOLOGY OlHtR jAPPL!!:D RlSEARCH/EXPlORATORY DEVELOPMENT) 
iT AND HI €COM ANNUAL SOFTWARE MAINTENANO ~~RV!C!' PlANS 

Full & Open R&D- NATURAl Rf50UR(f. MARINE AND OHANOGRAPH!C !BASIC Rf~fARCH) 

Not Full & Open OTHER ENVIRONMHoTAL ~l:RVICf) 

Not fvtl & Open tNVIRONMEN f Al SYSnMS PRO!ECfiON Oil ~Pill RESPO_NSE 

Full & Open SlJPPORf MANAGl:MlNT. 01Hl:R 

12 Jun OOC4SPAPT1700104 

Full & Open SUPPORT· PHDrl:~SIONAl PROGRAM MANAGf.NI(Nl/S.UPPORl 

SUPPORT- PROFESSIONAL O!HER 
12 Jun OOC46PAPTl700333 

DOCA8l Hf13CQ0003l087A 

D0(AI:\133f-13CQ00031119A 

12·Jvn DOCAB13311SCQ00120010A 

12·Jun 

oonftHE\tS<:0/57 

DOC£Gl33C17NCOS6S 

OOCEGB3Wt7NC0~8J 

DOC'>Bt34117SE0160 

DOCSB1"34117SU0l08 

12mn DOCSP133E17NC0580 

12-hm 

M 

Notfutl.&Open 

~ull & Open NATURAL RESOU!lCES/CON~~RVATION HSH!:R!E:S RE'iOURCESMANAGEOAENT 

full & 0P<'rl NATURAl RESOURctS/CONStRVATION· flSHlR!ES IH:SOUR(tS MANAGEMtN I 

Full & Open SPECIAl STUDI~SiANALY<;!S ANIMAL/fiSHERIES 

TELEPHONE AND TElEGRAPH EQUIPMtNT 

SUPPORT ADMlMSTRATIVE OTHER 

Not Full & Open MAINTENANCE 0~ MISCEllANEOUS lll!llDINGS 

INWRMATION TECHNOLOGY COMPONENTS 

INFORMATION f~CHNOLOGY SOF1WARf. 

ElEC1RICAtHAROWAREANDSUPPLifS 

n LA. SORA TORY ~QU!PMENT AND ~UPPUES 

ENVIRONMENTAl SYS f!:M~ P!lOHCHON ~NVIRONME:NT Al fit MEDIA fiON 

lABORATORY EQU!PMEN I ANO SUPPliES 

Full & Open lT AND lELtCOM· INTEGRATED HARDWARt/5otfWARt/S~RVICfSSOIUTIONS, PRfOOMINANTlY S£RV 
Full & Op<m M!SCHlANWUS AIRCRAC 1 AtCESSORitS t..NO COfV•PONENTS 

$1.356.75~ 

$93.SV 

$432,7~2 

S9s,sm 

$504,397 

$913,000 

$300,000 

$81,755 

$253,688 

$B4,30S 

$972,213 

-~ 
$208.854 

$93,016 

$171,761 

$100.000 

$111,157 

$281,653 

$767.016 

$137,932 

Sl.53U58 
$4?4.446 

$1SO.OOO 

$13.0.000 

$Ul,7l5 

$4,428.099 

$6Hi.480 

$394.050 

$34.699,995 
$10,780,41> 

$222,239 

$1Sl.3ll2 

$94.~51 

$66,059 

$111,862 
$70.219 

$64.686 

$2.24,961 

$&9,86S 
$79,209 

Fuii&Open SUPPORf MANAGtMtNf OTHER $11~.301 

Full & Open lT AND fHECOM-INTEGRATtD HAROWARE/50fTWARt/StRVICESSOlU110NS, PR€00M!NANTll" SERV $449,514 

P~ge 24 of 11 
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Oate srgned Pllo 

DOCEA13JW1SSE1202 

DOCRA133W16CN0098 

DOCSA130116CT0052 

OOCS813<ltl5NCG449 

DOCSPB3E17NC0606 

OOC%13411151::0184 

DOCSl131017CfOOJ1 

DOCS11B017SE0785 

DOCWC133817CN:1096 

DOCYA132311CNOOJ7 

DOC56PAPf1600326 

DOCABl33f.lSS1;1S79 

DO<.OGl'l3U2CQ002010012 

OOC%134115NC0192 

16Jun DOCS8134l16SE0261 

lliJun DOCSB135017SED182 

:; lUI' 00CWB3E17NC0&13 

DOCWEl,'lF17NC061'> 

DOCYAl32'l1/NC0130 

DOCOG1'l3l10CN0:129 

OOCFN1301l7CCOOHI 

llOCRA133Wl7CN0094 

DOCS!l114116SE0216 

DOCS!ll34117NCG348 

l9Jun DOCSS13'l'>17CC0033 

•

17CC003' 

l17CC0032 

40B17 

n 
20 Jun 00l4~PAP11700185 

OOC4'>PAP11100250 

DOC4SPAPf1700255 

DOC46PAI'T175004t 

OOCAB133H4CQ004l0001l 

OOCAB13JI-1SCQ00120oo<IA 
OOCABl13Ml7CQ003ST0001 

20-MI 00CBGLI3!l/5to805 

201\m DOCBG133R17NC0619 
OOCDG133E10CQ0033T0011 

OOCEA113M17SU0530 
00C[A133Wl7SUO'J06 

OOCRA133Rl5CQ0044DOOOS 

DOCR:Al33Wl6NC0933 

DOCSB134116NC0286 

DOCS!l114117NC03'l9 

OOC5B134117S:U0346 

DOCSB134216CN0008 

DOC~B11'i017NCOJ.9) 

DOC0281 

•

mww 
H60010l 
T17002'>l 

OOCC0003 

DOCI:Al33C14:-<Cl384 

OOCFN110117CT0049 

DAM DoC Cor.tc~ns Over $50K •'>' 

Fuli&Open PSCDestripticm 

Not Full & Qp('n ll AND 1 HI:COM- AN"lUAt SOFlWARl MAINTENANCE SERVICE PlANS 

Not Full & Op('n SUPPORT PROftSSIONAl ENGINH:RING/HCHNKAl 

full & Open IT ANDHUCOM·ANNUAlSOfiWARt MAINTENANCE SERVICE PlANS 

Full & Open lT AND TElECOM· HHP DESK 
fHII & Open INFORMATION TfCHNOlOGY CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT {CPU, COMPIJlfR, DIGITAl) 
fuii&Open ll AND TElECOM WtB BASW~USSCRIPTION 

IN FORMA fiON TI:.CHNOlOGY CENTRAl PROCI:S~!NG VNil {CPU, COMPUnR, DIG II Al) 

SUPPORT PROFtSSIONAl HUMAN RlSOURct5 

Obllpted$ 

$103,98':1 

$302,080 

$354.195 

$90,000 

""·'" 
$'>0,000 ~uii&Op~n 

f.uii&Open 

Full&Open 

Fuli&Open 

INltGRAHDHARDWARE/SOHWARE/SERVIUSSOl~l!ON 
R&D 01 H~R RtS€ARCH AND Df.VHOPME'Nl !APPliED RESEARCH/EXPLORA 1 

R&D OTHER R€5EAfKH AND DI:_":El0PMEN1 (APPUWlH:SEARCH/EXPl 

MtD!CAl GENlRAlf!lAlTHCAR~ , .2 
Full & Open SUPPORT MANAGEMENT· OTHER 

full & Op<>n SUPPORT· MANAGtM!:N f. OTHER 

full & Open IT ANOTfl~COM 1\lTEGRAffD HARDWARf/SOffWARE/SERVICES SOlCJliON5. PRtDOM!NANllYStRV 
full & Op!'n MAINT!:NANCl Of MJSCEllAN£0\JS B\J!lOINGS 

NATURAl RESOURCES/CONS£RVATION FISHI::RII:S R~<,OURCES: 'vlANAG~MrNl 

full & Open SUPPORT- MANAGI::MtN r OTHLR 

5\JPPOR!- MANAG~M<.Nr. fiNANCIAl 

MA!NffN,\NCE Of MISCHlAN£0US BUilDING~ 

full & Open If AND I <lECOM ANNUAl SOfTWARE MAINllNAfi/CE SORVIC:f. PlANS 

Full & Op<>n INtORMAfiON l[CfiNOlOGY HNlRAL I'ROCtSSING UNIF {(PU, COMPUllfl, OIGIIALj 
Not FuU&Opeo OIHlR ENVIRONM£NTAlSI::RVKES 

b;ll & Open SUP.PORf PROFIOSSIONAl I:NGINHRING/T£CHNICAL 

llANO IE'tfCOM HELPD{SK 

&Open 

& Opt>n IT ANI) 1 HtCOM ANNUAl SOHWARI; MAINtENANCE SERVICI: PlANS 

& Open HAROWARt, COMMtROAl 

& Op<'n CONSrRUCTION Of OfHER IND\15fRIAl BUilDINGS 

& Open MAINTfNANCf: OF MiSCHLANto\IS BUILDINGS 

Open SUPPORl MANAGtMtNf CON1RAC1/PROCUREMfNI/ACQUI51liON SUPPOR1 

Open ll AND TElECOM- SYSlEM~ OtVElOPMI:Nl 

Full & Open HAND TELECOM JNlfGRAHD HAROWARf./SOHWJi:RE/SHlV!CI:S SOLUTIONS, PHWOMINANflY StRV 
Not Full & Open MISCEllANEOUS ELECTRICAl AND ElECfRONIC COMPONENT~ 

NotFul!&Open 

~uii&Op~n 

fuii&Open SUPI'OR! 

h.ll & Open SUPPORt MANAGtMI;:Nl. fiNANCIAL 

full & Open SUPI'ORl- MANAGEMtNr. OTHER 

Full & Opi>n IT AND lHECOM- ANNUAl SOHWAR:f MAINTENANCE SlRVICt PlANS 

Full & Open t£ASE/!:U.NlA\.0!-0fHI:R RfSIDfNTIAl BUILDINGS 

& Open SUPP.ORf- PROHSS!ONAl 

NotFu!l&Open 

f-uii&Open 

~~;;ORT PROH~SIONAL, OTHER 

SUPPORT PROfESSIONAL PROGRAM MANAGtMtNT/SUPPQRf 

MIS(HlANfOUS OFfiCE MACHINI:S 

$235,2~9 

$122,000 

$73,207 

$223,188 
$241,180 

$91,52> 

$60,000 

5134,6.'17 

'"·'"' 

$170.000 

$250,970 

S%,900 

$75,157 

S52,S07 

$~9.341 

$367,610 

sso.ooo 
$65.875 

$50540 

$':>0,755 

$72,348 
MAINT/REPAIR/RH\U!lQ Ot f.QU!PME"Jf- SHIP AND MARINE EQUIPMENT $16~, ~SS 

H ANDTHfCOM- INTEGRATED HAR:DWARE/SOHWARf}SH\VItr.S SOLUTIONS, PREDOMINANTlY SCRV 
full & Open INtDHMAllON ll01NOLOGY COMPONENTS $540,083 

1-uii&Open 

Fuii&Open 

fuii&Ope~ 

Slii'POR1 PROHSSIONAl, tNGINHRING/TECHNlCAl 

full & Op('n INfOf\MAT!ON ltCHNOlOGY C~Nlf\Al PROCESSING UNif (CPU, COMPUTER, DIGITAl) 

1ABORA TORY fQUIPMCNT AND SUPPW:S 

~~~~_f_U_~L(?.__Q!!~!I __ IT AND TEU:COM· PROGRAMMING 
fuil & Op~n IT ANO THl'COM IN flGRA TEO HARDWARE/SOHWARE)SioRV!C£$ SOL'JTIONS, PREDOMIN.\NTLY SlRV 

Full & Open HAND lHtCOM· ANNUAl SOHWARt MAINTENANCE SERVICE PlANS 

Full & Open SUPPORT· MANAGtMtNT: lOGISliCSSUPPORf 

Fu\1 & Open SUPPORT MANAG£M£NL lOGISTICS SUPPORl 

J.ull & Open SUPPORT MANAG~MtNT .lOGISTICS SUPPORT 

Full & Open SUPPORT- PROH~SIONAl PROGRAM MANAGEMENl/SUPPORT 

full & Open SUPPORl- MANAGCMtNT ADVl:RliSING 

Full & Open SUPPORT PROtESSIONAL OTHtR 

Full & Open SUPPORI PROFESSIONAL OTHER 

Full & Open SUPPORT MANAGCMENT CONTRACT/PROCURF.MENl/ACQUISIHON SUP.P.ORT 
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6. How many contract employees now work in office space with civil service employees of 
the Commerce Department? 

ANSWER: 

The Department of Commerce has 24,400 contract employees and 30,592 civil service 
employees in locales where these two groups are reported to share office space across the 
continental United States and territories, not including the U.S. Patent and Trade Office 
(USPTO). USPTO does not have any oftlces in Alaska nor Hawaii. At the USPTO, 1,436 
contract employees and 6,730 civil service employees work in office space nationwide. 
Data Source: Security Manager Download (June 28, 2017) 
Locales are defined as a city/state combination (i.e. Gaithersburg, MD) 

7. Please provide a list of how many contract and civil service employees now work in each 
major location (i.e., locations with more than 100 total employees) staffed and 
maintained by the Commerce Department. 

ANSWER: 

In major locations (with more than 100 total civil service employees), the Department of 
Commerce has 18,797 and 23,91 civil service employees in locations across the continental 
United States and territories not including the U.S. Patent and Trade Office (USPTO). 
A table showing counts ofUSPTO employees and contractors who work onsite in major 
locations (defined as locations with more than 100 total employees) is below. 

PTO employees and contractors who work onsite in major locations 
(defined as locations with more than 100 total employees): 

Location 
Civil Service 

Contractors 
Employees 

Alexandria, VA 5,870 1,102 

Arlington, VA 368 270 

Dallas, TX 98 14 

Note: USPTO has staff in three other locations (Detroit, MI; Denver, 
CO and San Jose, CA), however, the total count in each location is less 
than 100. Additionally, USPTO's workforce includes full-time 
teleworkers, who are not counted in these numbers. 

ATTACHMENT. Contractors&Civil EmployeesbyMajorDutyLocation
Summary.pdf 
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8. In the Department's fiscal year 2018 budget request, there is an increase highlighted for 
the trade enforcement and compliance activities of the International Trade Administration 
(ITA). At the same time, however, the budget request completely eliminates Federal 
funding for the EDA Trade Adjustment Assistance centers that help companies harmed 
by overseas competition to develop strategies to recover jobs and income. Five of these 
centers are located in states in which President Trump was the top vote-getter in the 2016 
presidential election. The Administration is also proposing huge cuts in U.S. and Foreign 
Commercial Service officers, who, in addition to working to expand U.S. exports, spend 
an average of 13 percent of their time on trade enforcement and monitoring activities. 
Why is the Administration simultaneously proposing to increase funding for one aspect 
of trade enforcement (ITA Enforcement and Compliance) while cutting other important 
components of trade enforcement and trade policy (EDA Trade Adjustment Assistance 
Centers and ITA Global Markets)? Aren't these latter budget proposals contrary to the 
desires of so many of President Trump's most enthusiastic 2016 election supporters, who 
expect effective Federal policies on trade enforcement, the reduction of U.S. trade 
deficits, and care and concern for Americans negatively impacted by trade? Why the 
inconsistency in fiscal year 2018 budget requests between IT A Enforcement and 
Compliance on the one hand, and EDA Trade Adjustment Assistance Centers and IT A 
Global Markets on the other? 

ANSWER: 

In the last 52 years, EDA has made significant investments in economically distressed regions, 
based on locally-driven strategies and needs, that have spurred local innovation and 
entrepreneurship, created and saved jobs and leveraged private investments. 

That said, the Administration's 2018 Budget prioritizes rebuilding the military and making 
critical investments in theN ation's security. It also identifies the savings and efficiencies needed 
to keep the Nation on a responsible fiscal path. Many difficult decisions and tradeoffs were 
necessary to reach the funding level provided in this budget, and the elimination of EDA and its 
Trade Adjustment Assistance for Firms program is one of them. The President's budget aims to 
change the role and size of the Federal Government by prioritizing programs that serve the most 
critical functions and consolidating or eliminating duplicative or less critical programs. 
The Administration's approach to economic development is to boost the entire economy through 
regulatory reform, unleashing energy resources, trade reform and tax cuts for businesses and 
individuals. 

The President's Budget needed to make difficult choices among competing funding priorities, to 
expand resources to ensure job growth and the enforcement oflaws promoting fair trade. 
The budget for IT A strengthens trade law enforcement functions to ensure American businesses 
get fair opportunities in the global marketplace. Funding increases will help IT A build capacity 
to self-initiate antidumping duty (AD) and countervailing duty (CVD) investigations, as well as 
strengthen all AD and CVD investigations. While lower-priority activities are reduced, the 
Department will nevertheless continue to work to ensure the execution of a robust program of 
programs and activities that grow U.S. exports. 
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Department of Commerce1 

List of Contract and Civil Service Employees in Major locations 

Duty Location Contractor 2 
Employee Grand Total 

SUITLAND, MD 2,S40 5,343 7,883 

GAITHERSBURG, MD 2,202 2,956 5,158 

WASHINGTON, DC 2,638 2,481 5,119 

SILVER SPRING, MD 3,968 2,550 6,518 

JEFFERSONVILLE, IN 517 1,512 2,029 

BOULDER, CO 1,351 98& 2,337 

SEATTLE, WA 392 899 1,291 

HONOLULU, HI 868 342 1,210 

TUCSON, AZ 159 339 498 

COLLEGE PARK, MD 206 297 503 

MIAMI,FL 247 281 528 

NEW YORK, NY 34 275 309 

SAN DIEGO, CA 17 250 267 

NORFOLK, VA 30 235 265 

KANSAS CITY, MD 139 214 353 

WOODS HOLE, MA 545 202 747 

GLOUCESTER, MA 112 191 303 

JUNEAU, AK 141 182 323 

CHARLESTON, SC 320 184 504 

NEW YORK-KINGS, NY 86 180 266 

HAGERSTOWN, MD 209 179 388 

ST PETERSBURG, FL 44 180 224 

ATLANTA, GA 24 178 202 

NORMAN, OK 363 175 538 

PHILADELPHIA, PA 50 173 223 

ANCHORAGE, AK 61 165 226 

GERMANTOWN, MD 105 156 261 

NEWPORT, OR 222 164 386 

PORTLAND, OR 50 148 198 

CHICAGO, IL 64 146 210 

HOUSTON, TX 27 134 161 

FORT WORTH, TX 22 131 153 

ASHEVILLE, NC 201 130 331 

NEW YORK -BRONX, NY 71 126 197 

PASCAGOULA, MS 183 126 309 

RESTON, VA 130 123 253 

NEW YORK -QUEENS, NY 91 118 209 

ALEXANDRIA, VA 198 111 309 

LAKEWOOD, CO 9 109 118 

SACRAMENTO, CA 63 109 172 

LAS VEGAS, NV 7 105 112 

SAN ANTONIO, TX 46 104 150 

SALT LAKE CITY, UT 101 110 

LOS ANGELES, CA 36 101 137 

Total 18,797 23,191 41,988 

11 Does not include U.S. Patent and Trade Office employees 
21 Contractors may not work at a locale on a regular basis or routinely 

sit side-by~sfde in physical proximity to federal counterparts. 
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9. On the White House web site, a February 28, 2017 headline from the Office of the White 
House Press Secretary is entitled "President Trump is Working to Rebuild our Nation's 
Infrastructure." President Trump's budget request for fiscal year 2018, released in 
outline form just a few weeks later, seeks to completely eliminate funding for Economic 
Development Administration (EDA) programs and to rescind $47 million in prior-year 
funding for EDA programs. These programs, especially EDA Public Works, have 
successfully funded infrastructure improvements across the United States for decades. 
Yet the Trump Administration is seeking to eliminate these programs while 
simultaneously promoting a public message that "President Trump is Working to Rebuild 
our Nation's Infrastructure." Why the inconsistency? Why is the Department (and the 
wider Trump Administration, for that matter) involved in the sending of contradictory 
messages to the American public? During the formulation of the fiscal year 2018 budget 
request, did the Department alert the White House or the Office of Management and 
Budget to the reality that the EDA budget request for fiscal year 2018 contradicts earlier 
statements from the Trump White House? 

ANSWER: 

The Administration's 2018 Budget prioritizes rebuilding the military and making critical 
investments in the Nation's security. It also identifies the savings and efficiencies needed to keep 
the Nation on a responsible fiscal path. 
Rebuilding America's infrastructure is a critical pillar of the President's agenda to promote job 
creation and grow the U.S. economy. Regulatory reforms will spur growth and investment by, 
for example, dramatically reducing permitting time for infrastructure projects from 10 years to 2 
years and to get a "yes" or "no" quickly by streamlining regulations. The President's plan will 
unleash private sector capital and expertise to rebuild our cities and states. The FY 2018 Budget 
Request dedicates $200 billion for infrastructure that can be leveraged through public-private 
partnerships into a $1 trillion investment into our crumhling infrastructure systems. Investing in 
rural infrastructure is a key part of the President's plan. 

10. President Trump is proposing both to end support for Economic Development 
Administration (EDA) grants and to rescind $47 million in EDA funds from prior years. 
This despite the fact that EDA has enjoyed broad bipartisan support since its creation in 
1965. EDA makes targeted investments to help create and retain well-paying jobs in 
distressed communities. President Trump issued an executive order on April 25, 2017 
that among other things, seeks to promote rural prosperity in America, including through 
the establishment of an Interagency Task Force on Agriculture and Rural Prosperity, of 
which the Secretary of Commerce is a member. Historically, roughly two-thirds of 
EDA's assistance has gone to rural areas in support of infrastructure improvements and 
job creation. Why the contradiction between President Trump's executive order and the 
Trump Administration's budget request for EDA? Does the Department agree that 
bringing jobs and private investment to distressed areas, not excluding rural areas, must 
be a major priority of the Federal Government? Why are the Trump Administration and 
its Commerce Department turning their backs on so many people--particularly in rural 
areas-by pushing to eliminate EDA? Since the Secretary of Commerce is a member of 
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the Task Force on Agriculture and Rural Prosperity, did the Secretary or other officials or 
staff of the Commerce Department, during final formulation of the fiscal year 2018 
budget request, alert the White House or the Office of Management and Budget to the 
reality that the EDA budget request for fiscal year 2018 contradicts the intent of the April 
25, 2017 Executive Order, which directs the Task Force to "identify legislative, 
regulatory, and policy changes to promote in rural America agriculture, economic 
development, job growth, infrastructure improvements, technological innovation, energy 
security, and quality of life .. "? 

ANSWER: 

The Administration's approach to economic development is to boost the entire economy through 
regulatory reform, unleashing energy resources, addressing unfair trading practices and tax 
reform. It also includes rebuilding America's infrastructure, with rural infrastructure being a key 
part of the President's plan. Through its role as a member agency in the President's Interagency 
Task Force on Agriculture and Rural Prosperity, the Department of Commerce intends to ensure 
that infrastructure in rural communities, which includes the expansion of broadband access, 
remains a key priority. 

11. Please describe the precise sources of the proposed $47 million in Economic 
Development Administration program rescissions. Are there any EDA programs that are 
expected to be disproportionately impacted by this rescission? 

ANSWER: 

The $47 million rescission proposed in the President's Budget for EDA assumed elimination of 
EDA in FY 2018. If the rescission is enacted at that level, EDA would likely use a combination 
of the unobligated balances brought forward from FY 2017, estimated to be $15 million, and 
recoveries realized in FY 2018, projected to be approximately $42 million, both of which would 
typically be used to fund additional grants were EDA not proposed for elimination but would be 
rescinded instead if EDA is retained in FY 2018. Based on past recoveries and the amount of 
current obligations by program, EDA expects the largest portion of its recoveries will be in 
Public Works and the next largest portion will come from Economic Adjustment Assistance. 
Disaster supplemental funds would not be included in the rescission as they come from a 
separate appropriation. EDA will not know the exact spread of the rescission until it realizes 
recoveries in FY 2018. 

12. On the White House web site, a March 15, 2017 blog posting noted that "The President is 
traveling to Michigan today, delivering on his campaign promise to bring back jobs and 
rebuild America's manufacturing base." The very next day, the Trump Administration 
released the outline of its fiscal year 2018 budget request, which includes a proposal to 
eliminate the Manufacturing Extension Partnership (MEP) program. According to a 
recent analysis done by the Upjohn Institute in cooperation with the MEP Centers, the 
MEP program helped create and retain more than 80,000 manufacturing jobs across the 
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country in 2015, including more than 2,500 manufacturing jobs in the state of Michigan 
alone-the state that President Trump visited the day before issuing the proposal to 
eliminate MEP. The MEP program has been successfully creating and retaining tens of 
thousands of American manufacturing jobs every year for nearly thirty years. Yet the 
Trump Administration and the Commerce Department are pushing to eliminate this 
program, despite the President's statements about desiring to bring back manufacturing 
jobs. Why the inconsistency? Why is the Department (and the wider Trump 
Administration, for that matter) involved in the sending of contradictory messages to the 
American public? During the formulation of the fiscal year 2018 budget request, did the 
Department alert the White House or the Office of Management and Budget to the reality 
that the MEP budget request for fiscal year 2018 contradicts earlier statements from the 
Trump White House? 

ANSWER: 

The eliminations and reductions are consistent with the approach throughout the FY 2018 budget 
to focus on core Federal missions and reduce funding, such as grants, for programs that should 
be supported by non-Federal funding sources. 

13. In addition to promising to rebuild the nation's manufacturing base, President Trump also 
issued an executive order on April25, 2017 that among other things seeks to promote 
rural prosperity in America. At the same time, however, the Commeree Department's 
fiscal year 2018 budget justification, in the section on the elimination of the 
Manufacturing Extension Partnership (MEP) program, points out on page NIST-64 that 
after the MEP program is eliminated "approximately 9,400 [MEP] client [manufacturing] 
firms will need to find services elsewhere, and 25 states with clients in primarily rural 
areas may not be able to provide alternative services." If the Trump Administration and 
the Commerce Department are committed both to revitalizing American manufacturing 
and to ensuring the prosperity of rural America, why is the Commerce Department 
proposing to end a vital lifeline for small and medium-sized manufacturers, especially in 
rural areas? 

ANSWER: 

The Administration is committed to bringing jobs back and to increasing jobs in existing US 
businesses. I share the commitment to those activities. However, there is a limited amount of 
funding and difficult decisions to be made. The elimination of federal funding for the MEP 
program does not destroy the fundamental missions of the Commerce Department, and federal 
support for MEP centers was intended to be temporary when the program began decades ago. 
We believe that some local MEP Centers may continue to serve manufacturers without federal 
support and transition to non-federal revenue sources. 

14. The Trump Administration's fiscal year 2018 budget blueprint, released in March, argues 
for the elimination of the Manufacturing Extension Partnership program by asserting that 
under this proposal, "MEP centers would transition solely to non-Federal sourees, as was 
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originally intended when the program was established." Secretary Ross made this same 
argument at the May 25, 2017 hearing before the House Appropriations Subcommittee on 
Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies. Yet the Department's detailed fiscal 
year 2018 budget justification acknowledges that the MEP program was reauthorized by 
Congress in the American Innovation and Competitiveness Act (Public Law 114-329), 
signed into law in January 2017. That law expressly authorizes the Secretary of 
Commerce to provide financial assistance for the creation and support of MEP Centers. 
Aren't the Trump Administration and the Commerce Department, in making this 
argument for the elimination of the MEP program, ignoring the clear intent of Congress 
as expressed in Public Law 114-329? 

ANSWER: 

The budget must be about priorities. Even though MEP has certainly performed a good function, 
we chose to increase spending for defense and military to protect our national security and 
believe any further funding for MEP centers should come from non-Federal sources. We are in a 
challenging budget period and difficult budget decisions had to be made. 

15. To offset the $477,000 cost of inflationary increases requested for the Commerce 
Department's Office of Inspector General (OIG), the OIG would not be able to fill 
vacancies for 2 auditors and I criminal investigator. This means that fewer audit reports 
will be produced and fewer cases will be investigated, compared to a budget that would 
allow these vacancies to be backfilled. What is the risk to the taxpayer that this assumed 
savings of $4 77,000 in fiscal year 2018 could very likely be far outweighed by a much 
larger amount of contractor fraud, improper payments, and other cases of malfeasance, as 
the OIG would miss certain opportunities to detect and prevent waste, fraud, and abuse? 

ANSWER: 

As a result of the reduction, OIG would expect that approximately $2.4 million in recoveries, 
fines, restitution, funds that could be put to better use and other forms of financial benefits would 
be foregone at OIG's current return on investment. However, OIG is working diligently to 
improve its return on investment and by FY 2018 we expect that the benefits missed as a result 
of the reduction would be higher. Also, OIG would conduct fewer investigations of complaints, 
would not be able to proactively investigate likely areas of fraud, waste, and abuse, and would 
refer more complaints back to the bureaus for bureau investigation and action as the bureaus 
deem appropriate. 

16. The Trump Administration's budget request proposes to save money by scaling back 
several of the Census Bureau's most widely used surveys. To name one example, the 
fiscal year 2018 budget submission would reduce the sample size of the Survey of 
Income and Program Participation (SIPP). This will greatly impact the quality of the data 
from this survey. The SIPP is vital for government policy analysts, as it provides 
information on the success of government assistance programs. It also provides the most 
extensive information available on how the nation's economic well-being changes over 
time. Does the Department agree with me that lowering the quality of the data produced 
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by the SIPP is not in the best interest of anyone who expects government assistance 
programs to operate properly? 

ANSWER: 

The Census Bureau has analyzed the statistical quality of the smaller sample size. A 31,900 
household sample does affect our ability to provide reliable estimates for analysis of subgroups 
and for analyses of program-use and other characteristics. While the smaller sample affects the 
statistical power for SIPP data and limits the ability to produce state-level data, it is important to 
note that, even at the larger sample size, state-level data were only available for the 15 largest 
states. However, the Census Bureau believes that 31,900 households is the minimum sample size 
that will enable the survey to remain statistically sound and provide information at the national
level on the use and eligibility for government assistance programs, and to provide the economic 
and social context around income and program participation. 

17. Has the Department done an analysis of the extent to which the SIPP's data quality would 
be reduced under the funding scenario contemplated by the Department's fiscal year 2018 
budget request? 

ANSWER: 

Yes, the Census Bureau has analyzed the statistical quality of the smaller sample size. A 31,900 
household sample affects our ability to provide reliable estimates for analysis of subgroups and 
for analyses of program-use and other characteristics. We are using the number of states which 
could have reliable estimates for poverty as a measure of the data quality that each given sample 
size would support. With the sample used in the 2014 SIPP Panel (a 53,000 household sample), 
we would have the ability to reliably estimate key characteristics (like the proportion in poverty) 
for 15 states. A smaller sample, at the proposed 31,900 households, drops the ability to estimate 
poverty reliably to only 2 states (Michigan and Illinois in the current design). The lower sample 
size still produces statistically sound infonnation at the national level, but the smaller sample 
reduces the ability to provide statistically reliable estimates for small groups. 

18. The Census Bureau has said that it would consider incorporating the canceled field 
elements from the 2017 Census Test into the 2018 End-to-End Test. One of the canceled 
2017 tests was the Puerto Rico Census Test, which was originally aimed at testing 
address canvassing, as well as how internet self-response integrates with other methods 
of collecting responses. It was also aimed at testing data collection modes in Spanish to 
ensure efficient and effective data collection operations. Is the Census Bureau 
considering doing a Puerto Rico Census Test as part of its testing going forward? 

ANSWER: 

The 2018 End-to-End Census Test will begin with address canvassing operations in August 2017 
in three sites- Bluefield-Beckley-Oak Hill, West Virginia; Providence County, Rhode Island; 
and Pierce County, Washington. Following address canvassing operations, the remainder of the 
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test will continue in Providence County, Rhode Island. The Providence site best covers the 
characteristics originally considered during site selection for the 2018 End to End Census test 
and will allow the Census Bureau to test the integration and function of operations and systems. 
Providence County, Rhode Island, is an urban site that has high vacancy rates. There is a solid 
presence of group quarters, and strong demographic diversity with sizeable African American 
and Hispanic populations. 

While this does not include a site in Puerto Rico, the Census Bureau is confident that its testing 
strategy in 20I 7 and 20I8 is providing ample opportunity to prove in and refine its methods for 
data collection in Spanish across all response modes and operations. The test will not allow the 
Census Bureau to work with Puerto Rico's different address format. 

In the 2018 End-to-End Census Test, the Census Bureau will conduct 24 of its 35 operations for 
the 2020 Census, including for the first time this decade Update Leave and Group Quarters. 
Address canvassing operations begin in August of 2017, self-response across all modes in 
English and Spanish begin in March 2018, and nonresponse follow-up operations begin in April 
and May of2018. Additionally, this is the first opportunity to test production of the prototype 
data products required by Public Law 94-171. 

19. Please explain the ways in which the Census Bureau's integrated partnership and 
communications efforts for the 2020 Census will differ fi·om the efforts that preceded the 
20 I 0 Census. In what ways does the Census Bureau anticipate these efforts will be more 
effective than before? Does the Census Bureau believe that these efforts will be 
developed and implemented earlier in the cycle than was the case with the last decennial 
census, in order to maximize the effectiveness of these efforts, as recommended by the 
official summary evaluation of the 20 I 0 Advertising campaign? 

ANSWER: 

One of the major lessons learned in the evaluation ofthe 2010 Census partnership and 
communications program was that planning and engaging earlier in the decade would be a major 
driver to continued improvement for the 2020 Census. While the Census Bureau did award the 
contract for these efforts earlier in the decade- in 2016 funding shortfalls have limited the 
amount of funding available for the program in 20I6-20I8. As a result, only limited activities 
have taken place and advertising will no longer be included in the 2018 End-to-End Census Test. 
However, the Census Bureau is still planning the program for the 2020 Census, in consultation 
with the vendor, and is ahead of where the program was leading up to the 20 I 0 Census. A 
communications plan will be released later this summer, offering a roadmap for 2020 Census 
communications one full year earlier than during the 20 I 0 Census. The Census Bureau expects 
the plans outlined in this document to fully address Census advertising and partnerships in a 
landscape that is more reliant on technology than ever before in how we communicate and 
receive our information. 

In addition, the Census Bureau, together with the communications contractor, is launching the 
2020 Census Barriers, Attitudes and Motivators Survey (CBAMS 2020) over the next six 
months. CBAMS is an innovative effort that combines quantitative and qualitative data 
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collection to identify factors that impede and assist individuals to respond to the census. 
Different from the 2010 CBAMS, this time a strong qualitative component will include focus 
groups, online discussion groups, and in-depth interviews with community leaders to explore 
high-level message themes and platforms. This innovation will be fundamental in reaching hard 
to count and hard to reach populations in the most isolated areas of the country. 

Partnership activities at both the national and local level have started. While budget constraints 
have limited the current scope of these activities, the Census Bureau is still further along than 
they were in the 20 I 0 Census, as they have already filled some positions, conducted background 
research, and started the development of relationships with both national corporations and local 
communities. 

In the 2020 Census, the Census Bureau will allow people to respond to the Census without an 
identification coded provided to them ahead of time. The Census Bureau refers to this as "Non
ID Processing." This means that when people log onto the Internet, or call the telephone centers, 
the Census Bureau can collect their data by using a system that allows it to verify the addresses 
callers provide to us against the address database in real time. This is an important innovation 
that will be particularly helpful in efforts to reach traditionally undercounted populations. 

Through the Partnership Program, the Census Bureau will work closely with national, state, local 
and tribal stakeholders that people trust to help communities understand the importance of 
responding to the census. Literally hundreds of thousands of census partners join together during 
the census to help people understand the importance of being included in the final counts. Now, 
thanks to Non-ID Processing, Census Partners will be able to help people respond to the census 
in real time, at events or get-togethers, simply by having them respond via their smart phones, or 
kiosks they set up, or by helping them respond using technologies they provide (like tablets or 
computers). 

In addition to the well-tested methods of engagement from previous censuses, the Census Bureau 
will explore communications and engagement efforts across all technological platforms, 
including data-driven and consumer-centric communications and advertisements. The use of 
research will be key in developing targeted outreach strategies designed to reach households 
clusters at the very local level when most needed, saving millions of dollars to the Census 
Bureau. Both digital advertising and social media will be crucial elements of this innovation. The 
Census Bureau, in service to an accurate count in the 2020 Census, must continue to adapt its 
practices for communicating with and reaching the American people each and every decade, but 
especially so in this transformative decade, so the Census Bureau can meet its goal of 
maximizing the self-response rate nationwide as well as amongst the hardest to reach 
populations. 

20. Docs the Department's fiscal year 2018 request assume a lower overall level of effort for 
integrated partnership and communications efforts throughout the life cycle of the 2020 
Census, compared to: (a) what was contemplated for the 2020 Decennial Census prior to 
the submission of the fiscal year 2018 budget request, or (b) what was conducted as part 
of the 2010 Decennial Census? If the answer to either of these is "yes", to what extent 
docs the Department anticipate that this reduced level of effort for integrated partnership 
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and communications efforts will lead to higher 2020 Decennial Census life cycle costs, 
especially in future years and specifically in the form of higher nonresponse follow-up 
operation expenses? Has the Department conducted an analysis of the impact on 
nonresponse follow-up requirements associated with reductions in integrated partnership 
and communications efforts? 

ANSWER: 

One of the major lessons learned in the evaluation of the 2010 Census partnership and 
communications program was that planning and engaging earlier in the decade would be a 
major driver to continued improvement for the 2020 Census. The Census Bureau awarded the 
contract for these efforts earlier in the decade- in 2016- but funding constraints have 
limited the amount of funding available for the program so far. As a result, only limited 
activities have taken place. However, a communications plan will be released the fall of 
2017, offering a roadmap for 2020 Census communications one full year earlier than during 
the 2010 Census. The Census Bureau expects the plans outlined in this document to fully 
address improved Census advertising and partnerships in a landscape that is more reliant on 
technology than ever before in how we communicate and receive our information. 

In terms of specific impacts on future costs, as I indicated in my testimony, the Department is 
currently reviewing the life cycle estimate for the 2020 Census. I will report back to the 
Committee when I have a number that I am confident accurately estimates both the likely 
cost of the 2020 Census and a worst-case scenario and what that means for the Census 
Bureau's funding needs for the rest of the decade. 

21. In anticipation of technological improvements, the Census Bureau announced plans to 
reduce its decennial census footprint from 12 regional census centers and almost 500 area 
census offices in 2010, down to just 6 regional census centers and no more than 250 area 
census offices for the 2020 decennial census. However, at the most recent Program 
Management Review, the Bureau identified a new risk-"Increased Workload for the 
Address Canvassing Operation." What, if any, impact will this risk have on the projected 
$900 million cost avoidance associated with more efficient address canvassing? What 
insights did the Bureau gain from the 2016 Address Canvassing test? Based on the 
research and testing that the Census Bureau has conducted thus far, is the Bureau still 
confident that it will be able to achieve its projected cost reduction in the decennial 
census field infrastructure, compared to continuing the practices of previous decennial 
censuses? 

ANSWER: 

During the 2017 continuing resolution, in order to fully fund all the highest priority mission 
critical systems development, systems integrations, testing, and infrastructure that must be 
accomplished ahead of the 2018 End-to-End Census Test throughout the fiscal year regardless of 
final appropriation, the Census Bureau made a number of design changes to other parts of the 
2020 Census. This plan allowed the Census Bureau to remain on track by prioritizing and 
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preserving the most critical funding investments for systems development and field infrastructure 
build-out ahead of the 2018 End-to-End Census Test, as well as for executing the testing needed 
to ensure system interoperability. 

One of the decisions required to prioritize these critical activities suspended a portion of the 
innovative new design for the In-Office Address Canvassing (IOAC) operation, known as the 
Active Block Resolution (ABR) operation at our National Processing Center until after the 2020 
Census. 

The Census Bureau plan for IOAC had consisted of two phases: Interactive Review (IR) and 
ABR. During the first phase, IR staff conducted an assessment of the stability of the housing unit 
inventory at the census block level, using satellite imagery and housing unit counts from the 
Census Bureau's Master Address File. Census blocks that had not experienced change were 
designated as "stable." Census blocks that had experienced change were designated as "active" 
and moved to the second phase, ABR. ABR constituted a deeper dive into the blocks that IR 
determines to be "active" and required further resolution. 

The impact of the decision to suspend Active Block Resolution changes the Census Bureau's 
estimate for In-Field Address Canvassing required from 25 to 30 percent of blocks. While this 
additional fieldwork would have increased the overall estimated cost of the 2020 Census, the 
Census Bureau is looking at implementing several additional efficiencies in address canvassing 
to keep cost avoidance associated with Reengineering Address Canvassing close to the previous 
estimate of$900 million. 

Although ABR will not be a part of the 2020 Census, the Census Bureau will continue to 
research improvements that will streamline the operation to increase productivity and quality 
control, and expect ABR to contribute to address canvassing efficiencies for the 2030 Census. 

Based on research, testing, and operational experiences, the Census Bureau remains confident in 
its ability to accurately canvass 70 percent of the Nation's blocks using geospatial technology 
and partner data in the office with Interactive Review alone. This compares to the 20 I 0 Census 
where no blocks were completed in the office, and all required field listing. The Census Bureau 
anticipates reporting results of the Address Canvassing Test in the coming months, and will be 
further testing the redesigned address canvassing operation in the 2018 End-to-End Census Test 
in Bluefield-Beckley-Oak Hill, West Virginia; Pierce County Washington; and Providence 
County, Rhode Island. 

22. To what extent will the Department's planned delays in opening 2020 Census regional 
and area census offices (as assumed in the fiscal year 2018 budget request) simply 
increase costs in fiscal years 2019 and 2020, and likely by far more than the assumed 
"savings" associated with these delays in fiscal year 20 18? Please provide the changes in 
outyear budget projections specifically associated with the delays in the acquisition and 
opening of these offices as assumed in the fiscal year 2018 budget submission. 
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ANSWER: 

As I indicated in my testimony, the Department is currently reviewing the life cycle estimate for 
the 2020 Census. I will report back to the Committee when I have a number that I am confident 
accurately estimates both the likely cost of the 2020 Census and a worst-case scenario and what 
that means for the Census Bureau's funding needs for the rest of the decade. 

23. To what extent will the Department's decision to reduce the Census Bureau's number of 
2018 end-to-end test sites from three to one, as spelled out in the fiscal year 2018 budget 
request, increase the risk of information technology failure or other problems with 2020 
Census preparation, and thus leading to higher 2020 Census lifecycle costs especially in 
future years, compared to the previous plan of three test sites? Has the Department done 
an analysis of the potential budgetary and operational risks associated with reducing the 
number of end-to-end test sites? 

ANSWER: 

The decision to descope the two sites from the 2018 End-to-End-Census test will not increase the 
risk of information technology failure in the 2020 Census. The CEDCaP pro~,rram's focus in FY 
2018 will be to provide capabilities to support the 2020 Census by deploying multiple systems 
into production to support the End-to-End Census Test. These include several capabilities 
supporting the Address Canvassing Internet response and field data collection operations. 
CEDCaP will also provide defect resolution and "bug" fixes to those capabilities to be ready for 
the 2020 Census. Finally, it will begin testing to ensure that when scaled to the workload of the 
2020 Census, the systems function efficiently. 

Regarding 2020 Census operations, 24 of the 35 operations planned for the 2020 Census, and the 
IT capabilities needed for those operations, will be tested in the End-to-End Test. Many of the 
remaining operations are either underway (such as the Local Update of Census Addresses) or are 
not relevant to the test, such as redistricting and archiving. 

24. The Government Accountability Office (GAO) has noted that while the Census Bureau 
has made substantial progress in revamping its approach to the census and testing the new 
2020 Census design, considerable challenges and uncertainties remain in: (I) 
implementing the cost-saving innovations; (2) managing key IT systems, including 
ensuring their security, to support the census; and (3) developing a quality cost estimate 
for the 2020 Census. For these reasons, the 2020 Census is a GAO high-risk area. Please 
describe the efforts of the Commerce Department and Census Bureau to address GAO's 
recommendations in these areas. 
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ANSWER: 

As the final years of the decade approach, monitoring and mitigating risks at the Census Bureau 
is among the most important things being done to ensure the Census Bureau can execute its plan 
for a fair and accurate 2020 Census. 

In recognition of the complexity, scale and importance of conducting a fair and accurate count of 
the Nation each decade, GAO added the 2020 Census to its high risk list. They included Census 
2000 and the 2010 Census on their list as well. 

Plans to address risks in the program includes: 

Department and OMB officials are carefully reviewing the program and implementing an 
oversight plan designed to recognize and manage risks. 
Census Bureau leaders have standing appropriate governance structures including the 
weekly 2020 Executive Steering Committee and the 2020 Systems and Alignment 
meetings, which facilitates Census Bureau leadership engaging in regular risk mitigation. 
The Census Bureau and the Department are analyzing the root causes of the issues 
encountered, developing action plans to address these and measuring progress. 
The Census Bureau is actively working to address and close recommendations from GAO 
and the Department's Office of Inspector General. 
The Census Bureau monitors risks internally and welcomes stakeholders into the process. 
Specifically, the Census Bureau: 

o Holds quarterly Program Management Reviews that are open to the public. 
o Has documented largest decisions in the 2020 Census Decision Memorandum 

Series. 
o Lists all decisions that have been made so far, along with the timeline for making 

those that remain in the 2020 Census Operational Plan, last updated in October 
2016. 

o Shares the 2020 Census Integrated Master Schedule with GAO on a monthly 
basis. 

Another related and equally important component to success is collaboration with the Congress 
and at GAO to continually review and assess our designs, plans, systems, and operations to 
identifY areas of improvement. 

25. The American Community Survey (ACS) collects data that is either (I) mandated by 
federal law, (2) required to implement a federal program, and the ACS is the only source 
for the data, or (3) required to carry out a federal court order. What would be the 
alternative if the ACS were eliminated or greatly reduced, such that the Census Bureau 
could not produce data for many areas, such as rural counties, small cities and towns, 
American Indian reservations, remote areas, and urban neighborhoods? Is it possible for 
the business sector to replicate the breadth and depth of data the ACS produces, for every 
community in the country? Would businesses charge Congress and federal agencies to 
use the data under this scenario? 
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ANSWER: 

The elimination of the American Community Survey would be a loss to our national information 
infrastructure. There is no alternative that provides the rich detailed data that the ACS produces, 
especially for rural areas. Losing the ACS would cause far-reaching damage on businesses that 
use ACS data to determine where to locate their operations and decide what products to put on 
their shelves; state and local economic development agencies that use ACS data to attract 
businesses, to make decisions, and to manage growth; first responders who use ACS data to 
assess impacts and prioritize recovery efforts; and by Federal agencies like the Department of 
Veterans Affairs, which uses ACS data to evaluate the need for health care, education, and 
employment programs for those who have served in the military. Finally, Federal agencies are 
also required to allocate over $400 billion per year in federal funding using data that is only 
collected by the ACS. 

It is difficult to envision the private sector providing the data at levels of detail that the ACS 
produces, while enabling users to access that data at low or no cost. The ACS serves a number of 
inherently governmental functions, including providing data that informs distribution of over 
$400 billion a year in federal funding. The distribution of these funds need to be based on 
objective and reliable data. Additionally, the confidentiality and privacy of all respondents' 
personal information must be ensured, and the Census Bureau has built a reputation as protectors 
of respondent confidentiality and privacy. It is important to avoid concerns about monetizing the 
collection and securing of these data. Additionally, continued access to ACS data to businesses 
large and small, new and well-established, ensures that it can continue being a driver of 
economic growth throughout the private sector. 

26. Likewise, would it be possible for state and local government officials to replicate a 
dataset similar to the ACS to use for their unique planning and policy purposes? 

ANSWER: 

If state and local governments were to conduct a similar survey, it would only cover those 
jurisdictions and would likely not provide data that was comparable across the Nation at all 
geographic levels. 

27. In 2003, the Census Bureau, at the behest of Congress, conducted a study, analyzing the 
feasibility of making participation in the American Community Survey (ACS) voluntary. 
The study determined that making the survey voluntary would reduce the response rate 
by at least 20 percent and increase annual costs by 30 percent ($90 to $100 million more 
per year). Canada's recent experience with a voluntary census long form generated 
similar results, as its survey's overall response rate dropped from 94 percent to less than 
69 percent, while costs increased, and low response rates precluded Statistics Canada 
from producing reliable socio-economic estimates for 25 percent of all areas in the 
country-mostly small and rural communities. What are the Department's views 
regarding the mandatory response status of the ACS? 
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ANSWER: 

The Census Bureau has heard the concerns of Congress and members of the public and is 
actively working to address these and reduce respondent burden. The ACS is mandatory because 
it is part of the decennial census. The Census Bureau knows response rates suffer when a survey 
is voluntary and this has a negative impact on the reliability of the data, especially for rural and 
small communities and small population groups. 

Businesses, including such well-known companies as Target, JC Penney, Best Buy, General 
Motors, Google, and Walgreens, usc ACS data for everything from marketing to choosing 
franchise locations to deciding what products to put on store shelves. Because ACS data are 
available free of charge to the entire business community, the program helps lower barriers for 
new business and promotes economic growth. First responders and law enforcement agencies 
use ACS data during natural disasters and emergencies to assess impacts and prioritize recovery 
efforts; for example, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) used ACS data for 
Hurricane Sandy Relief Efforts. State and local economic development offices use ACS data to 
attract businesses, make decisions, and manage growth. Finally, Federal agencies are also 
required to allocate over $400 billion per year in federal funding using data that is only collected 
by the ACS. The reliability of ACS data is vital for all of these uses. 

When Canada switched a survey similar to the ACS from mandatory to voluntary, Canada lost 
the ability to publish data for many rural areas. To compensate for a similar effect here, it would 
cost approximately $90 million more each year to maintain our current data quality. 
The Census Bureau's strategy is to convince people to participate by explaining the importance 
of the data to their community rather focusing on fines or jail time. Although a fine for non
response is established in the U.S. code, the Census Bureau has never asked for the fine to be 
enforced. 

28:To what extent are pay differentials between public sector and private sector information 
technology experts impeding any of the Census Bureau's work? Please provide 
information on the efforts of the Census Bureau to ensure it attracts and retains talented 
information technology personnel. 

ANSWER: 

There are specific IT skills, such as highly experienced network engineers and cyber security 
professionals who are skilled at threat protection and deterrence, for which the private sector arc 
able to pay a premium. Pay differentials with the private sector can make it difficult for Census 
to obtain the same critical IT skill sets through hiring. So, the Census Bureau has leveraged the 
use of contracts to mitigate the risks associated with obtaining the appropriate IT skills and talent 
to support its programs. The Census Bureau is using training and mentoring opportunities, as 
well as pay setting based Superior Qualifications to compete with private industry salary for 
some positions. 
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29. To what extent will the 9-12 month delay in the schedule for the 2017 Economic Census, 
as contemplated in the Department's fiscal2018 budget request, increase the overall life 
cycle cost of the 2017 Economic Census? 

ANSWER: 

The Census Bureau does not anticipate that the 6 to 9-month delay we currently estimate will add 
to the overall life cycle cost of the 2017 Economic Census. However, mailing later will push 
some of the data collection and processing costs into FY 2019. While this is a delay from the 
planned schedule, it is important to note that for the economic census, unlike the decennial 
census, there is no fixed deadline for completion of the data releases. The requested funding 
level in the FY 2018 budget will allow the Economic Census and Census of Governments to 
remain on track to release high quality data that will fulfill their primary purpose to provide 
benchmark data for the monthly, quarterly, and annual economic statistics including measures 
of Gross Domestic Product that are so vital to the functioning of our economy. 

30. By what future date does the Department anticipate the Commerce Department's 
headquarters building will have completed its renovations? 

ANSWER: 

The HCHB Renovation project is scheduled to complete in May 2026. This includes 
updating previously renovated spaces (phases 2 and 3) to the 21st Century Workplace design 
which improves space utilization, decreases reliance on leased space, and reduces the 
government's footprint. 

31. The Trump Administration's fiscal year 2018 budget eliminates Coastal Zone 
Management Grants. These grants go to coastal and Great Lakes states to help address 
coastal hazards, natural resource conservation, marine debris, and other urgent coastal 
and Great Lakes issues. For example, in fiscal year 2016: 

• Alabama received $1.5 million under the Coastal Zone Management 
grants program; 
Florida received $2.7 million; 

• Georgia, $2.4 million; 
• Indiana, $1 million; 
• Louisiana, $2.6 million; 
• Mississippi, $1.2 million; 
• North Carolina, $2.6 million; 
• Ohio, $1.8 million; 
• Pennsylvania, $1.8 million; 
• South Carolina, $2.5 million; 
• Texas, $2.6 million; and 
• Wisconsin, $2.3 million. 
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In the 2016 presidential election, President Trump was the top vote-getter in all of these 
states. Does the Department believe that the 2016 election gave the Trump 
Administration a mandate to push for elimination of Federal support for Coastal Zone 
Management Grants, especially for these particular states? 

ANSWER: 

The proposed elimination of this program is not directed at any particular state nor fueled by the 
2016 election. NOAA distributes Coastal Zone Management Grants based on a formula that 
accounts for each state's shoreline length and coastal population. The President's FY 2018 
Budget prioritizes programs that support national security, public safety, and economic 
opportunity, while returning the country to a sustainable fiscal path. To meet these goals, some 
difficult decisions needed to be made, including the decision to tetminate this grant program. 

32. As part of the fiscal year 2018 Commerce Department budget request, the Trump 
Administration is proposing to eliminate the Deep-ocean Assessment and Reporting of 
Tsunamis (DART) buoys, which help detect and warn about impending tsunami events. 
How much does the Department project it will save in fiscal year 2018 by ending support 
for the DART buoys? On the other hand, to what extent will this reduction increase the 
risk of American communities being unprepared for a potentially devastating tsunami 
event? On the flip side, to what extent will the elimination of the DART buoys increase 
the risk of American communities being given unnecessary and costly evacuation orders 
related to poorly-measured and poorly-tracked tsunamis? Has the Department done any 
analyses of these various risks? 

ANSWER: 

NOAA projects it will save $12.0 million annually by ending support of the DART buoys as well 
as targeted seismic and water level stations that are used for tsunami watches and warnings. This 
termination is anticipated to have a 20 percent or greater impact on the accuracy, certainty, and 
timeliness ofNOAA's tsunami watches and warnings. However, NOAA's analysis of the impacts 
suggests that the overall Tsunami Mission Service Area performance satisfaction score will be 
"fair", meaning that tsunami warning and watch forecasting ability will meet most, but not all, 
major requirements. In FY 2018, NOAA will continue to fund critical tsunami program 
components in order to ensure issuance of tsunami watches, warnings, and advisories. 

33. What do the Department and the Trump Administration plan to do with the DART buoys 
after removing them from the water? 

ANSWER: 

NOAA will repurpose any components that can be utilized on other buoys systems that NOAA 
maintains. Otherwise, the remainder of the DART buoy components will be returned to a NOAA 
facility for disposal. 
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34. To what extent will the Trump Administration's proposal to terminate extramural 
research on harmful algal blooms increase the risk of such algal blooms, especially in the 
Great Lakes region and in Florida? 

ANSWER: 

The President's FY 2018 Budget prioritizes programs that support national security, public 
safety, and economic opportunity, while returning the country to a sustainable fiscal path. To 
meet these goals, some difficult decisions needed to be made, including the decision to tern1inate 
this grant program. NOAA will no longer fund extramural research to explore ways to stop 
blooms before they start, find methods to stopping blooms once they have begun, and to predict 
how blooms will affect people and resources. However, the results of many years of extramural 
research funded by NOAA to better understand Harmful Algal Blooms (HAB's) have led to the 
development of state-of-the-art detection tools and forecast models that NOAA has successfully 
transitioned from research to operations and will continue to be used to help protect public health 
and mitigate adverse economic impact cause by HAB's. NOAA will also continue its related 
intramural research program that addresses priority coastal management issues, including 
harmful algal blooms. 

35. The Department and the Trump Administration are proposing a huge cut to the Polar 
Follow-on weather satellite program, in comparison to both the fiscal year 2017 enacted 
level and to the level that the Department had earlier contemplated would be necessary 
for fiscal year 2018. To what extent does this cut increase the fragility of the future 
polar-orbiting weather satellite system? Has the Department done an analysis of the risks 
to future weather forecasting associated with greatly scaling back the Polar Follow-on 
program? Why are the Department and the Trump Administration proposing to scale 
back the Polar Follow-on program, when ilie Independent Review Team is 
recommending that it be strengthened? 

ANSWER: 

The President's FY 2018 Budget prioritizes programs that support national security, public 
safety, and economic opportunity, while returning the country to a sustainable fiscal path. To 
meet these goals, some difficult decisions needed to be made. The impacts of the FY 2018 
funding reduction to the Polar Follow On (PFO) program on the future polar-orbiting weather 
satellite system will be evaluated as part of the re-plan of the PFO program and the broader 
comprehensive architecture analysis, which will define the observing system options and 
programmatic approaches for the future. NESDIS must continue to work towards improving its 
overall constellation strategy for polar weather satellite continuity while seeking cost 
efficiencies. However, we do expect iliat with the lower budget profile NOAA will proceed with 
a higher constellation risk for this critical national asset. 
The primary focus for NESDIS is providing uninterrupted, accurate, calibrated, and validated 
satellite observations supporting high impact environmental intelligence products and services. 
In FY 2018, NESDIS is ensuring the timely delivery of the highly capable Geostationary 
Operational Environmental Satellite-R (GOES-R) Series and Joint Polar Satellite System (JPSS) 
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satellites, which are currently in advanced stages of development and test, to ensure continued 
services in the near term. 

36. Please explain how the Commerce Department will work to ensure the integrity, 
scientific independence, and freedom from outside interference for scientists of the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. 

ANSWER: 

The NOAA Scientific Integrity Policy (NAO 202-735D), signed into effect in 2011, codifies the 
agency's policies for conducting and communicating scientific activities. Since establishing the 
policy, NOAA has also institutionalized procedures to "Increase Public Access to Research 
Results" and digital data, and for "Internal Review and Approval of Fundamental Research 
Communications" to better facilitate open scientific communication and the high quality of that 
communication. The Department of Commerce's longstanding commitment to absolute integrity 
in the conduct of science has been reaffirmed on multiple occasions by Secretary Ross. As 
Secretary Ross has stated publicly[!], science will continue to be left to scientists and the 
Department will continue to provide the public with as much factual and accurate data as is 
available. 

[I] Letter from Secretary Ross to Senator Bill Nelson. 
http://www.sciencemag.org/sites/default/files/documents/rossletter.pdf 

37. The Trump Administration is proposing to eliminate NOAA's Office of Education, 
including NOAA's Educational Partnership Program with Minority Serving Institutions. 
As a result of this elimination, how many minority students will not be served and 
supported by this program, compared to the fiscal year 2017 enacted funding level? 
Please provide the numbers of students by category (i.e., Cooperative Science Centers, 
Undergraduate Scholarship Program, Graduate Research and Training Scholarship 
Program, and NOAA Experiential Research Training Opportunities). If necessary, please 
use the most recent available data. 

ANSWER: 

EPP funds support students with scholarships and internships through three programs at minority 
and majority academic institutions: the Cooperative Science Centers (CSC); the Undergraduate 
Scholarship Program (USP); and, the Graduate Research Training Scholarship Program 
(GRTSP), a pilot program sun setting in December 2017. The NOAA Experiential Research 
Training Opportunities are made available to students through the CSC funds. 
The FY18 budget will eliminate support for 137 students, including 129 CSC students and 8 
Undergraduate Scholars. In addition, there would be no funds for approximately 75 of the 137 
CSC supported students to conduct internships at NOAA facilities and on board research vessels 
through a NOAA Experiential Research and Training Opportunity. 
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38. The Trump Administration is proposing to eliminate NOAA's competitive education 
grants program. As a result of this elimination, how many students will not be served and 
supported by this program, compared to the fiscal year 2017 enacted funding level? If 
necessary, please use the most recent available data. 

ANSWER: 

As a result ofthe proposed elimination of the Competitive Education Grants program, at least 
40,000 schoolchildren and 2,000 K-12 and informal educators will not be served by this 
particular program. 

39. The Trump Administration is proposing to eliminate the Bay Watershed Education and 
Training (B-WET) program. As a result of this elimination, how many students will not 
be served and supported by this program, compared to the fiscal year 2017 enacted 
funding level? If necessary, please use the most recent available data. 

ANSWER: 

As a result of the proposed elimination of the NOAA B-WET program, at least 48,000 students 
and 3,600 teachers will not be supported by this program in FY 18. 

40. One of the many proposed cuts in the Trump Administration's fiscal year 2018 budget 
request for NOAA is a proposal to shut down NOAA's Air Resources Laboratory, which 
conducts research on air chemistry, mercury deposition, and atmospheric dispersion of 
harmful chemicals. These activities would be terminated. According to NOAA's own 
web site the Air Resources Laboratory's Atmospheric Dispersion Research Program 
"provides critical modeling and observation data to understand how, where, and when 
chemicals and materials are transported through the atmosphere. Having this 
understanding is essential for emergency managers and the aviation industry to respond 
appropriately to minimize or prevent disaster." Why are the Trump Administration and 
the Commerce Department proposing to close a research laboratory that currently serves 
a number of vital functions, much of it highly important to the nation's homeland 
security? 

ANSWER: 

The President's FY 2018 Budget prioritizes programs that support national security, public 
safety, and economic opportunity, while returning the country to a sustainable fiscal path. To 
meet these goals, NOAA made some difficult decisions, including a decrease of $4.7 million 
for the Air Resources Laboratory (ARL), which will result in the closure of the lab and the 
potential elimination of 34 FTE. Core research functions conducted by ARL would be 
consolidated into other NOAA laboratories. Although NOAA will no longer support 
upgrades to the Hybrid Single Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) model
- an atmospheric particle dispersion model --the model will remain available for download 
and use, and NWS will continue to utilize HYSPLIT operationally when requested ( e.g. a 
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nuclear incident, volcanic eruption, and point release of hazardous materials- e.g. a train 
wreck). 

41. To what extent will the Trump Administration's proposed cuts in National Weather 
Service Surface and Marine Observations reduce the accuracy and reliability of weather 
forecasts? 

ANSWER: 

Investments proposed in the FY 18 Budget will continue to improve the accuracy and reliability 
of weather forecasts. 

The Marine Observation buoys provide ground-truth measurement of ocean-surface weather 
conditions in tropical cyclones and improve our accuracy of tropical cyclone forecast products. 
NOAA will continue to carry out forecasts, however with less buoy area coverage for these 
products as well as reduced buoy area coverage for Hazardous Seas Warnings, Offshore Waters 
Forecast, Sea Surface Temperature Analysis, and Wind and Wave Graphical Analysis. 

The reduction of the TAO buoys may delay recognition of the onset of an El Nifio and the 
Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon and increase the uncertainty of seasonal weather 
forecasts issued around the world, in tum delaying the ability to mitigate impacts of drought or 
other conditions signaled by the ENSO phenomenon. 

Surface observations through the National Mesonet Program will be reduced from aliSO states to 
prioritized areas most susceptible to tornadoes and severe weather; observations will be limited 
to surface meteorological observations and lightning. 

42. Will the proposed elimination of the Aviation Science Research-to-Operations program 
render the National Weather Service unable to satisfy improvements requested by FAA 
and international stakeholders to support the Next Generation Air Transportation System 
(NextGen)? 

ANSWER: 

The President's FY 2018 Budget prioritizes programs that support national security, public 
safety, and economic opportunity, while returning the country to a sustainable fiscal path. To 
meet these goals, NOAA made some difficult decisions, including elimination of the NWS 
Aviation Science Research-to-Operations program. While these funding cuts will render NWS 
unable to develop new capabilities needed in order to meet FAA NextGen requirements, NWS 
will maintain the current level of operational aviation weather forecast products and services. 

43. The Trump Administration is proposing to terminate development, testing, and 
implementation of experimental products to extend operational weather outlooks from 16 
days to 30 days. Specifically, NOAA will eliminate efforts to extend the predictability of 
extreme or high-impact weather beyond I 0 days and will eliminate efforts to develop and 
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implement improved coupled global weather prediction models. Does the Department 
and the Trump Administration have any plan at all to improve the predictability of 
extreme or high-impact weather beyond the I 0-day range or to extend operational 
weather outlooks beyond 16 days? If so, why is the Department proposing to eliminate 
this effort? 

ANSWER: 

NWS currently has a multi-year plan to develop and implement an operational capability for 
mid-range (weeks 3-4) outlooks of high impact weather events. Consistent with the President's 
intent to focus more resources on National and Homeland Security, the President's FY 2018 
Budget required reductions in different elements of the NOAA budget. NOAA will continue to 
support sustaining improvement of severe weather warning and forecasting capability, but the 
mid-range forecasting improvement plan will be terminated in FY 2018. 

44. Another proposed cut contained in the Trump Administration's fiscal year 2018 budget 
request is a reduction in NOAA's Competitively Funded Climate Research (within the 
Office of Oceanic and Atmospheric Research), which President Trump is targeting for a 
36 percent cut below the fiscal year 2017 enacted level. For the year for which the most 
recent information is available, please provide a list of all the entities that received 
funding via the Climate Competitive Research program, along with the purposes and 
amounts. 

ANSWER: 

ATTACHMENT 3.- DOC CLIMATE COMPETITIVE RESEARCH.PDF 
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45. At his Senate confirmation hearing, Secretary Ross expressed a strong desire to reverse 
the nation's seafood trade deficit. At the same time, however, the Commerce 
Department's fiscal year 2018 budget request proposes several things that are highly 
detrimental to this goal. First, it proposes a huge cut to the International Trade 
Administration's Global Markets business unit, a unit that actively works to increase U.S. 
exports. Secondly, the Department's budget request proposes significant cuts in NOAA's 
aquaculture research, including the complete elimination of the NOAA Sea Grant 
program and its work in this area. U.S. aquaculture can be a significant tool for 
improving the nation's competitiveness in the international market for fish, especially as 
much of the fish imported into the U.S. is itself the product of aquaculture overseas. 
How will the Department achieve the goal of reversing the nation's trade deficit in 
seafood if it is actively working to cut funding both for efforts to expand U.S. exports and 
for efforts to improve U.S. aquaculture? 

ANSWER: 

The President's FY 2018 Budget prioritizes programs that support national security, public 
safety, and economic opportunity, while returning the country to a sustainable fiscal path. To 
meet these goals, NOAA made some difficult decisions to consolidate or eliminate programs, 
including extramural aquaculture research funded by Sea Grant. The Department of Commerce's 
FY18 funding request for the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) includes $6.3 million 
for Aquaculture, which will be used to continue work to advance the domestic marine 
aquaculture industry, Create jobs, provide sustainable seafood, and reduce the U.S. seafood trade 
deficit. NMFS' activities arc aligned with four strategic goals: 

1) Regulatory efficiency: Develop coordinated, consistent, and efficient regulatory processes for 
the marine aquaculture sector. 

2) Tools for sustainable management: Encourage environmentally sustainable marine 
aquaculture using best available science. 

3) Technology development and transfer: Develop technologies and provide extension services 
for the marine aquaculture sector. 

4) Informed public: Improve public understanding of marine aquaculture. 
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The Honorable Derek Kilmer 

Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies 
Questions for the Record 

Department of Commerce Budget Hearing 

I. Congress recently reauthorized the Manufacturing Extension Partnership program by 
unanimous consent. The Administration's proposal to eliminate the Manufacturing 
Extension Partnership contradicts Congress' recent reauthorization and does not seem 
aligned with the President's focus on revitalizing American manufacturing. The program's 
stated goal is to help make manufacturers more competitive globally. 

In the state of Washington, our local MEP affiliate, Impact Washington, has had tremendous 
impact on manufacturers. Specifically, Impact Washington has provided over $488 Million 
in economic impact statewide and nearly $68 Million in my district alone over the last two 
years. 

The impact of our local MEP is not an anomaly. Nationally the MEP program has created or 
retained 86,602 jobs in FY16 alone. Additionally, a recent study by the W.E. Upjohn 
Institute of Employment Research found that total employment in the U.S. was over 142,000 
higher because of MEP center projects than without the program. This estimate includes 
direct, indirect, and induced jobs generated by MEP projects. These jobs support additional 
manufacturing jobs critical to U.S. supply chains and jobs outside of manufacturing. 

Can you explain how eliminating the MEP program that has such local and national impact 
on job retention and growth for the manufacturing industry aligns with the President's focus 
on job growth? 

ANSWER: 

The Administration is committed to economic growth and creating American jobs, including 
manufacturing jobs, through robust regulatory reform, tax reform and better trade deals. The FY 
2018 budget prioritizes rebuilding the military, making critical investments in the Nation's 
security, and providing the savings and efficiencies needed to keep the Nation on a responsible 
fiscal path. While the Budget proposes to eliminate Federal funding for the MEP program, we 
believe some MEP centers will be able to continue to provide useful services to manufacturers 
without ongoing Federal support, relying instead on revenue from client fees and partnerships. 

2. The Budget proposes to eliminate the Economic Development Administration by the 
beginning of2018. The EDA is the only federal agency focused exclusively on economic 
development. Amongst other things, the EDA partners with distressed communities to help 
them support their unique economic development goals and needs. 
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a. Can you explain your rationale for eliminating the EDA? 

ANSWER: 

The Administration's 2018 Budget prioritizes rebuilding the military and making critical 
investments in the Nation's security. It also identifies the savings and efficiencies needed to keep 
the Nation on a responsible fiscal path. Many difficult decisions and tradeoffs were necessary to 
reach the funding level provided in this budget, and the elimination ofEDA is one of them. The 
President's budget aims to change the role and size of the Federal Government by prioritizing 
programs that serve the most critical functions and consolidating or eliminating duplicative or 
less critical programs. 

The Administration's approach to economic development is to boost the entire economy through 
regulatory reform, unleashing energy resources, addressing unfair trading practices, and tax 
reform. 

b. What Federal programs is the EDA duplicative of? 

ANSWER: 

As noted in the President's 2018 budget request, ED A's grant programs are duplicative of other 
economic development programs within the Federal Government. A 2011 Government 
Accountability Office (GAO) report found that each of the 80 economic development programs 
at the four departments it reviewed (Departments of Commerce, Housing and Urban 
Development, Agriculture, and the Small Business Administration) overlapped with at least one 
of the other programs reviewed. The proposed elimination of EDA is a part of a broader effort to 
eliminate duplicative economic development programs across the Federal Government.[ I] 

[I] Government Accountability Office: Etliciency and Effectiveness of Fragmented Economic 
Development Programs Are Unclear, GA0-11-477R, (May 2011 ). 

c. Did the Department attempt to find a solution to this alleged duplication other 
than program elimination? 

ANSWER: 

The Administration's 2018 Budget prioritizes rebuilding the military and making critical 
investments in the Nation's security. It also identifies the savings and efficiencies needed to keep 
the Nation on a responsible fiscal path. Many difficult decisions and tradeoffs were necessary to 
reach the funding level provided in this budget, and the elimination ofEDA is one of them. The 
President's budget aims to change the role and size of the Federal Government by prioritizing 
programs that serve the most critical functions and consolidating or eliminating duplicative or 
less critical programs. 
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The Administration's approach to economic development is to boost the entire economy through 
regulatory reform, unleashing energy resources, addressing unfair trade practices, and tax 
reform. 

d. Did the Department make any efforts to preserve the EDA? If so, what? 

ANSWER: 

Many difficult decisions and tradeoffs were necessary to reach the funding level provided in this 
budget, and the elimination of EDA is one of them. The President's budget aims to change the 
role and size of the Federal Govermnent by prioritizing programs that serve the most critical 
functions and consolidating or eliminating duplicative or less critical programs. 

The Administration's approach to economic development is to boost the entire economy through 
regulatory reform, unleashing energy resources, addressing unfair trade practices, and tax 
reform. 

3. The Budget proposes for elimination the Minority Business Development Agency. A key 
component ofMBDA's Business Center Network is providing minority firms with access to 
technical expertise and resources to grow their businesses. In Washington State alone, there 
are 92,807 minority-owned firms that contribute more than $54.6 billion annually in 
economic output. These firms employ more than 143,000 hard-working, tax-paying residents 
of Washington State. The MBDA Business Center in Tacoma, Washington, along with 
western regions MBDA offices, has helped businesses access over $200 million in loans and 
equity investments, as well as $800 million in procurement contracts. 

The region I represent is experiencing a construction boom, and the MBDA has been 
especially beneficial in connecting minority-owned businesses with the capital and resources 
they need to compete in this growing industry. Many of my constituents rely on the tools and 
resources provided by the MBDA, such as identification of procurement opportunities, bid 
estimating and pricing assistance, bond loaning and education, targeted teaming 
arrangements with sub-contractor and prime construction finns, and most importantly, 
strategic business counseling. 

a. Can you explain your rationale for eliminating the MBDA? 

ANSWER: 

The Administration's focus is to grow the economy through tax reform, regulatory reductions, 
unleashing our energy resources, and the removal of unfair trade practices. Our hope is that that 
will make a much better environment for all businesses including, minority businesses. 

MBDA is a relatively small entity and a grant-making entity. MBDA has been proposed for 
elimination due to the duplicative activity between MBDA and the Small Business 
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Administration in their district offices and in their small business development centers. However, 
the President's proposal to eliminate the agency should not be viewed as an abandonment of the 
agency's core mission. Rather, it is an acknowledgment that the agency has succeeded in creating 
an environment that is more supportive of minority businesses today than it had been before the 
agency was founded way back in 1969. The Administration hopes that the overall lift to the 
economy will drive growth for minority businesses and other small businesses. 

There also are similar efforts at the state and local level, as well as private sector efforts to 
encourage minority business development. The expectation is that those efforts will go unabated 
by the elimination of MBDA. 

b. What efforts did the Department make to preserve the MBDA? 

ANSWER: 

The Administration's 2018 Budget prioritizes rebuilding the military and making critical 
investments in the Nation's security. It also identifies the savings and efficiencies needed to keep 
theN ation on a responsible fiscal path. Many difficult decisions and tradeoffs were necessary to 
reach the funding level provided in this budget, and the elimination of MBDA is one of them. 
The President's budget aims to change the role and size ofthe Federal Government by 
prioritizing programs that serve the most critical functions and consolidating or eliminating 
duplicative or less critical programs. 

The Administration's approach to economic development in general is to boost the entire 
economy through regulatory reform, unleashing energy resources, tax reform and the removal of 
unfair trade practices. 

MBDA is a relatively small entity and a grant-making entity. MBDA has been proposed for 
elimination due to the duplicative activity between MBDA and the Small Business 
Administration in their district offices and in their small business development centers. However, 
the President's proposal to eliminate the agency should not be viewed as an abandonment of the 
agency's core mission. Rather, it is an acknowledgment that the agency has succeeded in creating 
an environment that is more supportive of minority businesses today than it had been before the 
agency was founded way back in 1969. The Administration hopes that the overall lift to the 
economy will drive growth for minority businesses and other small businesses. 
There also are similar efforts at the state and local level, as well as private sector efforts to 
encourage minority business development. The expectation is that those efforts will go unabated 
by the elimination of MBDA. 

c. What is the agency's timeline for shuttering the MBDA? 

ANSWER: 

The estimated timeline for shuttering MBDA is approximately 90 days. 
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d. Can you explain how the Department is working to close the equality gap and 
help minority-owned businesses succeed? 

ANSWER: 

The Administration's 2018 Budget prioritizes rebuilding the military and making critical 
investments in the Nation's security. It also identifies the savings and efficiencies needed to keep 
the Nation on a responsible fiscal path. Many difficult decisions and tradeoffs were necessary to 
reach the funding level provided in this budget, and the elimination ofMBDA is one of them. 
The President's budget aims to change the role and size of the Federal Government by 
prioritizing programs that serve the most critical functions and consolidating or eliminating 
duplicative or less critical programs. 

The Administration's approach to economic development in general is to boost the entire 
economy through regulatory reform, unleashing energy resources, tax reform and the removal of 
unfair trade practices. 

MBDA is a relatively small entity and a grant-making entity. MBDA has been proposed for 
elimination due to the duplicative activity between MBDA and the Small Business 
Administration in their district offices and in their small business development centers. However, 
the President's proposal to eliminate the agency should not be viewed as an abandonment of the 
agency's core mission. Rather, it is an acknowledgment that the agency has succeeded in creating 
an environment that is more supportive of minority businesses today than it had been before the 
agency was founded way back in 1969. The Administration hopes that the overall lift to the 
economy will drive growth for minority businesses and other small businesses. 

There also are similar efforts at the state and local level, as well as private sector efforts to 
encourage minority business development. The expectation is that those efforts will go unabated 
by the elimination ofMBDA. 

4. Access to high-speed Internet is crucial for rural communities, and developing and 
maintaining a high-quality telecommunications infrastructure, including broadband, is 
essential both for promoting economic growth and for expanding access to important services 
like health care and education. The President's Budget recommends $36 million for NTIA to 
establish policies and standards governing the internet and broadband. The Budget notes that 
NTIA will use the expertise of its BroadbandUSA program to "encourage and promote 
partnerships among state, municipal, non-profit, and private sector organizations and to 
support deployment of new community broadband systems." What plans does NTIA have to 
support the deployment of new broadband systems to rural communities? 

ANSWER: 

NTIA launched BroadbandUSA in January 2015 after recognizing that while communities may 
understand that broadband access and use are vital to their economic development, innovation, 
education, health care, and public safety needs, they often lack the resources and expertise to 
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seize those benefits. BroadbandUSA assists, educates, and convenes government, community, 
and industry leaders working to advance broadband initiatives and policy. BroadbandUSA serves 
as a trusted and neutral strategic advisor, working with public and private sector partners to 
assess local broadband needs and gaps; identify possible funding and other resources; and plan 
network infrastructure projects and digital inclusion programs. The centerpiece of 
BroadbandUSA is its technical assistance team, which provides individualized and group 
technical assistance to state, local, nonprofit, and industry leaders interested in planning, funding, 
and implementing broadband initiatives. As of June 30, 2017, BroadbandUSA has provided 
direct, individualized technical assistance to 192 customers in 38 states. More than 60 percent of 
these communities are considered rural. Overall, through direct technical assistance and 
workshops, BroadbandUSA has supported more than 800 communities. 

Broadband USA also ensures that it specifically reaches rural communities and providers through 
webinars and targeted workshops held around the country. Last year, Broadband USA and its 
partners convened the Digital Northwest Broadband Summit in Seattle and the Big Sky 
Broadband Workshop in Missoula, Montana. These and other BroadbandUSA workshops 
typically include rural- and tribal-focused components. This year, our monthly Practical 
Broadband Conversations webinar series included webinars on economic development, rural 
broadband adoption, and broadband importance for the agriculture sector. In Fiscal Year 2017, 
NTlA is also planning to hold technical assistance workshops in Des Moines, Iowa, and 
Charleston, West Virginia. 

NTIA's experience has shown that two of the biggest hurdles facing communities with limited 
broadband connectivity are planning and funding. NTlA responded to this challenge by 
developing publicly available tools that give insight into broadband planning, funding and 
implementation strategies. Broadband USA is also developing an online platform to help 
communities with broadband planning and funding. The platform consists of four modules: 

The visualize module will permit communities to see where existing infrastructure is 
located, overlay this information with their owrt data and compare it with demographic 
data. 
The cost modeling module will allow communities to identify and better estimate the 
costs associated with a broadband network. 
The financial analysis module will provide communities with the tools to determine if a 
proposed project is viable and sustainable, including generating pro forma financial 
statements that they can share with potential investors. 
The fourth module will incorporate the capabilities of the Broadband Connectivity 
Assessment Tool (BCAT), which provides a framework to assess broadband access and 
adoption at the local level. 

BroadbandUSA is currently beta testing BCA T with fourteen communities, including rural 
communities from Alabama, Maine and Washington. The scalable cost modeling and mapping 
tools will enable communities to accelerate broadband planning and shift limited financial 
resources to implementation. 
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Broadband USA also regularly works with rural industry associations. In addition to these groups, 
Broadband USA works closely with other Federal agencies that fund or support broadband 
programs, in an effort to improve their efficiency and maximize the impact of these efforts. 
BroadbandUSA has supported the efforts of several other agencies working in rural areas, 
including: 

Direct Technical Assistance support to grantees of the U.S. Department of Agriculture 
(USDA) Stronger Economies Together program, which funds economic development 
programs in rural areas; 
Technical Assistance collaboration with the Economic Development Administration 
(EDA), to improve the quality of planning associated with broadband infrastructure 
projects funded by EDA, alongside other public works programs in mral areas; and 
An outreach initiative with the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) intended 
to inform rural banks and financial institutions about opportunities to support rural 
broadband programs in the regions in which they operate. 

The Department of Commerce and NTIA are committed to working with Congress to advance 
our nation's infrastructure investment, including fostering broadband deployment, connectivity 
and adoption, including in rural America. 

5. The next two years are critical leading up to the 2020 Decetmial Census and require 
comprehensive end-to-end tests, hiring and training of personnel, and large scale acquisition 
of equipment. The Census Bureau already significantly reduced the scope of the 20I7 census 
test, including the elimination of critical field activities. This program cannot afford 
additional shortchanging of critical test plans and remain a successful program that brings 
both innovation and efficiencies to the Census Bureau. The limited FY 2018 budget details 
show an inadequate increase over 2017 levels for the Decennial Census, as well as 
insufficient resources for the entire Bureau. Could you please detail any changes to the 2018 
end-to-end test that will result from the proposed FY 2018 budget request? 

ANSWER: 

The 2018 End-to-End Census Test begins in August 2017 with the address canvassing operation. 
The plan for the address canvassing portion of the 2018 End-to-End Census Test includes three 
sites: Bluefield-Beckley-Oak Hill, West Virginia; Providence County, Rhode Island; and Pierce
County Washington. Collectively these three diverse sites will help the Census Bureau gain 
invaluable experience in conducting the challenging process of building the address list across a 
wide area of physical geography, housing structures, and residence types. 

Following the conclusion of address canvassing operations in early October 2017, the Census 
Bureau plans to proceed with the remaining operations in scope for the 2018 End-to-End Census 
Test in Providence County, Rhode Island. Peak operations will commence in March 2018. 

Providence County is an ideal community to simulate a microcosm of the 2020 Census 
experience, as its demographics mirror those of the nation. As such, the Census Bureau remains 
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confident that the 2018 End-to-End Census Test is sufficiently robust to test all of the systems 
and operations that must be tested. 

For the 2018 End-to-End Census Test, the final major field test before the 2020 Census, the 
Census Bureau has made decisions that will prioritize the readiness and testing of its integrated 
system-of-systems in the field in a Census-like environment. The lessons learned from how these 
systems interact with each other, with the operations being tested, and, where relevant, with the 
field staff and residents in the test sites, will be invaluable to finalizing the operational plan and 
putting the finishing refinements on the systems in advance of the 2020 Census. 

6. Given the increased requirements for the 2020 Decennial Census, the overall budget request 
for the Census Bureau is lower than required to carry out their mission. Could you provide 
details on changes needed to comply with lower funding levels across the Census and how it 

will impact other surveys and programs? 

ANSWER: 

The FY 2018 budget prioritizes the 2020 Census and the CEDCAP, which supports the 2020 
Census. The Department is committed to conducting a high quality Census that implements cost
saving innovations. FY 2018 funds a test of major operations and systems, several2020 
operations including geographic programs, the redistricting data program, the local update of 
Census addresses and stand up of field and IT infrastructure. 

The FY 2018 request reflects decisions to preserve the most critical data products within the 
Census Bureau's economic and demographic programs, which lead to some tradeoffs that are 
reflected in the budget. Specifically: 

The data collection process for the American Community Survey will be redesigned, 
resulting in the elimination of the Computer-Assisted Telephone Interviewing (CA TI) 
nonresponse followup (NRFU) operation, which has proven to be a less effective data
collection mode over time due to the decline of the use of landline telephones and their 
replacement with mobile devices. To minimize the quality loss, the workload for the 
Computer-Assisted Personal Visit NRFU operation will be increased slightly. However, 
at this funding level, the CAPI workload cannot be increased enough to fully offset the 
loss resulting in reduced data quality for small geographic areas and population groups. 

The mail out of the Economic Census and Census of Governments will be delayed. While 
the Economic Census and Census of Governments remain on track to release high quality 
data that will fulfill their primary purpose to provide benchmark data for the monthly, 
quarterly, and annual economic statistics- including measures of Gross Domestic 
Product- that are so vital to the functioning of our economy, this delay will ripple 
through the rest of the cycle for these programs, culminating in the delayed release of the 
data products. It is important to note that for the economic census, unlike the decennial 
census, there is no fixed deadline for completion of the data releases. 
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The sample for the Survey oflncome and Program Participation will be reduced from 
current levels. The smaller sample affects the statistical power for SIPP data and will 
limit the ability to produce state-level data. However, the Census Bureau believes that 
31,900 households is the minimum sample size that will enable the survey to remain 
statistically sound and provide information at the national-level on the use and eligibility 
for government assistance programs, and to provide the economic and social context 
around income and program participation. 

The Current Economic Statistics programs will reengineer survey operations and scale 
back on planned research but will continue to release the monthly, quarterly, and annual 
data on the structure and functioning on our economy that move markets and drive 
economic growth. Within this level, the Census Bureau will evaluate the potential to 
redesign the Annual Capital Expenditures Survey and the Business R&D and Innovation 
Survey to save costs. 

7. Intellectual property powers the American economy and drives our trade services surplus. 
According to the Chamber of Commerce, the IP industries employ more than 1 million 
people in Washington State and bring $63.9 billion back to Washington State in exports 
annually. However, foreign theft of American IP remains a critical problem for the more than 
40 million Americans employed in IP-intensive sectors. One study found that copyright 
infringement alone accounts for 24% of global internet bandwidth. The Pro-IP Act of2008 
created the IP Attache Program to work with foreign governments to address problems just 
like this. 

a. What are the Department's plans for growing the IP attache program? 

ANSWER: 

The USPTO currently has 13 IP attaches around the world who promote strong and balanced 
protection and effective enforcement of!P rights abroad by directly engaging the foreign 
governments in the region where they reside. 
USPTO's IP attaches are based in Rio de Janeiro, New Delhi, Beijing, Guangzhou, Shanghai, 
Bangkok, Mexico City, Kuwait City, Brussels, Lima, Kyiv and two attaches in Geneva. A 
position in Kyiv was recently created to take advantage of new opportunities in Ukraine. All 
of the IP attaches have regional responsibilities, except for those in China and Geneva. 
USPTO is currently looking for opportunities to grow the program further in South Africa to 
enhance IPR protection and enforcement in the Sub-Saharan Africa region and to add an 
additional position in New Delhi, India. 

b. What is the Department's position on re-designating our IP attaches as Counselors 
in order to better reflect the responsibilities they shoulder overseas and the 
importance of!P to US global competitiveness? 
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ANSWER: 

The Department fully supports elevating the diplomatic rank of the IP attaches from their current 
diplomatic rank as "First Secretary" to the diplomatic rank of "Counselor." Currently, many of 
the foreign officials in countries where our attaches are based will not meet with an officer at the 
level of First Secretary. Therefore, the attaches' current rank has limited their effectiveness in 
certain countries. A rank elevation would allow the attaches to better facilitate international IP 
policy discussions and engage with more senior host government officials. The rank elevation 
would also signal that the United States is determined to conduct high-level, sustained 
engagements on IP rights matters to advance U.S. business interests worldwide. 

8. The International Trade Administration's Market Development Cooperator Program (MDCP) 
has an outstanding record for generating hundreds of millions of dollars in exports with a 
minimal Federal investment. The purpose ofMDCP is to assist small-to-medium size 
enterprises export US goods, and the MDCP program has benefitted manufacturers 
throughout the country by removing technical barriers to trade in overseas markets. 

According to the Department, from 1997 through 2015, MDCP projects generated $336 in 
exports for every $1 of MDCP awards made. The 2016 MDCP recipient programs are 
expected to generate or preserve more than $359 million in U.S. exports during the next three 
years in return for the Federal government's $1.3 million investment. Despite these returns 
on investment, the Department has proposed to eliminate this program. 

a. Why is Commerce proposing to eliminate this program, especially one that has 

one of the best paybacks in the Federal government? 

ANSWER: 

The Market Development Cooperator Program (MDCP) has been an effective tool at helping 
small- and medium-sized firms export. However, due to the funding constraints, MDCP program 
did not fall within our funding priorities for further continuation. 

b. Can you explain your rationale for eliminating the MDCP? 

ANSWER: 

Due to the funding constraints, MDCP program did not fall within our funding priorities for 
further continuation. 

c. What efforts did the Department make to preserve the MDCP? 
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ANSWER: 

Due to the funding constraints, MDCP program did not fall within our funding priorities for 
further continuation. 

d. What is the agency's timeline for shuttering the MDCP? 

ANSWER: 

Under the proposal, the Department will forego in FY 2018 what had been an annual competition 
for new MDCP awards. As each competition is launched with an Opportunity Notice published 
on Grants.gov, ITA would not publish a notice during FY 2018. Existing projects would 
continue to be supported fully until they expire through FY 2022. 

9. Under Section 312(a) of the Magnusson Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act 
(Public Law 94-265) the Secretary of Commerce is authorized to make sums available to be 
used by State and Tribal Governments which have experienced a commercial fishery failure 
due to a fishery resource disaster to address the economic and social effects of the failure. 
Since 2013, there have been twelve commercial fishery disaster declarations approved by the 
Secretary for salmon and crab fisheries in Washington, Alaska, Oregon, and California. The 
communities impacted by these disasters, which resulted from changing ocean conditions and 
habitat loss attributed to climate change, have yet to receive funding from the Secretary to 
begin to address the social and economic consequences. The budget also proposes the 
elimination of several core NOAA programs, including the National Sea Grant College, the 
Pacific Coastal Salmon Recovery Fund, and the National Estuarine Research Reserve, which 
play a key role in preventing future commercial fishery failures by supporting ongoing 
efforts to monitor ocean conditions, enhance habitat, and better predict the impacts of climate 
change on commercial fisheries. 

a. Can you explain why the Fiscal Year (FY) 2018 budget request did not include 
funding to begin addressing these disasters? 

ANSWER: 

The Department of Commerce does not have a standing fund for disasters. The President's FY 
2018 budget prioritizes programs that support national security, public safety, and economic 
opportunity, while returning the country to a sustainable fiscal path. 

b. Will future budget requests include such funding? 

ANSWER: 

There is no plan to establish a standing fund for disasters within the five year outyear profile of 
the President's FY 2018 Budget request. 
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c. To what degree will the proposed cuts to core NOAA programs included in the FY 
2018 request impair the agency's ability to carry out its mission to sustain 
commercial fishing in federal waters? 

ANSWER: 

The President's FY 2018 Budget includes funding for the National Marine Fisheries Services and 
regional fishery management councils to continue priority science and management efforts in 
support of U.S. fisheries. The agency will continue to work with regional councils and other 
partners to fulfill our statutory mandates. 

I 0. Our Nation's coasts are cooperatively managed through partnerships between states and the 
federal government, facilitated by NOAA as authorized by the Coastal Zone Management 

Act of 1972. The National Coastal Zone Management (CZM) Program provides the 
foundation for protecting, restoring, and responsibly developing the nation'·s diverse coastal 
zone. Currently 34 states participate and have developed management plans that effectively 
balance competing demands of resource use, economic development, and conservation for 

the nation's 61,567 miles of coastline. These plans are also key to protecting our national 
security interests by ensuring critical energy infrastructure and defense installations arc 
protected from vulnerabilities. NOAA provides base funding to support these efforts through 
its Coastal Zone Management Grants and Regional Coastal Resilience Grants. 

a. Given the importance of these two grant programs, why does the FY 2018 budget 
proposal seek to eliminate them? 

ANSWER: 

The President's FY 2018 Budget prioritizes programs that support national security, public 
safety, and economic opportunity, while returning the country to a sustainable fiscal path. To 
meet these goals, some difficult decisions needed to be made, including the decision to 
terminate this grant program. 

b. What consequences do you expect coastal communities to face as a result of the 
elimination ofthese programs? 

ANSWER: 

States and other grantees have used these grants to support a broad range of activities to 
better position the U.S. to mitigate and respond to flood and storm risks. With the elimination 
of these grant programs, coastal communities will have to find alternative sources of funding 
if they choose to continue projects. Despite the elimination of grant funds, NOAA will 
continue to support states' participation in the National CZM program by supporting 
implementation of states' management plans, supporting federal consistency reviews, and 
providing technical assistance services. 
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c. With respect to the impact that these cuts would have on our national security 
interests, did you consult with the Sec. of Energy, Sec. of Defense, and/or the Sec. 
of Homeland Security regarding the potential risks to assets within their 
jurisdiction prior to proposing these cuts? If so, what responses did you receive? 
If not, why not? 

ANSWER: 

The Department of Commerce did not consult with other agencies on the proposed 
elimination of Coastal Zone Management Grants and Regional Coastal Resilience Grants, 
and does not believe these cuts present a national security challenge. Additionally, national 
security implications associated with these programs are most often coordinated at the state 
level, as coastal zone management grants funds are used to streamline permitting and 
regulatory processes and to address priority risks with significant economic impacts, 
including critical infrastructure, commerce, and energy implications. 

The Honorable Matt Cartwright 

Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies 

Questions for the Record 

Department of Commerce Budget Hearing 

Question 1: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION (EDA) 
In the hearing Secretary Ross, I asked how the administration intended to help historical coal 
communities across the nation were EDA eliminated. The EDA is responsible for managing the 
POWER initiative, which focuses resources in these exact communities. I would like to follow 
up on the Secretary's response with a request for more specifics on the future of the POWER 
initiative and how it would be funded. 

ANSWER: 

The Administration's general approach for helping all economically distressed communities, 
including coal communities, is to boost the entire economy through regulatory refonn, 
unleashing energy resources, addressing unfair trade practices and tax reform. 

Question 2: EDA 
The Administration's justification for elimination of the EDA and other programs throughout 
your department is that their functions are duplicated. Can you please provide us with some 
examples of state and local resources that will provide for: 

• necessary investments in sewage lines to allow for the expansion of an industrial park, 
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supply chain technical assistance for small and medium sized manufacturers in rural 
communities, 

• and commercialization efforts for research and development conducted by minority and 
woman owned enterprises? 

I would also like to understand what private sector resources will become available should our 
friends in state and local government be unable to cover the loss of federal support with their 
own cash-strapped budgets? 

ANSWER: 

A plethora of State, local and regional programs and initiatives, including foundations and other 
public-private partnerships, with resources to support these types of development efforts, exists. 
Moreover, the President's plan to boost the entire economy through regulatory reform, 
unleashing energy resources, addressing unfair trade practices and tax reform will result in a 
greater amount of resources for these entities to invest in such efforts. 

Question 3: EDA 
W c can all agree that natural disasters arc becoming more frequent. Yet the Stafford Act 
prevents FEMA from engaging in economic development recovery following a disaster. For 
years, EDA has filled this crucial role of our disaster recovery framework, addressing the unique 
issues businesses and communities face in the months and years following a disaster. Can you 
please share with us how the Administration envisions filling the void left by eliminating the 
EDA after our next national disaster? 

ANSWER: 

The Department would work with the Administration and Congress to identify another bureau in 
Commerce Department or another Federal agency to assume the leadership of the Economic 
Recovery Support Function of the National Disaster Recovery Framework. 

Question 4: NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF STANDARDS AND TECHNOLOGY (NIST) I 
Manufacturing Extension Partnership (MEP) 
Given that a full 85% of the Department of Defense's awards go to smaller manufacturing firms, 
I would like to follow up my question from the hearing with a request for more specifics on how 
exactly the Administration would address the threat to the DoD's manufacturing and readiness 
needs if the Manufacturing Extension Partnership (MEP) were eliminated. 

ANSWER: 

The FY 2018 budget prioritizes rebuilding the military, making critical investments in the 
Nation's security, and providing the savings and efficiencies needed to keep the Nation on a 
responsible fiscal path. The budget proposed to discontinue federal funding to the MEP program, 
requiring centers instead to seek future funding from non-federal sources as intended when the 
program was established. Many difficult decisions were necessary with a limited amount of 
funding to go around. 
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Question 5: NIST I MEP 
The Administration's proposal for elimination of the MEP, which was recently proven to yield 
an 8.7-to-1 return to the federal treasury, create and retain more than 86,000 direct jobs and more 
than 142,000 indirect jobs, and add more than $8 billion to the domestic economy in 2016 alone, 
is predicated on the assumption that the nationwide network of affiliates will be able to transition 
to non-federal revenue sources. These affiliates work with small manufacturers many of which 
have fewer than 50 employees. They have small technology, innovation, research and 
development and consulting budgets, need customized solutions and are often in rural 
communities. The private sector has shown no interest in serving this market. This is evidenced 
by the fact that over 60% ofNIST MEP clients state that their MEP affiliate is their ONLY 
resource for technical advice. How do you propose those affiliates, which numbered more than 
25,000 in 2016, immediately transition to non-federal resources while continuing to serve our 
smaller, rural manufacturers, which comprise nearly 92% of all domestic manufacturers and 
together employ over 6.4 million workers? How do we reconcile the Administration's emphasis 
on making things in America and putting "Made in USA" on more products with the proposed 
elimination of this critical program? 

ANSWER: 

The Administration is committed to economic growth and creating American jobs, including 
manufacturing jobs, through robust regulatory reform, tax reform and better trade deals. In areas 
where there is demand for services that MEP centers provide, we believe that local MEP Centers 
may continue to serve manufacturers without additional federal support and that they will 
transition to non-federal revenue sources, including client fees and partnerships. 

Question 6: NIST 
According to a November Government Accountability Office (GAO) report, over the last 
decade, extreme weather cost the federal government more than $320 billion for, among other 
things, repairs to federal infrastructure. GAO's prior work found that using the best available 
climate information, including forward-looking projections; can help manage climate-related 
risks. Federal, state, local, and private decision makers use design standards, building codes, and 
voluntary certifications in the construction of infrastructure. Standards-developing organizations, 
such as professional engineering societies, issue standards, model codes, and certifications. 

This GAO report recommended that the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), 
in consultation with the U.S. Global Change Research Program (USGCRP) and the Mitigation 
Framework Leadership Group (MitFLG), convene an ongoing government wide effort to provide 
forward-looking climate information to standards organizations. 

Can you share how you plan to follow through on GAO's recommendation? What efforts have 
been undertaken thus far? 
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ANSWER: 

NIST supports efforts to foster greater and more effective participation by federal agencies in the 
development of voluntary consensus standards. 

In view of current budget constraints and Administration priorities, NIST has no immediate 
operational plans, but as a scientific, non-regulatory, non-oversight agency with the principal 
mission to advance measurement science, NIST will remain open should there be stakeholder 
interest in convening to discuss forward-looking climate information for potential use by the 
standards community. 

Question 7: NIST 
Previously, NIST conducted important research on plumbing standards. This research helped 
save water and energy. What resources might NIST devote to such important work in the future? 

ANSWER: 

NIST has extensive experience and world-class facilities for studying energy use and energy 
efficiency in buildings. NIST develops and maintains the test methods that characterize the 
energy efficiency and capacity of water heaters. In addition, NIST uses its Net Zero Energy 
Residential Test Facility to examine the energy implications of operating hot water heating 
systems and distributing hot water within the facility. NIST has no plans to update its plumbing 
research capabilities 

Question 8: NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION (NOAA) 
The Administration calls for a 52% decrease in funding for its National Water Model (NWM). 
With heavy downpours increasing across the nation, the need for accurate and timely flood 
forecasting is more important than ever. I would like to follow up on the Secretary's answer 
regarding this question during the briefing with a more specific question. Why was this program, 
in particular, targeted and given lower priority? 

ANSWER: 

The President's FY 2018 budget prioritizes many existing programs that support national 
security, public safety, and economic opportunity, while returning the country to a sustainable 
fiscal path. To meet these goals, NOAA made some difficult decisions, including reducing 
funding for the National Water Model (NWM). The National Water Model was operationalized 
in August 2016 and already has greatly improved water forecasting throughout the nation, 
simulating conditions hourly for 2.7 million locations, up from the previous 4,000 locations 
every few hours. The Administration has retained resources to maintain existing capabilities and 
for planned model improvements, but future model upgrades will be delayed. 

Question 9: NOAA 
The Administration is proposing the complete elimination of NOAA's resilience grants. These 
grants support coastal planning for floods and sea level rise while increasing the ability of 
communities to adapt to the realities of climate change. The grants are supported by a dollar for 
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dollar match with the states. In FY16, States matched more than $59 million. And in 2015 there 
were a total of $151 million requests, far exceeding the available federal funds. States are 
struggling, why wouldn't we want to support investments in resilience which gives a return of$4 
for every $1 invested? 

ANSWER: 

The President's FY 2018 Budget prioritizes programs that support national security, public 
safety, and economic opportunity, while returning the country to a sustainable fiscal path. To 
meet these goals, NOAA made some difficult decisions, including the decision to terminate this 
grant program. NOAA will continue to provide technical assistance to states on coastal resilience 
issues. 

Question 10: NOAA 
Similarly, the Administration's budget requests an 82% cut to its Regional Climate Centers 
(RCC). RCCs have been around for more than 30 years helping local communities to solve real 
world problems posed by climate change. For example, businesses and farmers across the 
country rely on RCC data. I would like to follow up on the Secretary's answer from the briefing, 
with who exactly these state and local service providers are that would fill this significant 
funding gap? 

ANSWER: 

The President's FY 2018 Budget prioritizes programs that support national security, public 
safety, and economic opportunity, while returning the country to a sustainable fiscal path. To 
meet these goals, NOAA made some difficult decisions to consolidate or eliminate duplicative 
programs, and prioritize resources to support core functions such as surveys, charting, and 
fisheries management. NOAA will continue to work through the Regional Climate Service 
Directors to assist state and local stakeholders to the best of its abilities. Data from NOAA's 
National Centers for Environmental Information that are tailored by the local Regional Climate 
Centers (RCC) will remain available for use by emergency service managers, municipal 
planners, resource managers (i.e., water, agriculture, transportation, etc.) and many others in the 
private sector that currently work with NOAA's and the local RCC's. For example, some state
funded universities and state climatologists could provide these services, moving forward, with 
each university or state climatologist focusing on their own state, rather than on the regional 
level. 

Question 11: NOAA 
The Administration's budget calls for the elimination of climate-related Arctic research. At a 
time when we are seeing unprecedented changes in the Arctic, including record-setting loss of 
sea ice, this research is vital to understanding the implications for native communities, shipping, 
infrastructure and ecosystems. Recent science also highlights the danger that rising Arctic 
temperatures could lead to large releases of carbon dioxide currently trapped in permafrost, 
emissions that would further contribute to climate change. Changes in the Arctic also have 
significant implications for the US., both because shrinking ice sheets contribute to sea level rise 
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along our coasts (and globally), and because Arctic warming can contribute to changes in the jet 
stream that contribute to mid-latitude severe weather patterns. How can you justifY cutting this 
research that is needed to better understand and monitor these changes and prepare for the 
implications for our country? 

ANSWER: 

The Department's FY18 budget request includes funding to support NOAA's work in the Arctic 
that deliver on the administration's priorities to support national security, public safety, and 
promote economic opportunity. These include observations, sea-ice modeling, and surveys 
conducted by NOAA's National Weather Service (NWS), NESDIS, NOS and the National 
Marine Fisheries Service, respectively. For example, NOAA will continue to observe the Arctic 
ocean and atmosphere through satellites, the Integrated Ocean Observing System, and other 
systems to understand and forecast Arctic change, and conduct annual research and stock 
assessments in the Bering Sea and in the high Arctic to !,'llide decisions for sustainable 
management of Alaska! Arctic fisheries and species that are important for subsistence with 
Alaska Native organizations. NOAA will also support the Administration's Arctic efforts as 
reflected in Executive Order 13795, Implementing an America-First Offshore Energy Strategy, 
which aims to put American families and businesses first by encouraging energy exploration and 
production, including on the Outer Continental Shelf, in order to maintain the Nation's position 
as a global energy leader and foster energy security, to ensure that any such activity in the Arctic 
is safe and environmentally responsible. 

Question 12: NOAA 
Secretary Tillerson recently signed the Fairbanks Declaration at the 1Oth Ministerial Meeting of 
the Arctic Council. That declaration, coupled with the 2017 Snow, Water, Ice, Permafrost in the 
Arctic (SWIP A) report clearly highlight the importance of continued research on the 
unprecedented changes in the Arctic and its impacts. Why then is the administration seeking to 
eliminate NOAA's funding for this important work? 

ANSWER: 

While this budget terminates Arctic research efforts within NOAA's Office of Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Research (OAR), the Department's FY18 budget request includes funding to 
support NOAA's work in the Arctic that deliver on the administration's priorities to support 
national security, public safety, and promote economic opportunity. These include observations, 
sea-ice modeling, and surveys conducted by NOAA's National Weather Service (NWS), 
NESDIS, NOS, and the National Marine Fisheries Service, respectively. For example, NOAA 
will continue to observe the Arctic ocean and atmosphere through satellites, the Integrated Ocean 
Observing System, and other systems to understand and forecast Arctic change, and conduct 
annual research and stock assessments in the Bering Sea and in the high Arctic to guide decisions 
for sustainable management of Alaska! Arctic fisheries and species that are important for 
subsistence with Alaska Native organizations. 
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Question 13: CENSUS BUREAU 
Director Thompson's departure is further exacerbated by the fact that the deputy director 
position is also currently vacant. When asked who was temporarily filling the deputy role, the 
Census Bureau declined to provide a name, saying "The deputy director and director positions at 
the U.S. Census Bureau will be filled in due course and an acting director position will be filled 
shortly." The acting deputy director only joined the bureau in December. Prior to that, she had 
been at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration for more than a decade, rising up 
to become the acting director of the National Weather Service-also known as the nation's top 
weather forecaster. But the prospect of this person temporarily leading the agency has worried 
some census-watchers, who are uncertain about whether her skills as a meteorologist would 
translate into overseeing the Census Bureau, especially the decennial census. 

An additional complication is the relationship of the census to the Commerce Department, its 
parent agency. Former Commerce Secretary Penny Pritzker elevated the Census Bureau so that 
its director reports to the deputy director of commerce, bypassing the undersecretary of economic 
affairs who used to oversee the census. It's unclear if the current administration has retained this 
organizational structure. But if so, the Census is missing that figure too: the deputy secretary of 
commerce role also remains unfilled after the initial selection, Chicago Cubs owner Todd 
Ricketts withdrew in April. The administration has not nominated anyone for the undersecretary 
of economic affairs role either and the position is being temporarily filled by a civil servant who 
formerly worked in the finance industry. 

Mr. Secretary, it is very concerning that you have not only lost your Director of the Census 
Bureau since our hearing with him just weeks ago, but you also do not have a deputy director of 
the Census Bureau or a deputy director for the Commerce Department, who in the past, the 
Director of the Census Bureau has reported to. 

How do you plan to manage these crucial vacancies and how soon can we expect their permanent 
replacements? As was discussed during the recent Census hearing, there are many concerning 
factors regarding unpreparedness for upcoming tests, the 2020 Census itself, and a lot of issues 
regarding cost overruns and underfunding. This is not the time to be without leaders in such vital 
positions. 

ANSWER: 

As you may be aware, Karen Dunn Kelly has been confirmed as the Undersecretary for 
Economic Affairs. The Census Bureau Director reports to her. Regarding the Census Bureau 
Director, I appreciate John Thompson's service to the Nation as Census Bureau Director. A 
search is underway for a replacement, and for a permanent replacement for the Census Bureau's 
Deputy Director. Until permanent successors are appointed or confirmed, I have announced the 
interim leadership of the U.S. Census Bureau under the Vacancies Reform Act. Ron Jarmin will 
perform the non-exclusive functions and duties of the Director, and Enrique Lamas will perform 
the non-exclusive functions and duties of the Deputy Director of the Census. 
Ron Jarmin currently serves as the Associate Director for Economic Programs at the U.S. Census 
Bureau, leading the team for the 2017 Economic Census, which provides the foundation for other 
key measures of economic performance including the nation's Gross Domestic Product. Starting 
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his Census Bureau tenure in 1992, Mr. J armin has also performed the roles of Assistant Director 
for Research and Methodology, Chief Economist, and Chief of the Center for Economic Studies. 
Enrique Lamas currently serves as the Associate Director for Demographic Programs, overseeing 
the Demographic Programs Directorate which provides accurate information on the size, 
distribution, and characteristics of the nation's population. Beginning his career in 1980 in the 
Census' Population Division, Mr. Lamas previously served as Chief of the Population Division, 
Assistant Division Chief in the Demographic Surveys Division, Chief of the Poverty and Wealth 
Statistics Branch, and Chief of the Labor Force and Transfer Programs Statistics Branch. 
Additionally, the 2020 Census program has stable and permanent leadership in place, with Lisa 
Blumerman serving as Associate Director for Decennial Census Programs, and Deborah 
Stempowski serving as Chief of the Decennial Census Management Division. 

Question 14: CENSUS BUREAU 
In addition to these very concerning vacancies in crucial top leadership positions, the President's 
proposed FYI8 budget is sorely underfunded. Please discuss why you apparently feel that your 
needs are well below historical norms in regards to funding the planned 2018 end-to-end tests. 

In the past there have been steep increases in funding in the two years prior to a census to fund 
testing. Between FY97-98 there was a 101% increase and between FY07-08 there was 61% 
increase. Yet, the increase between the FYI7 appropriated amount and the Administration's 
request for FYI8 is only 2%. How is that enough? How is your request sufficient to fund the 2018 
end-to-end test? 

If it receives only a negligible increase in funding, it will be impossible for the Bureau to 
simultaneously maintain regular operations; produce Economic Census data; conclude ongoing 
research into new operational and enumeration methods; conduct its 2018 End-to-End test; and 
continue development of its Census Enterprise Data Collection and Processing (CEDCaP) IT 
system which is now expected to cost over $300 million more than originally projected. 

ANSWER: 

The FY 2018 budget prioritizes the 2020 Census, including the 2018 End-to-End Census Test 
and CEDCAP, which supports the 2020 Census. We are committed to conducting a high quality 
2020 Census that implements cost-saving innovations. In addition to the End-to-End Census 
Test, FY 2018 funds several2020 operations including geographic programs, the redistricting 
data program, the Local Update of Census Addresses and stand up of field and IT infrastructure. 

Additionally, within the FY 2018 funding, the Census Bureau will place several CEDCaP 
capabilities into production supporting the 2018 End-to-End Census Test. This funding also 
ensures that the 2020 Census and CEDCaP stay on the critical path to implement the most 
automated, modern, and dynamic decennial census in history. 

Question 15: CENSUS BUREAU 
If Congress meets but does not exceed the Administration's FY18 request for the Census Bureau, 
what previously-planned operations or activities will it forego? What will be the impact of reduced 
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operations in FY18 on the 2018 End-to-End test, decennial Census readiness and projected costs 
in FY19 and FY20, given that the Government Accountability Office has recently informed 
Members of Congress that projected cost savings on the decennial Census lifecycle are beginning 
to erode because preparations haven't been completed as planned? Can the Census Bureau sustain 
or improve upon the accuracy of the 2010 Census in 2020 with so few resources at this critical 
juncture in FY18? 

ANSWER: 

The 2018 Budget reflects what was needed for fiscal year 2018. The Census Bureau is focusing 
resources on the core areas of innovation and change, and thus higher risk areas as well. The 
Census Bureau is confident that the resources requested will allow it to successfully test what 
must be tested ahead of the 2020 Census to help ensure a full, fair, and accurate decennial 
census. 
As I have indicated in my testimony, the Department is currently reviewing the life cycle 
estimate for the 2020 Census. I will report back to the Committee when I have a number that I 
am confident accurately estimates both the likely cost of the 2020 Census and a worst-case 
scenario and what that means for the Census Bureau's funding needs for the rest of the decade. 

Question 16: CENSUS BUREAU 
The Administration has proposed reducing appropriations for the American Community Survey 
by just over $4 million. How would this reduction affect the quality of ACS data? Are there 
regions, counties, or municipalities, or discrete population groups, for which data would no 
longer be available? How could Congress then assess any such places' or populations' eligibility 
for federal programs? How would those places suffer in terms of!ost economic development 
opportunities and impaired ability to efficiently manage local government operations? 

ANSWER: 

In order to manage the FY20 18 funding level for the ACS, the data collection process will be 
redesigned. Specifically, the Census Bureau will eliminate the Computer-Assisted Telephone 
Interviewing (CA TI) nonresponse follow-up (NRFU) operation, which has proven to be a less 
effective data-collection mode over time due to the decline of the use oflandline telephones and 
their replacement with mobile devices. As a result, a larger percentage of the ACS data will 
come from the Computer-Assisted Personal Visit (CAPI) nonresponse follow-up operation. To 
minimize the quality loss, the CAP! workload will be increased slightly to offset some of the loss 
from the elimination of CA Tl. However, at this funding level, the workload cannot be increased 
enough to fully ofTset the loss resulting in reduced data quality for small geographic areas and 
population groups. 

The design changes described above are expected to result in a 1.5 to 2 percent increase in the 
variance of survey estimates. The reduction in the quality of the ACS data will affect businesses 
that use ACS data to determine where to locate their operations and decide what products to put 
on their shelves; state and local economic development agencies that use ACS data to attract 
businesses, to make decisions, and to manage growth; first responders who use ACS data to 
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assess impacts and prioritize recovery efforts; and Federal agencies like the Department of 
Veterans Affairs, which uses ACS data to evaluate the need for health care, education, and 
employment programs for those who have served in the military. Reduced data quality means 
that important decisions in both the public and private sector will be made based on less accurate 
information, which may inhibit effective and efficient outcomes. 

The Census Bureau takes this difficult decision very seriously. It knows the value of these data to 
businesses and communities to make data-driven decisions. However, it also needs to maintain 
balance within its mission and prioritize what must be accomplished each year. 

Question 17: CENSUS BUREAU 
In recent testimony to this Committee Census Bureau Director Thompson informed us that 
development of the CEDCaP system had exceeded projected costs. The system is not scheduled 
to be fully operational until 2019, so much work remains to be done. The Administration's 
FYI8 budget request provides an increase of Jess than $10 million over the FY17 appropriated 
amount for the CEDCaP system. Can you explain how the Bureau will timely complete 
development of the CEDCaP system given such a modest increase in its funding? Has the date 
by which you expect the system to be operational changed? 

ANSWER: 

The CEDCaP program's primary focus in FY 2018 will be to provide capabilities to support the 
2020 Census by deploying multiple systems into production to support the End-to-End Census 
Test. These include several capabilities supporting the Address Canvassing Internet response and 
field data collection operations. CEDCaP will also provide defect resolution and "bug" fixes to 
those capabilities to be ready for the 2020 Census. Finally, it will begin testing to ensure that 
when scaled to the workload of the 2020 Census, the systems function efficiently. The FY 2018 
budget request provides sufficient funding for these activities, though some of the work related 
to scaling the systems for the 2020 Census workload has been deferred to FY 2019. Per the 
CEDCaP Transition Plan, the high-level operational timeline for the CEDCaP systems for the 
2020 Census has not changed. 

Question 18: CENSUS BUREAU 
Researchers, issue-specific centers, and businesses depend on the availability of accurate and 
timely statistics from the Decennial Census and the American Community Survey. One cannot 
study people or groups of people as consumers of products and services, economic agents, health 
care recipients, or beneficiaries of public programs undergoing evidence-based policy evaluation, 
without knowing the characteristics and distribution of American households in great enough 
detaiL However, the Administration's FY 2018 budget request, if enacted, will prove a challenge 
for the Census, which has already suspended several important programs to cut costs. The FY 
2017 budget request for Census comes in at $1.5B, below the previous Administration $1.8 
budget request. How can this amount be justified to cover the costs leading to and during the 
2020 Decennial Census, including the 2018 End-to-End field tests in Rhode Island, Washington, 
and West Virginia? 
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ANSWER: 

The FY 2018 request supports the most critical operational testing and systems development 
activities required for the 2020 Census, including 2018 End-to-End Census Test. While, as noted 
in the budget, two sites are dropped from the End-to-End test in FY 2018, In FY 2017, the 
Census Bureau will complete the Census Test for Address Canvassing in these sites. The 
program can learn what it needs to from the 2018 End to End Test in one site, Providence 
County,RI. 

The FY 2018 request also supports major data collection operations for the 20I 7 Economic 
Census and Census of Governments, albeit on a delayed schedule. It is important to note that for 
these censuses, unlike the decennial census, there is no fixed deadline for completion of data 
releases. Both censuses are on track to release high quality data that will fulfill their primary 
purpose to provide benchmark data for the monthly, quarterly, and annual economic statistics 
including measures of Gross Domestic Product- that arc so vital to the functioning of our 
economy. 

Finally, the FY 2018 request represents the outcome of difficult decisions made balancing fiscal 
responsibility with preservation of the most important monthly, quarterly, and annual data that 
drive economic growth, allocation of scarce public funds, and countless other decisions made in 
both the public and private sectors. This includes funding the American Community Survey at 
the full sample of approximately 3.5 million households. 

Question 19: CENSUS BUREAU 
As you know, the American Community Survey collects data that are either mandated by federal 
law; or required to implement a federal program, and the ACS is the only source for the data; or 
required to carry out a federal court order. And yet, since 2012, the House of Representatives has 
consistently accepted amendments to the CJS bill (via voice vote) to make survey response 
voluntary, and once (via roll call vote) to eliminate the ACS altogether. 

a. Since Congress itself has asked for the data, what would be the alternative if we 
eliminated the ACS, or cut back the survey, or diminished data quality, so that the Census 
Bureau could not produce data for many areas, such as rural counties, and small cities 
and towns, and American Indian reservations and remote areas, and urban 
neighborhoods? 

b. As a business leader, do you.believe it is possible for the business sector to replicate 
the breadth and depth of data the ACS produces, for every community in the country? 
Would businesses charge Congress and federal agencies to use the data under this 
scenario? 

c. Likewise, would it be possible for state and local government officials to replicate a 
dataset similar to the ACS to use for their unique planning and policy purposes? 
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ANSWER: 

The elimination of the American Community Survey would be a loss to our national information 
infrastructure. There is no alternative that provides the rich detailed data that the ACS produces, 
especially for rural areas. Losing the ACS would cause far-reaching damage on businesses that 
use ACS data to determine where to locate their operations and decide what products to put on 
their shelves; state and local economic development agencies that use ACS data to attract 
businesses, to make decisions, and to manage growth; first responders who use ACS data to 
assess impacts and prioritize recovery efforts; and by Federal agencies like the Department of 
Veterans Affairs, which uses ACS data to evaluate the need for health care, education, and 
employment programs for those who have served in the military. Finally, Federal agencies are 
also required to allocate over $400 billion per year in federal funding using data that is only 
collected by the ACS. 

It is difficult to envision the private sector providing the data at levels of detail that the ACS 
produces, while enabling users to access that data at low or no cost. The ACS serves a number of 
inherently governmental functions, including providing data that informs distribution of over 
$400 billion a year in federal funding. The distribution of these funds need to be based on 
objective and reliable data. Additionally, the confidentiality and privacy of all respondents' 
personal information must be ensured, and the Census Bureau has built a reputation as protectors 
of respondent confidentiality and privacy. It is important to avoid concerns about monetizing the 
collection and securing of these data. Additionally, continued access to ACS data to businesses 
large and small, new and well-established, ensures that it can continue being a driver of 
economic growth throughout the private sector. 
The Census Bureau knows of no comparable survey that provides the rich level of detail 
conducted by any state or local government. If state and local governments were to conduct a 
similar survey, it would only cover those jurisdictions and would likely not provide data that was 
comparable across the Nation at all geographic levels. Any substitute that would provide 
comparable data across the Nation at all geographic levels would have to be of the size and scope 
of the ACS. 

Question 20: CENSUS BUREAU 
Critics of the American Community Survey complain that the survey is too intrusive and 
burdensome. What are your views regarding the current structure of the ACS and the steps the 
Census Bureau has taken in recent years to address ACS respondent burden? 

ANSWER: 

The ACS covers only those topics necessary to provide for data-driven, efficient decision making 
by Federal, tribal, state, and local government entities. 
The Census Bureau understands that some people find the survey intrusive. Because of that, it is 
working to create a comfortable experience for our respondents while continuing to administer a 
survey that remains valuable to governments, communities and businesses. The Census Bureau 
continues to evaluate and enhance the ACS by improving survey materials and the way we ask 
questions, reducing follow up contacts, and continuing research into alternate data sources. 
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For example, beginning in FY20 18, the ACS will use three principal modes of data collection -
mail, internet, and Computer Assisted Personal Interview (CAP!). To improve the efficiency of 
the survey, the ACS will eliminate data collection via the Computer-Assisted Telephone 
Interviewing (CA TI) for nonresponse follow-up (NRFU) operations. As a result of eliminating 
the CAT! NRFU operation, the Census Bureau estimates approximately 10 million fewer 
telephone calls per year to the ACS respondents, thereby further reducing the respondent burden. 

The Census Bureau understands that we live in an ever-changing, data-driven nation. As times 
change, so does the need to be nimble, flexible, and agile in the Census Bureau's approach to the 
ACS. Part of this commitment to agility includes actively addressing concerns about respondent 
burden with the ACS. The Census Bureau is committed to continually investigating and enacting 
options for survey enhancements, and making research-based changes to how it operates and 
engages with respondents. The Census Bureau is actively working on numerous efforts to create 
a positive customer experience while maintaining the high quality of ACS data, and updating our 
progress in the Agility in Action series. Some of these efforts include: 

Enhancing respondent mail materials, 
Employing alternate data sources, 
Modifying the modes and design of the ACS, 
Ensuring agile design, 
Improving messaging and communication, 
Understanding respondent perceptions of burden, and 
Improving group quarters data collection and products. 

The Census Bureau continues to look for additional opportunities to meet our goal of reducing 
respondent burden and concerns while maintaining survey quality. The ultimate goal remains to 
field a survey that the public trusts and values. 

Question 21: CENSUS BUREAU 
In 2003, the Census Bureau, at the behest of Congress, conducted a study, analyzing the 
feasibility of making participation in the ACS voluntary. The study determined that making the 
survey voluntary would reduce the response rate by at least 20 percent and increase annual costs 
by 30 percent ($90 to $100 million more a year). Canada's recent experience with a voluntary 
census long form generated similar results: the survey's overall response rate dropped from 94 
percent to under 69 percent; costs increased $22 million; and low response rates precluded 
Statistics Canada from producing reliable socio-economic estimates for 25 percent of all areas in 
the country-mostly small and rural communities. What are your views regarding the 
mandatory response status of the ACS? 

ANSWER: 

The Census Bureau has heard the concerns of Congress and members of the public and is 
actively working to address these and reduce respondent burden. The ACS is mandatory because 
it is part of the decennial census. The Census Bureau knows response rates suffer when a survey 
is voluntary and this has a negative impact on the reliability of the data, especially for rural and 
small communities and small population groups. 
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When Canada switched a survey similar to the ACS from mandatory to voluntary, Canada lost 
the ability to publish data for many rural areas. To compensate for a similar effect here, it would 
cost approximately $90 million more each year to maintain our current data quality. 

The Census Bureau's strategy is to convince people to participate by explaining the importance 
of the data to their community rather focusing on fines or jail time. Although a fine for non
response is established in the U.S. code, the Census Bureau has never asked for the fine to be 
enforced. 

Question 22: CENSUS BUREAU 
Is it true that under the Administration's budget two of the three sites (West Virginia and 
Washington) would be dropped from the 2018 End to End Readiness Test, leaving only the 
Rhode Island site? 

ANSWER: 

The 2018 End-to-End Census Test begins in August 2017 with the address canvassing operation. 
The plan for the address canvassing portion of the 2018 End-to-End Census Test includes three 
sites: Bluefield-Beckley-Oak Hill, West Virginia; Providence County, Rhode Island; and Pierce
County Washington. Collectively these three diverse sites will help the Census Bureau gain 
invaluable experience in conducting the challenging process of building the address list across a 
wide area of physical geography, housing structures, and residence types. 
Following the conclusion of address canvassing operations in early October 2017, the Census 
Bureau plans to proceed with the remaining operations in scope for the 2018 End-to-End Census 
Test in Providence County, Rhode Island. Peak operations will commence in March 2018. 
Providence County is an ideal community to simulate a microcosm of the 2020 Census 
experience, as its demographics mirror those of the nation. As such, the Census Bureau remains 
confident that the 2018 End-to-End Census Test is sufficiently robust to test all of the systems 
and operations that must be tested. 

For the 2018 End-to-End Census Test, the final major field test before the 2020 Census, the 
Census Bureau has made decisions that will prioritize the readiness and testing of its integrated 
system-of-systems in the field in a Census-like environment. The lessons learned from how these 
systems interact with each other, with the operations being tested, and, where relevant, with the 
field staff and residents in the test sites, will be invaluable to finalizing the operational plan and 
putting the finishing refinements on the systems in advance of the 2020 Census. 

Question 23: ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS ADMINISTRATION (ESA) 
The Administration's initial budget proposal states consolidating the "mission, policy support, 
and administrative functions of the ESA within the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA), the 
U.S. Census Bureau, and the Department of Commerce's Office of the Secretary." However, the 
Census Bureau and the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) already are under the Economics 
and Statistics Administration (ESA) in the Commerce Department's organizational structure. 

If the Administration's proposal were adopted, how might the relations of the Census Bureau and 
BEAto the ESA change? What new role might the Office of the Commerce Secretary play with 
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respect to the Census Bureau and BEA? Does the Administration expect any efficiencies or cost 
savings to result from this proposal if adopted? 

ANSWER: 

The President's budget request calls for the functions of the Economics and Statistics 
Administration (ESA) to be consolidated within the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA), the 
Census Bureau (Census), and the Office of the Secretary. The functions ofESA would be 
absorbed into these three organizations. ESA is eliminated as an operating unit through this 
process and BEA and Census will continue to work as collaborative and reliable business 
partners with no negative impacts related to this change. 

The Office of the Secretary of Commerce will continue to be the strategic leader for all Bureau 
missions. The elimination ofESA will reduce the required appropriation by approximately $4 
million and allow for other modest efficiency savings across BEA and Census. Through this 
effort the department will realize savings in overhead, duplicative expenses, and the relief of a 
bureaucratic layer within the Department while maintaining activities related to the core mission. 

Question 24: INTERNATIONAL TRADE ADMINISTRATION (ITA) 
The U.S. Department of Commerce's Market Development Cooperator Program (MDCP) has an 
outstanding record for generating hundreds of millions of dollars in exports with a minimal 
Federal investment (approximately $1.5 million annually). Why is Commerce proposing to 
eliminate this program, especially one that has one of the best paybacks in the Federal 
government? The MDCP program has benefitted manufacturers throughout the country, and 
particularly in Pennsylvania, by removing technical barriers to trade in overseas markets. As you 
know, the entire purpose of this program is to assist small-to-medium size enterprises (SME) 
export US goods, so the elimination of such an initiative is perplexing. 

ANSWER: 

The Market Development Cooperator Program (MDCP) has been an effective tool at helping 
small- and medium-sized firms export. However, due to the funding constraints, MDCP program 
did not fall within our funding priorities for further continuation. 

Question 25: IT A 
Technical standards play a decisive role in determining which foreign markets are friendly to 
U.S. products and services and which markets U.S. exporters face continual technical barriers. 
Europeans have proven to be very aggressive in ensuring their European technical standards are 
adopted into regulations throughout the world, which is impeding opportunities for U.S. 
businesses, particularly small to medium size enterprises. Commerce currently only has 4 
Standards Attaches spread across globe. What are its plans to grow the number of Standards 
Attache positions and to fill vacant spots? 

ANSWER: 
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Standards Attaches play an important role in helping U.S. companies compete internationally. 
Commerce has been working to grow support on standards for U.S. business exporters, and is 
working with the private sector to expand standards efforts. Towards this end, IT A has a 
standards team that provides training to enable client-facing staff better assist U.S. business 
clients on standards issues. IT A also tracks standards trends (such as the European Union's effort 
to spread its standards and regulatory system globally, and China's increasing activism in 
international standards development) and works to combat market barriers for U.S. exporters. 
IT A does not have plans to grow the number of Standards Attache positions at this time. 

Question 26: TRADE 
Mr. Secretary, I'm sure we agree that when U.S. workers compete on an even playing field they 
do pretty well. And that one of the central goals of our trade policy should be to even that 
playing field whenever possible. 

We should do this by making sure other countries play by the rules. And we should also 
negotiate with other countries to make sure their rules are robust and they don't gain a 
competitive advantage on the backs of their workers and their environment. 

The administration has often spoken in generalities about renegotiating trade deals. I believe two 
areas that can both help the U.S. compete while improving human rights and living conditions 
around the world are the labor and environmental portions of our trade deals. 

NAFT A renegotiations must lead to the strong enforcement of tough labor, wage and 
environmental standards - as a condition of any new agreement going into effect. Otherwise 
American firms will continue to relocate to Mexico to maximize profits by dumping industrial 
waste and paying sweatshop wages. 

What is the administration's plan to establish labor and environmental standards and wage 
standards and how will you ensure enforcement- so as to actually make a difference for 
reducing the deficit and creating American jobs? Specifically, will you seek to integrate the side 
agreements to NAFT A covering those issues into the main agreement, raise the standards 
currently in those side agreements, and strengthen their enforceability? 

ANSWER: 

Ensuring there is a level playing field for U.S. workers around the world is a priority for this 
Administration and the Department of Commerce. Through the modernization ofNAFTA, the 
President and this Administration have an opportunity to advocate strongly for Pennsylvania's 
manufacturers and workers. To that end, the Administration has solicited and received input 
across a variety of channels-from workers, to manufacturers, to Members of Congress-to 
inform development of the U.S. negotiating position. We fully intend to bring the labor and 
environment provisions into the core of the Agreement. 

Question 27: TRADE 
Sticking with NAFT A, since it entered into force, Pennsylvania has lost a substantial amount of 
its manufacturing jobs. And it's not just my state - manufacturing has taken a hit across the entire 
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U.S. How will you ensure that NAFTA renegotiations keep the administration's pledge to bring 
back manufacturing jobs to Pennsylvania and the rest of the country? 

ANSWER: 

Ensuring there is a level playing field for U.S. workers around the world is a priority for the 
Administration and the Department of Commerce. 

Question 28: TRADE 
There has been some talk of the Administration withdrawing from the World Trade Organization 
(WTO). Is this something that is seriously being considered? What events would precipitate 
this? What effects do you believe this would have on the economy and our standing 
internationally? 

ANSWER: 

I intend to work with Ambassador Lighthizer to ensure that the U.S. participation in the WTO 
will continue to advance our national economic interests. This includes ensuring other WTO 
Members are in full compliance with their obligations, and dealing with aspects of the WTO's 
functions that clearly need attention-judicial over-reach by the Appellate Body being a prime 
example. 

The Honorable Grace Meng 

Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies 

Questions for the Record 

Department of Commerce Budget Hearing 

1. Section 6(b) of the United States-Israel Strategic Partnership Act of2014 required the 
President to "take steps so that Israel may be included in the list of countries eligible for 
the strategic trade authorization exception under section 740.20(c)(l) of title 15, Code of 
Federal Regulations". What steps has the Administration taken to comply with this 
requirement? What additional steps must occur in order for Israel to secure inclusion on 
this list of nations eligible for the strategic trade authorization exception referenced 
above? 

ANSWER: 

The current policy for eligibility for License Exception Strategic Trade Authorization in 15 
CFR 740.21(c) (I) is membership in all four multilateral export control regimes or 
membership in three of the regimes and NATO. Israel does not meet either criteria. 
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As the United States and Israel have maintained an enduring security and trade relationship 
based on shared interests and common values, exports to Israel receive favorable licensing 
treatment. In addition, the U.S.-Israel Export Control Working Group, chaired by the 
Department of Defense on the U.S. side with the participation of the Departments of 
Commerce and State, meets annually to address bilateral export control issue. 

2. For all agencies and programs under your jurisdiction, please provide a comprehensive 
list, for each of the past four years, of all loans, awards, grants, education, training, and 
other assistance provided to persons or entities in New York's 6th Congressional District. 

ANSWER: 

This question is applicable to the Department's following agencies and programs: 
The United States Patent and Trademark Office (PTO), National Institute of Standards and 
Technology Manufacturing Extension Partnership (NIST/MEP), International Trade 
Administration (ITA), and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). 

The USPTO recognizes New York City as an active hub of innovation, and has dedicated a 
number of resources to its entrepreneurs and businesses. The agency worked closely with Cornell 
University as they built Cornell NYC Tech, a graduate level campus located on Roosevelt Island 
in New York City. The agency currently partners with other local educators in the New York 
City metropolitan region to provide entrepreneurs with relevant information and resources 
offered by the Department of Commerce. Since 2013, the USPTO has coordinated or sponsored 
over 80 events in New York City reaching over 4,000 attendees on educational topics related to 
intellectual property, innovation, and inventorship. Of note, these have included events with local 
Small Business Development Centers and the New York City Economic Development 
Corporation, and joint collaborations with the NYU School of Law and the Cardozo School of 
Law to host a series of conferences on intellectual property topics. 

The USPTO also has a national network of free resources available for innovators, with several 
locations inN ew York City. These include a Patent and Trademark Resource Center located at 
the New York Public Library, where librarians assist in searching for prior art relevant to a 
patent application, explain the application process to obtain intellectual property rights, and 
direct entrepreneurs to local patent attorneys who are licensed to practice before the USPTO. In 
addition, several pro bono programs exist for applicants who qualify financially for assistance: 1) 
The Pro Bono Program, hosted by New York's Volunteer Lawyers for the Arts, which matches 
financially under-resourced inventors and small businesses with registered patent attorneys to 
file and prosecute patent applications; and 2) The Law School Clinic Program, which allows law 
students enrolled in a participating law school's clinic program to practice Intellectual Property 
Law before the USPTO under the strict guidance of a Law School Faculty Clinic Supervisor. 
Fordham University School of Law offers the program for both patents and trademarks, and 
Brooklyn Law School and New York Law School offer the program for patents. 

The Hollings Manufacturing Extension Partnership program (MEP) has served 54 companies 
through 14 7 projects in New York's 6th Congressional District over the past four years. The 
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chart below shows the number of companies and the number of projects by year provided by the 
local MEP Center to the 6th District of New York from 2013 to 2016. 

MEP assistance provld~ci "to 6th Congressional District in NY 

Year Number of Companies Number of Projects 

2013 16 33 

2014 14 24 
2015 11 17 

2016 13 19 

The information below highlights key areas of the International Trade Administration's work 
with Rep. Meng's constituents as well as other businesses and stakeholders in New York: 

Noteworthy Examples of Assistance- Emerging Technologies and SULA: 

Emerging Technologies is a distance learning/business training firm based in Forest Hills, NY. 
Emerging Tech has been working with ITA/Harlem since late 2015, receiving extensive 
counseling and market research assistance throughout 2016 and 2017. Emerging Tech used our 
Initial Market Check service in Brazil in 2016 and continues to work with IT A/Harlem in their 
additional/new market entry efforts. 

SULA NYC Launches New International Branding Strategy 
SULA NYC approached IT A in the fall of 2014 for help with their international marketing and 
branding strategy, and increasing sales through entering new markets. The company was already 
exporting successfully to Japan, selling into high-end department stores and had opened two 
SULA NYC spas with support from Japanese investors. However, their US/International SULA 
NYC website had not received sufficient positive feedback and held them back. Specifically, the 
company wanted to build off their brand recognition in Japan and enter China but needed to 
strengthen their website and international marketing strategy to do so. 

SULA NYC enrolled in and completed the Cosmetics Industry focused ExporTech program that 
the New York City and IT A/Harlem offered in the Spring of20!5 in partnership with the New 
York City Manufacturing Extension Partnership Center, ITAC. Through the program, SULA 
NYC received in-depth, customized counseling, market research and education on entering 
additional overseas markets. 

Based on insights received during the ExporTech program, the company hired a designer to 
completely revamp their website, incorporating ExporTech strategies. They relaunched an 
entirely new website (www.sulanyc.com) and translated marketing materials into Chinese. 
The company reports it has received great feedback on its revamped website and branding 
strategy. Their B2B meetings with potential Chinese partners at the China General Chamber of 
Commerce Forum in September were positive and they received a soft offer for a distribution 
contract from two Chinese companies. 

Sampling of companies assisted in NY-06 congressional district over the last 4 years: 
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OrgName Description Sector City 
Martin Luther High Elementary and Secondary Education Maspeth 
School Schools 

Van W estering All Other Business Support Other Forest Hills 
Associates Services 

New Milestone LLC All Other Miscellaneous Store Retail Elmhurst 
Retailers (except Tobacco 
Stores) 

Meta Dental Dental Equipment and Manufacturing Glendale 
Corpora ted Supplies Manufacturing 

North Shore Other Miscellaneous Durable Retail Bayside 
International Goods Merchant Wholesalers 

Bigland Business Flushing 
Inc 
AEN Technology Semiconductor and Related Electronics Flushing 
Solutions Device Manufacturing 

Caring People Inc. Home Health Care Services Health care Forest Hills 
MLFSolutions All Other Support Services Other Kew 

Gardens 
SulaNYC LLC Unclassified Establishments Other Forest Hills 
Plaza College Colleges, Universities, and Education Forest Hills 

Professional Schools 

A!Ol New Multifamily Housing Construction Middle 
Construction+design Construction (except For-Sale Village 
Inc Builders) 

F.M. Brush Co. Inc. Broom, Brush, and Mop Manufacturing Glendale 
Manufacturing 

Cvision Custom Computer Consulting Forest Hills 
Technologies, Inc Programming Services 

Kepco, Inc. Power, Distribution, and Electronics Flushing 
Specialty Transfonner 
Manufacturing 

Airborne Parachute Other Miscellaneous Durable Retail Flushing 
Inc Goods Merchant Wholesalers 

Queens Economic Marketing Research and Public Consulting Jamaica 
Development Opinion Polling 
Corporation 

Vista Engineering Engineering Services Engineering Flushing 
Alliance Computing Other Technical and Trade Education Flushing 
Solutions, Inc. Schools 
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Emerging Business and Secretarial Education Forest Hills 
Technologies Schools 
Institute, Inc. 

Elba Unclassified Establishments Other Flushing 

Sampling of Events and Educational Programs with ITA Participation: 

Queens Chamber of Commerce Business Expo, May 17, 2017, Citi Field, Flushing, NY 
Minority Business Development Agency Business Center Launch, Nov. 2016, New York, 
NY 

• Queens Chamber of Commerce Business Expo, May 25, 2016, Citi Field, Flushing, NY 
Queens Chamber of Commerce Business Expo, May 13,2015, Citi Field, Flushing, NY 

• Big Capital "Five Funds Forum" on Impact Investing, March 2015, New York, NY 
• Queens Chamber of Commerce Business Expo, May 13,2014, Citi Field, Flushing, NY 
• SBA International Business Expo, March 22, 2013, Queens Crossing, Flushing, NY 

(Congresswoman Meng was keynote speaker. CS speaker- conducted export seminar) 

And finally NOAA (See below). This first list reflects transactions for vendors with a NY 
address and who specified their Congressional District as 06. Amount is total paid expenses 
during the time period. Training, education, or other assistance expenses would fall under the 
Award category. 

Congre Affected 
ssional Fiscal Document Paid 

State District Year Project Description Type Expenses 
NY 06 2013 EPP/MINORITY SERVING INSTITUTIONS GRANT $1,147,906.56 
NY 06 2013 MANAGEMENT/SUPPORT AWARD $100,000.00 
NY 06 2013 MARINE SERVICES AWARD $9,000.00 
NY 06 2013 GRANTS GRANT $26,146.32 
NY 06 2013 CLIMATE DATA RECORDS GRANT $223,973.28 

EDUCATIONAL PARTNERSHIP 
NY 06 2013 PROGRAM GRANT $3,661,012.30 
NY 06 2013 COMPETITIVE ED GRANTS GRANT $454,642.54 
NY 06 2013 RESEARCH PROGRAMS-CPPA GRANT $4,279.76 
NY 06 2013 NAUTICAL CHART IBN G AWARD $28,840.00 

NE GROUNDFISH COURT-ORDERED 
NY 06 2013 OBSERVERS CONTR $8,734.08 
NY 06 2014 GRANTS GRANT $9,971.18 
NY 06 2014 CLIMATE DATA RECORDS GRANT $103,696.14 

EDUCATIONAL PARTNERSHIP 
NY 06 2014 PROGRAM GRANT $1,443,187.70 
NY 06 2014 COMPETITIVE ED GRANTS GRANT $607,583.46 
NY 06 2014 RESEARCH PROGRAMS-CPPA GRANT $15,720.24 

EDUCATIONAL PARTNERSHIP 
NY 06 2014 PROGRAM GRANT $4,486,107.08 
NY 06 2014 BWET CHESAPEAKE NEW GRANT $24,769.00 
NY 06 2014 COMPETITIVE ED GRANTS GRANT $55,337.92 
NY 06 2014 RESEARCH PROGRAMS-CPPA GRANT $118,503.60 
NY 06 2014 NVDS CONTR $7,830.00 
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FISHERY-DEPENDENT DATA 
NY 06 2014 PROGRAMS CONTR $26,277.50 
NY 06 2015 GRANTS GRANT $1,196.54 

EDUCATIONAL PARTNERSHIP 
NY 06 2015 PROGRAM GRANT $414,264.88 
NY 06 2015 BWET CHESAPEAKE NEW GRANT $49,708.78 
NY 06 2015 COMPETITIVE ED GRANTS GRANT $111,057.44 
NY 06 2015 RESEARCH PROGRAMS-CPPA GRANT $74,269.12 
NY 06 2015 NEXTGEN GRANT $103,391.88 

EDUCATIONAL PARTNERSHIP 
NY 06 2015 PROGRAM GRANT $3,306,636.26 
NY 06 2015 OESD- EDUCATION PROGRAM GRANT $461 ,876.98 

EDUCATIONAL PARTNERSHIP 
NY 06 2015 PROGRAM GRANT $1 '154,245.48 
NY 06 2015 MAPP GRANT $9,502.50 

EXPAND STOCK ASSESSMENT/DATA 
NY 06 2016 COLLECTION GRANT $103,414.64 
NY 06 2016 NWS NLSC AWARD $24,560.00 

EDUCATIONAL PARTNERSHIP 
NY 06 2016 PROGRAM GRANT $227,536.18 
NY 06 2016 BWET CHESAPEAKE NEW GRANT $33,852.64 
NY 06 2016 COMPETITIVE ED GRANTS GRANT $75,632.36 
NY 06 2016 NEXTGEN GRANT $56,718.36 

EDUCATIONAL PARTNERSHIP 
NY 06 2016 PROGRAM GRANT $1,813,943.66 
NY 06 2016 OESD- EDUCATION PROGRAM GRANT $314,547.78 

EDUCATIONAL PARTNERSHIP 
NY 06 2016 PROGRAM GRANT $3,691,533.68 
NY 06 2016 MAPP GRANT $123,905.92 
NY 06 2016 MAPP GRANT $181,371.36 

NEXRAD SVC LIFE EXTNSN PROJ 
NY 06 2016 (SLEP)CWIP AWARD $1,553.62 

JPSS PROGRAM MANAGEMENT (NON-
NY 06 2016 CWIP) CONTR $37,356.00 
NY 06 2016 NWS NEXRAD RADAR MODS- USAF AWARD $6,880.04 
NY 06 2016 NWS NEXRAD SPARES - USAF AWARD $1,211.94 
NY 06 2016 NWS NEXRAD SUPPORT SLEP- FAA AWARD $7,773.64 

Total $24,951,460.34 

This is a list of transactions where the vendor has a NY address but did not specify a Congressional District 
and could have been in Congressional District 06. 

Congr 
State ession 

or al Fisc Affected 
Provin Distric al Documen Paid 

ce t Year Vendor Report Name tType Expenses 
NY 2013 EMTEQUE CORP AWARD $0.00 
NY 2013 EMTEQUE CORP AWARD $42,617.68 
NY 2013 SOUTHAMPTON, TOWN OF GRANT $0.00 
NY 2013 SOUTHAMPTON, TOWN OF GRANT $1,324,700.00 
NY 2013 SANTORA, JARROD A AWARD $22,000.00 
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NY 2013 FRIENDS ROGERS ENVIRONMENTAL GRANT $10,000.00 
NY 2013 FRIENDS OF ROGERS ENVIRONMETAL GRANT $80,000.00 
NY 2013 ABERCROMBIE & FISH AWARD $0.00 
NY 2013 ABERCROMBIE & FISH AWARD $6,573.58 
NY 2013 RAMCO COMMUNICATIONS INC AWARD $1,100.00 
NY 2013 BENSON'S SITE SERVICES INC AWARD $0.00 
NY 2013 BENSON'S SITE SERVICES INC AWARD $0.00 
NY 2013 APPLICO LLC AWARD $12,520.00 
NY 2013 2 SEASONS AWARD $15,000.00 
NY 2013 ADVISTOR INC. AWARD $2,040.00 
NY 2013 ADVISTOR INC. AWARD $165.00 
NY 2013 ADVISTOR INC. AWARD $16,800.00 
NY 2013 ADVISTOR INC. AWARD $12,200.00 
NY 2014 EMTEQUE CORP AWARD $0.00 
NY 2014 EMTEQUE CORP AWARD $14,513.04 
NY 2014 HOWDEN NORTH AMERICA INC. AWARD $0.00 
NY 2014 GLOBAL 360, INC. AWARD $0.00 
NY 2014 2 SEASONS AWARD $0.00 
NY 2014 2 SEASONS AWARD $7,725.00 
NY 2014 PETER GERARD ASSOCIATES INC AWARD $0.00 
NY 2014 PETER GERARD ASSOCIATES INC AWARD $0.00 
NY 2015 EMPIRE PAINTING & HOME IMPROVE AWARD $0.00 
NY 2015 BENSON'S SITE SERVICES INC AWARD $0.00 
NY 2015 SERVICE MASTER BUILDING MAINTE AWARD $0.00 
NY 2015 NEALON, DENNIS AWARD $0.00 
NY 2015 WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLI AWARD $0.00 
NY 2016 DOPPLER INNOVATIONS AWARD $0.00 
NY 2016 ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGIES CORP U CONTR $0.00 

Total $1,567,954.30 
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WEDNESDAY, JUNE 7, 2017. 

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 

WITNESS

FRANCE CÓRDOVA, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 

Mr. CULBERSON. The Commerce, Justice, and Science Appropria-
tions Subcommittee will come to order. We are delighted to have 
with us this morning the Director of the National Science Founda-
tion, Dr. France Córdova. We sincerely appreciate your service to 
the nation, Dr. Córdova. You have had a distinguished career both 
in government and academia. We share a common passion for as-
tronomy and astrophysics. I know that is your area of specialty. I 
am looking forward to hearing you talk to us a little bit today 
about this most recent extraordinary detection of a third gravita-
tional wave. That is right up your alley. 

We have on this subcommittee always enjoyed bipartisan support 
when it comes to investments in fundamental research at the Na-
tional Science Foundation and NASA. Everyone on this sub-
committee is here because we share a common passion for ensuring 
that the United States maintains the world’s best space program 
and the world’s best fundamental scientific research. When it 
comes to peer reviewed scientific research, the National Science 
Foundation does a superb job. And your budget is extraordinarily 
important as the National Science Foundation represents about 60 
percent of the Federal Government’s annual investment in basic re-
search that is conducted at U.S. colleges and universities, not in-
cluding the research that is done by the National Institutes of 
Health in the extraordinarily important work that they do in fight-
ing cancer and other dreadful diseases. 

In many fields the National Science Foundation is the primary 
source of Federal academic support. May 2017, just this past 
month, marked the National Science Foundation’s 67th anniver-
sary, an extraordinarily important milestone. We are looking for-
ward to more successful discoveries in the future when it comes to 
understanding the fundamental building blocks of the universe. 

In fiscal year 2018, the National Science Foundation is request-
ing $6.7 billion, which is a decrease of $819 million, or about 11 
percent below the current fiscal year. We do not know yet what our 
subcommittee’s allocation is going to be for 2018. The budget proc-
ess has unavoidably gotten off to a slower start than normal. But 
the committee is going to work arm in arm to ensure that NSF is 
appropriately funded and we preserve American leadership in sci-
entific research. 

I would like to add that while we wholeheartedly support NSF’s 
basic research in sciences, all of us are mindful of the fact that our 
constituents’ tax dollars very scarce, very precious, and hard- 
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earned. So we are counting on you to be good stewards of that pre-
cious resource. 

Before we proceed I would like to recognize the gentleman from 
New York, Mr. Serrano, for any remarks he would like to make. 

Mr. SERRANO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, Ms. 
Córdova, for being with us today. It is good to have you with us 
today and as the chairman said, you have a distinguished career 
and much more to come. 

The National Science Foundation is vital in promoting basic re-
search and education in science and engineering. In doing so, it is 
a major source of Federal support for U.S. university research in 
the STEM fields. NSF’s investments in STEM education also help 
train the next generation of scientists and engineers. As you know, 
Dr. Córdova, I am a strong supporter of NSF and believe that its 
programs help our nation be the world leader in major discoveries, 
innovations, and scientific breakthroughs. 

The President’s budget blueprint for fiscal year 2018 requests 
$6.65 billion for NSF, which is an $822 million or 11 percent de-
crease from 2017. It is the first time in the 67-year history of this 
agency that a President has proposed a budget below the previous 
fiscal year. The result is deeply troubling. 

Within the total the President’s budget also proposes $5.63 bil-
lion for the Research and Related Activities Account, which is a cut 
of $672 million, or 10.6 percent. This level of funding endangers the 
core missions at NSF. For example, if the requested amount is en-
acted into law the number of competitive awards for fiscal year 
2018 would go down from 11,900 awards per year to 10,800, a re-
duction of more than 1,000 awards. In a given year NSF grants 
awards to over 1,800 colleges, universities, and other public and 
private institutions in 50 states, the District of Columbia, and 
Puerto Rico. Cutting funding for NSF will leave many schools with-
out much needed education and research funding. I strongly oppose 
this proposed budget cut. 

Another area cut by the President’s request is the Educational 
and Human Resources Account, which is requested at $760.6 mil-
lion. This represents a cut of $123.5 million or 14 percent. The 
President’s budget proposal accomplishes this by cutting initiatives 
that increase STEM participation, including programs that help 
underrepresented minorities. The request also cuts reducing the 
number of graduate research fellowships by 50 percent. No funding 
is requested at all for a program that I worked to authorize, the 
new Hispanic Serving Institutions Program. 

Mr. Chairman, I have been a strong support of Hispanic serving 
institutions and minority serving institutions since I arrived in 
Congress more than two decades ago. Last year Congress man-
dated the NSF establish a new HSI program and we appropriated 
$15 million in the fiscal year 2017 bill for this effort. Notwith-
standing the clear evidence that HIS’s need this funding, the budg-
et proposal does not fund this program in fiscal year 2018. This 
negatively affects constituents, by the way, in both Republican and 
Democratic districts alike. 

Another issue of importance to me is the Arecibo Observatory in 
Puerto Rico. The President’s budget for NSF in fiscal year 2018 
proposes a total of $7.72 million for the observatory, which is a re-
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duction of $480,000 from 2017. Due to the quality of work taking 
place at the Arecibo Observatory and the need for maintenance and 
repairs, I strongly oppose this proposed cut. I know the NSF is cur-
rently debating the future of the observatory. But I believe the 
Federal Government must maintain an adequate level of involve-
ment and support for Arecibo. 

Overall the NSF’s budget request for this year is an extreme ex-
ample of the problems with the President’s proposal to increase de-
fense spending by $54 billion at the expense of domestic priorities. 
There is little justification for cutting vital agencies, like NSF, sim-
ply to fund a Defense Department already receiving more than half 
a trillion dollars each year. 

The discoveries attained by investing in NSF help our economy 
grow, sustain our economic competitiveness, and enable us to re-
main the world leader in innovation. I would note that countries 
like China are not cutting back on their involvement and invest-
ment in the sciences. And unless we shore up the NSF’s ability to 
invest in research, our global leadership in a large number of sci-
entific fields will be threatened. That is a serious national security 
threat. Unless we have the funding to promote our nation’s values 
beyond defense, our leadership in the sciences is not the only thing 
that will be threatened. 

That you once again, Dr. Córdova, for being with us. And let me 
just tell you something. You are before a committee that is unique 
in one way. When it comes to this agency, the chairman and the 
ranking member agree totally. It is a great agency and it is one 
that should be funded properly. He has got his limitations with the 
budget. I have my bully pulpit. I am not chairman right now. I 
was, and then I had the problems with the budget. But rest as-
sured that we have an interest that is not seen on many other com-
mittees where we agree on one agency as much as we agree on this 
one. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. CULBERSON. You bet. And Mr. Serrano is exactly right. We 
are arm in arm. This whole subcommittee is arm in arm when it 
comes to our support for fundamental research, the spectacular 
work done by the National Science Foundation and NASA. We are 
all of us committed to preserving American leadership in funda-
mental research and in space exploration. 

I also want to express my agreement with Mr. Serrano when it 
comes to Arecibo. We have had previous budgets recommend cut-
ting or reducing, even eliminating Arecibo and we have always 
stood behind it. It is a national strategic asset. It is a unique radio 
observatory that has unique capabilities that we simply cannot per-
mit to fall by the wayside. I know you are looking at options about 
what to do about Arecibo in the future. But Arecibo and Green 
Bank in West Virginia, we strongly support the preservation of 
those vital facilities and frankly the expansion of the great work 
you are doing in astrophysics, whether it be in radio or visible light 
or in the area I am looking forward to hearing you talk about, the 
dawn of the era of gravitational wave astronomy. We are looking 
forward to hearing you talk about that this morning. 

We are delighted to have you with us today. We thank you for 
your service to the nation. Your written testimony will be entered 
into the record in its entirety, without objection. And at this time 
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we would welcome your brief summary of your testimony. Thank 
you very much. 

STATEMENT OF FRANCE CÓRDOVA

Dr. CÓRDOVA. Thank you, Chairman Culberson, Ranking Mem-
ber Serrano, and members of the subcommittee. I am very pleased 
to be here today to discuss the National Science Foundation’s budg-
et request for fiscal year 2018. And thank you both for your heart-
felt remarks. 

NSF is the only Federal agency dedicated to the support of basic 
research and education across all fields of science and engineering. 
We support research that enhances our nation’s security, drives the 
U.S. economy, and advances our knowledge to sustain America’s 
technological leadership. And the results of that research enhance 
the lives of millions of Americans everyday. 

The President’s NSF budget request for fiscal year 2018 is ap-
proximately $6.6 billion, a reduction of over 11 percent from the fis-
cal year 2017 appropriation. 

You already have my full written testimony so I would like to 
use this time to give some specific examples of how forward looking 
NSF investments are benefitting the American people. 

NSF has long been a leader in information technology research, 
funding foundational research in computer science, helping to 
launch the internet, supporting advances in high performance 
super computers, and investing in cyber security research and edu-
cation. On the first page of your handout that is in front of you, 
it looks like this, you will see Dr. Rajkumar of Carnegie Mellon 
University loading software into an NSF funded self-driving auto-
mobile. This research builds on decades of NSF-funded research in 
precision sensors, computer vision, real time data analytics, and ar-
tificial intelligence or AI. Researchers estimate that driverless cars 
could reduce traffic fatalities by up to 90 percent by mid-century. 

NSF-funded AI research also has broad impacts for health. For 
example, page two of your handout shows Dr. Suchi Saria, Assist-
ant Professor at Johns Hopkins, who recently developed an AI pro-
gram integrating data from patient health records to identify fac-
tors capable of predicting septic shock. Septic shock is a rapid im-
mune response to infection that can cause organ failure, leading to 
more than 200,000 U.S. deaths annually. Early symptoms are noto-
riously difficult to spot, but with Dr. Saria’s combining and ana-
lyzing of numerous health factors her program can accurately pre-
dict septic shock 85 percent of the time, often before organs are 
harmed. Imagine the impact this NSF funded tool will have on peo-
ple’s lives. 

These two examples from transportation and health of the power 
of artificial intelligence and machine learning to transform lives 
are at the heart of the shaping of the future at the human tech-
nology frontier, which is one of our ten big ideas. 

Similarly NSF’s investment has led to breakthrough manufac-
turing technologies, as illustrated on page three of your handout. 
NSF provided critical early support for the techniques behind addi-
tive manufacturing, sometimes called 3–D printing, that were dis-
covered and patented during the 1980s and today 3–D printing has 
become a $5 billion a year industry. 
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In this image you see Harvard’s Jennifer Lewis, who uses mate-
rials such as hydrogels, to create architectures that mimic those 
found in nature, such as bone and spider webs and vascular net-
works. Such advanced 3–D printing techniques suggest we may 
soon be able to grow organ replacements using a person’s own tis-
sue. Just imagine the lives that will be saved. 

Finally, as an astrophysicist myself I cannot resist citing NSF’s 
pivotal role in advancing the era of multi-messenger astrophysics. 
It is already enhancing our understanding of the universe and re-
vealing its mysteries and is another of NSF’s ten big ideas. With 
ground-based telescopes and particle and gravitational wave ob-
servatories in the U.S. and abroad, we are hopeful that some of the 
biggest discoveries are in reach, unveiling for example the nature 
of dark energy and dark matter. 

Because of the ingenuity of inventors and dreamers such as MIT 
researcher Nergis Mavalvala, who is shown on page four of your 
handout, we increasingly have the capabilities to address these 
profound mysteries. The NSF-funded LIGO facilities detected 
gravitational waves, which are ripples in the fabric of space time, 
for the first time in 2015. And just last week, as the chairman ref-
erenced, they made a third detection of gravitational waves, this 
time from a binary black hole source about three billion light years 
away. Without NSF’s consistent funding over the past four decades, 
we would not have been able to make these kinds of discoveries. 
It is important to note that these types of projects are made pos-
sible because of our country’s unique ability to perform complex 
systems engineering, integrating the talents of scientists and engi-
neers who work together to achieve such results. 

Mr. Chairman and members, these are only a few of the thou-
sands of trail-blazing awards that NSF funds every year. On behalf 
of those talented scientists and engineers and the employees of the 
National Science Foundation, I would like to thank this sub-
committee for its longstanding support of our agency and our con-
tinued goal to keep our nation at the very forefront of the global 
science and engineering enterprise. 

And I would like to acknowledge the presence of the National 
Science Board Chair Maria Zuber and Vice Chair Diane Souvaine 
in the audience, and I am open to your questions. Thank you. 

LASER INTERFEROMETER GRAVITATIONAL WAVE OBSERVATORY

Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you, Dr. Córdova. We wanted to ask 
about the black hole merger and the gravitational waves. It is a 
great illustration and, if you could, I would ask you to expand a 
little bit on the importance of the Congress providing sufficient 
funding to NSF over a sustained period of time for projects that 
might not immediately appear to have benefit or gain. The LIGO 
detection, if you could talk to us about the investment made and 
what the hope was. Christmas Day of 2015 was the first detection 
of a gravitational wave and the discovery that was just announced 
last week is the third detection. How long was the Congress’ invest-
ment in the Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory? 
And what sum of money was involved? And what significance does 
that hold for the future, this discovery? 
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Dr. CÓRDOVA. Well thank you, Mr. Chairman. The NSF has been 
investing in gravitational wave observing and its potential, for four 
decades. Since the early nineties we have been funding this par-
ticular experiment and more recently an advanced version of it. 
But integrated over those four decades we have put in $1.1 billion. 
And significantly our international partners, and there are 14 other 
countries that participate with us in the LIGO consortium, have 
put in $400 million. So about $1.5 billion has been invested over 
a very long period of time. 

Much of that money, of course, has gone to observers and stu-
dents, post-docs, all through that time. And in developing the tech-
nology, which as you know this was a huge achievement that Ein-
stein himself when he predicted it now over 100 years ago never 
thought would be realized because the sensitivity level that needed 
to be achieved was so very, very great. And he could not envision 
the kind of technology that would need to be developed to actually 
detect a gravitational wave. But the scientists and engineers work-
ing together did achieve that. 

It was a slow progression over a couple of decades to finally get 
the LIGO facilities to be at the right sensitivity to detect just in 
time a huge event that happened a billion and a half years ago and 
then was detected during the first actually engineering run of the 
LIGO observatory in September of 2015. And then to detect on Jan-
uary 4th the third detection that happened three billion years ago. 
So we are ready now to observe events that happened billions of 
years ago. 

And the other thing, Mr. Chairman and members, that is so very 
important about this result, it is not only about achieving an amaz-
ing goal and over a long period of time which only the Federal Gov-
ernment can invest in. It is not only about building the kinds of 
technologies that will have huge spin offs because these are very, 
if you could look inside the LIGO tubes, the 4-kilometer-long tubes, 
and see the sophistication of the instrumentation and all that that 
has entailed over decades to build that and appreciate how 
impactful those can be in other regimes. But it is also about how 
we actually identified what those sources of gravitational waves 
were. They turned out to be something that was totally unexpected. 

And that is the whole business of opening up a new window on 
the universe, it is that you might just see something that you never 
realized was there before. And in this case, with all three LIGO de-
tections, they are due to binary black holes, which are large in 
mass, on the order of 20 to 30 solar masses, each component of the 
black hole. Because they are orbiting each other they are losing an-
gular momentum and eventually they fall into each other and form 
a single black hole. And when they do that they lose a lot of en-
ergy. In the most recent case two solar masses worth; in the first 
case three solar masses worth. And that is a tremendous amount 
of energy we cannot even envision. More than the whole universe 
is putting out is integrated in one instant of time, in just a fraction 
of a second. And so finding a whole new population of astrophysical 
phenomena and then thinking about what that could mean for the 
evolution of the universe is also another tremendous aspect of 
these discoveries. 
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Mr. CULBERSON. The first astronomers were using visible light, 
obviously their eyes, and then telescopes—— 

Dr. CÓRDOVA. Right. 
Mr. CULBERSON [continuing]. Unaware of any electromagnetic ra-

diation outside the visible spectrum. Then we moved into the era 
of course of radio, infrared astronomy—— 

Dr. CÓRDOVA. Mm-hmm. 
Mr. CULBERSON [continuing]. Ultraviolet astronomy—— 
Dr. CÓRDOVA. Mm-hmm. 
Mr. CULBERSON [continuing]. X-ray astronomy. Talk about the 

meaning of this new era that we are entering into, the era of gravi-
tational wave astronomy and what it is when you say that the 
holes merged, very quickly, is a very rapid event. 

Dr. CÓRDOVA. Yes. 
Mr. CULBERSON. The merger of these holes. This—— 
VOICE. This is the long one. And this is the shorter one. And now 

for the increased pitch. 
Mr. CULBERSON. That is the first one. 
Dr. CÓRDOVA. That is the sound of the universe, yes. That is 

great. So you have your chirps on your cell phone. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Extraordinary. Talk to us about—— 
Dr. CÓRDOVA. Are you going to make this your ring tone? 
Mr. CULBERSON. Yeah. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Talk to us about the significance of what we are 

hearing. We are seeing a very narrow band of—— 
Dr. CÓRDOVA. Listening to the universe now, which is just great. 

As you pointed out, Mr. Chairman, we first were investigating the 
universe through electromagnetic means, all the way from the 
radio to the x-ray and gamma ray parts of the electromagnetic 
spectrum. And then we built particle detectors, like the great detec-
tor that NSF is involved in at CERN, and the neutrino detectors. 
We have one called Ice Cube at the South Pole so we can also look 
at the universe and the high energy particles that come from exotic 
sources. And now we have opened up a third window, the gravita-
tional window. And as I said, we are observing new phenomena. 
And yes, you are absolutely correct. That just as the electro-
magnetic spectrum is very large, embraces a lot of frequencies or 
wavelengths, so does the gravitational spectrum. And with the par-
ticular configuration of the observatories that we have on Earth 
and their size, we can only observe a narrow portion of that spec-
trum. So who knows what could be observed, what kinds of phe-
nomenon if we could build larger detectors? And those are certainly 
under conception in space to observe other parts of the frequency 
spectrum. And on the ground in explorations at the South Pole we 
are re-upping and improving the cosmic microwave background de-
tectors so that they can go after identifying what is called the B 
polarization or polarization from the gravity waves embedded in 
the microwave background. So that is looking back to the big bang. 

So yes, there is a huge amount of spectrum in gravitational 
waves alone to examine through various means. 

Mr. CULBERSON. Well I thank the members for allowing me a lit-
tle extra time. But the significance of this discovery I do not think 
can be overstated. And how vital it is for the Congress, for the 
country, to stand behind NSF and make sure that you have got the 
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support, the financial backing over a sustained period of time to 
continue to unlock the mysteries of the universe. Because the uni-
verse is always more extraordinary than we can even imagine. 
Thank you very much. Mr. Serrano. 

IMPACTS OF REDUCED FUNDING

Mr. SERRANO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Fascinating. Now when 
you get a call it will be the universe calling you. The budget re-
quest, Dr. Córdova, we have before us is the deepest cut in NSF 
history. According to Science Magazine, prior to this year no Presi-
dent, as I said, had ever proposed cutting NSF below its previous 
year level. Beyond the numbers in terms of dollars, how far does 
this cut in funding set us back? Can you give us an idea of how 
many fewer grants will be funded and graduate students trained? 
Do we endanger our global leadership in the sciences at this level? 

Dr. CÓRDOVA. The reduced funding, Congressman Serrano, will 
of course have an effect because fewer researchers, including stu-
dents, will receive grants. We estimate that we, with this budget, 
would have the wherewithal to fund approximately 8,000 grants 
whereas in our current 2017 budget we can fund 11 or 12 percent 
more than that. And the public also will have less benefit from the 
Federal investment in science. 

That said, the current budget still has considerable resources and 
we will do our best to select excellent science to fund using input 
from the National Academy of Sciences, among others, and relying 
on the efficacy of our merit review process. 

We are used to making difficult choices. Even in the current year 
we are leaving up to $4 billion worth of excellently funded pro-
posals on the cutting room floor that we simply do not have the 
funding to make and the fiscal year 2018 budget makes our choices 
harder. We would see a lower funding rate, with perhaps $5 billion 
of excellent proposals unfunded. 

Mr. SERRANO. Mm-hmm. Let me ask you a question that is on 
the mind of some people as we look at the 2017 budget. The budget 
you have proposed for NSF is frankly quite bleak. I along with sev-
eral of my colleagues here on the subcommittee, I imagine, are in-
terested in making sure that we do not see a cut like this to your 
budget. After all, it is the Congress who has the final say in fund-
ing matters. With that in mind, I am concerned that the NSF may 
be taking steps to begin reductions now that have been proposed 
in fiscal year 2018 but not enacted. Can you assure me that fiscal 
year 2017 funding, which we just completed recently, will not be 
held back in anticipation of a cut that may or may not come in the 
future?

Dr. CÓRDOVA. I can assure you that we are not holding back. Our 
fiscal year 2017 budget was a robust budget for fundamental 
science and we are not anticipating what the 2018 budget looks 
like. We very much understand that Congress is in the driver’s seat 
on the fiscal year 2018 budget. 

Mr. SERRANO. So we should have no fear that 2017 will be used 
to cover for 2018 at this point? 

Dr. CÓRDOVA. I can assure you that we are not using 2017 to 
cover for 2018 and we are letting Congress make the decisions 
about the 2018 budget of course. 
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Mr. SERRANO. All right. Let me ask you something about the 
grants. You spoke about the reduction that this budget would re-
duce or would bring about. Are we seeing an increase in requests 
for grants? Or has it leveled off? 

Dr. CÓRDOVA. We get around 50,000 proposals a year and that 
number, we are anticipating it could go a little higher, just depend-
ing on the situation with all agencies. There are some principal in-
vestigators that apply to multiple agencies for their funding. But 
it is hard to anticipate until we actually see a budget to estimate 
how many people will apply for grants. 

I do know that from going around to universities, I was just at 
a university yesterday talking with a lot of their faculty, that the 
funding climate can actually discourage people from applying for 
grants. So we do not really understand the full consequences of 
whether we will get more or fewer grant proposals right now. But 
50,000 is a lot of grants to manage and we do that well, I think. 

Mr. SERRANO. All right. Mr. Chairman, I am at three. So thank 
you.

Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you, Mr. Serrano. Mr. Jenkins. 

GREEN BANK OBSERVATORY

Mr. JENKINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Director Córdova, won-
derful to see you. Thank you for our good working relationship over 
these last couple of years and I enjoyed our phone conversation 
yesterday. I am glad you made it back safely. 

Mr. Chairman, thank you so much for this opportunity. And Di-
rector, you and I have had multiple discussions about an asset in 
my district, Green Bank Observatory, a world class radio observ-
atory. You have mentioned, and the chairman has mentioned, radio 
astronomy several times. So thank you for your commitment to 
that. Over these number of years it has received steadfast support 
from NSF, literally for decades and I appreciate that very much. 
I do believe it is a key resource for radio astronomy and does con-
tribute significant groundbreaking exploration. And in your testi-
mony you mentioned the important aspects of NSF, such as main-
taining global leadership in science and in investing in STEM 
fields. And I firmly believe, and I think we all would agree, that 
Green Bank does both. 

It gives students hands on experience in STEM at literally every 
level. And two of the most compelling stories that I have heard 
over the last couple of years serving in Congress representing this 
wonderful asset is some of the work that Green Bank’s education 
programs have been doing from students literally from around the 
world who pursue STEM careers. 

What I would like to ask is while I see the budget, as we have 
talked about, does maintain and support the GBO, the Green Bank 
Observatory, at level funding for next year, it has been suggested 
that potentially in the future NSF plans to divest. Can you share 
with me what the steps of NSF is at this point vis-à-vis this next 
year and the potential for divestment moving forward, which con-
cerns me greatly? 

Dr. CÓRDOVA. So Green Bank is one of the observatories that the 
National Academy of Sciences, at the beginning of this decade in 
its decadal report, suggested that in order to do new things, at 
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what was at the time looking at a flat budget scenario, we would 
have to consider divesting ourselves of some assets. And so a cou-
ple of years later, namely in 2012, a portfolio review committee, 
gathered of astronomers nationwide, recommended that NSF divest 
itself of the Green Bank telescope, among others. 

And so since that time, and that has been reaffirmed in a mid- 
decadal review as well, that is not saying that it is not doing won-
derful science. It is only in order to do new things in a constrained 
budget that we have to let go of some of the things that we have 
been doing for a longer time. 

So right now we have undergoing an environmental impact study 
on all of the potential divestments, and the results from the Green 
Bank environmental impact study that we’ll present to the Na-
tional Science Foundation with options for divestment. Those re-
sults should be in by the beginning of the next calendar year, early 
2018. We do expect a draft report of the environmental impact 
study in late August or early September and there will be a 45-day 
comment period for that. 

As you also pointed out in fiscal year 2018 our budget for GBO 
is approximately the same, even a little bit more, than our fiscal 
year 2017 estimated budget and that assumes that the ongoing 
partnerships continue, like the partnership with the Breakthrough 
Prize Foundation. 

Mr. JENKINS. In my 30 seconds I have left let me summarize and 
make sure I understand. Based on the fiscal year 2017 that we are 
in, based on the fiscal year 2018 that is before us, we should be 
safe and sound for the fiscal year 2018 period. We have the EIS 
study scheduled out early next year, but a draft with public com-
ment may be in the coming months of this year. We have got some 
hurdles but at least at this point in time with the budget that is 
before us we should be good for the next year and we will address 
the issues moving forward after that. 

Dr. CÓRDOVA. That is right, Congressman. And I think you also 
know that NSF is working with others to see what other possibili-
ties there are. 

Mr. JENKINS. Yes. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you, Mr. Jenkins. I recognize Mr. Kil-

mer.

CYBERSECURITY

Mr. KILMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thanks for being 
with us. You know, you touched on it in your opening remarks: the 
work NSF does around cybersecurity. Your organization has helped 
advance our cybersecurity efforts and has provided awards to out-
standing schools like Tacoma Community College—in my district— 
that train the next generation of cybersecurity workforce and actu-
ally conduct research in this space. 

I am concerned about the level of budget cut and what that 
would mean in terms of NSF’s role in regard to our cybersecurity 
as a nation writ large. To what degree has the administration re-
viewed the additional risk to local, state, and our federal govern-
ment, not to mention private industry, if we invest substantially 
less in cybersecurity? 
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Dr. CÓRDOVA. All I can talk about is what NSF is trying to do, 
realizing how important cybersecurity is. I think you know we have 
a big investment in CyberCorps®: Scholarships for Service, which 
aims to develop just what you are talking about, a well-educated 
cybersecurity workforce. And we also have a number of other pro-
grams like our Advanced Technical Education program for commu-
nity colleges to develop the technical workforce. 

I think absolutely we understand at the agency that cybersecu-
rity is one of our biggest challenges going forward. There is enor-
mous interest on the part of universities to provide curricula. I 
was, as I said, at a university yesterday which has developed along 
with many others a curriculum for involving their students in 
learning more about computer science so they can produce the cy-
bersecurity workforce for the future. Our Social and Behavioral 
Sciences Directorate is very, very involved with our Computer and 
Information Science and Engineering Directorate in encouraging 
interdisciplinary collaborations of researchers to understand the 
behavioral practices that are also involved in conjunction with com-
puter practices to provide for a cyber secure world. 

Mr. KILMER. Do you think that that progress is going to be erod-
ed based on the cuts that the NSF faces? 

Dr. CÓRDOVA. Well, as I said, the reduced funding does present 
challenges and we have had to make a number of tough choices in 
our budget. And there will be impacts from reduced funding, yes. 

GEO SCIENCE AND EARTH SCIENCE RESEARCH

Mr. KILMER. Let me switch gears and ask about geoscience. 
Some folks may have read the article about the really big one that 
could hit on the Cascadia subduction zone, and the impacts that 
that would have on the West Coast of the United States. We know 
a lot about the Cascadia subduction zone but there is a bunch that 
we do not know. That is why the NSF funding grants, like the M9 
grant awarded to the University of Washington four years ago, is 
so vital. 

We have heard arguments made that geoscience and earth 
science research could be funded by other agencies, like NOAA. Un-
fortunately, within NOAA, the office that is responsible for the 
bulk of that extramural research is also slated for a cut of more 
than 30 percent. NASA Earth science is slated for a cut as well. 
So my question to you is this: If NSF is cutting back in geosciences, 
and NOAA and NASA are cutting back on research in related 
fields, who is going to do this? 

Dr. CÓRDOVA. We are, as you said, one of the major agencies that 
is involved in the geosciences and our work that we do, often in 
conjunction with those other agencies, is extremely important. And 
I think your question is probably a rhetorical question? 

Mr. KILMER. Actually it is not. I actually am curious. Who is 
going to do the work? I mean, if the funding is being cut by every-
one, who is doing this work, and where is it going to happen? 

Dr. CÓRDOVA. Well there will be less wherewithal in order to do 
that important work. We will continue to do the best we can with 
the budget that we have and subject it to the best merit review 
processes. And we think that that work is very, very important. 

Mr. KILMER. I do, too. I yield back. Thank you. 
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Mr. CULBERSON. Mr. Kilmer served in the State Senate, I be-
lieve, in Washington State. They are very familiar, very familiar 
with the coastline there, the geology of the area. Is it my memory 
there was a tremendous tsunami in the 1600s, they found evi-
dence? What was the size of that tsunami? And what effect would 
that, what kind of an earthquake caused that tsunami, and what 
would be the effect today, Mr. Kilmer, if you have a similar earth-
quake and a tsunami of a similar size? 

Mr. KILMER. I wish I had a science degree like Dr. Córdova. But 
the potential, you know, in the article that came out last year I 
think was definitely not night reading because it suggests that 
there would be massive devastation. The potential for an earth-
quake at the Cascadia subduction zone could trigger a very signifi-
cant tsunami. And that is why I think this research is so impor-
tant.

Mr. CULBERSON. Yes, I would certainly agree. Thank you. Thank 
you very much. 

Mr. KILMER. Thanks. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Mr. Palazzo. 

BROADENING PARTICIPATION

Mr. PALAZZO. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, Di-
rector Córdova, for being here today. I echo the comments from my 
colleagues on the important work the National Science Foundation 
is doing across the board. Earlier this year I cosponsored the In-
spire Women Act, which was a bill that directs NASA to encourage 
women to study science, technology, engineering, and mathematics 
and to pursue STEM careers, especially aerospace. That bill passed 
the House alongside the Promoting Women in Entrepreneurship 
Act, which authorizes NSF to support STEM entrepreneurial pro-
grams aimed at women. As you know, these two bills were among 
the very first signed into law by President Trump. 

I have long been a supporter of STEM programs, especially those 
geared towards women, not only because I had the privilege of 
serving as the Chairman for the Space Subcommittee for five years 
but also because I have a teenaged daughter at home that I hope 
pursues a STEM field as a career one day. 

Your budget proposes calls for providing opportunities and sup-
port for those pursuing STEM programs and it aims to produce 
measurable, sustainable progress geared towards diversity and in-
clusion. What is your plan on providing these opportunities, espe-
cially as it relates to the Inspire Act and Promoting Women in En-
trepreneurship Act? And how do you plan on measuring diversity 
in STEM programs? 

Dr. CÓRDOVA. The National Science Foundation is very com-
mitted to broadening the participation of women and minorities in 
STEM. And we have had a lot of programs over time in order to 
further those goals. One particular one is the ADVANCE Program, 
for advancing women faculty at universities. I in fact was a PI on 
that when I was at Purdue University. We have more recently an 
INCLUDES Program and we are currently funding 40 pilot pro-
grams around the United States in order to encourage women and 
minorities, everyone really, to have more access to STEM careers. 
And some of these programs are for K through 12, others are for 
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other age groups, and many different disciplines are involved. 
There is much diversity in the kinds of programs that are being pi-
loted around the country. 

All of them have the goal of broadening participation, broadening 
access to STEM. It is hard to be a STEM entrepreneur without 
first being STEM literate and then being involved in research and 
then being inspired to go on and start to be an entrepreneur per-
haps in a startup company. And so those pilot programs are going 
on. INCLUDES is one of our ten big ideas. And they are showing 
tremendous promise. We will be funding more of those proposals in 
the fiscal year 2018 budget. We will be forming alliances of groups, 
because what we really want to do is to scale up this effort so that 
it connects the whole United States in an effort to make progress 
in this area. And then more particularly in our SBIR programs, our 
Small Business Innovative Research programs, where women can 
actually, can be encouraged and funded to start their own business, 
we are upping our efforts to reach out to potential prospects and 
to encourage a larger number of women to want to start their own 
companies.

Mr. PALAZZO. Well thank you, Director Córdova. And I think pro-
moting women in STEM careers and fields and education is a 
sound Federal investment. I think you make an outstanding role 
model for inspiring young women to pursue STEM careers as well. 
So thank you. I yield back. 

Dr. CÓRDOVA. Thank you. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you, Mr. Palazzo. Mr. Cartwright. 

IMPACTS OF REDUCED FUNDING

Mr. CARTWRIGHT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Dr. Córdova, thank 
you for joining us this morning. And I congratulate you on a stun-
ning career and I wish you all the best in the future. 

I am not the first one to say it. The Chairman has said it. My 
ranking member has said it. This is the first time in the history 
of the NSF that we are talking about reducing the budget, 11 per-
cent lower than the previous year. I will cut to the chase, that was 
not your idea, was it? 

Dr. CÓRDOVA. The NSF is an executive branch agency of the ad-
ministration. This is the President’s budget. 

Mr. CARTWRIGHT. OK. Well NSF of course is wholeheartedly and 
full throatedly supported by both sides of the aisle here in Con-
gress. It is credited with unimaginable discoveries that have in-
creased social welfare and long term economic benefits. American 
Sign Language, facial recognition software, fiber optics, and the 
MRI all have roots from NSF funding to promising researchers at 
institutions like Penn State, where my district is in Pennsylvania. 
You know this all too well having worked there yourself. Institu-
tions will be gravely damaged by this budget. 

I want to focus on climate change for a moment. Last week the 
President announced the U.S. withdrawal from the Paris Accord. 
Although unfortunate it was not unexpected from an administra-
tion that denies climate change and denies that human activity has 
an effect on as the primary cause of climate change. As the head 
of the Nation’s premiere scientific agency, you must have a scientif-
ically informed view on this issue. 
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I am equally concerned that we might lose our best and bright-
est, our most talented researchers, to other nations because of 
these cuts. Just recently French President Emmanuel Macron actu-
ally invited American climate change scientists to move to France. 
You saw that, did you not? 

Dr. CÓRDOVA. I heard about it, yes. 

RETAINING RESEARCHERS

Mr. CARTWRIGHT. Yes. How does NSF, in this climate, plan to re-
tain our best and our brightest? Our talented researchers, not just 
on climate science, but in all scientific fields within the U.S. in an 
environment where we are cutting the budget for the first time 
ever, this time by 11 percent? How do you keep your best people 
in this kind of environment? 

Dr. CÓRDOVA. I think the budget does, as I said, present impacts 
and challenges. The budget is not final until Congress weighs in on 
the budget and I am sure many prospective scientists and engi-
neers are anxiously waiting for how it all unfolds. 

Meanwhile, as I also said, we have a lot of money to do good 
science. We have $6.6 billion proposed and presently we have $7.5 
billion. And our goal is to do the very best science that we can and 
continue to fund researchers that are talented and that are pre-
senting great proposals, continue to invest in them. 

We will do everything we can to be more efficient and effective 
as an agency in order to make those dollars go farther. We will con-
tinue to increase our partnerships, and I mentioned partnerships 
in the context of Green Bank and the context of Arecibo, to lever-
age the Federal investment. And I will continue to go around the 
country. And just last night I spoke in D.C. to a lot of very young 
people and their mentors, about the importance of STEM careers. 
And I do think that emphasizing broadening participation and wel-
coming more women and minorities into the fields of science be-
cause it is just a terrific thing to do for one’s self and for the coun-
try, for the world, the future. 

FUNDING DETERMINATIONS

Mr. CARTWRIGHT. Not to interrupt, but I want to follow up with 
another question. There is a movement afoot on Capitol Hill to se-
lectively fund programs at the NSF. You are aware of that, I be-
lieve? A movement to pick and choose here in Congress of what 
programs to fund at NSF. 

Dr. CÓRDOVA. Sure. 
Mr. CARTWRIGHT. Which I believe would unnecessarily and det-

rimentally inject politics into questions of what science projects 
should be funded. How do you feel about that? 

Dr. CÓRDOVA. I feel the same way, that the science community 
is best equipped to set the priorities for science and engineering. 
We rely on the advice of the National Academy of Sciences and its 
reports and our advisory groups. And we work with Congress and 
the administration, of course, to integrate all of those priorities to 
come up with the very best strategic plan for investment. But I 
have often said that as the world is changing and evolving; the 
grand challenges require more disciplines, not fewer, to aggregate 
around those challenges and to give their best input in solving 
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them. And we found the most effective solutions come from inter-
disciplinary groups that converge on an important question. We 
never know where the next discovery is going to come from or who 
is going to make it. And so it just behooves us to continue to fund, 
as has been our mandate for these 67 years, all of science and engi-
neering.

Mr. CARTWRIGHT. Thank you, Director Córdova, and I yield back, 
Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you, Mr. Cartwright. I am pleased to rec-
ognize the gentlewoman from New York, Ms. Meng. 

STEM WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

Ms. MENG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, Director 
Córdova, for all your wonderful work. America’s economy cannot 
deliver on its full potential and cannot continue to be great if we 
do not have STEM workers to fill open STEM jobs. Neglecting to 
invest in new generations of scientists will only further this prob-
lem. Our research shows that STEM fields face persistent and dra-
matic worker shortages in this country. And for example on the 
STEM unemployment rate category a study shows from the years 
2010 to 2016 unemployment rate within the STEM fields went 
down from 5.9 percent to 2.7 percent. 

So I believe, as I think many of my colleagues do, that at a time 
when we should be developing STEM expertise and encouraging 
the pursuit of these advanced degrees we are cutting funding. And 
by doing this we will be limiting, cutting back on entire generations 
of scientists. Because those in these fields will be more prone to 
leave and less students may want to enter into these fields and will 
have less support if these cuts go through. So how does the NSF 
intend to deal with consequences of these cuts and the decreasing 
numbers of people going into these fields in the first place? 

Dr. CÓRDOVA. I hope that there is not decreasing numbers of peo-
ple going into these amazing fields. Because the country really 
needs them to remain a global leader. And we will do everything 
we can to promulgate the importance of science and engineering 
and to fund programs all the way from K through 12, K through 
my age, for people to get more involved in science and engineering. 
And we will try to leverage those programs with partnerships from 
foundations and scientific societies in the private world and indus-
try, which are becoming ever more involved in working with us. 

STEM EDUCATION

Ms. MENG. Colleges and students in my district, which is one of 
the most diverse districts in our country, are now receiving many 
NSF grant funds supporting STEM faculty training, teacher re-
cruitment, development. These are schools such as Queens College 
and Queensborough Community College in Queens, New York, 
York College, and the CUNY system in general. And they have 
been doing a lot of work in this area. Are you concerned that the 
NSF budget cuts may decrease effectiveness in terms of NSF’s abil-
ity to support these important efforts moving forward? 

Dr. CÓRDOVA. They are important efforts and by the way, just 
your mentioning Queens, that is where my mother was born and 
raised. So it was nice to hear that. But absolutely, the reduced 
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funding will have an effect and fewer researchers will be able to 
be funded. Yesterday I was in St. Louis at Washington University 
and one of the things I did was to have a round table with some 
two dozen young faculty who were CAREER Awardees, which is a 
very special competitive award that we give. And every time I go 
to a university I meet with the CAREER Awardees because they 
represent the bright, up and coming, the people who are going to 
make the LIGO and other discoveries of the future. And they rep-
resented all of the disciplines in science and engineering. And they 
were so alive with the transformative nature of their research and 
part of the CAREER Award is that they must also do educational 
outreach in addition to the research. And they said that doing that 
education, and it is usually in a school system in K through 12, has 
transformed even the way they think about their future. So it was 
very heartening to hear them. As for impacts, a reduced budget 
does have impact. 

Ms. MENG. I too have been having conversations with both pri-
vate stakeholders and nonprofit organizations who are very con-
cerned about STEM education and want to ensure that they are 
doing their part to bolster these efforts. So if we could ever have 
a larger or a further discussion on how to collaborate in light of 
these potential cuts, I would love to continue this conversation. 
Thank you. I yield back. 

Dr. CÓRDOVA. Thank you. 

DANIEL K. INOUYE SOLAR TELESCOPE

Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you very much. All the members of the 
subcommittee have expressed our strong support for the National 
Science Foundation and your mission on the importance of con-
tinuing the nation’s investment in fundamental research. But I 
wanted to be sure to add because we have an opportunity through 
our hearing today, Dr. Córdova, to talk to the scientific community 
at large. 

I know that the general sciences here, I see Jeff Mervis, I assume 
some of the major publications from around the country are here. 
And the scientific community I hope will join, and my colleagues 
will join with me and certainly on our side of the aisle to focus the 
attention of the country on the urgency of bringing down the na-
tional deficit, of bringing down the national debt. The fundamental 
problem that is devouring all of these precious resources that our 
constituents work so hard to earn, that the 70 cents out of every 
federal dollar goes out the door immediately, as soon as it comes 
in, for Social Security, Medicare, Medicaid, veterans benefits, under 
the Obamacare program, the Affordable Care Act, principal on the 
debt, and interest on the debt. Seventy cents goes right out the 
door. And the Appropriations Committee is responsible for that re-
maining 30 cents. And 15 of the 30 cents goes right out the door 
to help our men and women in the military ensure that they can 
fight and win, ideally two battlefronts on two sides of the world. 
But because of underfunding in previous years for the military, 70 
percent of the Marine Corps aircraft cannot fly because of lack of 
spare parts. Half of our Navy’s airplanes cannot fly because of a 
lack of spare parts. It is an unacceptable situation. 
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Our military urgently needs a shot in the arm to bring them 
back up to the level of readiness and preparedness that we expect 
the United States military to have to ensure that those young men 
and women come home safely. So we, all of us, have an obligation 
in educating our constituents, working with our colleagues, to en-
sure there is enough money for the National Science Foundation, 
for NASA, for the other critical work in law enforcement, all the 
important work that the Federal Government does. We have to ad-
dress the bigger problem of money flying out the door to the pro-
grams that are on automatic pilot and devouring our annual Fed-
eral spending to such an extent that this subcommittee, the Appro-
priations Committee is going to be reduced to a smaller and small-
er percentage of each one of those Federal dollars. And we just sim-
ply cannot pass this massive debt onto our kids. 

Donald Trump was elected because the country wanted to see 
these problems dealt with. They wanted to see the debt resolved, 
the deficit resolved, spending brought under control, the military 
restored. They wanted problems solved. And we have got a CEO in 
the White House who is dealing with these urgent problems and 
has laid out a budget proposal that we may not agree with all parts 
of it but fundamentally we have to recognize that our military 
needs help. We have got to get spending under control in order to 
make sure that the National Science Foundation has got the help 
they need. 

I encourage the scientific community to do all they can to speak 
to their members of Congress, their members of the Senate, to 
focus on the bigger problem. Let us balance the Federal budget, 
save the looming bankruptcy of Medicare and Social Security, and 
that will free up a vast amount of money and allow us to get the 
deficit under control and get back to balance and ultimately pay 
down that debt so we are not leaving that to our kids. So we have 
the money to invest in critical work that, expanding the STEM 
grants for example, is so important; making sure that the tsunami 
detection network is safe and sound; that you have got the money 
that you need to invest in really important work like the Daniel K. 
Inouye Solar Telescope, which has a $20 million line in the budget 
to continue building this, the world’s most powerful solar telescope. 

And the total cost I understand for the Daniel Inouye Solar Tele-
scope is about $345 million. Could you talk to us about the current 
status of the program? Is everything proceeding as planned? And 
when it comes online in 2020, how will NOAA be able to access the 
data to fulfill its space weather prediction responsibilities? 

Dr. CÓRDOVA. Sure. May I make just a comment related to your 
remark about the military? 

Of course a lot of what the military can use today traces its roots 
back to science and technology investments, and whether it is GPS 
or prosthetics and new materials that are used on the battlefield 
or above it have their roots in science. So we look at science beyond 
funding a telescope or instruments as really creating a pathway to 
the future and that has tremendous impacts for all aspects of life, 
including national security and health, transportation. 

So on DKIST, and that is the Daniel K. Inouye Solar Telescope, 
which will be the world’s largest telescope, we expect it to see first 
light in the middle of 2020, and we welcome any members who 
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would like to see how the telescope is progressing. It is really, be-
sides its promise of being a scientific marvel, it is an engineering 
marvel.

And I took members of the National Science Board, two of whom 
are in this audience today, there several months ago and they were 
just in awe. It is like building, really, a satellite on the ground, but 
one that has enormous capabilities. 

So it is on track to fulfill its promise of having first light very 
soon. Everything is going very smoothly. 

SPACE WEATHER

Mr. CULBERSON. Well, the Space Weather community, have they 
begun discussions on how this solar telescope can be exploited by 
both NOAA and NASA to inform their operational or research 
roles?

Dr. CÓRDOVA. Yes. I don’t know the details of that, but could pro-
vide them to you. But clearly we advertise that this telescope, be-
cause of its incredible sensitivity in observing the sun and mag-
netic flares, will be very, very useful for Space Weather and Space 
Weather predictions of substorms and the like from the sun, and 
those can of course affect the electric power grid. 

And so I am quite sure that those discussions with other agen-
cies have already taken place, because the world is really looking 
to us to have this extraordinary capability to do this. 

[The information follows:] 

DANIEL K. INOUYE SOLAR TELESCOPE

NSF’s DKIST will be the world’s most powerful ground-based solar observatory 
poised to answer fundamental questions regarding the Sun and its magnetic fields. 
DKIST will be used by scientists to explore the fundamental physics behind the 
solar magnetic fields that drive phenomena like solar flares, coronal mass ejections, 
and the solar wind, all of which constitute the space weather that impacts the 
Earth.

DKIST, however, will not have the cadence or field-of-view capabilities to make 
it an operational space weather tool for use on a daily basis. This role is better suit-
ed to a facility like the NSF’s Global Oscillations Network Group (GONG) operated 
by the National Solar Observatory (NSO). GONG observes the entire disk of the Sun 
24/7, 365 days per year from six stations spread around the globe. It is this contin-
uous full-disk coverage that is vital to the space weather prediction models of 
NOAA, NASA, and the DoD. 

Mr. CULBERSON. I am sure the telescope will also help us, for ex-
ample, understand things like during the, I think it was the Maun-
der Minimum, it was a little ice age during the Middle Ages, it got 
very, very, very cold as a result of decreased solar activity, this will 
help us understand to what extent the cycles of the sun are and 
the effect they are having on Earth’s climate. 

Dr. CÓRDOVA. Absolutely, and understand more precisely the 
physics of the sun and then how that translates into impacting us 
and Earth. 

Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you. 
Mr. Serrano. 
Mr. SERRANO. Do I understand, Mr. Chairman, that this tele-

scope eventually will be able to look at a State and determine how 
many people are going to vote Democrat and how many people will 
vote Republican? [Laughter.] 

Dr. CÓRDOVA. Our telescope is—— 
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Mr. SERRANO. It is called the anti-pundit telescope. I couldn’t 
help myself. [Laughter.] 

ARECIBO OBSERVATORY

Speaking of telescopes, back to the Arecibo Conservatory and Ob-
servatory in Puerto Rico, which is very important to me and obvi-
ously to the chairman also. 

We know about the reduction; how much have we spent through-
out the years to operate, how much did it cost to construct, and 
what is the research benefits of the facility? 

Dr. CÓRDOVA. Well, let me look up my notes here on the costs. 
It was built by—actually, it was built by ARPA, the precursor of 
DARPA in the ’60s and was completed at a cost of only $9 million. 
That was in the ’60s. And then the transfer to NSF was made in 
1969 with us assuming full responsibility a couple of years later. 

The operations have cost NSF about $255 million from 1990 
through the present fiscal year and total operations costs before 
that time from 1970 to 1990 we estimate were about $100 million. 

As far as the importance of Arecibo, it has been extraordinarily 
important. Of course, that was where Joe Taylor and Dr. Hulse dis-
covered the binary pulsar, which was the first real evidence of 
gravitational waves, and it has made many other seminal observa-
tions, especially on pulsars, which just happens to be one of my 
fields. I have been to the telescope and seen the extraordinary ob-
servatory.

Mr. SERRANO. I am also concerned about the condition of the ob-
servatory with respect to maintenance and modernization. Have 
any maintenance needs been deferred? Which ones? Could improve-
ments be made to modernize Arecibo and what would that entail? 

Because there is a concern, I am hearing, that it is not being 
taken care of or kept up, because some people believe it is going 
to go away. 

Dr. CÓRDOVA. Well, two major upgrades have been funded, one 
as long ago as 1974 by NSF and NASA at a cost of $9 million. And 
there was a 1997 upgrade, funded by again NSF and NASA at a 
cost of $27 million, which added some powerful things like the Gre-
gorian feed and a more powerful radar transmitter. 

Modernization of Arecibo could include new optic elements to 
allow the telescope to access more of the visible sky, because obser-
vations are currently limited to an angle of just 20 degrees from 
straight overhead. New receivers, upgraded reflector panels and 
new radar transmitter subsystems. When I asked my group how 
much all that would cost, they don’t have firm estimates yet, but 
they think it could approach $100 million to do those kinds of up-
grades.

Mr. SERRANO. Do you see a desire to continue? I mean, I would 
like to get to the bottom of this information floating around that 
in some cases some people say, well, give it away to some univer-
sities, which may not be the worst thing in the world, but then 
there are others who say it is time for it to cease, which should be 
a warning to other members of this committee, because it may af-
fect how these kinds of things are seen in their districts. 

What is your sense of what the scientific or the government com-
munity is saying about the observatory? 
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Dr. CÓRDOVA. NSF’s preferred alternative is to collaborate with 
interested parties for a continued science-focused operation and 
that is why we put out a solicitation in January of this year to ask 
others if they were interested in partnering on this telescope. And 
proposals that are being received in response to the solicitation are 
currently under review and they will inform us as to next steps. 

I go back to my earlier comments that we—and the chairman 
often asks us just how priorities are set for NSF, we really do rely 
on the science/engineering communities to inform our strategic 
planning and that is often done through the Decadal Reports, 
which actually the astronomy community piloted a number of dec-
ades ago. And in this decade’s report they have said that we 
couldn’t continue to do everything, if we wanted to do new things, 
DKIST was mentioned, the LSST, the spectroscopic survey tele-
scope was mentioned, and we couldn’t do new things, and all the 
investment that requires, without letting some things go. 

And then we asked the community to assess current assets and 
what they would divest of. And Arecibo and Green Bank telescope 
are on that list not because they are not excellent telescopes, they 
do do great research in particular areas, but there are other tele-
scopes that could have improved resolution over a large what we 
call phase space in all areas of observing that can provide just sim-
ply more capability, and we are in a constrained budget. 

So that is where we are with Arecibo. 
Mr. SERRANO. Thank you so much. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Mr. Jenkins. 

GREEN BANK OBSERVATORY

Mr. JENKINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Director, during our last round right at the end you made ref-

erence to collaborations and I would like to explore that for a few 
more minutes relating to GBO, Green Bank Observatory, and the 
opportunities and the work that NSF has been undertaking to look 
for partners in collaborative relationships that may also provide ad-
ditional funding for maintenance moving forward. 

Can you share with me what work your office and the NSF in 
general has been doing to look for collaborative relationship oppor-
tunities, or partners with GBO? 

Dr. CÓRDOVA. Yes. Since we started the environmental impact 
study, we have been on that course, and I have to say I myself 
have been one of the prime movers in pushing us to look for col-
laboration and partners. And one potential partnership has turned 
up recently for Green Bank with the national security community 
and so we are engaged. I don’t want to say too much about it, be-
cause it is very new, within the last couple of weeks, few weeks, 
but those have been very, very long and now sustained discourse 
with that community over their potential interest in that. 

And so we are always hopeful that that will produce something 
of significance here and we will keep you informed. 

ESTABLISHED PROGRAM TO STIMULATE COMPETITIVE RESEARCH

Mr. JENKINS. Well, thank you and I appreciate that. Our office, 
and I am sure the entire delegation, looks forward to working with 
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you for that. We think there are touch points with not only those 
interests, but others, NASA, and there are unique opportunities 
and capacities. 

What I think we are trying to do is obviously not only continue 
to work with the relevance and fulfilling those core NSF missions 
and functions that you have outlined, but also with other Federal 
entities and agencies and programs. 

So we look forward to working with you. Thank you for your per-
sonal interest, as you described engagement in this, very helpful. 

One of the areas we are very supportive of is EPSCoR. Back in 
the 1990s I served on the EPSCoR state board, so this activity is 
very important. One of the things I do notice from NSF funding is 
that about 88 percent of your funding goes to about 25 states. I 
really would encourage some careful consideration about the 
breadth and the scope and the talents and capabilities of the other 
25 states that are now enjoying only about 12 percent of the NSF 
funding and making sure, candidly, like I do is fight for our fair 
share in the unique talents and capabilities. 

So I just hope that I put a place marker out there of concern that 
I have about the disparity in the funding allocation. I understand 
this isn’t going to be a pot that is divided in 50 equal ways, but 
I do believe 25 states getting 88 percent of the funding warrants 
a careful evaluation of those 25 states that receive 12 percent. 

Dr. CÓRDOVA. I hear you, Congressman Jenkins, and clearly the 
agency feels similarly and that is why we really value the EPSCoR 
program and we do a great deal. It has had wonderful leadership 
under Denise Barnes and I think all of us were at, I spoke at that 
event and you introduced me a couple of years ago, it is just a 
great and transformative program. And I love going to the EPSCoR 
states, I went recently to Rhode Island with Senator Reed and just 
saw the amazing work that they are doing. 

So I am very appreciative of your remarks. 
Mr. JENKINS. Well, thank you. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I yield back. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you, Mr. Jenkins. 
Mr. Kilmer. 

INFRASTRUCTURE AND FACILITY INVESTMENT

Mr. KILMER. Thank you, Chairman. 
I know there has been a lot of talk by the current administration 

about a big infrastructure initiative. I know also that research dol-
lars from NSF don’t just go to individual investigators; they sup-
port facility investments, including in my neck of the woods at the 
University of Puget Sound. An NSF major research instrumenta-
tion award for a mass spectrometer has made a real difference for 
faculty and staff and student research. 

I am curious, is the NSF involved in the administration’s infra-
structure initiative and, if not, how could the NSF perhaps be a 
partner to increase accessibility to science? 

Dr. CÓRDOVA. The NSF is very willing to work with the adminis-
tration and Congress to pursue important investments like that. 
We know there are many findings from NSF-supported research 
that can improve infrastructure investments and we have a lot of 
research on that going on, especially in our engineering directorate. 
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We hope that investments in scientific infrastructure can be consid-
ered and also in cyber-infrastructure as part of the administration’s 
interest in bolstering infrastructure. And so we are very open to 
collaborations.

We have had some talks with congressional members and their 
staff about how we are positioned to do increased investments in 
infrastructure and you mentioned specifically the major research 
instrumentation program that is so important to our colleges and 
universities. And of course then we have the large facilities pro-
gram and we are trying to close the gap in funding with our mid- 
scale program, which the AICA, a new Act for Competitiveness and 
Innovation, asks us to do. 

So there is just a lot. Infrastructure has been part of what NSF 
has built its scaffold of amazing discoveries in science and engi-
neering on, and we hope that the entire nation realizes what an 
important investment that infrastructure is. 

NATION’S INVESTMENT IN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Mr. KILMER. I also want to ask you, you mentioned the Competi-
tiveness Act, it is rare to get to talk to someone who is NASA’s 
chief scientist. I was thinking, as you came in, about October 4th, 
1957, Sputnik. That was a moment in which the United States 
woke up to an existential threat and as a consequence, the United 
States, Democrats and Republicans, embraced the notion that to 
respond to that existential threat required a substantial invest-
ment in science. We talked about what could be an existential 
threat in my neck of the woods, with the geoscience issues of poten-
tial earthquakes, but I want to talk about an economic threat. 

A few years back, the National Academies worked on Rising 
Above the Gathering Storm and then the Gathering Storm, Revis-
ited, partnership with a number of CEOs and folks in the scientific 
community. As you look at their findings, they said first, ‘‘The Fed-
eral Government funding of R&D as a fraction of GDP has declined 
by 60 percent since Sputnik,’’ since the response to Sputnik. And 
then they wrote, ‘‘Without a renewed effort to bolster the founda-
tions of our competitiveness, we can expect to lose our privileged 
position as a nation.’’ 

The former CEO of Intel, Paul Otellini, put it this way, he said, 
‘‘Without a change in U.S. policy, the next big thing will not be in-
vented here, jobs will not be created here, and wealth will not ac-
crue here.’’ 

I am curious, do you agree with the findings of the National 
Academies in the Rising Above the Gathering Storm report and 
their call for doubling investment in NSF? 

Dr. CÓRDOVA. I agree with their findings. As the head of an exec-
utive branch agency, I won’t comment on their call for doubling the 
budget of the National Science Foundation. 

I gave a little talk yesterday about the existential threat, which 
is even larger than a lot of people realize, because we have com-
petition from other countries that is incredibly serious. 

Mr. KILMER. Yes. 
Dr. CÓRDOVA. And that is something that can creep up on you 

slowly and then all of a sudden you have lost another market, you 
have lost your premier position, and it has gone somewhere else. 
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And, frankly, I am concerned about that. I am concerned about the 
accelerating pace of investments in other countries, I am concerned 
that we will lose our global leadership if we don’t also invest in 
science and engineering. 

Mr. KILMER. I share that concern and I know it puts you in a 
tough position to have to speak to a budget that calls for a double- 
digit cut in the work you are doing. So I appreciate you being here. 

I yield back. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Mr. Cartwright. 

CONGRESSIONAL CORRESPONDENCE

Mr. CARTWRIGHT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
And thank you for your candor on that last question, Director 

Córdova.
Director Córdova, we are concerned on this side of the aisle about 

our ability to get our questions answered under the current admin-
istration. My question to you is, has the White House or the Office 
of Management and Budget approached NSF about any kind of pol-
icy or guidance that would prohibit or delay responses to ranking 
members, that is the head Democrats on congressional committees 
or subcommittees of jurisdiction? 

Dr. CÓRDOVA. There has been no direction that would in any way 
interfere with the flow of information between NSF and Congress. 

We have ourselves at NSF internal processes for answering con-
gressional inquiries that have been in place for years and that 
haven’t changed. We track all incoming and outgoing congressional 
correspondence, I sign off on that myself, and we try to answer all 
inquiries as quickly as possible. There is no policy or guidance that 
would prohibit or delay the flow of information. 

RISK AND RESILIENCE

Mr. CARTWRIGHT. Thank you. I am glad to hear that. 
Now, we have been talking about climate change and one of the 

things that I am concerned about are adaptation and resiliency. As 
NSF’s fiscal year 2018 budget states, the Agency-wide Risk and Re-
silience Initiative, quote, ‘‘aims to improve predictability and risk 
assessment, and to increase preparedness for extreme natural and 
manmade events to reduce their impact on quality of life, society, 
and the economy,’’ unquote, but the proposed fiscal year 2018 budg-
et includes a 27.4 percent reduction for the Risk and Resilience Ini-
tiative overall. 

How would this kind of proposed reduction in funding for this 
initiative affect the anticipated outcome of improving resilience and 
readiness of interdependent critical infrastructures? 

Dr. CÓRDOVA. You are right that some difficult choices had to be 
made and that the overall annual budget for Risk and Resilience 
will be reduced. 

Research on hazards in extreme natural events, which is called 
our PREEVENTS program, will not be affected and will continue 
to enhance understanding of the fundamental processes underlying 
geohazards in extreme events on various spatial and temporal 
scales, as well as the variability inherent in such hazards and 
events, and improve models for extreme events and their impacts. 
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But research on resilient infrastructure we have called our 
CRISP program, an acronym, will be reduced by about 40 percent 
and impact the number of new awards, and that has been an effort 
to promote research on interdependent critical infrastructure sys-
tems.

So we do plan to invest in both our PREEVENTS and our CRISP 
program to the tune of about $31 million in Risk and Resilience in 
the fiscal year 2018 budget. And I know that is a reduction and, 
again, we had some tough choices to make. 

Mr. CARTWRIGHT. Further, the Risk and Resilience Initiative is 
an NSF-wide investment that has been supported across six NSF 
directorates and offices. The fiscal year 2018 budget proposes to 
eliminate funding completely to the Computer and Information 
Science and Engineering Program, CISE, that is taking away $6 
million.

What is the rationale for eliminating funding for this program 
and how might eliminating the CISE program’s funding for this 
initiative affect efforts across the other directorates? 

Dr. CÓRDOVA. Well, I think, again, we will supply you with a 
more detailed answer for the record, but I think you are talking 
about the contribution to the programs I just talked about by the 
CISE directorate, the Computer and Information Science and Engi-
neering directorate. And when I asked all the directorates to look 
at roughly a ten-percent cut, they all had tough choices to make 
and on these cross-agency initiatives there were puts and takes. 

I think the numbers are what I mentioned for the total effort, 
which comes from a number of directorates. The size of the com-
puter directorate cutback on that, it means that they made a choice 
to invest in other initiatives. 

[The information follows:] 
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Risk and Resilience Funding 

NSF continues to support the Risk & Resilience (R&R) priority area in FY 2018 through the Prediction 
and Resilience against Extreme Events (PREEVENTS) and Critical Resilient Interdependent 
Infrastructure Systems and Processes (CRISP) programs, as well as the science and engineering that 
underlies innovations in R&R more broadly. 

NSF's FY 2018 Budget Request includes $31.15 million for the R&R priority area. Some directorates 
have decreased their minimum commitment level for the R&R priority area to preserve flexibility within 
their portfolios. High-quality proposals will nonetheless likely be funded through other ongoing programs 
that align with the goals ofR&R and support fundamental research into R&R-related challenges. For 
example, although CISE' s investment in R&R/CRISP has been reduced in the FY 2018 Budget Request 
CISE anticipates supporting related fundamental science and engineering research through other 
programs: 

o As part of the FY 2018 Budget Request, the CISE directorate will lead the cross-directorate 
Smart & Connected Communities (S&CC) program with participation from EHR, ENG, 
GEO and SBE. This program will pursue interdisciplinary, integrative research and research 
capacity-building activities that improve understanding and design of intelligent 
infrastructure for communities and that lead to enhanced quality oflife for residents. This 
intelligent infrastructure includes critical interdependent infrastructure systems and processes 
in cities and communities, so it is likely some proposals submitted to S&CC will align with 
the goals and objectives of CRISP. 

o CISE will also continue to lead the cross-directorate Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) program 
in partnership with ENG and six other federal agencies. CISE investments in CPS will 
continue to support foundational interdisciplinary research and education in adaptive and 
pervasive smart systems supporting a range of applications such as the smart grid, intelligent 
transportation systems, and medical devices; these, too, are in alignment with the goals of 
CRISP. 

ENG and SBE remain committed to the R&R priority investment through the CRISP program. Engineers 
and social scientists have decades of experience in jointly examining the resilience of physical 
infrastructures to natural and technological hazards and e1.treme events. Research funded through CRISP 
will continue to integrate engineering and the sociaVbehavioralleconomic sciences to provide a deeper 
understanding of what is meant by infrastructure interdependencies and the associated physical and social 
phenomena. 

The NSF investment in CRISP is expected to be approximately $13M in FY 2018. ENG and SBE 
currently are developing a plan for the FY 2018 CRISP solicitation, which is likely to include a 
combination oflarge research grants, small planning grants, and community engagement and outreach. 
The FY 2018 CRISP investment also will be responsive to what is learned from the ENG-CISE 
collaboration on NSF Dear Colleague Letter: Simulated and Synthetic Data for Infrastructure Modeling 
(SSDIM) (NSF 17-074), as well as to other insights from the CISE community and elsewhere. 
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Mr. CARTWRIGHT. Thank you, Director. 
I yield back, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you very much. 
Ms. Meng. 
Director CÓRDOVA, we will submit the remainder of our questions 

for the record. 
Mr. Serrano, is that—— 
Mr. SERRANO. Yes. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Very good. We will each submit the remainder 

of our questions for the record. 
I want to thank you again for your service to the nation. 
Dr. CÓRDOVA. Thank you. 
Mr. CULBERSON. And we will stay focused on doing our best to 

balance the budget as a whole, so we can have more resources for 
the vital work that the National Science Foundation, NASA, our 
law enforcement community, and the military all do for the United 
States.

Thank you very much. 
Dr. CÓRDOVA. Great, and thank you. 
Mr. CULBERSON. And the hearing is adjourned. 
Thank you. 
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NATIONAL INTEREST CRITERIA 

Question 1. The American Innovation and Competitiveness Act signed into law in 
January 2017, includes language enhancing national interest standards. It is critical that 
the American public know that NSF is only funding research that is in the interest of 
America. Please describe how NSF ensures that each grant awarded is in the national 
interest. 

Answer: NSF's statutory mission is "to promote the progress of science; to advance the national 
health, prosperity, and welfare; and to secure the national defense; and for other purposes". Each 
NSF award is in the national interest as it reflects the agency's statutory mission and has been 
deemed worthy of support through evaluation using the Foundation's intellectual merit and 
broader impacts review criteria. To identify which projects to support, NSF relies on a merit review 
process that incorporates consideration of both the technical aspects of a proposed project and 
its potential to contribute more broadly to advancing NSF's mission. NSF makes every effort to 
conduct a fair, competitive, transparent merit review process for the selection of projects. The 
decision to fund a proposal is based on three merit review principles1: 

All NSF projects should be of the highest quality and have the potential to advance, if not 
transform, the frontiers of knowledge. 
NSF projects, in the aggregate, should contribute more broadly to achieving societal goals. 
These broader impacts may be accomplished through the research itself, through activities 
that are directly related to specific research projects, or through activities that are supported 
by, and are complementary to, the project. 
Meaningful assessment and evaluation of NSF-funded projects should be based on 
appropriate metrics. 

After scientific, technical, and programmatic review and consideration of appropriate factors, the 
NSF program officer recommends to the cognizant division director whether the proposal should 
be declined or recommended for award. Sign-off on an award by the cognizant division director 
indicates that the proposal is in compliance with NSF policies including those regarding the merit 
review process and certifies that the new project fits within the portfolio of scientific research for 
which the division has been appropriated federal funds and is aligned with the NSF mission. 

1 Proposal & Award Policies & Procedures Guide (NSF 17-1 ), Chapter III.A.1: 
www.nsf.gov/pubslpolicydocs/pappg17 _1/pappg_3.jsp#IIIA 1 
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DIRECTORATE FUNDING LEVELS 

Question 2. Please explain the processes that NSF has implemented to determine 
funding levels for each directorate. 

Answer: The goal of NSF's process is to develop the portfolio of investments that best meets 
the needs of the Nation. It's a process that takes months of discussion. It engages the National 
Science Board, incorporates Administration guidance, and addresses requirements established 
in Congressional legislation. It reflects discussions of emerging areas of science and engineering 
with NSF's advisory committees and through expert workshops. And, it draws on a wide array of 
inputs such as studies by the National Academies and decadal reports that set priorities for a 
discipline. All of this scientific and technical guidance gives NSF a picture of promising longer
term projects, in addition to short-term needs. 

The discussions among leadership within NSF are structured so that the directorates work 
together to identify and pursue the most important priorities and greatest challenges-regardless 
of discipline. The cooperation among the directorates, especially at the leadership level, is the 
defining characteristic of the process. This cooperation allows the NSF Director to present a 
budget motivated by what is best for the science and engineering enterprise. 

NSF believes in the process because it fosters cooperation across disciplines, provides flexibility 
to pursue emerging opportunities, draws fully upon input from the community, best responds to 
the Nation's needs, and enables the agency to fulfill its responsibilities for strengthening U.S. 
science and engineering overall, in keeping with NSF's mission. 

DANIEL K. INOUYE SOLAR TELESCOPE 

Question: Has the space weather community begun discussions about how DKIST can 
be exploited by both NOAA and NASA to inform their operational and research roles? 
Given continued fiscal constraints, will DKIST make other ground-based or space-based 
solar observatory platforms and instruments superfluous? 

Answer: NSF's DKIST will be the world's most powerful ground-based solar observatory poised 
to answer fundamental questions regarding the Sun and its magnetic fields. DKIST will be used 
by scientists to explore the fundamental physics behind the solar magnetic fields that drive 
phenomena like solar flares, coronal mass ejections, and the solar wind, all of which constitute 
the space weather that impacts the Earth. In this role, DKIST is a critical element in satisfying goal 
5.5 of the 2015 interagency space weather action plan, "Enhance Fundamental Understanding of 
Space Weather and its Drivers to Develop and Continually Improve Predictive Models." 

DKIST was never intended to have the cadence or field-of-view capabilities to make it an 
operational space weather tool for use on a daily basis. This role is currently better suited to a 
facility like NSF's Global Oscillations Network Group (GONG) operated by the National Solar 
Observatory (NSO). GONG observes the entire disk of the Sun 24!7, 365 days per year from six 
stations spread around the globe. It is this continuous full-disk coverage that is vital to the space 
weather prediction models of NOAA, NASA, and the DoD. GONG is thus relevant to goal 5.3 of 
the2015 interagency space weather action plan, "Establish and Sustain a Baseline Operational 
Capability for Space-Weather Operations." 

DKIST will be a tool available to U.S. solar physicists and space weather researchers by 2020. 
DKIST currently has a science working group (SWG) led by NSO that is coordinating the various 
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solar research areas the telescope will impact. NSF, NSO, and the DKIST SWG continue to reach 
out to the space-based solar community to make them aware of the basic research capabilities 
of DKIST. NSO is sponsoring a series of topic-based workshops to introduce the community to 
the science capabilities of DKIST. One of these workshops, to be held at the Johns Hopkins 
University's Applied Physics Lab, is specifically targeted at exploring the synergies between 
DKIST and upcoming space missions like the ESA/NASA Solar Orbiter and NASA's Parker Solar 
Probe (previously known as Solar Probe Plus). 

DKIST will make the highest-resolution images of the Sun and its magnetic fields ever made, 
down to a scale of 20-30 km on the Sun. It will have a suite of instruments capable of observing 
the Sun from the near-ultraviolet, to the visible, all the way into the infrared. In anticipation of 
DKIST, a 2012 review of the NSF's Division of Astronomical Sciences' portfolio, recommended 
the divestment of some of NSF's current overlapping user facilities operated by the National Solar 
Observatory. These assets include the Sacramento Peak Observatory in Sunspot, NM and the 
McMath-Pierce Solar Telescope at Kilt Peak National Observatory outside Tucson, AZ. While 
there is still value in these facilities for solar research, education, and training of the next 
generation of solar scientists, in an era of constrained budgets NSF is seeking to comply with the 
portfolio review committee's recommendations. NSF is making every effort to partner with the 
academic community, other government agencies, and the private sector to find suitable partners 
interested in continuing to operate these facilities. 

No space-based assets will become superfluous when DKIST comes on line. No similar space
based capability exists since it is prohibitively expensive to launch a 4-meter class solar telescope 
with the instrument flexibility and high-resolution capability of DKIST. 

SUPERCOMPUTING 

Question 4. The NSF FY 2018 budget request includes $60 million to support the 
acquisition and deployment of a High Performance Computing System. Please describe 
the current state of supercomputing in the United States. Is the United States leading the 
world in supercomputing power? 

Answer: Over the past six decades, the United States has been the leader in the development, 
deployment and application of cutting-edge High Performance Computing (HPC) systems. These 
systems have emerged as unique and critical cyberinfrastnucture capable of advancing science 
and engineering frontiers throughout academia, industry, and government. They possess high 
levels of computing power, large memories, and high-speed access to large amounts of storage, 
enabling computational solutions to problems beyond the reach of small- to medium-scale 
systems and, frequently, beyond the reach of physical experiments. As HPC systems are 
computing platforms of the highest capabilities, they also embody U.S. technological leadership. 
Furthermore, the U.S. academic community plays a central and unique role in the achievement 
of technical, scientific, and engineering breakthroughs through the innovative exploitation of HPC 
systems in fields such as biology, chemistry, the geosciences, cosmology and astrophysics, 
atmospheric science, and economics. 

The resulting benefits have spurred other nations to dramatically increase their own investments 
in both the development of competitive HPC technologies as well as the expansion of HPC 
applications and expertise to solve increasingly complex challenges using multi-spatial numerical 
models and large-scale data analytics. For example, Japan now supports nine world-class 
national university HPC centers with both application and hardware expertise; only one system is 
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supplied by a U.S. manufacturer. Similarly, Europe is contributing significantly to HPC application 
development and has recently committed to having exascale supercomputers based on European 
technology available for its scientific community by 2022. And after years of dramatically 
increased hardware investment, China now boasts the top two most powerful HPC systems in 
the world, and has begun moving to Chinese-based technology from U.S.-based technology for 
its systems. 

In FY 2013, NSF supported the initiation of a two-year National Academies' study to further inform 
the implementation of its HPC strategy in the 2017 to 2020 timeframe. The final report, Future 
Directions for NSF Advanced Computing Infrastructure to Support U.S. Science and Engineering 
in 2017-2020, 2 was issued in late April 2016. The recommendations of the report are aimed at 
achieving four broad goals: (1) positioning the United States for continued leadership in science 
and engineering, (2) ensuring that resources meet community needs, (3) aiding the scientific 
community in keeping up with the revolution in computing, and (4) sustaining the infrastructure 
for advanced computing. 

As recommended by the National Academies' study, NSF is taking a holistic approach to 
enhancing the capacity and capability of the U.S. computational ecosystem. Recent NSF awards 
supporting HPC resources, software, and infrastructure services: 
• Address capabilities beyond the reach of single institutions (e.g., Stampede 2 at the University 

of Texas at Austin); 
Support new approaches to both simulation and data analytics (e.g., the Bridges 
supercomputer at Carnegie Mellon University); 
Link computational resources to other parts of infrastructure such as research facilities; 

• Encourage collaboration between academia and industry; and 
Complement investments by other federal agencies. 

It is critically important that the U.S. continues to enjoy the societal benefits that have resulted 
from our Nation's long history of leadership in HPC. Maintaining this leadership will only be 
possible if we continue to invest in the fundamental and multidisciplinary research and education 
that will fonm the foundations of tomorrow's computing technology and its effective use. Moreover, 
given the enormous role that HPC plays in sustaining U.S. research competitiveness across 
nearly all science and engineering disciplines, it is also critical to invigorate forward-looking 
cyberinfrastructure and associated research investments to enable transformation of HPC 
science and engineering software, algorithms, and methods to address new ambitious research 
agendas while anticipating vastly different platforms in the future. 

To this end, and consistent with the recommendations of the National Academies' study, NSF 
plans a $60.0 million investment in FY 2018 for the acquisition and deployment of a new, more 
capable HPC system. 

2 www.nap.edu/catalog/21886/future--directions-for-nsf-advanced-computing-infrastructure-to-support-us-science-and
engineering-in-20 17-2020 
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ANTARCTICA INFRASTRUCTURE 

Question S.ln 2011, NSF commissioned a blue ribbon panel to assess current U.S. 
Antarctic Program operations, logistics, and management activities. Please provide an 
update on the status of the Antarctica modernization program. What are the estimates to 
complete upgrades at U.S. facilities in Antarctica and what are the timeframes for 
completion? 

Answer: The 2012 Blue Ribbon Panel report made a number of recommendations. NSF has 
responded to those recommendations by investing about $18 million per year in facilities 
upgrades. To implement some of the larger scale recommendations towards modernizing 
McMurdo Station, NSF has developed a potential project: the Antarctic Infrastructure 
Modernization for Science (AIMS) project. AIMS, once fully developed and funded, would take 
approximately ten years to complete and would represent a large step in addressing the Panel's 
recommendations. Cost estimates are under development and will be considered in planning for 
future budget submissions. 

"BIG IDEAS" 

Question: One of NSF's "Big Ideas" is the need for a new approach to address mid-scale 
NSF research infrastructure. What is the estimated cost cap for these activities? Does 
NSF envision using a decadal survey process to inform the need for and potential missions 
for these mid-scale infrastructure projects? 

Answer: The current estimated cost cap for these activities is $70.0 million, the lower limit of the 
Major Research Equipment and Facilities Construction budget line for NSF. We do not see the 
need for a decadal survey process to inform us about the need for these smaller projects. Smaller 
in scale and often grounded in domain science, decadal surveys and other community-based 
studies have identified numerous opportunities for mid-scale infrastructure. 

THE NATIONAL ECOLOGICAL OBSERVATORY NETWORK (NEON) 

Question 6. Please provide an update on the current status of NEON, to include a 
discussion of the current status of resolving all Inspector General concerns with respect 
to cost overruns and improper use of management fees. Further, NEON was de-scoped 
because of potential cost overruns that would have occurred if all of its functionality had 
been implemented. Will NEON still offer new science? 

Answer: 
Update on the current status of NEON. 

Battelle continues to make significant strides to complete the construction of NEON; overall the 
Observatory is 85 percent complete. Battelle remains slightly behind relative to their planned 
schedule. Since permitting issues at several sites are the major contributor to this delay in 
schedule, both Battelle and NSF continue to allocate resources to guide permitting approvals 
through the various processes. This slight delay in schedule has not been forecasted to have 
negative impacts on total project costs; however, NSF continues to closely monitor both schedule 
and cost, and work with Battelle on mitigation strategies. Based on the most current data 
available, 56 percent of the Observatory sites/subsystems have transitioned to operations, along 
with foundational elements of cyber-infrastructure, educational programs, and advanced remote 
sensing platforms. 
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Battelle has maintained focus on the increased pace of initial operations while balancing the 
needs of the Observatory construction efforts. It has continued the project's engagement with 
both the science and non-science communities through events staged in Boulder and at sites 
distributed across the Observatory network. The activities engage faculty, students, and the 
general public, enhancing the local and regional impacts of NEON. 

0/G Concerns with Management Fee and Cost Overruns. 

Concerning cost overruns, the NSF OIG issued an audit report on September 15, 2015, related 
to the potential $80 million cost overrun for NEON under the previous management of NEON, Inc. 
That potential overrun had been identified by NSF, and actions to address the potential overrun 
had been initiated, prior to issuance of the OIG report. The OIG subsequently closed the 
recommendations in that report on May 11, 2016, based upon corrective actions taken by NSF 
and the Agency's replacement of NEON, Inc., in Spring 2016, with Battelle as NEON's 
management company. No cost overruns under the newly seeped construction award are 
anticipated as verified through current Earned Value Management (EVM) data. 

Specific to the use of fees under the NEON award, the NSF OIG conducted an audit of 
management fee expenditures by NEON, Inc., the former awardee responsible for overseeing the 
NEON project. The time period audited, October 1, 2011 to September 30, 2014, preceded the 
implementation of NSF's formal Management Fee policy in 2015. The OIG closed the audit on 
April 5, 2017, based upon NSF's response to the recommendations contained in the audit, which 
demonstrated that NSF has implemented responsive corrective actions for awarding and 
monitoring management fee specific to NEON and to large facility awardees in general. More 
recently, the NSF OIG issued an audit report on May 12, 2017, "NSF Needs Stronger Controls 
Over Battelle Memorial Institute Award for the National Ecological Observatory Network." The 
report included several recommendations concerning fees being received by Battelle. NSF has 
agreed with three of the four recommendations, and in fact these issues had already been 
addressed to a large degree prior to the issuance of the report. They include ensuring that fees 
are paid as a specific amount and not as a percentage of cost, including an acceptable draw down 
schedule for a fee, and finalizing fee amounts for construction and operations in a timely manner. 
There is also one OIG recommendation that NSF does not agree with-that NSF disallow 
Battelle's use of its management fee for charitable contributions. Not allowing Battelle to use a 
portion of its fee for charitable purposes would be inconsistent with the organization's status as a 
non-profit charitable trust, and would also be inconsistent with NSF's goal of ensuring sufficient 
fee is provided, when appropriate, to incentivize highly qualified organizations to compete for NSF 
major facility awards. This last matter has yet to be resolved with the OIG. 

Will NEON still offer new science? 

Yes, NEON will still offer new science. 

NEON was designed to enable researchers to answer cutting edge ecological questions by 
providing them a suite of biotic and abiotic variables collected consistently over spatial and 
temporal scales not previously sampled. Variables are to be measured at frequencies that the 
community deems useful and informative at the targeted scale. Across the NEON infrastructure, 
physical components, sampling methods, and measurements are standardized to increase the 
utility and comparability across the scales needed by the research commun~y. NEON's 
cyberinfrastructure provides computational resources for delivering a range of data products 
based on the in-situ, observational and remote sensing data components, serving as the platform 
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that allows NEON users to detect patterns, and make predictions against seamless, reliable 
regional and continental scale data layers. The project is still positioned to deliver on these goals. 

Following the de-seeping of construction in July 2015, the operations and maintenance (O&M) 
plan was realigned around 81 sites across the twenty domains: 47 terrestrial sites (20 core and 
27 relocatable) and 34 aquatic sites (20 core and 14 relocatable), deployed across the continental 
U.S., Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico using a statistically determined design. In a letter to the 
community released in September 2015, the current president and 15 past presidents of the 
Ecological Society of America stated that despite the de-seeping, they "remain excited about the 
potential new science that could emerge from successful NEON" and "believe successful NEON 
could generate valuable data to help address problems that currently challenge the very fabric of 
society and the biosphere that sustains it"3 A similar assessment was made by a subcommittee 
of the 810 Advisory Committee when evaluating impact of the 2015 de-scope on the science that 
NEON would inform.• Despite the de-scope, NEON still remains the only facility that is designed 
to employ standardized protocols and provide data at this spatial and temporal scale. Additionally, 
the final operations schedule will be designed to maximize and leverage the exploration of new 
science initiatives by the community. NSF therefore has great confidence that NEON will still 
deliver new and potentially transformative science. 

AWARDEE MISCONDUCT, REPRODUCIBILITY IN SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH 

Question 7. A quote from the NSF IG's September 2016 Semiannual Report to Congress 
states, "In recent years, we have seen a significant rise in the number of substantive 
allegations of research misconduct associated with NSF proposals and awards." An 
April 2017, Science article also discussed research integrity and reproducible research. 
To address some of these issues, earlier this year NSF proactively convened a 
workshop, "Robustness, Reliability, and Reproducibility in Scientific Research." Please 
provide highlights of this report and the path forward for NSF to address some of these 
concerns. 

Answer: The NSF IG's March 2017 Semiannual Report to Congress provides multi-year data 
summaries of allegations of research misconduct that do not demonstrate, based on the numbers 
provided, a significant rise in the number of allegations. See pp. 26-27 of the NSF IG's March 
2017 Semiannual Report5

. The OIG further qualified this data by stating that "one cannot make a 
meaningful comparison or identify trends related to allegations across the entire reporting period" 
because "[it] we used three different methods of capturing allegation data." See pp. 26 (fn. 35) of 
the NSF IG's March 2017 Semiannual Report. 

The February, 2017 NSF workshop "A Systematic Approach to Robustness, Reliability, and 
Reproducibility in Scientific Research" addressed four major themes: 
1. Lack of Reproducibility in Experimental Data: Is this a Feature or a Flaw? 
2. The Role of Theory and Experiment in Science; 
3. Precision, Statistics and Software; and 
4. Fundamentals of Scientific Reporting. 

Overall, the workshop concluded there is an inherent uncertainty in scientific research, where 
errors do occur and that the severity of the issue can be dependent on the scientific field. The 

3 www.esa.org/esablog/guest-posts/esa-presidents-comment-on-neon-de-scopingl 
• www.nsf.gov/bioladvisory.jsp 
• www.nsf.gov/oig/_pdf/OIG_SAR_317.pdf 
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report also states, "The scientific process is well suited to ensure that these errors are corrected, 
though this may take time; moreover, this lack of reproducibility can lead to new insights and 
discovery as inconsistencies are explored and resolved." 

The report6 states the following short conclusions (on page two), community priorities, and 
recommended future actions: 

Workshop short conclusions 
• Variability in research results is an essential component of the scientific process. Exploration 

of such variabilities can shed light on previously unrecognized variables and yield improved 
understanding of the natural world. 

• There are significant differences in the amount of variability in scientific results from field to 
field. Fields with higher levels of variability tend to be less mature, so that there are more 
unrecognized variables that can affect results. 
Scientific fields that are more mature do not suffer from problems in reproducibility and 
replicability. Instead variability in results is part ofthe natural scientific process and often leads 
to new discoveries. 
Scientific fields that are not as mature can be subject to some problems. These are best 
addressed through full reporting of all data. Tools for reporting and retaining scientific results 
have substantially improved over the past ten years. Improvements in transparency of 
published data also increase reliability and reproducibility. 
There is considerable value in communicating with the public about the nature of the scientific 
process, and its robustness in self-correcting results that are irreproducible. 

A synopsis of workshop suggested future actions and activities are: 
Training: Continue support for community-specific workshops and summer schools to 
promote effective practices in the area of robustness, reliability, and reproducibility in scientific 
research. 
Software Robustness: Directorate partnerships with CISE to identify opportunities for 
Research Coordination Networks (RCNs) in computational and data-enabled science. 
Transparency: Integrate with on-going activities regarding the public access to results from 
NSF-supported research. 

With respect to building a path forward, NSF-in partnership with other stakeholders in the 
scientific enterprise, including academic institutions, joumal editors, scientific societies, and the 
investigator community-is pursuing actions and activities that promote robust and reliable 
scientific research. 

First, NSF is addressing issues of robust and reliable science at both the Agency-wide level and 
within all directorates through jointly sponsored public symposia and workshops, NSF Research 
Traineeships, review of data management plans in research awards, and research on robust and 
reliable sciences. Specifically, 
• SBE issued DCL 16-137 seeking proposals for research and other activities to that enhance 

and inform the robustness and reliability of research in the social, behavioral, and economic 
sciences. 
CISE issued DCL 17-022 encouraging the submission of proposals to that improve the level 
of reproducibility in research on computer systems and networking; modeling, analysis and 
simulation of computing and communication systems; and cybersecurity. 

8 www.mrsec.harvard.edu/2017NSFReliability/cw/report.php 
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GEO issued DCL 16-083 welcoming proposals related to enhancing the validity of the data 
and outcomes of research in all GEO programs. 
MPS will host a "NSF-Wide Workshop to Explore the Prospects for a Common Response to 
the Requirements for Public Access to Research Data". This workshop, planned for Fall2017, 
will bring Pis of all community workshops sponsored by NSF in response to the 2013 OSTP 
Memo calling for "Increasing Access to the Results of Federally Funded Scientific Research." 
MPS funds the MPS Open Data Workshop Series7 , an effort organized by Mike Hildreth 
(University of Notre Dame), the lead of the DASPOS: Data and Software Preservation for 
Open Science• project. 

Secondly, we should mention that while the observed variability is most often the nature of 
complex unchartered systems and not necessarily related to unethical research, NSF has taken 
concrete steps to enhance the awareness of ethical conduct of research issues by NSF staff, as 
well as the U.S. and international scientific research and education communities, by supporting 
the development of tools and resources to enhance the ability of research institutions to cultivate 
cultures of academic and research integrity. The Online Ethics Center (OEC) provides resources, 
including an Ethics Education Library that institutions can use to deliver effective training that is 
tailored to meet the needs of their particular project. In addition, NSF continues to support the 
Cultivating Cultures for Ethical STEM (CCE STEM) program, which invests in innovative 
approaches to enhance research into ethical conduct of research issues that can build the 
capacity of institutions to develop appropriate ethical conduct of research plans as required by 
the America COMPETES Act. 

NSF FUNDING REDUCTION 

Question 8. The National Science Foundation's (NSF) role is to promote fundamental 
R&D and education in science and engineering. The lions-share of NSF funding goes to 
colleges and universities across the country through competitive merit-based projects. 
NSF funds research of the physical sciences critical to advancing optics and photonics -
the science and application of light -that underpin current and next generation 
technologies across US economic sectors including defense, communications, energy, 
manufacturing and health and medicine. The President's FY 2018 budget proposes to 
cut NSF's basic science program by 13% to $4.3 billion. With our nation's economic 
future dependent upon continued science and technology advancements, please explain 
the rationale for cutting NSF funding. 

Answer: The President's FY 2018 Budget Request includes a reprioritization of federal spending 
that reflects the Administration's emphasis on the safety and security of the American people. The 
NSF request nonetheless demonstrates the agency's ongoing commitment to the support of basic 
research and education across all fields of science and engineering and the establishment of 
clear priorities in areas of national importance. NSF will continue to fund basic research that 
pushes the boundaries of innovation, lays the groundwork for scientific breakthroughs that 
advance the Nation's economy, security, and global leadership, and helps to prepare future 
generations of scientists and engineers. 

7 http:l/mpsopendata.crc.nd.edu/ 
8 https:l/daspos.crc.nd.edu/ 
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Questions for the Record Submitted by Robert B. Aderholt 

PROPOSAL RESPONSE TIMES 

It is my understanding that NSF has periodically issued Requests for Proposals with 
limited time for proposal development, especially for faculty who have research, 
teaching, and service responsibilities. More time to develop proposals would allow for 
more diverse involvement in our nation's science enterprise, allow for investigators to 
discuss their ideas with NSF Program Managers, and allow for better quality proposals 
being delivered to the NSF. 

Question 1. For each of the last three years, what is the average number of days between 
the date that the Request for Proposals are announced, and the proposal due date? 

Answer: Internal NSF policies in the Proposal and Award Manual (PAM) state that "public notice 
must be given for new funding opportunities to allow adequate time for NSF competition and 
proposal preparation, as well as to ensure compliance with the applicable NSF Customer Service 
Standard. The Standard specifies that NSF will make new funding opportunities available to the 
proposer community at least ninety (90) days prior to the full proposal deadline or target date." 

Note that there are 20 funding opportunities with no fixed deadline date where proposals may be 
submitted at any time. These opportunities are counted in the overall number of opportunities for 
each fiscal year; however, they are not included in the fiscal year averages. The data are based 
on full proposal deadlines only. Some funding opportunities indicate a high number of days 
between the publication date and deadline date. In most cases this was due to a program with a 
required preliminary proposal (which are not included in the average). 

FY 2014: 116 days 
FY 2015: 125 days 
FY 2016: 124 days 

Question 2. For each of the last three years, please provide a list of every Request for 
Proposal issued, along with the solicitation date and the due date. 

Answer: Attachment 1 contains the list of funding opportunities issued in the last three fiscal 
years. This includes the clearance/published date as well as associated deadline dates. A number 
of standing program descriptions have been in place for more than three years and are updated 
annually to address minor changes (these are identified as "Overwritten" in the spreadsheet). In 
addition, there are 20 funding opportunities with no fixed deadline date where proposals may be 
submitted at any time (these are identified as "Any1ime" in the spreadsheet). 

Question 3. In your opinion, what would be the impact the NSF might anticipate if it was 
to require a minimum response time of 90 days from the issuing of the solicitation, with a 
possible waiver authority residing with the NSF Director for cases where a more rapid 
response would be needed and justified to be in the nation's best interest? 

Answer: There would be no impact since NSF currently requires all funding opportunities to be 
released with a minimum of 90 days prior to a deadline date. Our internal guidance on clearance 
in the Proposal and Award Manual (PAM) states: 
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Public notice must be given for new funding opportunities to allow adequate time for NSF 
competition and proposal preparation, as well as to ensure compliance with the applicable 
NSF Customer SeNice Standard. The Standard specifies that NSF will make new funding 
opportunities available to the proposer community at least ninety (90) days prior to the full 
proposal deadline or target date. 

Regarding the second part of this question, on the need for a more rapid response, NSF currently 
uses the RAPID mechanism to be able to receive and fund proposals to accomplish just such a 
goal. As stated in the Proposal and Award Policies and Procedures Guide (PAPPG) - Chapter 
II.E.1: 

The Rapid Response Research (RAPID) mechanism is a type of proposal used when there is 
a severe urgency with regard to availability of, or access to, data, facilities or specialized 
equipment, including quick-response research on natural or anthropogenic disasters and 
similar unanticipated events. 

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF NSF GRANT AWARDS 

As you know, the geographic distribution of awards is not uniform across the country
this is one motivation for the EPSCoR program. However, it seems that EPSCoR alone is 
insufficient to improve the geographic distribution of NSF science and technology (S& T) 
investments. The U.S. is competing in a global knowledge economy that grows 
increasing more competitive every day; therefore, if geographic regions within the U.S. 
want to compete well in this knowledge-based economy, they need to have sufficient 
capabilities in S&T. Those regions that are lagging will also lag in quality of life, and the 
task of closing the gap only gets harder. This is not about a scientific welfare program. 
This is about how to improve the S& T competitiveness of our nation. This is the 
NATIONAL Science Foundation, not the East Coast Science Foundation or the West 
Coast Science Foundation. 

Question 4. For each of the last five years, please provide the number of grant awards 
and the total dollars awarded for each of the 50 states, the District of Columbia, and the 
U.S. territories. 

Answer: The table below provides the number of grant awards and total dollars obligated for 
fiscal years 2012 through 2016. Data are shown for the 50 states, District of Columbia, and the 
U.S. territories. Award counts include both new awards as well as funding on awards made in 
prior years. 

NSF Obligations and Award Counts 
(DoUars in M!!ions) 

FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 FY 2016 
Oblg Count Oblg Coun Oblg Coun Oblg Coun Oblg Count 

.Alabama $47.37 212 $4599 184 $45.31 18€ $34.28 15 $45.04 177 
PJaska $34.93 111 $34.41 113 $39.19 10€ $35.61 98 $35.70 10! 
.Allzona $156.72 496 $159.71 455 $182.52 43( $239.47 432 $255.96 443 
!'<kansas $19.24 7 $19.44 66 $19.05 61 $16.21 5t $24.65 5 
California $920.06 2,721 $960.44 2,520 $972.11 2,500 $940.S2 2,55 $963.22 2,557 
Colorado $364.73 617 $360.55 555 $379.20 57C $339.26 552 $320.01 610 
Connecticut $60.66 293 $59.19 28E $71.44 27 $66.32 278 $79.65 282 
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NSF Obligations and Award Counts 
(Dollars in Millions) 

FY2012 FY2013 FY2014 I FY2015 FY2016 

Oblg Count Oblg Count ~ Oblg 

Counl Oblg Count 

Delaware $33.54 143 $36.69 124 $25.59 110 $46.12 129 

District of Columbia $395.27 359 $348.93 313 $278.16 334 $255.30 348 

Federated Mcronesia $0.01 1 $0.00 0 $0.00 0 $0.00 0 $0.00 0 

Aorida $154.96 599 $156.10 546 $154.82 544 $187.83 586 $187.82 587 

Georgia $122.24 529 $136.15 502 $128.08 509 $149.63 543 $138.68 553 

Guam $0.38 3 $0.20 1 $0.13 1 $2.05 3 $2.11 2 

Hawaii $46.03 128 $45.66 109 $41.29 109 $41.64 104 $43.05 119 

ldaho $18.71 74 $27.89 66 $13.45 54 $26.16 65 $22.98 78 

Illinois $376.D1 957 $317.87 878 $327.21 843 $312.29 885 $315.52 848 

Indiana $135.41 507 $144.06 453 $145.01 475 $144.35 500 $155.54 487 

Iowa $51.17 220 $54.76 211 $56.01 196 $59.34 197 $59.55 204 

Kansas $49.48 165 $30.83 112 $27.72 117 $38.97 141 $34.56 126 

Kentucky $25.30 115 $21.97 104 $26.40 115 $31.77 114 $31.21 137 

Louisiana $40.21 179 $38.00 167 .61 166 $45.60 166 

Maine $28.57 86 $34.95 86 $21.18 81 $26.16 76 $17.10 71 

Mar;iand $250.71 547 $304.93 514 $336.25 537 $329.58 543 $343.28 537 

Massachusetts $457.27 1,413 $452.72 1,327 $461.10 1,278 $456.77 1,344 $448.70 1,285 

Mchigan $179.53 732 $202.11 673 $210.97 699 $216.96 747 $212.89 680 

Mnnesota $102.10 368 $97.63 333 $95.67 340 $113.93 319 $87.86 308 

Mssissippi $25.45 89 $19.45 64 $16.30 62 $22.97 65 $32.33 76 

Mssouri $50.34 253 $51.03 243 $53.68 232 $68.21 239 $68.79 253 

M:mtana $21.61 89 $29.19 88 $25.40 74 $21.63 87 $33.83 86 

Nebraska $21.72 86 $27.88 95 $35.81 99 $33.39 106 $31.72 96 

Nevada $12.65 64 $15.33 62 $22.46 87 $17.72 79 $15.61 86 

New Hampshire $35.01 134 $38.06 131 $37.50 125 $35.83 124 $42.25 125 

New Jersey $131.27 501 $126.87 490 $142.83 484 $147.25 505 $163.70 515 

NewMendco $42.19 139 $42.44 148 $43.10 127 $56.47 143 $51.84 172 

New York $458.87 1,619 $436.09 1,520 $467.95 1,545 $493.17 1,565 $480.11 1,529 

North Carolina $186.94 669 $167.13 623 $176.96 614 $189 97 624 $203 03 638 

North Dakota $10.46 48 $12.51 39 $17.25 49 $14.22 33 $21.06 47 

Ohio $130.95 578 $118.25 551 $113.44 491 $135.17 535 $238.93 543 

Oklahoma $29.43 127 $27.14 113 $33.14 125 $46.00 117 $29.79 116 

Oregon $72.32 314 $63.11 267 $8944 286 $88.03 320 $90.68 335 

Pennsylvania $261.13 1,137 $275.73 1,053 $275.82 1,072 $292.04 1,066 $275.03 1,033 

Puerto Rico $8.34 28 $5.23 16 $18.20 33 $8.37 26 $15.48 34 

Rhode Island $42.08 211 $47.61 202 $45.55 215 $50.04 194 $41.89 189 

South Carolina $64.55 209 $45 30 205 $53.81 190 $58.60 201 $60.16 167 

South Dakota $14.69 46 $11.10 46 $22.40 53 $18.70 53 $11.63 46 

Tennessee $70.61 259 $63.92 238 $66.62 234 $67.40 239 $80.78 269 

Texas $260.85 1,180 $234.09 1,073 $233.29 1,022 $328.51 1,163 $344.25 1,111 

Utah $60.69 229 $67.96 235 $57.77 255 $68.84 260 $63.64 246 

vermont $7.88 41 $11.59 41 

·::::~ ·:::: 33 $9.70 34 

'Vlrgin Islands $2.67 4 $135 2 2 $6.67 4 

Virginia $285.53 621 $200.81 571 $204.02 $222.59 555 $212.63 552 

V'lashington $161.17 546 $139.91 459 $143.36 $149.97 489 $140.63 464 

\t'\.est 'Arginia $18.36 44 $14.11 49 $15.12 $14.96 54 $14.92 46 

Wsconsin $127.04 452 $124.88 393 $108.77 $115.75 338 $113.08 352 

Wjoming $14.43 52 $18.34 40 $14441 361 $13.81 37 $15.88 37 
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SPACE WEATHER 

The nation (and the whole Earth) is not well-prepared for major geomagnetic stonns that 
can cause major problems for satellites, power grids, etc. There has been some 
favorable bipartisan action recently in Congress with regard to space weather legislation 
that essentially laid out the responsibilities among the federal agencies for dealing with 
these storms. There was even a relatively noncontroversial Executive Order at the end of 
the Obama administration that dealt with the issue. The problem is that the legislation 
and the E.O. have not laid out an action plan or funding to address the issue. 

Question 5. What is the potential for the U.S. scientific community to better understand 
the cause of geomagnetic stonns from the sun? To better understand their propagation 
from the Sun towards the Earth? To better understand their impact on the Earth? To 
better predict the occurrence and magnitude of these stonns? To recommend ways to 
make infrastructure in space and on Earth more resilient to these stonns? 

Answer: The challenges we face and approaches toward becoming a space-weather ready 
nation are expressed in a 2015 interagency space weather action plan9• Space weather 
encompasses the entire domain between the Sun and Earth, from solar eruptions, to solar
wind/magnetosphere/ionosphere interactions, to complex coupling between the ionosphere and 
the terrestrial lower atmosphere. US researchers have the potential to conduct the space weather 
research needed to meet the challenges articulated in the plan. The relevant federal agencies 
have laid out a detailed action plan to promote substantial progress toward making the U.S. a 
space weather ready nation. This plan involves NSF, primarily through GEO/AGS and MPS/AST, 
DOC, DHS, NASA, DOD, NASA, USGS, and DOE. 

There exist significant gaps in our physical understanding of the coupled Sun-Earth system, and 
observational data coverage is sparse, especially in interplanetary space. Understanding the 
physical drivers of space weather events at the Sun and forecasting the associated geomagnetic 
storms at the Earth first requires understanding of solar eruptive events such as solar flares and 
coronal mass ejections. NSF's Daniel K. Inouye Solar Telescope (DKIST) is a prime example of 
a new observational capability which will provide new insights into the fundamental processes 
behind these events. Complementary to DKIST, infrastructure for the observation of coronal solar 
magnetism could prove critical to enabling understanding of the origin of the solar radiative and 
particle output and prediction of their evolution, to further support and enable forecasting of solar 
storms with an actionable lead time. New understanding and discovery will enable the further 
development of models of the Sun-Earth system, eventually giving us the ability to predict future 
events as we currently do for terrestrial weather. 

A major source of error in space weather prediction arises from the lack of monitoring of solar 
disturbances as they travel from the Sun and impact the Earth. Better capabilities for tracking 
these disturbances will lead to significant improvements in forecasting event arrival times and 
conditions, which determine the strength of impacts at Earth. Advancing our fundamental 
understanding and improving our ability to predict the occurrence and intensity of these storms 
will require new observational capabilities and capacities. The US-wide networks of GNSS 
receivers provide critical ionospheric data needed to assess impacts on communication, 
navigation, and surveillance assets in the national defense and civilian sectors. 

'www.hsdl.org/?view&did=789864 
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The 2015 interagency space weather action plan identifies needs and approaches to make our 
nation more resilient against space weather events. However, implementation and space weather 
readiness demands reliable forecasts, and improved understanding of interactions within the 
coupled Sun-Earth system. An effective research to operations cycle (R202R) will require 
collaboration between science and end-user communities. In addition to supporting fundamental 
research and the tools needed to advance our understanding of, and ability to predict space 
weather, NSF is sponsoring meetings such as the Applied Space Environments Conference and 
Spacecraft Charging Technology Conference. 

REGULATORY BURDEN ON UNIVERSITIES 

Question 6. Does the NSF currently have any plans to reduce the federal regulatory and 
oversight burdens associated with receiving NSF grants, and if so, what are they? 

Answer: NSF has always been mindful of the administrative burden placed on the research 
community and has consistently looked for ways to minimize and reduce the burden with respect 
to the preparation of proposals and management of NSF awards. NSF deliberately adopts 
approaches to implementing new administrative requirements in a manner that results in the 
lowest possible burden. Nonetheless, administrative requirements have accreted over time to 
such a degree that even low burden requirements may have a significant impact on the conduct 
and oversight of NSF funded research. Therefore, NSF, working in collaboration with the National 
Science Board (NSB) and other federal research agencies, is working to reduce administrative 
burden to the extent possible, while acknowledging the need for financial accountability and 
transparency as well as for safety and scientific integrity. 

NSF has consistently advocated at the federal level for streamlined processes and requirements 
and has remained at the forefront of this issue for years. However, NSF believes additional 
improvements can be made to reduce the administrative workload further-not only for the 
research and education communities, but also for NSF staff. NSF has adopted the following 
framework that was articulated in the NSB report, Reducing Investigators' Administrative 
Workload for Federally Funded Research: (1) Focus on the Science; (2) Eliminate or Modify 
Ineffective Regulations; (3) Harmonize and Streamline Requirements; and (4) Increase University 
Efficiency and Effectiveness. NSF is involved in each of these areas in either proposing solutions 
or coordinating with other agencies in seeking desired common outcomes. 

NSF utilizes a transparent process for the community to understand and comment on proposed 
changes to policies and procedures that affect their researchers and organization. Each year, 
NSF publishes a draft version of the Proposal & Award Policies & Procedures Guide (PAPPG) in 
the Federal Register for community comment. Upon resolving all submitted questions, comments, 
and suggestions, NSF reissues the PAPPG in a final format. Prior to its implementation, NSF 
allows the community a minimum of 90 days to review and understand all of the revisions and 
clarifications. This permits a full, transparent process and helps to reduce administrative burden 
in the research community. 

Finally, NSF is currently co-Chair of the National Science and Technology Council's (NSTC) 
Research Business Models (RBM) Interagency Working Group which has a goal of improving the 
efficiency, effectiveness, and accountability of the federal research and development enterprise. 
The RBM has responsibility for two major initiatives designed to reduce administrative burden by 
harmonizing policies for awards from federal research agencies, and NSF has a primary role in 
both initiatives. First, NSF co-Chairs the Research Performance Progress Report (RPPR) 
Subcommittee. The Subcommittee developed a consistent dataset for use by federal research 
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agencies for the submission of Second, NSF also 
co-Chairs the Research Terms which has a stated priority 
of creating greater consistency in the research awards a set 
of terms and conditions that to research and research-related grants to m""""""""' 
education and non-profit nrrl,.ni7,lim'" 

NSF SUPPORT FOR NASA 

There is some un.~ertail~tv about whether or not proposals that include fundamental 
research that could be applied to aerospace systems are discouraged at the 
NSF, 

concerns about 
how, the of their could 

be "'''"'m'"'" would the NSF fund innovative materials 

ae1ros•pa1ce structures? • the 
to substantive improvements for 

chemical engineering research 
that to substantively improved rocket fuels? 

fundamental science that may 
example, NSF's Metals and 

furlrlRmF,nlo~l research in structural materials and most 
co-funding innovative materials science proposals in 

lnn,rM,tir>n Platforms (MIPs)10 program. 

NSF has funded collaborative research 
t(evorutKJru<:e and Engineer our Future (DMREF) 11 program 
materials for the airline industry. 

NSF would fund innovative chemical engineering research, 

the Materials to 
has oe·vei>JDEld new structural 

substantively rocket fuels. NSF currently collaborates with 
fundamental research to 

to fund the Center for 
Chemical (CCE). 

EPSCoR 

Question 8. What would be the impact of your proposed cuts to the EPSCoR program to 
Alabama? 

Answer: If the proposed cuts were to take effect, existing awards could continue to be funded, 
contingent upon satisfactory project progress. 

Question 9. Why was the proposed cut to EPSCoR so much larger than other cuts in the 
NSF budget? 

Answer: NSF had to make a number of tough choices in this budget, and !his was one of them. 
In terms of actual obligations, EPSCoR funding grew by $57.92 million between 2007 and 2017, 

' 0 www.nstgovlfunding/pgm_summ.jsp?pimsjd"505133 
www.nsf.gov/fundinglpgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=505073 
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an increase of 56.7 percent This increase was much larger than NSF's 27.4 percent increase 
over the same period .. EPSCoR remains important to the Foundation. 

Question 10. What is NSF to ensure greater participation of EPSCoR states in 
regular {non-EPSCoR) ""''""'m'"' 
Answer: 
community in NSF and other 

EPSCoR maintains its efforts 
continuing its communication "'"'''k~l,nn 
Research Infrastructure lm'""''l"'rn<>r>t 
successful outcomes of 
communication skills through disciplined, 
economically-framed message that "'tt'~"''v"1v 
seeks to enhance abilities to deliver the 
charismatically, and successfully. 
EPSCoR has continued to encourage the involvement of EPSC:oF1-s•um)onted 
committees and review panels across NSF (e.g., Committees of visits, 
and merit review panels). 
EPSCoR invested in Rll Track-2: Focused EPSCoR Collaborations (RII Track-2 FEC) 
solicitation. Rll Track-2 FEC builds inlerjurisdiclional collaborative teams of EPSCoR 
investigators in scientific focus areas consistent with NSF priorities, cognitive 
science and neuroscience, genome to phenome, clean energy, and food security. addition, 
these awards have a particular focus on the development of career/junior faculty. 
The Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment is a five-year, $121 
million project supported by NSF that serves as a virtual system of resources 
and services for scientists and educators. NSF has partnered XSEDE to 
broaden participation and by EPSCoR investigators in order to accelerate scientific 
discovery, share data and and educate future generations on computational tools. 
resources, and methods. Thirty EPSCoR use the r.otm.l!llmln 
data, and expertise provided by allocations to 
principal investigators in EPSCoR inri~rli...tirm<: 
In its effort to embrace new '"r-hnt>lnr1v 
otherwise not have access to topical webinars on jurisdiction
requested topics. Some examples include: the Brain Research through Advancing Innovative 
Neurotechnologies (BRAIN) Initiative, the Graduate Research Fellowship Program (GRFP), 
the Industry-University Cooperative Research Centers program, the Science and 
Technology Centers (STC), and the Small Business Innovation (SBIR) program. 
As part of its Outreach investment EPSCoR supports travel of NSF staff to EPSCoR 
jurisdictions to share information on programs, strategic priorities, and 
opportunities. A total of 348 NSF staff attended 217 EPSCoR jurisdictional events over 

five years, These include NSF and Grants Conferences; EPSCoR 
ari~,rlirltir>ri"Aiaska, Delaware, Maine, NSF Days in FY 2016-FY 2017. 

hosted a Grants Conference in 2017. EPSCoR also capitalizes on its 
efforts by informational webinars on NSF-supported programs, Additionally, 

there is an effort to promote in-reach, EPSCoR facilitates opportunities for 
researchers and educators from EPSCoR to meet with NSF staff at the 
Foundation's headquarters. In FY 2016, staff facilitated approximately 35 in-reach 
meetings. 
Through co-funding, EPSCoR co-invests with NSF directorates and offices to support 
meritorious proposals submitted by investigators in EPSCoR jurisdictions to the 
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Foundation's research and education programs and crosscutting initiatives. These 
proposals have been merit reviewed by the directorates and offices, recommended for 
awards, but cannot be funded without the of EPSCoR. Co-funding leverages 
EPSCoR investment and facilitates EPSCoR scientists and engineers in 
Foundation-wide and FY 2016 EPSCoR co-funded 160 new projects, 
totaling $68.10 ($27.90 million of which was from EPSCoR). 

Question 11. How ad•vis•:>rv committees contain representatives from EPSCoR 
states? Please name ,.rl,,;.,,~"' number of representatives from EPSCoR 
states and percentage. 

Answer: Of NSF's 13 active advisory committees, 11 have representatives from EPSCoR states. 
The names of the committees, the number of from EPSCoR states, and the 
percentage of the overall committee are given in the table below. the 
combined membership of all 13 advisory 11.2 percent (23 members) are 
EPSCoR states. 

Advisory Committee # from EPSCoR %from EPSCoR 

~Sciences 4 26.7% 

& Information 
1 4.5% 

Engineering 
Education and Human 

2 8.7% 
Resources 

Engineering 1 7.7% 

2 10.5% 

Mathematics and Physical 
Sciences 

1 8.3% 

International Science and 
0 0.0% 

Engineering 
Social. Beha,;oral, and 

0 0.0% 
Economic Sciences 

Business and Operations 1 5.3% 

Committee on Equal 
Opportunities in Science and 4 25.0% 
Engineering 

Cyberinfrastruclure 4 28.6% 

En,;ronmen!al Research and 
2 12.5% 

Education 

Astronomy and Astrophysics 1 7.7% 

Total 23 11.2% 
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Questions for the Record Submitted by Evan Jenkins 

GREEN BANK OBSERVATORY 

Question 1. What is the total funding level 
Oh'"'"'"'"'t"'"' at current levels? Please 

Telescope; telescope OP•era,uons; 

the Green Bank 
bn~a~:down in the followirm 

maintenance; site management; site telesc:o~1es 
se1vic:es: development program; and NRAO central "rimi•ni,.,t•••ti"'" 

and 

Answer: NSF cannot provide information at this level of detail because it is proprietary to the 
managing organization. 

Question2. The FY 2018 request recommends a level of$11.85 million for the 
ooer~•tintns of the Green Ohtserva,tm'V and the VlBA. Of this provide 

level of funding will be dedicated to operations of the Green Bank ottse,rv;3torv. 

Answer: Of the $11.85 million for Other Astronomical Facilities, NSF expects that 
$8.4 million will support The balance of GBO income originates from sources other 

than NSF Division of Astronomical Sciences such as Breakthrough Listen ($2.0 
million), NANOGrav Project, West University, work for others. AST's portion together 
with !hose sources of income balance budget 

EPSCoR 

Question 1. Most recently West Virginia was awarded $20 million 
om'""""" With the cuts to the EPSCoR what will be in the 

awarded to various states, or grants 
proposed cuts were to take effect? 

Answer: If the nr"''"''"'"rl cuts were to take effect, existing awards could continue to be funded, 
contingent upon project progress. 

Question 2. What work is NSF 
non-EPSCoR grant programs and 

to boost EPSCoR states' awards and participation in 
programs? 

Answer: The NSF EPSCoR program continues to promote engagement of the EPSCoR 
community in NSF and other national activities. Examples include (but are not limited !o): 

EPSCoR maintains its efforts to better communicate the "EPSCoR success 
continuing its communication an EPSCoR Champion," which 
Research Infrastructure researchers to <:n<>r.ifiirc,.llv Pmr'h""'""' 
successful outcomes of workshop series helps cultivate 
communication skills through to an influential, 
economically-framed message of activities. It 
seeks to enhance abilities to deliver the scientific messages effectively, 
charismatically, and successfully. 

• EPSCoR has continued to encourage the involvement of EPSCoR-suppor!ed faculty in NSF 
committees and review panels across NSF (e,g., Committee of Visitors (COVs), site visits, 
and merit review panels). 

• EPSCoR invested in Rll Track-2: Focused EPSCoR Collaborations (RII Track-2 
solicitation. Rll Track-2 FEC builds interjurisdiclional collaborative teams of 
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investigators in scientific focus areas consistent with NSF priorities, 
science and neuroscience, to phenome, clean energy, and food 
these awards have a focus on the development of early career/junior 

Fn,,;n,,.m·inn Discovery Environment (XSEDE), is a 
million project supported by that serves as a virtual system of 
and services for scientists and educators. NSF has n;,rtnArArl 
broaden and usage by EPSCoR m~·es·tlg<l!o,rs scientific discovery, 
share data and educate future on computational tools, resources, 
and methods. EPSCoR use the resources, data and 

276 allocations to unique principal 

EPSCoR participants who would 
topical webinars on jurisdiction

ex.amotE's include: the Brain Research through Advancing Innovative 
the Graduate Research Fellowship Program 

Cooperative Research Centers program, the Science 
and the Small Business Innovation (SBIR) program. 

• As part its Outreach investment EPSCoR supports travel of NSF staff to EPSCoR 
jurisdictions to share information on and 
opportunities. A total of 348 NSF staff 

five years. These include NSF 
uri!;di,~tkms Alaska, Delaware, Maine, 

hosted a Grants Conference in 
efforts by informational webinars on ,~,_,,.._,"""'''rr"'" 

there is an effort to promote in-reach, 
researchers and educators from EPSCoR to meet with staff at the 
Foundation's headquarters. In FY 2016, staff facilitated approximately 35 in-reach 
meetings. 

• Through co-funding, EPSCoR co-invests with NSF directorates and offices to support 
meritorious proposals submitted investigators in EPSCoR jurisdictions to the 
Foundation's research and and crosscutting initiatives. These 
proposals have been merit reviewed and offices, recommended for 
awards, but cannot be funded of EPSCoR. Co-funding leverages 
EPSCoR investment and facilitates EPSCoR scientists and engineers in 
Foundation-wide programs and FY 2016, EPSCoR co-funded 160 new projects, 
totaling $68.10 million ($27 90 million of which was from EPSCoR). 

onmclses to reduce the EPSCoR 
sp~~cilfiC<IIIll how this will 

llr<Hlrl'lmiS 3, and 4) and "n-ftmlfliron 

the eligible states? 

Answer: At the $100.0 million FY 2018 Budget Request level, EPSCoR can fund 
Track-1 contingent on EPSCoR will have a merit 

Rll Track-1 proposals 2018 competition. No other tracks are 
planned for FY 2018 and nominal co-funding is possible. 

Question 4. In relation to the EPSCoR 
provide the following, amount alloc;ated 
amount allocated to co-funding. 

for each of the past five 
1; amount allocated to 
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Answer: EPSCoR does not allocate funds to specific tracks and the actual amount awarded by 
track depends on the outcomes of merit review competitions. In fiscal years, EPSCoR was 
able to fund all meritorious Rll Track-1 proposals. Any other funds are used for the other 
tracks and co-funding. 

Rll 

Outreach 

Track 1 

Track2 

NSF EPSCoR Budge! by Activity 

113 

NSF EPSCoR R!l Budget by Track1 

Question 5. In the current environment, the nation needs all the scientific we 
can state needs the benefits of research institutions. Does believe 
that of its in only half the states, leaving the others with very 
limited support, is sound 

Answer: NSF works the research capacity of every EPSCoR 
NSF operates through flows to meritorious whRrPvAr 

may be located. NSF does not operate on any allocations stale. 
states with more research submit more proposals than 

uuuu'"''"'u states and, receive more awards. The success rates of onJocJsa•ls 
jurisdictions is to that for proposals from non-EPSCoR 
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questions for the Record Submitted by Derek Kilmer 

OFFICE OF INTEGRATIVE ACTIVITIES 

line are to the EPSCoR and 
nrn,nm;Prl budget cuts would not impact 

"v~''"''"'"' NSF will continue its research 
r:vt,.,n<Ar:uri'tv as well as research 

r.vt,,r•"''"'"' (SaTC) is led 

Question Can you elaborate on how social science research can support cybersecurity 
efforts and how NSF is investing in this research? 

Answer: There is increasing appreciation that many scientific and practical ""'"'"nm"' 
privacy, and trust are rooted not in technical aspects, but in 

rlinn"''";,,n, For example, there are economic and incentives that motivate hackers and 
others who produce malware, as well as those who design secure software. There are also 
behavioral drivers that underlie what passwords we set for ourselves, and how secure we make 
the smartphones and tablets that we use on a basis. Researchers supported by NSF have 

important into the online social and financial activities of 
inf,~rn,•linn technology users and hackers in order to and implement IT that 
are both more secure easier to use" Research at the intersection of the social 
sciences will also help us understand how individuals, groups and organizations make rl<>t·i~;,,n., 
relevant to We can the motivations and incentives of individuals and 
lnsmul!lo,ns--ootn as atlackers and of develop a more cyber-secure 

Therefore, it is critical to collaborations among researchers 
disciplines supported by NSF's 

Over the last several years, NSF's Secure and (SaTC) program has 
su'-"""'"'" research projects !hal span computer science, and economic 

as well as mathematics, and education. The program seeks to enable work 
that brings these varied to us understand, predict, and 
explain atlack, and defense also to developing strategies for 
'"'n"'""''"n And it ensures that we are able to preserve individual privacy and promote usability. 
Topics include: 
• Theoretical and practical methods !o design, build, analyze and operate cyber systems that 

are secure, private, and usable; 
• T radeoffs across security and usability or accountability and privacy; and 
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The design of incentives or markets to reduce either the likelihood of cyber-allacks or the 
consequences of cyber-attacks, or that examine incentives and motivations of 

NSF's investments in SaTC recognize 
involves both the strength of 

The SaTe includes projects 
of contexts as well as in srr,~uilnh,onP.s 

systems, and other cyber-physical systems. 

SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 

rleM<!Im>m,.,n,ts. We're 
costs of we think that 
health behaviors in the long nm? 

Answer: The Social, Behavioral and Economic (SSE) sciences provide tremendous benefits to 
the scientific to and to the lives of Americans. As noted in a recent report from 
the National of tilled The Value of Social, Behavioral, and Economic 
Sciences to National Priorities: A Report for the National Science Foundation, "Nearly every major 
challenge the United States faces-from alleviating unemployment to itself from 
terrorism-requires understanding the causes and consequences of 

confluence of these forces on 
behavior-from how we think 
to better 
and effrecliveilv, 

Several examples are below: 

a severe storm 
Human response in the 
the risks. Scientists at the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
emergency responders to improve the 

social, cultural, technological, 
examine the 

rnrrPntv1r1n human 

can be a matter of life and death. 
on how weather communicate 

Atmospheric worked with the 
and their National Weather Service 

of weather-related risks to the public. 

National Academies ol 
Sciences to National Priorities: A 

Encrin~·Rrinn. and Medicine. 2017. The Value of Social, Behavioral, and Economic 
Science Foundation. DC: The National 

Academies Press. Retrieved from: -w.n:ap.edtJ/r;,ltal•ogi:Z47901the-value-ot-soc:ial-betJaviorzrl-alnd-•aconornic
sciences-to-nationa!-priorities 
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decades. The forecasts for the strength and 
accurate. Yet Katrina and Sandy were the 

reason for this be the disconnect that 
the forecasts and the that are understood 

This disconnect is when it comes to the effects of storm waters. Rain, direct "'r'"""r" 
to the surf, and waters due to !he storm, known as storm surge, cause over of the 
deaths related to this, the traditional way to describe and rank the 
severity of hurricanes is on the Hurricane Wind Scale14 

Researchers meteorologists and members of the in high-risk areas to assess 
what they did and not understand about storm risks. then used this information to 
build and test new visual of storm The of the team's research are 
reflected in the new warning system NOAA launched in 2014. The Potential Storm 
Surge its bright, clean, graphics and plain descriptions 
of weather is a world away from previous communication 

women in a hv1Jo!l1etical 
from SBt:--devei•DPEld 
that allow chains of put in the 
of health care costs, on was about $88,000 in 
2014, the latest year for which is spent less than $33,000 on a 
tmn<:r'l'"'t--"'h'n"t a third of what is spent on alone. To date (through March 

there have been 4,818 in the U.S. have a and money saving 
kidney through paired transplants provide a much better of life and longer 
life as compared to dialysis. 

AI Roth was awarded the Nobel Prize in Economics for his work. Roth's other research on 
matching and markets has been to match kids with public schools in New York, Boston, 
and many other cities and to new doctors from medical schools with appropriate 
hospitals around the country for their medical reside,ncies. 

in West Africa, coupled with 
demonstrate the necessity of managing the threat of New IF>t:hn,nk>ni''" 
researchers to better understand the nature of structure as it 
infectious disease. James Holland Jones and colleagues 
investigated methods to the of flu-like infectious disease in school settings. 
student, teacher and one school was outfitted with a credit car·d-Ei1Z€1d 
wireless sensor to monitor contact for one school day and model social networks. The 
resulting models simulated how influenza infection would spread through !he based 
on real-world contact. The models also allowed researchers to explore strategies for 
disease such as vaccinations and school closings. Most vaccination strategies were 
no more than random vaccinations in the spread of disease. However, social 
distancing strategies in which schools were closed (e.g., two days open, two days 
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closed) interrupted the contact network, and were nearly as effective as a complete three-week 
school shutdown, These useful insight for school administrators and public health 

prevention strategies, 
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THURSDAY, JUNE 8, 2017. 

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 

WITNESS
ROBERT M. LIGHTFOOT, JR., ACTING ADMINISTRATOR, NASA 

CHAIRMAN’S OPENING REMARKS

Mr. CULBERSON. The Commerce, Justice, Science Appropriations 
Subcommittee will come to order. 

We are very pleased to have with us today Robert Lightfoot, the 
acting administrator of NASA. Robert, we sincerely appreciate your 
service to the Nation, your devoted service to NASA, and keeping 
the American space program the best on Earth over these many 
years.

We have in fiscal year 2018 a request from the administration 
to fund NASA at $19.1 billion. This request from the Office of Man-
agement and Budget is a request $561 million below the recently 
enacted 2017 fiscal year level of $19.7 billion. 

When it comes to NASA, Mr. Administrator, this subcommittee 
works arm in arm. The country and Congress are very proud of the 
work that NASA does. I am really pleased to have the full support 
of the subcommittee in getting a record level of funding to NASA. 
In the brief time that I have had the privilege of chairing this sub-
committee, we have been able to take NASA to record levels of 
funding.

Last year’s level included $184 million in emergency funding to 
address the damage that occurred at NASA facilities at Michoud 
and at the Cape as a result of a hurricane and tornado. That was, 
I know, an important part of keeping NASA whole and allowing 
you to focus your efforts on space flight. 

This Congress has provided really significant increases to NASA. 
You have been underfunded for far too long. Too much has been 
on NASA’s plate, and you haven’t had enough funds to do every-
thing that you have been asked to do. But that is changing. 

As you have seen with the last several appropriations, NASA has 
grown from $18.1 billion in funding from—in 2015 to almost $20 
billion in fiscal year 2017. It is an indication of the level of con-
fidence and admiration that the Congress and the American people 
have in you and the good people at NASA. We have been able to 
provide NASA with growth at these levels, when other agencies of 
the Federal Government have seen their budgets held flat and even 
cut or eliminated. 

Of course, increased funding requires increased responsibility. 
Our constituents’ hard earned and very scarce and precious tax dol-
lars need to be spent wisely, prudently, and carefully. And the sub-
committee expects that you and everyone at NASA will ensure that 
the money our constituents work so hard to earn is used frugally. 
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We have, in the 2017 appropriations bill, made sure that the SLS 
rocket is fully funded, the Orion program is fully funded, that the 
agency has the funds that you need to put humans back into deep 
space. The commercial sector is funded at a level it should be in 
the 2017 bill. 

I like to think of what the commercial providers are doing is sort 
of like stepping out in front of your office building and catching a 
cab. In years to come, you should be able to catch a commercial 
provider to take you to low Earth orbit as easily as you can catch 
an Uber, Lyft or yellow cab. NASA will then be responsible for 
deep-space travel. I think it is a good way to think about the dis-
tinction and the difference between them. 

In addition to fully funding the human space flight program, as 
you have seen in the 2017 bill and in previous bills I have had the 
privilege of chairing in the subcommittee. The committee made cer-
tain that the Decadal Survey recommendations of the American 
Academy of Sciences are funded in each one of the major categories 
because we want to see NASA fund and fly those top recommenda-
tions of the Decadal Survey, and, in particular, when it comes to 
planetary science, which was badly underfunded for too many 
years. The committee included a directive to NASA, a statutory di-
rective that NASA fund and fly a mission, an orbiter and a lander 
to Jupiter’s icy moon Europa. It is one place nearest to home that 
the scientific community believes we are most likely to find life on 
another world for the first time in human history. I look forward 
to hearing an update on how the Europa mission is going. 

Finally, I want to direct your attention to language included in 
the 2017 bill directing NASA to identify the nearest Earth-like 
planet around the nearest star, to characterize that nearby planet’s 
atmosphere looking for signs of life, methane, carbon dioxide, oxy-
gen. As John Grunsfeld once told me, perhaps the sensitivity would 
be such that we might even detect industrial pollution in the at-
mosphere of a nearby planet. Then to directing NASA to develop 
interstellar rocket propulsion achieving 10 percent of the speed of 
light and then launch a humanities first mission to that nearest 
Earth-like planet no later than the 100th anniversary of Neil Arm-
strong setting foot on the moon in 2069. 

In the time it has been my privilege to represent the people of 
west Houston in District 7, I have enjoyed my service on this sub-
committee immensely. An important part of that has been the 
friendship and close cooperation that I have developed with my 
good friend from New York, Mr. Serrano. I am really pleased to 
have you back as our ranking member. We work together so well, 
and he is as passionate a supporter of the space program as I am. 

And I am pleased to recognize the gentleman from New York for 
any opening remarks he would like to make. 

RANKING MEMBER OPENING REMARKS

Mr. SERRANO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
And I also welcome the administrator to the subcommittee hear-

ing today. 
NASA is in charge of conducting civilian space activities and 

science and aeronautics research. I am a strong supporter of NASA 
and believe that its programs help America maintain itself as the 
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world leader in space exploration and in the scientific arenas that 
develop those technologies. Not only do NASA’s missions inspire so 
many people around the world, but they also help us innovate and 
address challenges that confront our Nation. 

The President’s budget blueprint for fiscal year 2018 requests 
$19.1 billion for NASA, which is a $532.8 million decrease from the 
2017 enacted level. While NASA was not cut as much as other 
agencies under the jurisdiction of our subcommittee, the budget 
proposal reduces funding for a number of important areas. 

I am particularly concerned that although funding is continued 
for the education activities of NASA’s Science Mission Directorate, 
this request zeroes out funding for three longstanding programs 
within NASA’s Office of Education, an office that helps inspire the 
next generation of scientists. 

I strongly oppose the elimination of these programs, Mr. Chair-
man, and I hope that we can work together in a bipartisan manner 
to preserve these programs that so greatly benefit the American 
people.

I would further like to call attention to the President’s request 
for Earth Science, which is cut of $166.9 million below fiscal year 
2017. In addition to eliminating several individual Earth Science 
missions, which are necessary in our efforts to combat climate 
change, the request will reduce funding for Earth Science external 
grants.

We need to place a high priority on NASA’s Earth Science re-
search, and I look forward to discussing this topic further today. 

I also look forward to hearing from Acting Administrator Light-
foot on NASA’s long-term plans for human space exploration, which 
will require significant amounts of money for research on advanced 
communications; entry, descent, and landing capabilities; and ways 
to protect astronauts’ health during those long deep-space missions, 
among other things. 

All of these improvements will require massive amounts of 
money over a long period of time, at a time when Federal non-
defense discretionary spending has been decreasing as a share of 
the economy. 

Mr. Chairman, as you very well know, I am also a strong sup-
porter of the Arecibo Observatory and believe that we must main-
tain strong support for its mission. NASA’s 2018 budget request in-
cludes funding for NASA activities at the observatory, and I would 
like to hear more about this work. 

Before I conclude, we cannot discuss NASA’s budget request, Mr. 
Chairman, without discussing the overall budget picture. As I men-
tioned at yesterday’s hearing, I believe that we must have a serious 
discussion regarding budget caps and President Trump’s larger 
budget request. The President proposes an increase of $54 billion 
in defense spending funded by an equal decrease in non-defense 
discretionary spending. Quite frankly, implementing such a pro-
posal undermines America’s competitiveness, economic opportunity, 
and domestic security. 

Agencies like NASA are being put at risk by this unbalanced pro-
posal, as evidenced by the unwise cuts in the NASA budget re-
quest. Our Nation’s leadership in a number of important areas is 
threatened by this budget request, and we need to recognize that 
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if we want our Nation to be at the forefront of innovation and job 
creation, we need a much wiser fiscal policy. 

And I am sorry for repeating myself, but I think that committees 
like ours deserve a better allocation as we go along, and the mov-
ing of $54 billion will hamper that in many ways. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Serrano. 
Mr. Lightfoot, we are delighted to have you with us here today. 

Your written statement will be entered into the record in its en-
tirety, if there is no objection. And I welcome you to briefly summa-
rize your statement. And thank you again for your service to the 
country.

ACTING ADMINISTRATOR’S OPENING REMARKS

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. OK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of 
the subcommittee. I am pleased to have this opportunity to discuss 
our budget, our FY 2018 budget request. 

We really appreciate the subcommittee’s support, especially your 
bipartisan commitment to what we call our constancy of purpose in 
NASA.

The FY 2017 Consolidated Appropriations Act, and specifically 
the emergency supplemental, as you mentioned earlier, were crit-
ical to us to keep the operations at Kennedy and Michoud assembly 
facility going. So we really appreciate that, your hard work on our 
behalf.

NASA’s historic and enduring purpose can be summarized into 
three major strategic themes: discover, explore, and develop. These 
correspond to our missions of scientific discovery, exploration, and 
new technology development in aeronautics and space systems. 
NASA missions also inspire the next generation. They inject inno-
vation into the national economy and they provide critical informa-
tion to address national challenges and support global engagement 
and international leadership. 

The FY 2018 request of $19.1 billion supports a vigorous pro-
gram that leads the world in space and aeronautics. While we had 
to make some difficult decisions with regard to Earth Science and 
education, this remains a good budget for NASA. 

NASA advances U.S. global leadership in aeronautics by devel-
oping and transferring key enabling technologies. In FY 2018, 
NASA will award a contract for detailed aircraft design, build, and 
validation of a low-boom flight demonstrator, which will dem-
onstrate quiet overland supersonic flight opening a new market in 
the U.S. industry. 

In science, NASA is currently using our 20 space-borne missions 
to study the Earth as a system, which supply Earth Science data 
for weather forecasting, farming, water management, disaster re-
sponse, and even disease early warning. 

The request also supports two new missions by the end of 2018. 
The GRACE-Follow-on will track water across the planet precisely 
measuring Earth’s gravitational field, and ICESat-2 will measure 
ice sheets, clouds, and vegetation canopy heights. 

In September, Cassini will make the final series of 22 daring 
dives through the 1,500-mile wide gap between the planet and its 
inner rings as part of its grand finale of end-of-mission maneuvers. 
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OSIRIS–REx on its way to the asteroid Bennu will conduct a 
search for elusive objects known as Earth-Trojan asteroids, and in 
2023 will return a sample from Bennu back to Earth for analysis. 

In 2018, we will launch the Mars InSight lander to study the in-
terior structure of Mars and are on track to launch the next Mars 
rover mission in 2020, and we continue to develop the Europa Clip-
per mission, which will further search for life beyond Earth. 

The James Webb Space Telescope continues on schedule for its 
2018 launch. The Webb will be a giant leap forward in our quest 
to understand the universe and our origins. 

In 2018, we will launch the recently named Parker Solar Probe 
on a mission to fly closer to the Sun than any previous mission. 
Parker will join 18 other missions dedicated to studying our near-
est star. 

NASA’s space technology request includes investments in deep 
space optical communication, high power solar electric propulsion 
technologies, and advanced materials. In late 2017, both the Green 
Propellant Infusion Mission spacecraft and the Deep Space Atomic 
Clock instrument will be delivered to orbit. 

The International Space Station, our first step on the road to 
deep-space exploration, is delivering the knowledge and the tech-
nology we need to keep astronauts safe, healthy, and productive on 
deep-space missions of increasing durations. 

Working with our commercial crew partners, NASA plans to re-
turn crew launch capability to American soil in 2018. We are con-
tinuing the development of the Space Launch System rocket, the 
Orion crew capsule, and the exploration ground systems, and the 
technology and research needed to support a robust exploration 
program.

In 2019, we plan to launch an uncrewed exploration mission 
called EM–1 using the new Space Launch System with Orion on 
a mission to lunar orbit. A crewed mission, EM–2, will follow not 
later than 2023. 

In the early to mid-2020s, we will develop and deploy critical life 
support and habitation systems leading to a crewed mission beyond 
the Earth-Moon system. Missions launched on the Space Launch 
System in the 2020s will establish the capability to operate safely 
and productively in deep space. 

With your continued support, we look forward to extending 
human presence into deep space, exploring potentially habitable 
environments around the solar system, and deepening our under-
standing of our own home planet, pushing our observations of the 
universe back to the time when first stars were forming and open-
ing the space frontier. 

Mr. Chairman, I will be pleased to respond to your questions and 
those of other members of the subcommittee. Thank you. 

SPACE LAUNCH SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Lightfoot. 
So you believe the funding levels that the committee has pro-

vided NASA over these last several years are sufficient to keep SLS 
on track. The delays that you are seeing are not a result of inad-
equate funding; they are a result of some technical challenges. Is 
that correct? 
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Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Yes, sir. We are struggling with what I call the 
normal development activities when we are trying to put hardware 
together for the first time. The tornado didn’t help. I don’t think 
that was a funding issue. You guys helped us by giving us the 
funding.

But the weld schedule on the Space Launch System, some of the 
challenges we are having with the European service module in sup-
port of Orion and some software challenges down at the cape. They 
are not anything Earth shattering in my mind. They are the typ-
ical——

Mr. CULBERSON. Normal. 
Mr. LIGHTFOOT [continuing]. Development activities we are hav-

ing to go through. We wish we didn’t have them, but we are learn-
ing as we go for the first-time build. 

Mr. CULBERSON. And you are confident you can meet the launch 
schedule you have laid out here for the committee for SLS? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Correct. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Terrific. 

PLANETARY SCIENCE

The subcommittee has provided robust support for the planetary 
science program to ensure that NASA can maintain a good cadence 
of launches for the discovery class missions, new frontiers, and 
flagship missions. Does the level of funding provided by the sub-
committee the last few years give you sufficient funding to make 
sure that you can launch missions in each one of those major cat-
egories that meet the Decadal Survey recommendations? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. We believe so. We have good progress on Europa 
Clipper. And per the 2017 appropriations, we are going to be an-
nouncing the instruments for the lander and going toward a mis-
sion concept review this summer. 

Mr. CULBERSON. How soon? 
Mr. LIGHTFOOT. This summer. 
Mr. CULBERSON. This summer. 
Mr. LIGHTFOOT. We seem to be moving really well on planetary. 

Helio, I talked about what we are going to do there as well. I am 
pretty confident that we have got the appropriations we need. 

Mr. CULBERSON. OK. Good. 
The Europa Clipper and Lande missions are extraordinarily im-

portant, the reason they both appear in the statutory bill language 
is because the science community believes we have the best chance 
of discovering life in another world in Europe. 

So I really appreciate the support that headquarters has given 
to that mission. It is going to be a turning point in human history 
when we discover life for the first time in another world. In addi-
tion, it makes the SLS even more essential, because a deep-space 
mission like that with a large flagship-class spacecraft, such as the 
Clipper and the Lander, require the SLS. 

Talk to me about the timeframe for when you expect Clipper to 
be ready to launch and the lander. 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Yes, sir. In the 2018 budget that we proposed, 
we expect a Clipper in the mid-2020s that is when we expect it to 
go. Of course, you know that in the 2018 budget there is nothing 
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in there for the lander. It is part of the balancing that we had to 
do.

We had two flagship missions, the March 2020 and the Clipper 
in there. We have to work the balance on that for the lander piece. 

Mr. CULBERSON. But, of course, the lander is in law. 
Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Oh, yes. We are going to continue what we did— 

it is what you said what we were told to do in 2017. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Yes, sir. You have got adequate funding for it. 
Now, there is another reason the lander is important, not only— 

because when we—Mr. Serrano is exactly right. The future mis-
sions that—the scale of the human space flight program, the SLS 
program is going to require significant amounts of money over a 
sustained period of time. I am convinced when the public—when 
we make that remarkable discovery of life in another world, it will 
reinvigorate the public’s already deep admiration for NASA and 
allow us to have enough money for the program for the future. 
That is another important part of that Europa mission. 

Could you tell us about—we were very grateful that the Agency 
has put together an ocean worlds program as directed by the sub-
committee’s bill to explore Enceladus, moon of Saturn, and Titan 
and some of the other ocean worlds of the outer solar system. 

Could you talk to us about any—are there, for example, NEW
FRONTIERS—is there a new frontiers mission being considered for 
Enceladus? Talk to us a little bit about why Enceladus is impor-
tant.

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Well, obviously, Enceladus is important for the 
same reason Europa is. We think it is a place where we could find 
some of the origins of life or different life that could be there. The 
NEW FRONTIERS program is going to stay on its standard cadence 
that we will put out here shortly, and we think we have got the 
money to do that as—— 

Mr. CULBERSON. Every other year? 
Mr. LIGHTFOOT. I believe we are at 3 years, is where we are right 

now, 21⁄2 to 3 years. Let me make sure of that. Let me take that 
for the record to make sure I am exactly right. I don’t want to 
guess here. 

Mr. CULBERSON. Is there a mission being planned to Enceladus, 
to your knowledge? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Well, we would put out a new frontiers that 
would—that could be a proposed mission for sure in that. 

Mr. CULBERSON. OK. Very good. Thank you. 
Mr. Serrano. 
Mr. SERRANO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

EARTH SCIENCE

NASA’s Earth Science division works to develop a scientific un-
derstanding of the Earth and its responses to natural and human- 
induced changes. However, the President’s budget proposal has a 
significant reduction in funding for external Earth Science research 
grants. Why is this being proposed? And shouldn’t research grants 
aiming to study our own planet be made a particularly high pri-
ority?

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Yes. What we have done with the Earth Science 
budget this year that we believe is the right way to approach it, 
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we took kind of a risk management approach where we said what 
is the top science, what does the Decadal say, and then how are 
we doing from a performance perspective on the programs that are 
there?

Plus, we took into account that the next Earth Science Decadal 
comes out in 2017 that can actually give us some guidance to 
where we may need to go, because the last one was 2007. When 
we made the decisions we made within the budget we had, we had 
to balance all that. 

We still have 20 operating missions, they are in space, plus we 
have a large airborne science campaign. We still have our STEM 
science activation program going on where we are funding folks at 
universities to help us with some of our challenges. We thought we 
have done the best balance we can within the budget we got. 

Mr. SERRANO. OK. My concern is that if the grants are currently 
awarded at a higher rate of acceptance, isn’t that a good thing? Al-
though, talented researchers are and should be doing great work 
studying other planets and other solar systems, shouldn’t we place 
a top priority on studying the changes happening in our own plan-
et?

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. We are. I mean, we are still doing some of that 
work. That is what I am talking about with some of the STEM acti-
vation activities that we do in science. We will continue to do some 
of it. We won’t be able to do it all. And that is what we did 
from——

Mr. SERRANO. And which other agencies do you work with on 
that?

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Let’s see, I believe we work with NSF and 
NOAA to do similar work in Earth Science. We are pretty com-
plementary in the tasks there. 

Mr. SERRANO. Within the CJS subcommittee’s jurisdiction, both 
NOAA and the NASA Earth Science division are intimately in-
volved in studying and tracking changes in Earth’s climate. To 
your knowledge, did President Trump or his advisers consult with 
NASA’s Earth Science division or rely in any way on NASA’s Earth 
Science data prior to the President’s announcement that he is pull-
ing the United States out of the 196-nation Paris climate agree-
ment?

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. They did not consult with us. I cannot say 
whether they used our data in terms of making that decision, but 
they did not consult with the Earth Science division. 

Mr. SERRANO. And your data wouldn’t have suggested they would 
pull out, I suspect. 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. There is a lot of data there, sir. I don’t know if 
that would have done it or not. 

ARECIBO TELESCOPE

Mr. SERRANO. OK. That is a good answer. That is a beautiful an-
swer.

Administrator Lightfoot, you are aware of my interest in the Are-
cibo telescope in Puerto Rico, a 1,000-foot wide radio telescope used 
for radio astronomy, hemispheric science, and radar astronomy. 
Could you explain for our audience and for me some of the most 
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important ways that NASA and the Nation continue to benefit from 
utilizing this telescope and others like it? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Yes. We use Arecibo—we use several instru-
ments to track asteroids near asteroids, and Arecibo, we use that 
to characterize. Once we identify one, we use the Arecibo and 
Goldstone, for instance, is another one that we use to actually char-
acterize the shape, you know, what kind of asteroid it could be. 

We look at it—it is almost the radar and then the characteriza-
tion kind of mentality that we use. Arecibo is an important part of 
that mission for us. We expect to spend roughly the same we have 
been spending there as we move out in the future. I think it is $3.6 
million, what we use there today that we work with our friends at 
NSF, depending on where they go with it. 

Mr. SERRANO. Very briefly as a followup. At yesterday’s hearing, 
NSF was basically telling us that they are trying to get away from 
the Arecibo Observatory. They didn’t say it in those words, but we 
know that that is the case. Is that the same case with your involve-
ment?

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. I think the way we have looked at it is we will 
use it if it is there, because it is a capability that we can use, but 
we also have other assets that actually can help us as well from 
characterization of asteroids. 

Mr. SERRANO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. CULBERSON. I want to join my good friend Mr. Serrano ex-

pressing my strong support to keep the Arecibo radio observatory 
open. It is a unique strategic asset to the country and a tremen-
dous capability that we don’t want to lose. 

I am very pleased to recognize the gentleman from Kentucky, 
Mr. Rogers. 

CHAIRMAN ROGERS OPENING REMARKS

Mr. ROGERS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Welcome, Mr. Administrator. I have been a space nut since I was 

a teenager. 
Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Me too. 
Mr. ROGERS. In fact, when Sputnik went up in 1957, it was so 

exciting. I quit a job in a radio station in North Carolina and en-
rolled in physics at the University of Kentucky, aiming for Cape 
Canaveral. But the first year was, of course, all math, and I want-
ed to shoot rockets. I got bored with the math. I switched off to 
something else. 

But NASA is more than a space-launching agency. NASA is an 
inspiration maker, a dream realizer. The space race with the Sovi-
ets and the race to the Moon energized, inspired, excited the world, 
but especially here at home. And all of the spinoffs that have been 
caused by the space program and so many different arenas has 
been absolutely phenomenal. We lack that excitement today. 

I have no doubt, Mr. Chairman, that there probably would not 
have been a moonshot, but for the challenge of the space race with 
the Soviet Union at the time. I am not advocating anything like 
that, but we need—the country needs the inspiration that you and 
I both gained from early NASA activities. 

What can you tell us about building the dreams and inspiring 
the country? 
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Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Well, I think that there is plenty of that right 
now. I will give you a great example just from yesterday. We se-
lected 12—announced 12 new astronauts out of the record number 
of applicants. We had 18,000 people apply to be astronauts and we 
picked 12. 

Two months ago, we discovered potential exoplanets, called 
TRAPPIST–1, roughly seven exoplanets. We had 4 billion hits in 
our social media for just understanding what is going on there. 

I think that the missions we do still inspire. I think they still en-
gage youngsters everywhere. I mean, my kids are sending me stuff 
that they see on Instagram and Facebook—which I am not on, 
right—asking me, Dad, what is going on here? This is pretty cool, 
right.

I think we still have a great presence, and I think that presence 
is related to the missions that we do. I think the missions, as long 
as we do, much like what the chairman said about when we—we 
are actually trying to make civilization-level impacts. We are trying 
to learn things that are going to change the way we look at every-
thing. Those kind of missions really inspire everyone to pay atten-
tion to what we are doing. 

I think it is still there, maybe not as much as it was when we, 
you know, walked on the Moon, but I tell you, I am pretty inspired 
by what we are doing, and our teams are very inspired by what we 
are doing. We don’t have any trouble getting any workforce to help 
us do it. 

Mr. ROGERS. Good. Good. I am glad to hear that. 
The October moon, you remember the book and the movie—— 
Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Oh, October Sky? Rocket Boys. I think it is 

Rocket Boys, yes. 
Mr. ROGERS. October Sky, yeah. I identified very, very much with 

that young kid, and I am sure you had somewhat of a similar ex-
citement.

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Oh, yes. 

NASA EDUCATION

Mr. ROGERS. I am concerned about your proposed—in your budg-
et, your cuts to the Office of Education, in fact, zero. That gets to 
this, what we are talking about. The education programs hopefully 
have been spreading the word about NASA’s excitement and all of 
that. I can’t understand why you would want to cut that. The 
EPSCoR and space grant programs. Two of my universities have 
used those moneys to start small but remarkably successful aero-
space programs. Your investments have promoted high retention 
for Kentucky STEM workforce. 

Just in April, you deployed two CubeSats developed by the Uni-
versity of Kentucky and Morehead State University as part of your 
ongoing educational launch of nano satellites mission. The first 
time two Kentucky satellites, by the way, have been ever launched 
simultaneously. Thank you very much. 

What can you tell us about the education programs that are now 
zeroed down in your budget request? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Yes. What we did is—or what we have been 
doing for a while is doing an assessment around our outreach ac-
tivities that we do and our education activities that we do and try-
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ing to better do—do those a little more effectively or efficiently 
from an Agency standpoint. 

What we felt was that we still have several activities going on 
within each of our Mission Directorates, Science, Space Technology, 
Human Exploration, and Aeronautics that actually still do research 
fellowship programs with universities, still do STEM activation in 
the science community, and we felt we could balance those better. 
The decisions we made, we thought we could still do the outreach 
and do it a little more effectively going forward. 

I don’t deny that the programs have been pretty successful for 
us, but we felt like in the balance of things we could do this more 
effectively in a different way. 

Mr. ROGERS. Well, you couldn’t beat the kind of outreach that I 
experienced back last August, a year ago, where the students in 
Leslie County, mountain area—very remote—every student in that 
elementary school gathered in the gymnasium and hooked up with 
a——

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. International Space Station. 
Mr. ROGERS [continuing]. International Space Station. And the 

astronauts did a fantastic job, by the way, for an hour. That will 
be in the minds of those young people from here on. And that is 
the kind of thing that I think we need to do more of, inspiring the 
up-and-comer young students who have no other way to under-
stand and learn about what space is all about. 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. I completely agree, and we will continue to do 
down links from the International Space Station with schools. 

Mr. ROGERS. You have got the only classroom there is in space. 
Mr. LIGHTFOOT. I have also got a school of your kids over at 

NASA headquarters right now that are in town. One of the stu-
dents reached out to me directly in an email and said they want 
to know more about NASA. It is one of the—from Kentucky. And 
I was supposed to do that, but you guys scheduled a hearing or I 
would have been talking to them right now. 

Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Chairman, can he be excused? 
Mr. CULBERSON. Anything for Kentucky. 
Mr. ROGERS. Thank you. 
Mr. LIGHTFOOT. No, they are very excited, though. 
Mr. SERRANO. Two Kentucky launchings? 
Mr. ROGERS. Yeah. 
Mr. SERRANO. Not bad. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you, Mr. Rogers. 
Mr. Kilmer. 
Mr. KILMER. Thank you, Chairman. 
And maybe, just to begin, I would like to echo the comments of 

Chairman Rogers. We had a NASA explorer school in my district, 
and I got to visit, and the kids were mesmerized. It was really 
amazing. Someone presented a slide that showed a giant hole on 
Mars. I joined every one of the children in walking out of that gym-
nasium, and calling my wife and saying, ‘‘did you know there is a 
giant hole on Mars and we don’t know how deep it is?’’—it was 
awesome. It was really cool, really inspiring. 

I share the concern that defunding the education activities at 
NASA would jeopardize that sort of excitement. 
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Last Congress I worked with NASA to write and introduce a bi-
partisan bill called the United States and Israel Space Cooperation 
Act. It was recently reintroduced, and it seeks to recognize and 
strengthen our longstanding and mutually beneficial partnership 
with Israel on peaceful exploration of space. 

Do you see opportunities for NASA to partner with the Israel 
Space Agency? And can you give us a sense of what efforts are cur-
rently underway in that regard? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Yes. We already participate with them with our 
GLOBE program, aeronaut program. These are things that they 
participate with us on. We also see some opportunity maybe in the 
SmallSat/CubeSat arena that we will be looking at, and we con-
tinue to have the dialogue with them today. 

I would leave the aperture pretty open and see what—what we 
find when we work with any of our international partners, because 
we work with so many, is they have niche areas they are interested 
in. Oftentimes, they can fill the areas that—they can fill spots for 
us in doing those things. I think we will continue to work with 
Israelis just like we have already. 

Mr. KILMER. Is it correct that during NASA’s Exploration Mis-
sion-1, they will be testing a radiation vest from StemRad, which 
is an Israeli company? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. I know at one time that was in the planning. 
Can I get back to you for the record on that? 

Mr. KILMER. Yeah. 
Mr. LIGHTFOOT. I definitely know it was—— 
Mr. KILMER. I know that there is some interest in it because it 

helps kind of get a sense of the effects of deep-space radiation. 

IN-SITU RESOURCE UTILIZATION

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Yes, sir. 
Mr. KILMER. I also want to ask about just the cost of access to 

space. As you know, it currently costs $15.6 million per metric ton 
to get to geostationary orbit with a maximum payload. If, however, 
you refueled a rocket in low Earth orbit en route to geostation 
orbit, the price drops to $12.5 million, and the payload can increase 
more than twofold. Even better savings can be realized if we utilize 
on-orbit refueling for both Moon and Mars missions. 

So there has been, I think, increasing interest in using asteroids 
as a launching pad for that. They have the capacity to unlock the 
solar system’s economy. Can you give us a sense of where asteroid 
resource utilization is in NASA’s exploration roadmap? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Well, of course, in this proposal we canceled the 
asteroid redirect mission where we were going to bring one back. 
For us, what we are trying to do is understand how we can use any 
resource of any body, not just asteroids, how can you do it. We call 
it in-situ resource utilization, where we can utilize the stuff that 
is there when we get there as opposed to bringing it with us. 

That is where we are today. I know there is quite a bit of inter-
est in the commercial arena. We had several companies come talk 
to us about doing mining, say, on the Moon. 

Mr. KILMER. Sure. 
Mr. LIGHTFOOT. To me, that is a great—from my perspective, 

that is a great example of a public-private partnership where some-
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body in the private industry has an idea and we can help enable 
them, as we have done with some of the other things we are doing. 

Mr. KILMER. Last week—and this has come up in a number of 
our subcommittees. Last week, Politico had an article that said the 
White House has been telling agencies not to respond to questions 
from Congress if those questions came directly from Democratic 
members. For example, at a hearing in May, the acting adminis-
trator of the GSA said, quote, ‘‘The administration has instituted 
a new policy that matters of oversight need be requested by the 
committee chair.’’ 

To your knowledge, has either the White House or the Office of 
Management and Budget approached NASA about implementing 
that type of policy that would prohibit answering questions from 
Democrats?

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. No. No. 
Mr. KILMER. Good. Thank you. I am pleased to hear that. 
Do I have a little more time? Let me ask just quickly. We have 

heard a lot about NASA’s desire to enable the commercial space in-
dustry by, first, focusing on the commercialization of low Earth 
orbit. The commercial space industry has said it is important to 
know NASA’s low Earth orbit requirements to help with their plan-
ning for future commercial space station capabilities. 

Can you talk about how NASA is working with the commercial 
space industry to communicate your residual low Earth orbit re-
quirements to industry? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Yes. There is numerous ways we are doing that. 
We are looking at the technologies we need to develop for us to 
move onto deep space. We are looking at what would be required 
from a health and human perspective for crews. We have a plan 
on the International Space Station today to retire those risks, 
right. If we don’t, you know, there is going to be things that we 
aren’t going to completely retire. As we don’t finish those things as 
we move on out, we are going to need people to actually be there 
to help us to retire—continue to work on those risks going forward. 

We have a good list. We provide it in different ways: through 
broad area announcements, through RFIs that we put out for peo-
ple to say is anyone interested or working on a technology they 
could do this for us. That is the way we usually do it, from that 
perspective.

Mr. KILMER. Terrific. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I yield back. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Kilmer. 
I recognize Mr. Palazzo. 

CONGRESSMAN PALAZZO OPENING REMARKS

Mr. PALAZZO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Lightfoot, you talked about accelerating the SLS to include 

a manned EM–1 mission. The feasibility report last month said it 
was technically possible to do so, but NASA decided against it now 
that SLS and Orion budgets are down and the timeline has slipped 
to 2019. That leads to my question: Can you walk me through both 
the decision not to pursue a manned EM–1 mission and the delay 
to 2019? 
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Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Yes, sir. Let’s start with the EM–1 crew decision 
first, if that is OK. We asked for the feasibility of this. We asked 
several teams to get together and decide what happened. Of course, 
we have been doing this for a while not expecting to put crew on 
EM–1. The first thing we had to do is go back for like 3 years and 
say what decisions have we made that you need to reopen now that 
we are going to put crew on there, from a risk perspective, a tech-
nical risk perspective. 

We did the technical risk assessment, we did a schedule risk as-
sessment, and then we did a cost risk assessment when we went 
through it. It came out that it was feasible. I mean, we could abso-
lutely do this, but what it cost us was it was going to cost us more, 
it was going to push the schedule out, and then there we were 
going to accept more technical risk. 

Really what it kind of did for the most part is it validated our 
original plan, which is we need to do this test flight. However, in 
the process of doing that, we found two or three pretty critical 
areas that we need to do some more work on. 

The heat shield on Orion, there was some questions about some 
of the things we wanted to do there. There were some questions 
around some of the systems in the European service module, and 
we wanted to make sure we understood those better before we flew 
the first mission, even if crewed or uncrewed. Then there is an as-
cent abort test we were going to do after EM–1 that I think we are 
going to pull forward now, because we think it is important to go 
ahead and get that done. 

The study itself was really good in identifying some of the critical 
things.

As far as the date for EM–1, crewed or uncrewed, the first date 
for the uncrewed mission, when the tornado came through 
Michoud, we were already dealing with some weld issues. We were 
trying to do a weld on a tank that we haven’t done before, and that 
is just kind of a technical challenge for us that we are working 
through. The tornado came through. We lost access to the area 
where we are, or where we were doing the welding, for about, ah, 
depending on how you look at it, it cost us 1 or 2 months, probably 
a little more, actually, when it is all said and done, and we are 
struggling with this weld. 

The move of the date was more related to the fact that we are 
having the technical challenges with this weld schedule that we 
have got to go do. I think that is probably the best summary. I 
hope I got that for you, sir. 

SPACE LAUNCH SYSTEM STATUS

Mr. PALAZZO. That works well. And so going back to the tornados 
that went through Michoud, and because the majority of the SLS 
components are manufactured there, including the welding, you 
said—I think you just said it might be a 1- to 2-month delay. Is 
that all you see from the damage that happened at Michoud or 
could there be more slippage? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Yes. We are looking at that now, right. We owe 
a report back probably next week, I think, is when we are having 
the meeting. 
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The tornado was part of it. The weld schedule is another part of 
it, and we are trying to assess where that is. The tornado wasn’t 
the only thing. It was the weld and the tornado coming through. 

Mr. PALAZZO. All right. Apollo 17 was known as the last moon-
shot, and it put three astronauts on the Moon. It launched Decem-
ber 7, 1972, almost 45 years ago. 

There are a lot of discussions over the past few years about a 
decimation in getting back to deep space. And the President has 
even talked about trying to get a man to Mars in the 2020s. Can 
we do this? And what will it take to get a man back on the Moon 
and eventually to Mars? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. My current plan right now is we are looking at 
roughly—when we look at a horizon goal of getting to Mars, we 
look at 2033 as being a good opportunity. There are certain win-
dows that are better for getting to Mars than others. We are look-
ing at 2033. 

The way we are doing this is we are using the International 
Space Station today as our jumping off point where we can get all 
the technologies developed, understand everything that is hap-
pening to the human body, right, and then, frankly, enabling a 
commercial industry. We give them a destination and we give them 
the opportunity to get their systems down. 

We will slowly progress out, take a stepping stone process to get 
us out and around the Moon to test further systems that we are 
going to need. It won’t be as big as we have in low Earth orbit, but 
there will be systems that we can actually use. Think about a back-
bone or an infrastructure that we can then use. From there, we 
will test those systems for longer duration, because we need to be 
good for 2 to 3 years when we talk about going to Mars. Test those 
systems out and then move toward going out to the next step to 
Mars.

We look at the decade of the 2020s as kind of our time to prove 
all that out in the—get those systems ready to go so that we can 
then go in 2033 to Mars. It is kind of a stepping-stone approach, 
right, that we have. We don’t assume any—we pretty much assume 
the current services that we have budgetwise today with an in-
crease in inflation as we go forward. That is what we assume when 
we are making these plans. I think that is kind of a methodical ap-
proach that we take, a systems approach to getting there, and I 
think it is the right way to do it. 

Mr. PALAZZO. Well, I appreciate that response. 
And I would like just to mention that I do think it is important 

to be focusing on planetary sciences and looking out. There is al-
ready over a dozen Federal agencies that study our Earth, but 
there is only one agency tasked with space exploration, and that 
is NASA. And with limited funds, flat funding, and budgets, I think 
our resources are better spent, you know, exploring the deep space 
and not focused on what other agencies are already doing. 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. I understand. One thing, just for consideration, 
there is a lot of analog to learning about Earth and how it plays 
with the other planets, because Earth is a planet as well. How 
Earth evolves, we learn a lot from learning about Earth on what 
could happen to Mars and what could happen to Venus. There is 
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a value for us in learning about Earth as well. I understand your 
point.

Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Palazzo. 
I would like to recognize the gentlewoman from New York, Ms. 

Meng.

CONGRESSWOMAN MENG OPENING REMARKS

Ms. MENG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
And thank you to Mr. Administrator for being here today and for 

all this very interesting work. As a new member of the committee, 
I am learning a lot. 

I want to, first, thank you and NASA for conducting so much im-
portant research on the commercial air transportation system and 
flight noise situations. And I just wanted to get your take on why 
research of excessive flight noise and noise mitigation is important 
to NASA and to our country. 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Yes. Well, clearly, aviation travel has become a 
big deal now. I mean, it has gotten routine for those of us that 
travel a lot, and we like to say NASA is with you when you fly. 
There is a lot of systems on every airplane and in every airport 
that we have worked with our partners in the FAA to develop over 
time.

Noise mitigation is a clear one, right, when you have so many 
people moving in closer and closer to airports. We have what is 
called technical challenges in our aeronautics area that work on 
aviation safety. They work on the environmental responsive activi-
ties that we do, whether it is cleaner fuel or whatever it is that we 
use for aircraft, but they also do noise abatement as well. 

All of those are critical to us in terms of making sure that our 
aviation industry is a good neighbor for everyone, what they are 
dealing with, but also still being reactive to what we need as cus-
tomers in that arena as well. That is what we think our role is. 

AIRCRAFT NOISE MITIGATION

Ms. MENG. For noise mitigation, from an environmental perspec-
tive or a safety perspective, why is noise mitigation important? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. I think—well, noise mitigation is really the good 
neighbor, right. I mean, if you think about environmental, environ-
mental is not just biofuels and things like that. It is also the noise 
pollution, right. Our job is, again, as things move closer and closer 
around airports, you have got to be a good neighbor. 

I think that is some of the stuff we are trying to do to decrease 
the noise levels and help set those better. 

Ms. MENG. Do you think there is more that the Federal Govern-
ment can do, whether it is NASA or other agencies, to combat this 
issue of noise mitigation? My district is in between the two air-
ports, LaGuardia and JFK in Queens, New York. New York is con-
sidered to be the busiest and most complex air space in the coun-
try.

Currently, NASA invests in aircraft technology such as the X- 
Plane and air traffic management and operations, which would 
limit the effect of noise and amount of time planes are spent hov-
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ering low over neighborhoods. What are you doing in the coming 
year to address airplane noise? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Well, like I say, we have a program and several 
activities in place. What I would like to do, if it is OK, is get my 
team up here and let them bring you exactly what we are doing 
in that arena. I think that would be better than me trying to try 
to pull it off the top of my head. If I could do that, I think you 
would find it fascinating what the teams are trying to do. 

Ms. MENG. And do you have any suggestions if other agencies 
could do more to be helpful in this area? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. I am just not familiar enough to know. I mean, 
we work with FAA on these things quite often, obviously. They are 
a partner for us. When the teams come up, we will make sure they 
bring that forward if that is OK. 

Ms. MENG. OK. Thank you. 
Another question. The amount of manmade debris orbiting Earth 

grows every year disrupting our satellites and putting astronauts 
in harm’s way. If current trends in space junk continue, low Earth 
orbit could become unusable for our future satellites and missions. 
We heavily depend on the communication capabilities provided by 
these satellites, and I am concerned about the economic impact of 
future space debris collisions and what that would mean for our 
communications infrastructure. 

What is NASA currently doing to mitigate space debris? And are 
there plans to actually remove debris? And how is NASA planning 
to increase these activities moving forward? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Right now, in—I will take that in pieces. Today 
when we launch, we have requirements that will make us de-orbit 
things, like the second stages of rockets. We have to carry enough 
fuel to be able to de-orbit so they don’t stay up there. That is one 
thing that we do, and everybody has to do that. 

We didn’t do that back in the 1970s and the 1960s, so there is 
a lot of stuff still up there. The only thing we are doing inside 
NASA is we are working on technologies, very small amount. I 
don’t want to imply that there is a big amount here, but it is a very 
small amount on technology and studies around what you could do. 

We haven’t had the charter to go do that. I am not sure that is 
our charter necessarily, but we know it is a risk. We all understand 
it is a risk going forward. So far, that is what we have been doing 
as far as orbited debris goes. 

Ms. MENG. Thank you. I yield back. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you very much. 
I will recognize the gentleman from West Virginia, Mr. Jenkins. 

CONGRESSMAN JENKINS OPENING REMARKS

Mr. JENKINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Administrator, thank you for being here. 
Chairman Rogers referenced Rocket Boys and October Sky. I am 

proud to be the Congressman from the Third Congressional Dis-
trict, and talked to Homer Hickam just a couple of weeks ago. He 
is doing well, and we are certainly very proud of that kind of inge-
nuity and spirit from our State. 
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NASA EDUCATION

Also similar to Congressman Rogers, talking about the education, 
you know, we are not Florida. We are not Texas, but NASA has 
a real impact. And I know we have some of the brightest minds 
that, when given the chance to compete, they win. Look at the cen-
tennial challenge. You are nodding. I appreciate it. You know 
where I am going with this. 

Our WVU students in 2014 won the level one challenge. For 
those who aren’t familiar, this is where NASA has challenged the 
citizens, the public, to say help us, NASA, solve big problems and 
issues. And you put out the marker making it a competition, and 
West Virginians stepped up to the plate in 2014. WVU students 
won level one. And in 2015, 2016, the only team to have won a 
level two twice. 

So whether it be Homer Heckam from Rocket Boys to WVU stu-
dents winning national competitions, there is a lot of exciting 
things and capabilities and talents from West Virginians. 

I want to go back to your opening statement where you talk 
about consistency of purpose. You identified the three areas of in-
fluence and your mission statements. And then, again, Chairman 
Rogers raised the issue about the same concerns I have, the 
defunding, the elimination of the Office of Education, the EPSCoR 
programs, things that are so important to a State like West Vir-
ginia that doesn’t have the big NASA assets but is doing good work 
in support of NASA. 

In one of your previous answers, you said, well, we are doing this 
to, quote, be more efficient in a different way. And I would like for 
you to explain for me a little more about how you were taking 
these programs that are proving very successful in my State, and 
are you able to reassure me that while, yes, we are zeroing out 
here, we can reassure you that we are going to be efficient and ef-
fective but just in a different way, and you will continue to have 
that level of support. 

I want to understand what being more effective in a different 
way really means and how that impacts the programs that mean 
so much in West Virginia. 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Yes. I think the way we look at it in the Agency 
is, what we found is that we have an education program, right. We 
have outreach that a lot of the mission support—or missions do on 
their own. How can we sync those together so that they actually 
get—we get an economy of scale between the two instead of them 
being stovepiped? 

In the example you used with WVU, that actually is not an edu-
cation program, that was actually in our Space Technology Mission 
Directorate. We are looking at the centennial challenges there, 
right, where the guys were working there. We are looking at where 
we can use our missions more instead of a stovepiped education 
thing so that we can leverage what we need in our missions and 
get, just like you said, get the kids engaged in solving those solu-
tions for us. 

We really—we started this long before the budget discussion as 
part of our baseline services activity we have been doing, not just 
in education and outreach, but in procurement and human capital 
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and other areas to say, how can we leverage our things better and 
run the agency a little more efficiently? 

That is what I mean by effective and efficient. If we can start 
connecting the dots between what the missions need and the 
money they are already spending and engage using some of the 
way we think about engaging the educational institutions so we 
can go forward. 

Space technology has their—they have a research fellowship that 
is still in there. We have the STEM science activation program that 
science does still, those kind of activities, and then there is a uni-
versity innovation and challenges activity that is in aeronautics. So 
we are using our missions to fund those kind of things to engage 
the workforce. 

Mr. JENKINS. Well, 10, 15 years ago, I served on the EPSCoR ad-
visory board. So are you—I want to try to cut to the chase, are you 
telling me that the EPSCoR funding or similar funding will still be 
there but from a different source or are you cutting out that fund-
ing and just going to be doing other things in other areas that are 
more efficient? 

My direct question is, will EPSCoR funding be there in some 
form or fashion and the other kind of education resources that have 
been provided? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Yes. We have proposed no EPSCoR space grant 
from your end. There is nothing proposed there. We are going to 
see how can we get similar results in a different way. It is defi-
nitely not in there. 

Mr. JENKINS. Well, I will be going to bat because I do believe 
EPSCoR has been very effective. That is how we are able to com-
pete, these students. So I appreciate your directness and, again, 
look forward to working with the chair and the committee to try 
to advance the priorities that I think are important from a funding 
standpoint.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I yield back. 
Mr. CULBERSON. You bet. Thank you, Mr. Jenkins. 
I will recognize the gentleman from Pennsylvania, Mr. Cart-

wright.

CONGRESSMAN CARTWRIGHT OPENING REMARKS

Mr. CARTWRIGHT. Thank you, Chairman Culberson and Ranking 
Member Serrano. 

Mr. Lightfoot, thank you for being here this afternoon. 
I am particularly concerned about the proposed cuts to NASA’s 

climate science programs. The administration has expressed the 
view that NASA should be focused on outer space and leave the job 
of observing Earth to other agencies. But NASA’s unparalleled ex-
perience and expertise in developing new observational tech-
nologies and launching satellites makes it a crucial part of the 
Earth Science enterprise. NASA’s wealth of engineering expertise 
is virtually impossible to replicate in other agencies. 

NASA EARTH SCIENCE

Now, while NASA’s fiscal year 2018 overall budget proposes only 
a 0.8 percent cut, it proposes reducing funding for Earth Science 
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by as much as 9 percent. Now, to achieve this 9 percent reduction, 
which is hugely out of line with the cuts and the other part of the 
budget for NASA, to achieve this, funding for five Earth-observing 
missions is completely eliminated. These missions would plug cru-
cial gaps in our understanding of Earth’s complex climate and how 
it is changing. 

The first question I have for you is about OCO–3. The budget 
terminates Orbiting Carbon Observatory 3, OCO–3, which meas-
ures carbon dioxides from space. The administration’s budget jus-
tification explains that OCO–2 is already measuring what we need, 
but this isn’t quite the case. 

OCO–3 improves on at least two OCO–2 limitations. It would be 
able to measure carbon fluxes at different times of the day and it 
could pinpoint specific locations on Earth to, for example, measure 
emissions from different cities, land versus ocean ecosystems, and 
detect signs for drought stress in crops before such signs become 
visible to the naked eye. These are things that the OCO–2 cannot 
do.

Is it the administration’s belief that we don’t need to know where 
carbon emissions are coming from? Is there some other way to get 
that data that OCO–3 would provide? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Well, for OCO–3 in particular, what we did is 
we—I think I said, and you may not have been here. What we did 
is we did kind of a systems engineering approach to all the Earth 
Science missions and said where can we get the data that is there, 
and which ones from a standpoint of the science, as defined in the 
Decadals, the performance of their—the current performance in 
terms of how they are performing to get ready to fly, were the way 
we looked at this, and then where can we get the data from some-
where else, even if it is not at the resolution that folks want, from 
a risk perspective, right. 

That is how we made the decisions that we made with 
CLARREO Pathfinder, OCO–3, RBI, and PACE. I mean, that is the 
way we step through it trying to balance the entire portfolio. We 
still have 20 operating missions. We still have an airborne science 
campaign. We still believe we are spending $1.7 billion on Earth 
Science and have a pretty good portfolio to allow us to understand 
what is happening here. 

Mr. CARTWRIGHT. All right. Next question. The budget proposes 
elimination of the Climate Absolute Radiance and Refractivity Ob-
servatory, CLARREO, CLARREO Pathfinder, an instrument de-
signed to improve a source of uncertainty in climate science, one 
that comes from Earth-observing instruments themselves. 
CLARREO offers scientists the data they need to produce highly 
accurate climate records as well as refine and test climate projec-
tions, the kind of projections that might inform decisions on how 
to respond to rising sea levels, rising global temperatures, declining 
air quality. 

CLARREO was identified as a high-priority NASA mission in the 
previous Earth Science decadal survey. NASA has labeled the 
CLARREO Pathfinder mission a risk-reduction mission. How does 
its elimination affect the goals of CLARREO and CLARREO’s fu-
ture launch? And does NASA plan to continue the CLARREO pro-
gram in general? 
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Mr. LIGHTFOOT. When we did CLARREO Pathfinder—the reason 
we didn’t do CLARREO to start with is because it was a very ex-
pensive mission, potentially over a billion-dollar mission. What we 
want to do is use Pathfinder, which we can put on the Inter-
national Space Station, utilize the International Space Station, to 
do risk reduction toward the bigger mission down the road. 

With a new decadal coming out this year, in 2017, we cancelled 
Pathfinder to see how CLARREO actually ranked in this next 
decadal before we actually talk about spending that kind of money 
going forward. That is why we have cancelled Pathfinder, to see 
what the decadal says coming back. 

Mr. CARTWRIGHT. I thank you, Mr. Lightfoot. 
And I yield back, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Cartwright. 
I recognize the gentlelady from Alabama, Mrs. Roby. 

CONGRESSWOMAN ROBY OPENING REMARKS

Mrs. ROBY. Thank you, Chairman. 
Thank you, Administrator, for being here today. 
Great nations dare greatly, and the exploration of space is an un-

limited challenge but one that the United States dared to pursue 
and an area where we have led from the 1960’s into this new cen-
tury. Recently our resolve to lead in the exploration of space has 
faltered. And I am very hopeful in this Congress, and this new ad-
ministration, that we have a chance to regain the initiative and re-
affirm our leadership into space. 

And I share concerns that my colleagues have already shared 
with you. But I know with your background and in your current 
position, you obviously understand the important role that Mar-
shall Space Flight Center, located in Huntsville, plays in NASA’s 
vision in testing and operations into deep space. You have already 
talked somewhat at length about SLS and the missions even into 
the outyears, so we won’t go over that again. 

NUCLEAR THERMAL PROPULSION

I do, however, want to talk about NASA’s plan for nuclear ther-
mal propulsion technology. If you could just kind of go over the 
scope, the schedule, and the cost of the initial test for this on the 
ground, that would be very helpful. 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. What we are trying to do is do some of the early 
technology risk reduction in nuclear thermal propulsion. A lot of 
that has got to do with materials. We have got some work that we 
were doing in 2017, in the 2017 budget, I think 35 million in space 
technology to work on different options to get us to kind of, I don’t 
want to say a down select, that is a little strong, but to get us to 
see which path we need to take, because the next step is going to 
be a pretty big one for nuclear thermal propulsion. 

We think nuclear thermal propulsion gives us an option to re-
duce the transit time. I mean, that is the value proposition of that 
so that we can keep crews—we can get crews to and from quicker 
from the radiation perspective. It also gives us some other advan-
tages on some deeper space probes that we could use, some early 
looks at doing things faster. 
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Right now, it is really just a technology development program 
trying to knock down some of the what I would call the risks asso-
ciated with materials going into that. 

Mrs. ROBY. There are no specific target dates or a timeline? 
Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Not yet. Not until we understand the—not until 

we get a feel if the technology can actually be done, because I don’t 
really want to put a date out there if we don’t know what is in 
front of us yet. 

Mrs. ROBY. Sure. I understand. Just please keep us posted. 
Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Oh, yes. 

ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING

Mrs. ROBY. My next question is about the additive manufac-
turing on rocket propulsion. And in the fiscal year 2017 Consoli-
dated Appropriations Act, enacted just a few weeks ago, Congress 
provided 25 million in funding to continue additive manufacturing 
efforts. So what is the plan for this appropriation? Does NASA in-
tend to allocate the entire 25 million Congress appropriated for this 
project? If not, why? And maybe talk a little bit about what NASA 
centers are involved and what roles they are playing here. 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Additive manufacturing is a game changer for 
everybody. It is an interesting way to manufacture. From a propul-
sion perspective, we think there is a big advantage in engine parts 
and simpler engine designs. Some of our commercial folks are doing 
this already and proving that it works pretty well. 

We are looking at a lot of the material properties that come with 
additive manufacturing going forward. We know it is in the 2017 
appropriations direction. You will see that when the operating plan 
comes up. Going forward, we intend to spend the 25 million on 
that. That is our plan right now. 

Mrs. ROBY. Well, it is absolutely fascinating to see, and like you 
said, a huge step. 

So with the risk of knowing that this might upset half of my con-
stituency, I would be remiss if I did not tell you, ‘‘Roll Tide.’’ We 
are very proud of you, and all the time that you have spent in Ala-
bama, and congratulate you on this role, and look forward to work-
ing with you down the road. So thank you, again, for being here, 
and thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Thank you. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you, Mrs. Roby. 
It is my pleasure to introduce the gentleman from Alabama, Mr. 

Aderholt.

CONGRESSMAN ADERHOLT OPENING REMARKS

Mr. ADERHOLT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Administrator, welcome. Good to have you here today. And thank 

you for your many years of service to this country as an employee 
and manager at NASA. I have enjoyed having a chance to work 
with you over the last several years. 

Of course, NASA is an Agency whose budget has been con-
strained for many decades, especially when you compare it to a lot 
of other agencies here in Washington. So your accomplishments 
and your service are certainly much appreciated. 
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Americans and really, I think, the entire world are very inter-
ested in your Agency and it is impossible to cover all the topics in 
one hearing, but I do want to touch base on just a couple of things, 
and I want to follow up with one of the issues that we just were 
referring to. 

Some Members, such as myself, voted for the NASA authoriza-
tion bill in 2010 with the understanding that SLS and Orion would 
be supported by the administration with a launch date of late 2017 
or early 2018. That support turned out to be tepid with a low budg-
et request. 

That bill also included an administration priority, the creation of 
a new space technology account. It is not easy for Congress to shoe-
horn a new account of over $500 million into a tight top-line budg-
et.

Solar electric propulsion has been robustly funded and holds 
promise of prepositioning supplies as part of a deep space mission. 
Its slow speed, however, makes it too slow to consider for human 
transport to Mars, as it was noted in the Augustine Commission. 

NUCLEAR THERMAL PROPULSION ACTIVITIES

As we have just noted here with my colleague from Alabama, nu-
clear thermal propulsion could be added to our family of propulsion 
systems to provide a shorter and safer journey to Mars for human 
mission and it would make more time available on mission once the 
astronauts arrive. Congress directed 35 million to be spent on nu-
clear thermal propulsion in the fiscal year 2017 bill. 

My question, does NASA have a plan yet for focusing on those 
contracts, on work related to propulsion, or are the funds being 
broken up and used for nuclear work not related to propulsion? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. I think we have a plan. I can’t speak at the level 
of detail for the contracts. I would have to bring you that informa-
tion. I would probably need to bring it to you for 2017. I know we 
are building out a plan now where the 35 million is actually all 
being spent and how we are actually deploying it out. If it is OK, 
I would like to take that for the record. 

Mr. ADERHOLT. Yeah, please. 
But you see where I am going with this and how we might could 

try to address that. 
Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Yes. 

NASA CONTRACTING

Mr. ADERHOLT. The other thing is I just want to mention con-
tracting philosophy. There is no type of contract that is perfect, as 
you well know, and the FAR contracts have received a lot of blame 
for past problems. After all, it is my understanding it is possible 
to put penalties into contracts. FAR contracts offer opportunities to 
audit work and to know where the taxpayer dollars are actually 
spent. They offer the opportunity for companies to lodge a com-
plaint with the GAO if competition criteria were changed mid-
stream.

OTA contracts do not offer the taxpayer the same protections. 
When a company has already developed its hardware with its own 
money and has a healthy business model, even without government 
contracts, OTA agreements can be helpful. Although the commer-
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cial cargo and commercial crew programs were presented by the 
previous administration as merely purchasing services, in reality 
the taxpayer is paying 80 percent or more to develop hardware for 
the big ticket projects. 

Moreover, to assume that a FAR contract would be more expen-
sive is essentially a straw man argument. When a company pro-
poses to take astronauts to the International Space Station for $20 
million a seat, and then in 2017 the estimate is almost $60 million 
a seat, the question is, why is the estimate 300 percent off the real 
price?

If NASA were any kind of business, someone would certainly be 
held accountable for a big cost estimate mistake, especially when 
that first price is used as a reason for abandoning a FAR contract 
and a transparent competition process. 

We need a more vigorous assessment of commercial launch pro-
grams which compare the promises to the results, not a comparison 
with the unsupported assumption that a FAR contract would have 
been more expensive. 

Let me say, I think that public-private partnerships are good 
when the private investment is openly reported and when the tax-
payer is protected by realtime penalties instead of possible dis-
counts for a service that will be in the future. 

So I just wanted to ask you, would you be open to creating more 
transparency and more reporting in regard to contracts overall? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. I think, for us, we use the entire spectrum of our 
acquisition strategy process. I mean, we have several mechanisms 
we can use, several vehicles, including things in the NASA FAR 
supplement.

We are learning how to do this public-private partnership as 
well, right, and the kind of things that we need to learn. I think 
what I would commit is we are going to learn from these and we 
are going to make sure we are doing the right thing for the tax-
payer on anything we do in the future. I think there is an advan-
tage with public-private partnerships for us to get services and 
even products in a different way. 

What we do—or what I do, I actually chair most of these discus-
sions—is the acquisition strategy meetings where we actually de-
cide what kind of mechanism are we going to use, and every time 
we bring in the lessons learned from the last time to make sure 
we are doing the right thing. That is what I will commit to you, 
that we use the lessons learned. 

Mr. ADERHOLT. Well, let me say, again, public-private partner-
ships are good when the private investment is openly reported. And 
I think that at the bottom line we want to protect the taxpayer. 

So thank you very much. 
I yield back. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you, Mr. Aderholt. 
Mr. Administrator, NASA yesterday announced the newest astro-

naut candidate class of 12 highly qualified individuals, as you said, 
from over 18,300 applicants. We congratulate them and I know ev-
eryone on the subcommittee joins me in saying how pleased and ex-
cited we are to be able to support them in the years ahead as they 
engage in one of the greatest of human adventures. 
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HUMAN EXPLORATION BEYOND LOW-EARTH ORBIT

Given that NASA continues to recruit and train new astronauts, 
would you please describe the Deep Space Gateway concept which 
sets a goal for human space exploration beyond low-Earth orbit and 
which could support multiple missions in cislunar space on the 
path towards eventually sending humans to Mars? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Yes. What we have been looking at is what is 
the infrastructure we need, the kind of backbone for doing this 
human exploration that we want to go do. We, at very much a con-
ceptual level, we started talking about the systems we are going to 
need in cislunar space, around the Moon basically, that we can 
then use to either do work at the Moon or use to progress our mis-
sions out further into space, Mars, wherever we want to go. 

So a simplified version of that is, can we set up really three 
pieces, a habitat, a power propulsion module, and an air lock, right, 
is really the kind of the core of this thing. Imagine this as a node 
that is out there around the Moon. You can go there. You can dock. 
You can do telerobotic operations in the Moon. You can move this 
around using solar electric propulsion that we had from the ARM 
or move this gateway around. You can also connect there with 
whatever you are going to take, the vehicle you are going to go to 
Mars in, and you can use that as the node where you leave from 
there to go out. 

We think it is a good structure. It offers a lot of opportunities for 
our international partners to engage with things they may want to 
do at the Moon, but also to help us with what we need to do. It 
offers opportunities for private industry. We have a lot of folks that 
have come to us and talked to us about how they could utilize 
going to the Moon and use this as an opportunity. 

We are excited because of the Space Launch System, the advan-
tage to the Space Launch System, and what it does. We can actu-
ally carry the crew and the pieces in the trunk of the Space Launch 
System because of its lift capability. If we need to do anything, we 
will have the crew there with it when we are deploying those 
things out in cislunar space. 

We really think that it really opens things up for us in terms of 
taking those next steps. What we have done, from a planning per-
spective, at a really high level, and we are still working with the 
administration on this, is we put in kind of what each exploration 
mission with the SLS and Orion would do, and which part it would 
take, and how we would put that in place in the decade of the 
2020’s.

So that is kind of our notional plan at a conceptual level. We 
think it really does—it is done within the current resources we 
have, considering escalation. We didn’t assume anything extra. 
That is just kind of how we put it together. That is what we are 
trying to do from a human exploration perspective. 

Mr. CULBERSON. So the first launch of the first piece of this 
would be approximately when? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Well, right now we are notionally saying EM2. 
When we take the first crew, we would like to take the power pro-
pulsion module in the trunk when we go. 

Mr. CULBERSON. That is terrific. 
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This power propulsion module would essentially be like a solar 
electric propulsion system? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. It would build right off the bus that we had for 
the Asteroid Redirect Mission. 

Mr. CULBERSON. Right. 
Mr. LIGHTFOOT. It would build off that bus. We would probably 

make it smaller than we were going to have for Asteroid Redirect 
Mission. The smaller part is actually good for us because it is more 
commercially viable for other uses of a solar electric propulsion 
bus. The one we were using for the Asteroid Redirect Mission was 
a little larger than anybody would really need for GEO or any-
where else that they want to go do. 

I think the advantage is that it kind of gives us—it puts us in 
kind of a leadership role in cislunar where people can come work 
with us going forward. 

Mr. CULBERSON. In essence, you would be assembling a smaller 
version of the space station in polar orbit around the Moon? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. We would be able to move it where we wanted 
to move it. 

Mr. CULBERSON. Because it is solar electric propulsion. But it 
would be a smaller version of the space station? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. A lot smaller. 
Mr. CULBERSON. A lot smaller. 
Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Yes. Again, just kind of a stopping point, not 

really a place to stay. It would be human tended and not be there 
the full time with folks, but people could use it. 

Mr. CULBERSON. Couldn’t you also use it for returning samples 
from deep space, from the asteroid Bennu or from, for example, 
Mars 2020, it could be used to stage samples returning to Earth? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. That is what we think, and then you basically 
have a system that gets you from Moon to Earth, and you have one 
that can go anywhere, and it becomes the hub that you go back to. 

MARS 2020

Mr. CULBERSON. Talk to us, if you could, a little bit about Mars 
2020. This was one of the top recommendations of the Planetary 
Decadal Survey. How is Mars 2020 mission progressing? Are there 
any concerns with meeting the 2020 launch date? And what are the 
plans for collecting and returning to Earth samples collected on 
Mars 2020? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. The teams are doing great. We have had several 
reviews on it. We look like we are performing. The heritage system, 
the ones we basically brought from the current Curiosity rover that 
is on Mars now, they are being put together pretty well. The in-
struments are having what I would call typical challenges as they 
go through there. We did critical design review here recently, I got 
an outbrief on that, and things are going well. I think we are on 
track for 2020. It looks good. 

Mr. CULBERSON. For 2020 launch? 
Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Yes. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Terrific. Thank you very much. 
Mr. Serrano. 
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FUTURE OF NASA

Mr. SERRANO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
You are on the track that I was going to lead you into already. 

Some of the members have asked the chairman has asked a lot of 
questions. And that is, basically, what do you see as the future of 
NASA?

The reason for that is, there was an excitement, and I think it 
is missing from the public. And it might be related to manned trav-
el, or, you know, man/female travel. As long as humans are on the 
ship, then it makes for excitement. When they are not, then it 
doesn’t make for excitement. But at one time that is all you spoke 
about. And now you have Members of Congress opposing the NASA 
budget. In fact, I don’t want to get partisan, but Vice President 
Pence, when he was here in the House, proposed getting rid of the 
Moon/Mars program. 

So what do you see as the future of NASA? Or does NASA have 
a public relations problem that there is more going on than the 
public knows? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Well, I will probably leave the public relations 
part out. I am not a public relations expert. 

Here is what I see the future of NASA. I think our job is pretty 
fundamental. We do advanced research, we lead discovery, and we 
gain new knowledge for this Nation and, frankly, for the world. 
Part of that is extending humans further into space. Part of it is 
the scientific discoveries we make, and I think that is just advanc-
ing human knowledge. That is what we do. Now, that may not be 
enough to excite people, but I think it is incredible what we do. 

The other pieces that come with that is, I believe NASA has a 
role in the economic development of this country, and what we do 
for the industrial base, that is shared by so many other folks in 
terms of the advances we make and where we go. I believe we are, 
frankly, a strong part of our foreign policy with our global engage-
ment and diplomacy. If you look at what the International Space 
Station has done and where we are there, it is another piece that 
we do going forward. 

Our discoveries will continue to inspire. Whether they are human 
or scientific, they continue to inspire. I actually don’t agree that we 
are not inspiring people. I think we still do just because of the peo-
ple that follow us and pay attention to what we are doing. 

I think that is what we will continue to do. We will continue to 
make the civilization-level discoveries that we do. That is why we 
are here. I can’t predict them. I can only know that we are sending 
the right missions based on what we are told by our advisers in 
the national academies on the science side, based on our advisers 
in aeronautics, we are doing the kind of game-changing aeronautics 
we need to do. 

From a human perspective, it is just written in our DNA to ex-
plore. I think as long as we are exploring—I mean, we have been 
on the space station for 16 straight years. That ship is tended. 
There are humans there. Peggy Whitson just passed the record for 
the longest amount of time in space. She is an amazing lady. I just 
think we will continue that. She inspires folks every day, is what 
she is doing. 
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Mr. SERRANO. How many years, you said? 
Mr. LIGHTFOOT. We have had a continuous crew for 16 years on 

the International Space Station. Not the same person. Every six 
months we rotate. For 16 years there have been people on the 
International Space Station. 

Mr. SERRANO. That is incredible. 
Mr. LIGHTFOOT. One of the things I like to say is if your kid just 

got their driver’s license—most kids get them at 16—there has al-
ways been someone in space the entire time they have been alive. 

Mr. SERRANO. Wow. Well, I am glad to hear your enthusiasm 
about the future, because I was getting concerned, and so were 
some people I know, about how excited is the American public 
about the NASA program and what it means. And with some of the 
things you told the Chairman that are in the works and the plans, 
it may revive what appears to have been lost. And I will use the 
word ‘‘appears.’’ 

Secondly, let me tell you that I witnessed, as all Members of 
Congress have, the great feeling you get in a school building when 
an astronaut visits. I don’t know if you have ever had that experi-
ence.

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Yes. 
Mr. SERRANO. I mean, it is just absolutely incredible. I mean, 

these are heroes. This is something children from everywhere in 
the world understand, the unknown, the space travel, the rocket 
ships, or whatever. 

I remember we had a ceremony once where we had flown a flag, 
we were presenting it to a school, and the astronaut came to 
present it. Well, most of the people then, ‘‘What did you go to 
today?’’ ‘‘Well, I went to see an astronaut.’’ No, you went to see a 
flag being presented to a school, but it became that kind of thing. 
So please keep that kind of work up. 

NASA AERONAUTICS

And let me just ask you one last question. The administration is 
proposing a 36 million dollar cut to the Aeronautics Account—that 
is what I get for not wearing my glasses—which supports techno-
logical advances to our air transportation system and the aviation 
industry.

At a time when the global economy is extremely competitive, 
don’t you think this cut is ill-advised if we are to maintain U.S. 
technological leadership in the aviation industry? Also, could you 
explain the most recent achievements attained as a result of our 
subcommittee funding this account and how the American people 
benefit from it? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Yes. There are several things there. 
Aeronautics. There is a new initiative called New Aviation Hori-

zon which has several pieces in it. For the first time in—I guess 
I just don’t know when—but for the first time we have an X-plane. 
This is going to be the X-plane program, which is what NASA used 
to do in their heyday in aeronautics. 

The first one is a low-boom supersonic demonstrator or flight 
demonstrator. This is for us to demonstrate that you can actually 
fly supersonic across the United States. Today you can’t legally do 
that because of the sonic boom. We think that opens an entire in-
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dustry in this Nation. We need to go—we, NASA—need to go make 
sure we have got the technology to allow us to do it, and then give 
it to the industry and let them run with it and create the aircraft 
they need. 

The other things that we do with the budget we have got is the 
air traffic management—big, big issue with us—with our partners 
at FAA. We do a great job with those guys. 

The last thing I will say that we are really working on a lot is 
the traffic management of drones. Our teams are working really, 
really hard with the FAA and building the systems that we would 
do to do traffic management around the unmanned aircraft sys-
tems, the UTM, the traffic management of these unmanned drones 
flying around. Our teams are leading the way there with the re-
search we are doing at Ames Research Center in particular. They 
are just doing a great job leading that. 

I think that is what you are getting, and I think that is what 
our customers are getting. I consider our customers our taxpayers 
out there. 

Mr. SERRANO. Thank you. 
I will leave you with this thought. Since I represent the Bronx, 

New York, if you could send the Red Sox on a long, long trip, I will 
be very grateful. 

Thank you. Thank you for your work, and thank you for your 
service to our country. 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Thank you, sir. 
Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you, Mr. Serrano. 
Mr. Cartwright. 
Mr. CARTWRIGHT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I would like to associate myself with the remarks of the ranking 

member except for the part about baseball. 
Mr. Lightfoot, I want to follow up. The administration is pro-

posing to terminate the NASA Office of Education. The requested 
fiscal year 2018 budget for the office would support only the close-
out and transition of existing activities. As you did include in your 
testimony, the Science Mission Directorate, SMD, would continue 
to support certain educational activities, but not the existing pro-
grams of the Office of Education. 

NASA EDUCATION PROGRAMS

The question is, why has the administration chosen not to sup-
port programs such as the Space Grant Consortia, the NASA estab-
lished program to stimulate competitive research, as well as the 
Minority University Research and Education Project? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. I think for us, as I said earlier, I think it is just 
a way of looking at more efficiently and effectively measuring our 
input with the community and how do we engage these students. 

The activities that our mission directorates do, the Centennial 
Challenges that the gentleman from West Virginia talked about 
earlier, those are the kind of ways that we think we can engage 
and still get the—we won’t get the same. I am not going to try to 
fool you and say we get the same engagement today that we do 
with what we have today. That is the way we are going to try to 
pull our outreach and education together to actually implement 
this new plan here. 
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The Office of Education itself, the actual office, one of the rea-
sons that we—we wanted to figure out a better way to run that in-
stead of having it—and so that is something that is going to hap-
pen either way. We are going to figure out a way to run that dif-
ferently, to be a more effective delivery arm for what we want to 
do with our education programs. 

That is the proposal that is out there, and we think we are going 
to try to balance the outreach and the education as best we can to 
still reach as many folks as we can. 

Mr. CARTWRIGHT. And I wanted to ask you about the analysis 
leading up to that. Was it a determination that the Office of Edu-
cation wasn’t working well or was it just we have to save some 
money?

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. A little of both. 
Mr. CARTWRIGHT. OK. What analysis has the administration con-

ducted to determine the impact of ending these particular pro-
grams?

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. I think what we did is we looked at some of the 
metrics that we have related to the effectiveness of some of those 
campaigns that we do. Again, in the tight budget considerations we 
had, we just had to make some decisions around that. That is what 
we did. 

Mr. CARTWRIGHT. Can you speak to how the closeout of NASA 
EPSCoR being coordinated with other agencies will be affected, 
other agencies that have EPSCoR programs? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. I would probably have to take that one for the 
record, if that is OK, because I am not sure I know that off the 
top of my head in terms of exactly how they impact. I know we are 
coordinating with them. That is why we got the money in 2018 to 
do that, but the exact coordination, I would rather bring that back, 
if that is OK. 

Mr. CARTWRIGHT. Absolutely OK. I would rather not have you 
just wing it. 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Yes. 

EARTH SCIENCE RESEARCH

Mr. CARTWRIGHT. Now, the proposed budget includes a steep $59 
million cut to Earth science research grants, and this could have 
a significant impact on the U.S.’s global leadership in science. Has 
there been a decrease in applications for these grants? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. No. I think it was just, again, a balancing that 
we were trying to do internal to all the grants that we do. That 
is where we went. 

Mr. CARTWRIGHT. Can you speak to what extent would reducing 
this funding reduce the return on NASA’s past investments in de-
veloping and launching Earth science satellites? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Well, we still continue to launch satellites. We 
are going to launch two in 2018. We still have 20 missions up 
there. We still have our science research and analysis activities 
that go on where we do the research and analysis. This is just 
doing—it is just less money in that area, but we are still going to 
be doing that kind of assessment and analysis. 
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Mr. CARTWRIGHT. Can you talk to us about what impact the pro-
posed reductions would have on Earth science researchers and 
graduate students at United States universities? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. I think, again, it depends on how much we have 
out there to provide those grants. We don’t know that complete im-
pact at this time. We just know that we will still have folks doing 
work and doing work in these areas. I just can’t tell you exactly 
what the impact would be until we implement it. 

Mr. CARTWRIGHT. I thank you, Mr. Lightfoot. 
I thank you, Mr. Chairman. I yield back. 

SPACE LAUNCH SYSTEM

Mr. CULBERSON. Thank you, Mr. Cartwright. 
Administrator, I wanted to ask about the cost of an SLS launch. 

It is a very large, capable rocket that is urgently needed to pre-
serve American leadership in space exploration and will dramati-
cally decrease travel time to distant destinations. The launch costs 
are going to be pivotal. When will that data per cost of launch at 
SLS be available? And how much do you anticipate it will cost for 
NASA to launch an SLS with a science payload, for example? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. We are working on what we call the production 
and ops mode because we are still in the first build of these. What 
we are doing is we are putting out—we put out requests for folks 
to tell us what would be the production and ops cost so we can 
drive that down. We expect to see that sometime later this sum-
mer. We will understand what it is going to be once we start a ca-
dence of flights as opposed to this first build going forward. 

Mr. CULBERSON. OK. What was the cost of the launch of the 
shuttle, for example? 

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Oh, gosh. I will have to get you that. 
Mr. CULBERSON. If you remember? 
Mr. LIGHTFOOT. I will provide that for the record. 
Mr. CULBERSON. That is OK. 
Can you talk to us about the length of time it will take the SLS 

to reach Europa, for example, on the Evolved Expendable Launch 
Vehicle?

Mr. LIGHTFOOT. The SLS versus an EELV? Is that what you are 
saying?

Mr. CULBERSON. Yes. 
Mr. LIGHTFOOT. It is about 3, 31⁄2 years. It is a pretty dramatic 

difference.
Mr. CULBERSON. It makes a significant difference. And that en-

ables the scientists to do the data—see the data and do the work 
that much earlier. 

I have got some other questions I will submit for the record. Do 
you want any others? 

Mr. SERRANO. I have one more to submit for the record. 
Mr. CULBERSON. OK. Very good. 
Mr. Cartwright. 
Mr. CARTWRIGHT. No. 
Mr. CULBERSON. All of us on this subcommittee are proud of the 

work that you do at NASA and all the fine men and women that 
make our space program the very best on Earth. We look forward 
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to continuing to support your work. We thank you very much for 
joining us here today and for your service to the Nation. 

Thank you, very much, Mr. Lightfoot. The hearing is adjourned. 
Mr. LIGHTFOOT. Thank you for your support. 
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Question I a: 

The Honorable John Culberson 
Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, Science, ami Relaled Agencies 

CommittL-e on 
Questions for 

Hearing"''"""'""" FY 2018 Budget Request 
National and Space Administl-ation 

2018 includes $732 for the Commercial Crew This amount 
is a million below the FY 20! 7 enacted leveL The Crew 
program is intended establish sate reliable transportation and from the United Stales to the 
International Space Station no later than2017. The launch dates for Boeing and SpaceX have 

with each contractor determining that they not be able to meet their original 

a. In general, 
to work 
compromising crew safety. 

Answer la: 

NASA is taking 
not 

associated with the partners" commercial crew contract schedules retlect 
and technical challenges associated with human transportation 

Cc•mllllercia! Crew tracking specific technical programmatic 
that could result in additional updates Congress on progress 

quarterly. Schedule is Because these 
contracts are government for 
developing the 

Question lb: 

b Please describe NASA's process to 
crew safety. Further, does NASA have full 

Answer l!J: 

NASA's level and insight are specified in the 
to ensure that the vehicles are meeting 

requirements. 

• Oversight authority via contract clause E.2, of Services and Research 
and Development in both CCtCap contracts. A from that clause states 
"The Government has the right to inspect and test services and R&D work ca!led for by 
contract, to the extent practicable at all times and places during the tertn of the contract" 
This broad authority should be adequate all oversight activities. 
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Insight authority is provided via clause H. Govemme.nt in both contracts. 
That dause in part, that, Contractor 
activities . . . this contract." This 
monitor activities during perfonnance. 

The contract also requires submission of specified data deliverables, reports, review packages and 
plans throughout contract performance to enable the Government to continuously monitor and assess 
contractor performance. 

NASA's Commercial Crew Program has prioritized crew safety throughout its development and 
certification phases, the Certification Products Contracts (CPC) and Commercial Crew 

contracts with industry. NASA is confident the and 
CC!Cap contracts will ensure commercial crew lTen"'nrtntion 

and certification NASA has worked and 
phases and adequately address all credible 

~"''~'''""''~v landings. 

The contract has llxed prices for the tor each crew 
as well as fixed for each We therci(Jre precisely how 

will be spent on development of a new human-rated spacecraft 
on the missions to be flown after are certified. NASA has detailed 

tlll'"m'""" associated with the fixed line for the contracts. We therefore have complete 
into what will be delivered for predetcm1ined amount of dollars. Further. the contract 

periodic reporting by the contractor on its schedule, milestone progress, and associated costs. 

SLS, Orion, and Associated Ground Systems 

Question 2a: 

The fiscal 

large over 

2018 budget includes $2 
systems. The Congress 

last decade. 

tor SLS. billion for Orion, and $460 million for 
provided more $26 billion to these programs writ 

Why is EM-l, the first un-crewed flight, slipping beyond 20 18? 

Answer2a: 

While the progress to date on Orion, the 
lev,elolmn,entand (GSDO) has NASA and its panners are 

and schedule issues in certain critical areas. These issues include 
production for the SLS core 
projections for the Orion service being 
nn){l!Jctinn issues are not unprecedented for an 

the Michoud Assembly Facility (MAF) this past 
problems. While the schedule assessment continues, increasing the contractor 

production workforce at MAF, increasing involvement in resolving vendor technical and schedule 
perfonnance issues, and assessing for the efficiency of enterprise integration 
activities. NASA assessing completion, based on possible 
hardware delivery sequences, dependencies, 
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Question 2b: 

When EM-2, the first crewed flight, likely occur? 

Answer2b: 

EM-2 is slated fly not 2023 

Question 2c: 

time to modify the ground infrastructure at Kennedy 

Answer 2c: 

NASA estimates that there infrastructure at 
Center l B EM-2 no later than 

includes to the Mobile Launcher, P'''P"ll"'"'capabilities at the launch pad, and 
platforms in the Vehicle Assembly Building to make facilities compatible with the SLS Block 
ll3 with Exploration Upper Stage. 

Question 2d: 

Following EM-2, when the next crewed flight occur? 

Answer2d: 

While the schedule for subsequent Exploration Missions has not been finalized, EM-3 could fly as 
early as the year after EM-2. 

Question 2e: 

What are the estimated SLS costs? 

Answer2e: 

NASA is focused on articles, and 
ensuring a sustained cadence ensure U.S. '"Roe,·snm 

space through the 2020s and beyond. Although it is premature to provide a 
an launch at this stage the life cycle, NASA's estimate 

3 

cost of an SLS launch early in production and operations is on the order 
- 1.0 billion, which represents the cost second SLS 

are covered by the tirst SLS launch. This preliminary estimate 
core stage, boosters, and Upper Stage, but does nor include Orion and/or cargo elements, 

en:ternrise/,n1m1d o'ner·ati.nns and integration costs. NASA assessed the results from a recent 
Jnfonnation (RFl) and work with industry to reduce overall costs once 

SLS and ground systems enter the production and operations phase. 

Question 2f: 

NASA examining reusability with respect future SLS production? 
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Answer2f: 

NASA does not intend to pursue reusability respect to future SLS production. Adding systems to 
recover or reuse SLS components includes tradeoffs with additional mass. 

Question 2g: 

Will subsequent Orion capsules be reusable'? 

Answcr2g: 

The Orion used iu EFT-I be refurbished and the Ascent Abort-2 test For future 
Exploration Missions, NASA reviewing the ability to reuse internal components, such as avionics 
boxes, tocusing on feasibility and the economic benefit. the will examine the 
potential tor reusing the Command Module structure, itself; not will be feasible, given 
the of the spacecraft structure to water environment encountered on splashdown, is 

Cy!Jersecurity 

Question 3a: 

The budget includes an increase to accelerate personal verification compliance; 
detection and to malicious 
pmtfolio tools processes; 
agency's compliance with the 
ITlF was created afford the NASA 
involvement 

and int<.mnation tecmJ<OJO>gy 
IT Investment Fund (IT! F); imjJiernerrting 

Reform Act (FIT ARA); and cv~>er<:emn·irv. 
lnfi1rnnMinn Officer (ClO) increased 

resources across the Agency. 

Has NASA all of the recent security measures recommended by the National Academy 
of Public the Government Accountability Office, and the Inspector General with 
respect to center security and cyber security'? 

Answer3a: 

NASA has completed several security measures recommended by the National Academy of Public 
Administration, trom identity management actions to data protection. The continues 
to from the. Inspector General and Govemmenl Office. 

be complete in FY 2019. NASA completes recommendations a continual 
The Agency routinely !G and 

as an ongoing function 
cybersecurity. 

includes $32 million increase to accelerate personal identity verification compliance; 
detection and 10 malicious activity; and to and deploy inlonnation 

tec,hnolc,gy (lT) portfolio and processes. NASA established an Investment Fund (IT!F) to 
source to address obsolescence and strategic investments in advancements and 
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enterprise solutions. Examples of investments that could be funded through the !T!F include 
corporate network obsolescence issues, application up!,lfades, etc. 

Question 31J: 

Under the 

Answer3h: 

of the IT!F, will the C!O be able to exercise more decision making over IT 
security compliance throughout 

Allocation of the IT Investment Fund will be and inclusive 

''"'"''""""'' the IT CounciL docs provide the 
making over IT investments and security compliance. 

NASA is inl'nle·m••ntina 

ability to comply of the Federal Information 
Retbnn Act (F!TARA). NASA has established IT comprised 
across the Center and Directorate stakeholders. The serves as the Agency's senior 
information technology (IT) information resources management 
lRM), infommtion management Council members are 
advisors to the Chieflnformation Officer (CIO), who is the Chair and decision authority. 
The scope and authority of the lTC encompasses the portfolio information resources 
management activities conducted NASA. This portfolio includes current and future 
investments, bot developmental operationaL regardless offunding source. The lTC is the 

5 

council for IT for all NASA IT. including IT, for purposes of 
""''"""'"''"'" security, investment and architecture 

identification. NASA CJO insight into IT 
requests for services of!T investments will provide 

the insight needed to ensure security compliance at the beginning of the IT !ifecyc!e. 

Question 3c: 

What CJO? Does the "detection and response" proposed activity 
services provided by 

Answer3c: 

The CIO is nropos.mg 
investments 
and will be 
aversion. 

ow'"''ue·nt Fund (ITlF) to plan. evaluate and new !T 
be to accept proposals from Center Missions, 

to, strategic alignment, cost savings and risk 

Evaluation and selections of the !T have buy-in the Council, which a JOlllt 
board of senior leadership from the ClO community as as Center and Mission Directorate 
stakeholders. Below are some other mf\ior benefits anticipated a result of implementation of the 

• Provide a structured and integrated approach to risk based solutions tor IT operations and 
infrastructure. 
Create mechanisms for long standing obsolesce funding issues and the needs of 
future 

• Identification of duplicative efforts and increase transparency of IT priorities. 
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• Integrate the delivery of new technologies within portlt)lio scope. 

NASA to detect respond to 
threats events. A cvlher·se1cur·itv posture is the 
implementation 
phase 1 focuses on endpoint 

program phase l. CDM 
NASA with enhanced tools to perfilnn vulnerability 

scans, and robust NASA is fully 
committed to CDM program and is 
infrastructure. tools are 
Agency cybersecurity staff to and detect assets. 
focus on network monitoring for anomalous activity and respond to those events. 

Human Researci!J>rogram 

Question 4a: 

The budget includes $140 million tor human research programs. 

What activities will this 
concerns that must be 

Answer4a: 

NASA's Human Research Program (HRP} an 

long-duration space 

architecture that focuses its research the associated 
missions. Crew health and is to successful human exploration 

IT 

orbit. HRP investigates mitigates the risks to human health and ne>•·t;,,m,mc·P 

essential countenneasures and technologies human space exploration. 

of health 

effects from radiation, terrestrial environments, well as unique challenges in 
medical human and behavioral health The HRP utilizes an """!l'""'u 

(IRP) to identify the approach and activities planned to address 
which are assigned to specific Elements the program. 

NASA uses HRP's risk reduction pl~n to chart reducing the risk in 25 human health and 
performance areas deep-space CXj)!oral!on The Path to Risk Reduction chart, 
which shows progress the 25 areas, can below: 

Question 4b: 

NASA has established the Translational Research Institute (TRI) to address human health concems 
on long-duration space flight. Please provide list of research grants provided thus far under the TR! 
program. 

Answer4b: 

As part of its mission to lead a national effort applying cutting edge tmTestria! research to 
spaceflight human risk mitigation strategies fbr long-duratilHl exploration missions, the Translational 
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Research Institute (TRI) released its first research announcement in March 2017. Research topics 
included the tnllcwvma-

l) Omics for during 
2) Long medications, 
3) Human brain 
4) In flight surgical carlabi!it1es, 
5) Increase an 
6) Preserve 
7) lntlight nrn.rln~llcm 
8) spaceflight, and 

External peer review of the 98 proposals received under the first TRl research announcement are 
currently ongoing with announcement of awards scheduled for August 2017. Additionally, the TRJ 
released a Postdoctoral Fellowship Call with applications due 2017 and announcement of 
selections in the 

New Operating Model 

Question Sa: 

Please describe the New Operating ModeL 

Answer Sa: 

imr)lernerrting an 
implementation skills 

meets current century mission needs, with the following objectives: 
• Place the ability to meet Agency goals t1rst; 

Grow best-in-class capabilities by aligning to recognized Centers; 
Match technical capabilities with need; 

o Enable mutua! dependencies amongst Centers, programs, and leadership team; and, 
" Build flexibility the Mission Support hudget by reducing footprint and duplication. 

forward the following key initiatives related to the Agency 
Operating 

7 

capabilities, m;•aren,?ss 
.e~'ner·sm!n Model enables stewardship of NASA's 

""''"""111·v health, and sustainment of Center 
capabilities to meet mission This new construe! mtegraltJon of NASA's 
carmbilities, as well as a way to tap the skills NASA needs to accomplish its 

skills reside. Capabilities are delineated in the 
scientific research, and services. Ca:pabi!ity 

• Advises Agency and ensures proper alis;nment across Missions and Centers. 
• Establishes plans/roadmaps to provide technical guidance to the Agency. 
• Determines gap areas for advancement and strategic investment. 

Advises on capability sizing and strategic hiring across Centers. 
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Dctcnnincs investments and divestments within capability scope, including advising Centers 
on assets. 
Solicits innovative ideas from outside the capability area. 

• Establishes standards within capability scope. 

lillsi.ill'll1LServices Assessrnj;1nt: The Business Services Assessment (BSA) initiative is a nmmrns-un. 
anal:yiical approach to evaluate the health business service area and identify opportunities 
optimization. The BSA NASA to make informed decisions on 

the budget strengthening innovation in critical areas. 
Some examples the BSA assessments include: 

" lnfimnation Consolidated various Sharcl'oint collaboration environment 
instances across avoidance of -$7M/year. 
Procurement SSC award and administer a new multiple award construction contract to 
he used by four Centers (SSC JSC, KSC, MSFC). 

e - Selected a new hiring system that replace the current outdated system 
nuJac:m!ze hiring of employees hy providing managers more flexibility selections. 

a Mission Architecture. Rather than 
the traditional mode! Center-centric with large-scale duplication, 

Support Architecture effort enables functional alignment model, regardless of 
location. Such a model allows for the function to determine the optimum to meet mission 
needs, with an Agency rather than a Center perspective. With NASA missions as the 
customer, the area can drive toward Agency-wide support, integrated structures, 
streamlined management, common systems/tools, and access to workforce expertise wherever they 
may reside 

lmplemton!J,ng an 
Center forecasts their workforce based on 

The SWP process be connected to the annual budget 
horizon, with timelrame in each 
as maintained by Office Capital For 

2016, the SWP etfmts on identifying and the Center roles. lt defines Center 
primary and support roles and sets long-term vector workforce to grow the right skill areas 
to meet the future mission needs. 

Question 5b: 

Please describt' how the Centers been involved developing this New Operating Model? 

Auswcr5b: 

The NASA Centers are involved in developing the 
pathways, depending on the initiative. Here are the 

Model through various 
op]portun11W:s for engagement in shaping 

and executing the model: 
• Center Directors are actively 

NASA senior leadership team. 
initiatives and work in 

councils. The 

Operating Model as members of the 
team meets on a quarterly basis to discuss 

to address key concerns or Center 
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deliberate Model recommendations, and decision memos. The Centers 
have full well the opportunity to 

• At various tiers of effort, Center personnel are engaged in 
For Leadership, the subject matter 
teams and recommendations to senior "'"'"~' "'">'· 
Management Board, that oversees the 
is comprised of all the Center Engi11e~::r!r1g 
assessments, serve the steering 

Question 5c: 

Docs this mean that some Centers will no longer be involved in certain mission areas? 

Answer5c: 

leflcder·sh;tn agreed to a set of Center Roles. 
roles (leader/focal and support roles (enhances 

rwim"'rv,'nit'.hP. area), as well as areas divestment These designations encompass both 
tec:lm!crlllr>mrrnlm'matlc and mission support clearly stating each Center's areas of 

work assignments are more clearly and executed in the near-term through 
well as the farthcr,tenn through the strategic worktorce planning process. 

Question Sd: 

Is NASA consolidating at headqumters any processes that were fonnerly done at the Centers'? 

Answer5d: 

NASA initiating new ways 
support the future mission needs 

business over the next years to ensure that the Agency can 
more agile, flexible and lower cost services. 

Rather than Center-centric services with large-scale 
duplication, NASA's enables a functional model, 
regardless of location. Such a allows for the function to determine the to 
meet mission needs, with an perspective rather than a Center NASA 
missions as the customer, the area can drive toward 
structures, streamlined management, common 
wherever may reside. Processes 
model from Headqua11crs. 
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Question: 

The Honorable Jobo A. Culberson 
Subcommittee on Commerce, .rustke, Science, and Related Agencies 

Committee on Appr,tlpl:iattimls 

Hearing "''''"'''"""' 
National Ae-ro.na:nu,cs 

Culberson: talk to us about any -are there, 
mission being cor.s"lenxl for Enceladus'' Talk to 

new frontier-- there a new frontiers 
why Enceladus is important. 

program is going to stay on its 
got the money to do that as--

Culberson: Every other year? 

Lightfoot: ! believe we are at 3 where we are right now, to 3 years. Bullet me make sure 
of that Let me get you-! take that one to make sure am exactly right. I don't want to guess here. 

NASA plans to launch one 
commitment for New Frontiers 
term goal of reducing this timeframe to one every 
Announcement of Opportunity. NASA expects to 

NASA "s current 
5 years, with a 

oftheNew 

Materia! for the record bv Congressman Culberson regarding Cost of Lannch Shuttle 

Question: What was the cost of the launch 

ac<;oumtt.ng J(,r ilmding forthe 
cost is $1.73B per 

cost. as the Shuttle 
Shuttle costs 

Flight Center 
covered costs. Therefore. this 

historically at the data. the 
ass:un1ption would yield the low end Shuttle 

for example? If you remember? 

over its by the total number 
year 7 dollars. This not necessarily a 

much more than the launch costs. For 

dollars. Thercfc>re, the Shuttle per-night cost estimate 
the program. 

4 
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Question b: 

The Honorable Robert Aderholt 
Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies 

Committee on Appropriations 
Questions for tile Record 

Hearing regarding FY lOHl Budget Request 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

Please provide a breakout 
Congress for nuclear 

for STMD spending of the FY!7 $35 million designated by 
(Note: kilopowcr work not nuclear propulsion). 

Answer la: 

The Agency transmitted its Operating Plan to the Committee on6127/20!7. 

Total Nuclear Propulsion Systems investments in FY17: $35M 

$19.2M, Game Changing Development/Nuclear Thermal Propulsion. STMD initiated a 3-
year NIP development FY with the overall goal to determine the 
and of a uranium based engine Critical nuclear nn1m11s''"" 

evaluated include: (a) the viability of a uranium system as a 
more pathway to development of a nuclear rocket engine; and, (b) the approach to 
maintaining long-term on-orbit storage of cryogenic hydrogen. NASA will evaluate the 
progress made on the initial three-year teclmolo!,>y development et1ixt 

STMD"s FY 20!7 plan adds $!2.3M (included in the $l9.2M) to this effort above the 
Annualized CR or FY 2017 PBR funding The Nuclear Thermal Propulsion (NTP) 
project currently includes a ground demonstration of a Ceramic Metal!ic (Cennet) Fuel 
Element (FE) that willuudergo non-nuclear thermal testing in a relevant environment with 
hydrogen !low through the cooling channels. test will demonstrate the feasibility of 
using a Cermet FE in a Low Enriched Uranium (LEU) NTP engine. Additional fi.mding 
provided in FY! 7 will allow for altemate fuel/reactor conceptual design and analysis efforts; 
add critical cryogenic fluid management activitk's including main propulsion system design 
and overall operations concepts; and also allow the subscale demonstration of the fully 
contained exhaust test concept at Stennis Space Center (SSC) for a NTP engine. The tully 
contained exhaust testing will enable and affordable way to test a LEU NTP engine. 
These demonstrations contribute to determining the overall feasibility of a LEU NTP engine 
and reduce the risk for proceeding with further ground demonstrations in the future. 

• Additional efforts in STMIY s FY 20 l7 
Propulsion system: 

o $10.2Mfor 

are key to successful Nuclear Thermal 
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o $3.0M t<x Game Changing kilopower activities that are relevant and 
needed for NTP. Kilopower is a compact. scalable fission power 
for science and exploration activities relevant to NTP 
uranium processing and manufacturing; nemron retlector; reactor control 
systems; radiation tolerant instrument and control; CFD and t!nite element modeling; 
and multi-physics nuclear codes. 

o $2.6M SB!R/STTR avvards made to advance NTP technologies. 

Question lb: 

Please provide an outline of the 4-year, $250 miliion plan and how the FY17 $35 million is a part of 
that 

Answer tb: 

NASA does not have a 4-year $250 million plan within the FY 2018 budget request. The is 
assessing the viability of low enriched uranium (LEU) !1.ml elements, evaluating reactor 

and cost and schedule estimates. We should have a better 
important toward the end of FY 2018, and present an informed 

forward once these ongoing etfmts arc completed. 

Question 2: 

Please provide a spend plan fbr the FY 17 Small Launch Vehicle funding. {Note: the answer to the 
QFR submitted last year regarding this program does not align with Congressional intent). 

Answer2: 

The Agency transmitted its Operating Plan to Committee 6/27/2017. 

Approximate investment in small launch capabilities in FYI7: $23.3M. 

using emerging commercialnano-
new Venture Services (VCLS), 
technologies, and the CubeSat Launch Initiative 

has 

$18.5M, vuuo•cu"""""· FY 17 ($15M) and FY 16 u"'"'"iS""<u carryover ($3.5M) funding 
of technologies (REDO! and NASA intemal calls); 

competitively selected the Point and 
(ACO) solicitations. and Point 

""'""'-nrmotP na1rtncrs.11n1s-.are targeted to the emerging vehicle industry. The 
includes: 

o $3.5M for ongoing activities from prior year awards. as well as program and CSU 

o for payloads selected as part of the REDO! solicitation. These payloads provide a 
flight demand tor the multiple launch services providers under contract to Flight 
Opportunities. 
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o $8.8M tor small launch teclimc,Jo2~ies 
and Point 16 and the 

o $4.0M be added to make awards to enhance the capabilities of the small 
launch vehicle industry through Tipping Point and ACO awards. 

• $2.2M. GCD Point partnership to test and advance DES LA Upper 
nvmtwt:nr•'x'"""' upper stage engine for use in small and 

.. tor launch vehicle technologies including 
innovative rmJptr!sJ:ontec:lmtoi<)gJes. afforclable guidance. navigation and control. manufacturing 
and structure stage level system technologies, plug-and-play architecture, and 
propulsive Hight testing. 

Question3: 

would like to get an update on the cost the !CPS 
had plan. l have heard the cost may now be as high as billion. 

Answer3: 

believe this idea is a 
is the latest estimate? 

The latest estimate of cost human rate the Interim Cryogenic Propulsion Stage (lCPS), reviewed 
during the options presented NASA looked at t1ying crew on EM-1. is $90M. 
Question4: 

3 

not accurate. At least one 
has the price on 

to the ISS as 
lt is therefore 

and provide an answer. 

Answcr4: 

Question 5a 

The CRS-l contract with SpaceX required a Dragon vehicle tor each CRS flight; that correct? 

Answer Sa: 

Services (CRS) contract with 
NASA did review the details 

does not require a new Dragon 
rethrbishment in order to 

determine if the retlown Dragon would meet the needs for the proposed cargo 

Question 5b: 

Who at NASA authorized SpaceX to utilize a used Dragon capsule on CRS flight for NASA? 
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Answer 51>: 

n/a (please sec response to Question #Sa, above). 

Question 5c: 

I assume NASA the taxpayer) received reduced price tor this flight; what was the dollar 
amount of the discount? 

Under the CRS contract, NASA procures a service of upmass and down mass deliveries from 
lt is up to the commercial partner to detem1ine how best to meet its contractual obligations; 
Dragon cargo vehicle has previously been flown does not factor the price. 

Question 6a: 

4 

Does NASA plan to fly 7 persons at a time on the SpaceX Dragon capsule Commercial Crew flights? 

Answer6a: 

NASA plans to ily tour persons at a time on a Space X Crew Dragon !light. 

Question 6b: 

Docs NASA plan to fly astronauts on Dragon capsules? 

Answer6b: 

Under the commercial crew contracts, NASA procures the W1nsr>ortat1on of astronauts to and from 
the International Station (ISS). lt is to the partner to detem1ine how best to 

satisfactitm ofNASA's safety standards. The complete 
that each partner use must be certified hy NASA to on<~ratio1nal 

SpaceX has not indicated they plan to capsnles 
to the ISS for crowed missions. 

Question 7a: 

China has been very active in on the Moon in recent years, and has to continue 
this eifort over the next two years 4 and Chang'E 5 missions, with a 
landing on the far side of the Moon for the first human These missions make China 

the third country capable the Moon, after U.S. missions in the 1960s 
1970s. 

In fact, the U.S. has not had lunar lander since the end of the Apollo 
left a void in NASA's ability to conduct Lunar surface science, and 
explore for future human missions to the How can NASA's Advanced 
t,xp!O,ratmn Systems office, which has been leading the Lunar CATALYST program in partnership 

U.S. lunar lander like Astrobotic, best leverage these new private sector capabilities to 
enable greater for NASA's science and missions? 
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Answer7a; 

U.S. commercial launch Initial flights 
as as late 20 17 or 20 l &, and as a result one or more of these companies 

lunar payload delivery services for small instruments and tec:lmolc>gy 
demonstrations. Commercial lunar could support science 
obJec:l!\•es such as sample returns, deployment, resource utilization, 

advancements. 

Question 7h: 

use these commercial lunar lander systems as secondary payloads on 
upcoming Fx:r.!orRtinn Missions using SLS and Orion? 

Answer7!J: 

objectives of Exploration Missions 
'A'""'""'" human presence into deep 

missions will be neiMiti7;>,J 

he to meet national goals and maintain U.S. 
including Mars. Secondary 

and capabilities that 

5 

objectives in the most efficient 
will be based 

ex]Jedl!tJ<Jl!S manner possible. Opportunities 
and vehicle perfonnancc 

Question 8a: 

For the last several years, NASA's Advanced Exploration Systems office has been with U.S. 
industry to develop a robotic lunar lander Lunar 

would provide the first lander since the end ofthe 
in -nearly 50 years ago. On May NASA released an RFl 

tm.nmlm:<on about American lunar lander providers that he on contract to 
delivery services to the Moon t'br NASA's science, space technology and exploration duec!tor:ates. 
It's my understanding that NASA to move forward with a program to solicit 
across the for a potential 2019, the SO'h anniversary of Apollo 1 
Docs NASA awarding FY !7 contracts for this work? 

Answer Sa: 

NASA is interested in small payloads to the lunar surface, and rm"ifll'rim' a 
solicitation for such payload in FY This could lead one or more 
could be available for commercial transportation to the Moon as early as FY 20 !8. 
a dedicated NASA mission, but delivery of one or more small NASA that are int·~gr·ate·d 
onto a commercial mission, potentially with other, non-NASA NASA recently 
Request for Information to industry seeking on interest and 
transportation services to the lunar surface. NASA 
understand extent of lunar surface transportation "af'"u"""'" 
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transportation 
early as FY 2018. 

and other U.S. business entities. NASA bas 
but is currently assessing options for doing so, 

issued a lunar cargo 
awards potentially as 

Question Sb: 

What are the next steps at NASA for selecting payloads and a robotic lunar lander service for the 
and what resources would this Committee need to Advanced 

Answer Sb: 

Regarding the 
considering for both 
selected payloads, with delivery to 

Question 9 

of small NASA payloads to the Moon, NASA is 
de·ve!OPiment and lnnar transportation services for those 

as early as FY 20 18. 

The is the Nation's and world's most capable rocket under development. 
The version have a of 70mT or Is there a rocket under development that 
you know of with equivalent and cargo capability and the ability to cut travel time to 
destinations such as Europa by more than 

Answer9 

6 

NASA is not aware of any rocket currently in hardware ue'vtOJnmnem that would have a lift and cargo 
capability, particularly for deep space equivalent to of SLS. 

Question lOa: 

disapJpointe'd to see the launch date for EM-I slip to 2019, Also, consider a four-year 
second SLS a troubling time for a nation as as ours. I 

"'"""'"'r'"'' tests and work to ElJS first time. deliver to the 
L u'uuuH""' a budget plan which would later than 24 months after EM-1. To do less 
than creates unnecessary costs. 

Answer lOa: 

addition to research and development tor the EllS, there are substantial modifications that 
need to be made to the Mobile Launcher, propellant infrastructure at Launch Pad 39R and the 
Vehicle Assembly to enable the stacking, and launch of the Block lB. 
The scope ofthis work, modifications to the Umncher, are at point limited by 
the time needed to perlorm necessary engineering design, procurement, and hardware and software 

That work on the Mobile Launcher (the modification for SLS 
a minimum of33 months between the ofEM-1 

Question lOb: 

Please send also a revised budget plan which supports launch date of the last quarter of2018 for 
EM-1. 
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Answer lOb: 

T'he announcement that EM-! would be delayed 
not funding challenges, and different funding 
quarter of 20 18. 

the last quarter of 2018 was due to technical, 
would not enable a launch date in the last 

Question l Oc: 

also ask that you make available a brietlng to Members and staff on the EUS, or exploration upper 
stage. 

Answer Hie: 

NASA be happy provide such a briefing. 

Question lOd: 

Did PDR (preliminary design review) occur for EllS hy the end of20 16? 

Answer lOd: 

The Exploration Upper Stage (EUS) passed Preliminary Design Review (PDR) on January 
2017. 

Question 11: 

l think the work on habitats 
should not be allowed to start 
funding from NASA. 

Answer 11: 

develop capabilities 
industry commercialization 
the overall eflort by the 
commercial applications. 

should be a competitive process and 
programs already receiving substantial 
the development process? 

corporate resources to 
commitment toward developing potential 

The habitat work is accomplished in competitive approach. In 2015, NASA 
N""'n"hhv.,lvselected industry partners to studies on architectures and of 
operations deep space habitation systems. In a follow-on competitive process, the four 

were selected to continue to Phase 2, in addition to two new additional 
in Phnse 2 effort, NASA developing habitation system concepts 

from six U.S. companies with the of developing filll·size cislunar habitat ground nr'""'v'"'" 
20 !8. These ground prototypes allow NASA and the NextSTEP habitation partners to: 
evaluate and attributes ofthe habitat, assess how the various systems 
interact like propulsion modules and airloeks, and 3) provide 
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platfonns to test and ensure that the standarcls and common interfaces 
P"'""""h""'"v" and enable the intended interoperability. Each of these 

the systems needed for more challenging human future deep space activities. 

One goal ofthis approach to enable the United States to develop the deep 
habitation at a lower cost than through a traditional cost~plus procurement "f'I'.IIU'"'-'·'· 

fixed price Phase-2 contracts are incrementally funded with 
achievements; the milestones mark substantive technical achievements 
Phase~2 partners involved in habitat work are required to contribute at !east 
development eftorts through corporate resources. 

inform the tl1turc acquisition and deployment 
tix the next phnse 
interfaces, module 
vehicles. A future 
U.S. industry. In to U.S. 
with our international partners to enable 

including important such as 
deployment and Orion and commercial 

For more detailed infonnation about NextSTEP, please access the website below: 

Question 12: 

My lm<ierstanrllinQ is that much ofthe space taken 

8 

account at NASA accommodated those spending levels 
then compared to now? 

Answer 12: 

Provided below is a comparison of funding 
years. 

$95.6 

$187.9 

$171.6 

$165.2 

$175.0 

$190.7 

$200.9 
$199.0 

$180.0 

for awards to budget by account over the past l 0 

$3,126.1 

$8,053.5 2% 
$3,551.4 5% 

$614.5 27% 

$576.0 30% 

$600.3 32% 
$686.4 29% 

$686.51 
$678.6 I 

29% 
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Question 13: 

What is the total budget t()r the Deep Space Atomic Clock, and does it contribute to a Mars mission in 
terms of navigation? 

Answer 13: 

The DSAC Project Life Cycle Cost is $77.9M with current cost-to-go of$3. I M (launch slip 
dependent). 

baselined for a future Mars mission; however, ground-based atomic clocks are the 
""'cecr"'t! navigation for most deep space missions because of their use in fonning 

precision coherent and range measurements. DSAC will provide an """""'''"t 
precision for one-way tracking data and eliminate the need to ·tum signal' 
around as is done with two-way tracking. DSAC will provide scalable, flexible asynchronous 

operations. The DSN can multiple downlinks on a single antenna but only one 
may be supported at any time. When multiple spacecraft are skrm]ita~Jeclusly 

of a DSN antenna such as at Mars or the Moon, they must share time 
thus limiting the amount Doppler tracking data. For a spacecraft 

downlink radiometric on a Mars-supporting antenna could be available mruugwum 
period at no tracking time cost to the other smlcecren 

ofnelr·torman,ce would be unprecedented in a space clock. 
errors from the radiometric data, DSAC enables a 

and extensible architecture that benefits 1>n'"'"'"t'on 

radio science. It enables a shift towards a 
from today's more rigid 
quality oftraeking data, and new ways of operating, doing science, and 
space missions. 

Question14: 

You mention in your testmlOJ1tY 
crew transport systems use 

Answer 14: 

l'nmellont Infusion Mission. Do the planned commercial 
propulsion system? 

Yes, both commercial crew transportation systems use hydrazine lbr various propulsion systems. 

Qnestion15: 

When you add up the billions of dollars to the space station. we are 
we did to build and assemble the station. That an enormous chunk 
budget. What are you doing bring that figure down by hundreds of millions 

Answer 15: 

As NASA has moved into Station's intensive utilization phase, we have become more cost-efficient 
in ISS operations and continue to look for further efficiencies. activities to responsibly 
lower the and Maintenance (O&M) cost of the ISS to contracts to 
incentivize lower overhead cost, and enhancements in technology investments to 
reduce manpower-intensive processes. costs are the largest component of the ISS 
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weno! not of the budget reported for ISS NASA is 
to support ISS than its assembly last flight 

was 2011. At that in time, crew and cargo 
FY 20 lO, the ISS was $2.3B and the Shuttle 
ISS. The FY 20l81'residenfs 

was $3.1 B, for a 
ISS and $ !.7B for 

a total of $3.28 to support ISS. Even costs 
Crew are at $0.7B, a total of$3.98 would be $L5B less than what it cost to 
FY 2010. Factoring in inflation, today's costs are less expensive by an amoum in excess 
each year. 

Question Hi: 

What the latest GAO estimate of whether commercial crew launches to the space station can occur 
as early as 20 l 8? 

Answer 16: 

The Government Accountability Office (GAO) released its "NASA: Assessments 
Projects" (GAO-l7-303SP) in May of20 17. 
report, and GAO's cost and schedule status summary 

"Both of the Commercial Crew Program's contractors have made 
crew transportation systems, but have that are mcre•"n<•l 

under pressure. The contractors were to provide NASA al! the evidence 
needed to certify that their met its requirements 2017. In February 2017, we 
reported neither Boeing nor can meet their certification dates and both now 
expect certitkation to be 2018 [as footnoted: GAO, NASA Commercial Crew 
Program: Schedule Pressure Contractors Delay Events. GA0-17-!3 7 
(Washington, D.C.: Feb. !6, 2017)]. Boeing has its certification review 
out to the fourth quarter of 20 !8-at !4 months planned. has 
moved its certification review to the third quarter of 20!8·-at least 15 months later 
initially planned." 

Question 17a: 

Has NASA received a 
contractors FTE's arc 

Answer 17a: 

I B includes not only the 

from the contractors 

new Universal Stage Adaptor, Payload 
software, as well as the systems en1smeermg 
functions to design, analyze, and 

398, and the Vehicle Assembly 
updated Block lB. In FY 2017, 
year equivalent (WYE) and servant full time 

development 

how many NASA FTE's and how many 
on EM-2? 

across the three 
flight of SLS Block 
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Question 17b: 

Is NASA ensuring that FTE's which, for lack of a word, expire with the of SLS 
first work, are made available to Marshall for work on the EUS so that Space 
Center not have to reduce its government workfbrcc on other programs in order to 
EUS ramped-up activity? 

Answer 17b: 

uvv<aufJitug the Orion, SLS, and Ground Systems, NASA is 
,u,,w,llmu•c National capability for the human exploration 
element of the SLS, systems, and Orion 
the flrst each element effmt's 

This is best achieved each allowed to 
being linked too tightly to the others, tasks 

three programs, the workforce can progress to EM-2, 

Question 18: 

is 
best possible 

while being aware 
on its own schedule, rather 

are completed on any of the 

The FY! 9 figure provided 
Hgure for FY19 and FY20. 

year for SLS is non-functionaL Please provide an updated budget plan 

Answer 18: 

Please see table below, which is based on the President's FY 2018 Budget Request (in $M): 

Question 19: 

NASA should be commended for observatories to the scientific 
community with multi-wavelength of astrophysical o~jects, Infrared/visible 

ultraviolet, x-ray, the of the spectrum, Successful 
sp::ce-b:lsed missions that U.S. space science include the High-

As1trm1h>•sical Observatories, Hubble Space Space Telescope, Compton 
lh'erv'ntr;rv Chandra X-Ray the Fenni Gamma-ray Telescope, 

These have provided invaluable data for some of the 
puzzles in the universe, and have complemented important ground-based astronomical 
and, more recently, wave observations, often enabled 
upcoming launch James Webb Space much ani.icipated 
provide the science with key so:lccHJllScC! 

years to come, What are plans 
and gamma-ray portions of the spectrum r;,llm>:m.u 

many 
the x-ray 

of Chandra and Fem1i? 
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Answer 19: 

NASA continues lo conduct broad range to observe the universe across the 
electromagnetic spectrum. In missions at high-energies and aamnna-·ra·vs 
helping us better understand of the Universe which would 
inaccessible, at other wavelengths. NASA's in 
operation, development, and under study, 

for the next National Academy of Sciences Decadal Survey of Astronomy and 
Astrop!Jysi!cs,NASA is medium- and missions, including three 

AXIS, STROBE-X, an 
<n.e.r.tm•:c.n.nv probe, a medium-size mission concept that would offer a 

a trigger tor pointed observations of X-ray transients and also to 
time-resolution, and of the 

AXIS, a 

(note that medium mission 
nslm11h,isi.cs community). 

NASA will select future small missions using Astrophysics exnH>re,-sAnnouncements of 
Opportunity, and medium and large missions in response the Survey. 

In addition, on June 2017, NASA launched the Neutron star Interior Composition 
mission to the International Station. NICER the emissions stars 
x .. ray band with resolution to their interior structure, the 

of dynamic that underlie most powerful cosmic particle 

""'""'""'""" known. Observatory and the ESA-led 
Mission continue to insights in the nature 

of galaxies. and cosmology angular resolution and 
Fem1i Gamma-ray Space Telescope access to the sky at very energies, where it 
has uncovered new phenomena, as of radio-quiet, gamma-ray bright pulsars and 
evidence of dark matter. NASA is also the Swift Gamma-ray Burst and the 
Nuclear Telescope Array two medium-class, 
Explorer missions. 

view 

mic.rc><m~"•rs. supermassive and magnetars. 
Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) 

Astronomy Recovery Mission (XARM) which 
mrssron, shortly after launch 2016. NASA is also discussions with the European Space 

(ESA) to define contributions from NASA to Athena mission, which would use a 
and microca!orimeter to study black holes and galactic structures 

to obtain exquisite precision measurements of spectral lines. 
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The Honorable Robert Aderholt 
Subcommittee on Commerce, ,rustice, Science, and Related Agencies 

Committee on An,nronJriaJiioJos 
Material for 

Heming FY 2018 
National ;umv~>mm:. 

Question: 

Does NASA have a 
are the funds being 

yet for focusing on those contracts, on work related to propulsion, or 
up lilld used for nuclear work not related to propulsion? 

NASA is funding Nuclear Thennal Propulsion (NTP) within the Game 
This project is year 2 of a 3 year reduction activity, 

low enriched (LEU) fuel clements, reactor and engine 
m(;Ju,dmtg cost and schedule estimates. This effort critical to the technical 
programmatic viability a NTP system based on a LEU fueled reactor. Below is 
the status milestones de!iverablcs. Consistent with the NASA FY 2017 

and in working toward meeting the Expllillatory Statement to Consolidated 
Annrc>nnatl<~ns Act of20!7, NASA has expanded this effort to include and/or 

milestones and deiiverables. Augmented efforts are indicated 
text. 

Table 1. Nu~;;lear Th-erm:d Propulsion project deliverabies and controlled milestones (updated) 
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Admitlistrator in the and answer portion ,...r,,,.,,,,.,,, • .;,,r.,w 

Suboommittee l asked you about NASA plans and 
uvuu"""" (NTP) Additive M.atnnJ:acturillg 

funding Congress appropriated in 

col,iea~;ue, Chairman Aderholt, also asked you about the NTP program and its funding and time. 

indicated that NASA 

You mentioned, however, that NASA intends to release its On"rn'tim,. Plan for 
FY 2017 funds to shortly. In advance of!hat so !hat we can better determine that 
NASA allocating in the most effective to and the overall of the 
Administration, can further clarify to the and me how NASA allocate 
funding across its 

Answer 1: 

The Agency transmitted its Operating Plan to the Committee on 6/li 11017, 

Totnl Nucle~~r Propulsion Systems investments in F¥17: $35M 

$19.2M, Game Changing Development'Nuclear Thermal Propulsion. STMD initiated a 3· 
year NTP development activity in f'Y 2016, with the overall goal to determine the feasibility 
and affordability of a low-enriched l.ml!lium based engine system. Critical nuclear propulsion 
technologies being evaluated include (a) the viability of a low-enriched uranium system as a 
more affordable pathway to development of a nuclear rocket engine, and (b) the approach to 
maintaining long-term on-orbit storage of cryogenic hydrogen. NASA will eVllluate the 
progress made on the initial three-year technology development effort STMD's FY 2017 
plan adds $12.3M (included in the $19.2M) to this effort above the Annualized CR or FY 
20 17 PBR level. The Nuclear Thennal Propulsion (NTP) project currently includes a 
ground demonstration of a Cernmic Metallic (Cermet) f'uel undergo 
non-nuclear thermal testing in a relevWJt environment with hydrogen flow the 

channels. This test will explore the feasibility of ushtg a Cermet FE in n Low 
Enriched Uranium (LEU) NTP engine. Additional funding in FY 201 '1 will allow 
for alternate fuel/reactor conceptual design and analysis efforts; add fluid 
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management activities including main system design and overall operations 
concepts; and also allow the subscale demonstration of lhe fully contained exhaust test 
concept at Stennis Space Center (SSC) for a NTP The fully contained 
will scok to enable a safe and affordable way to test a LEU NTP engine. These 
demonstrations contribute to detennining lhe overall feasibility of a LEU NTP engine and 
reduce the risk for proceeding with further ground demonstrations in the future. 

• Additional efforts in ST!\IID' s FY 2017 plan are needed for a Nuclear Thermal Propulsion 
system: 

o $10.2M for propel:lant 

that are relevant and 
scalable fission 

relevant to 
uranium processing and manufacturing; neutron reflector; reactor control 

2 

radiation tolerant instrument and control; CFD and finite element modeling; 
intlj!\TI!tted muJti·P!l'VSil:s nuclear codes. 

made t,e NTP technologies 

FY 20! 7 total STMD funds are allocated across the Centera as shown in lhe table below. 

NASA STMD 2017 funds Allocation by Center 

sse i 

MSfC ~Wlili:_.!m' 

!.ARC~ --5.ntRJSITR and Grnnts to UniversHies {HQ} ~::•:lll:lii*:":::•:M:!il:l =====---! ___ ,. 
GSFC t:J ii!IJ m 
GRZ: 

ARC 

!lfRC 

$2.50 $300 

Chairman Culberson asked you about the Europe Mission and out i:hat 
statute. We are all excited about the Europa Lander mission 

another world so close to home. 

As know, the FY 16 NASA CJS section of the Omnibus bill also mandated SLS was base-lined as 
i:he vehicle for lhe first mission. NASA has been funded to r1'"'"1''" tMt spatcec:ralt 
Which NASA Center is lhe Program for lhe Europa Mission? 
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The 
manages 
Programs. The Europa Clipper 
Mm~ager has programmatic 

Currently, the 

3 

manager. """'"""'""·Y· 
due to concerns that a mission would 
However, ifthe mission is funded for 

matl&ged by PMPO Office's role. 

Europa 

Since the enactment FY16 bill, how much money has NASA invested in SLS to ensure !he vehicle is 
ready for tho Europa launch? 

to 
llXJX:!l!ilt•gre of Europa.-specific resources. 

need to commence five years prior to launch. 
spent to date to make sure SLS can support Europa mission needs. 

Questi.on4: 

Besides the Europa mission, what other science or other cargo missions are planned to fly on SLS ood 
when? 

AllliWilr4: 

to 
science surveys 

require SLS. Nor have 
Missions launched on the SLS in 

nrcldu•cth•e!v in deep space. SLS can reduce trip times to outer 
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4 

comment on the difference in cornpl•exil;yMd requirements between Orion crew 
req,uir•em1mts and approaches (CCP) crew requirements 

!IPlli"Olicnes t Do the two in terms sl.ICOOSS <md 
What types vs. Commercial Crew missions? 

oout!Valenr safety stand!ll'ds for deep space ood LEO missions. 
auJtl!ermv to assure our safety requirements all mission phases 

and 

''rel!uin:mellt." A 
more stringent 

The three Loss of Crew safety levels cmnrnten:ia! crew missions to the ISS are: 

Loss of Crew Threshold; 1:150 
2. LossofCrewGoa!: 1:750 
3. Loss of Crew Contracrua!H.e.auire~nm•rt: 1:270 

'""'lor&tirm missions hundreds of thousands of miles from Earth additional set of 
associated with regular ISS crew missions to LEO. These include 

spa.cecraft re-entry velocities, much greater radiation associated with travel 
magnetic system, etc. In recog~~ition !llld other risks aM•::.ci2tted 
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missions, NASA has levied a general LOC threshold for all crowed CXJ)lOirati.on 
(appH<:abileto the entire mission, from launch through 

Question 6: 

Some commercial companies have plans to do "one ofl" missions to the Moon and to Mars, in some 
cases with NASA assistance and comment on these missions and contrast 
them to the approach SLS and Orion? 

NASA encourages commercial space activity, and 
commercial crew and 

The U.S. aerospace 
NASA's vision 
commercial missions are cornplementary 
infrastruc-ture being developed 
astronauts in cislunar tehloperaliotls 

missions. These Mars missions 
Martian returns w-hich must 
being to Earth, 

to not compete with 
develotling a flexible arclllitectlilre/il1fulstnJctl!re 

the ability of partnering with commercial companies, or procuring 

5 
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services, on mutually beneficial missions and enabling emerging commercia! 
m<rrii:·et~lba<<ed activities. 

6 
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The Honorabl~ [van .Jenkins 
Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies 

Committee Oil Ar•m·o••ri:lti'"" 
Questions for tile 

Hearing FY 2018 
National 

Question1: 

The ability to rethel satellites critical American commerce and national 
Presidential Budget Request includes no funding for Restorc-L and 
program to collaborate with DARPA. Since the DARPA satellite 
geosynchronous orbit, and Restore-L focused on an environment in 
("'LEO"), is NASA in favor of abandoning LEO, 
and not providing refueling capability our nations' invaluable assets 

Answer 1: 

getJsvndlro;notJs orbit are well understood and it not 
necessary to conduct in environments to demonstrate satellite 
servicing as concept. NASA is considering alternative technical to most effectively 
develop satellite servicing technology objectives through with industry and/or the 
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) Robotic Servicing of Geosynchronous 
Satellites (RSGS) The development of these plans and discussions are The 
President's FY Blueprint "restructures a robotic satellite 
demonstration mission to reduce cost and better position to a nascent cotnmter(:ial satellite 
servicing resulting in a savings of$88M trom the annualized CR level." The final 
President's FY includes $45.3M per year for satellite servicing starting in FY 
2018. While NASA is deliverables and milestones for the restructured satellite 
servicing NASA will aim to that enable commercial 
satellite such as the 

Question 2: 

There are concerns that China and Russia are de•veloo:tnl! a range of weapons that could disable U.S, 
satellites in !ow Earth orbit It quickly satellite capabilities both 
LEO and geosynchronous orbits. to continue 

the Restorc-L program and ensure is a proven technology in the 

Answer2: 

servicing at a sustainable $45.3M 
per year. Near-term is likely to be in the commercial 
s~>ctor. Thus. NASA will seek to partner with industry and agencies such as 
DARPA, who are also this arena, resources and minimize 
duplication. Partnerships applicability across industry sectors. 
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The Honorable Jose E. Serrano 
Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies 

Committee on Armr'Oii11ris•tl•>i1 

Questions for the Record 
,..,,,u"""' FY 2018 Budget Request 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

Will President Trump's fiscal year 2018 request how NASA the funding 
~"''""nri~tP,-1 for t1scal year 20 17? Will NASA seek to prevent, inhibit, or slowdown in any 
way t1scal year 20 !7 programs. or activities for which 
President Trump has reductions or eliminations for fiscal year 20 18? What 
""u''u"'"'x has NASA issued to its offices and directorates on this 

Answer 1: 

No, consistent with the FY 2017 Consolidated Act (P.L. 115-31 ), Mission 
Directorates and execute funding in accordance with the 
upon FY 2017 Plan. Consistent with FY 2017 direction, formulation of ARRM is 
discontinued; however, where relevant, certain ARRM be evaluated and 

utilized in future With to terminations as part of the 
FY 2018 request, NASA take no action to terminate or slow down programs 
without notification. 

How much has NASA for outside contracts since January 2017? 

Since January 20, NASA has oblJga.tecl$7,737,211,650.90 tor outside contracts. 

Since January 20, 2017, to what extent has NASA relied on outside contracts that were not 
and 

Answer3: 

Since January 20, 2017, NASA has $2,502.378,882.62 on outside contracts that 
were not fully and All of the contract actions included in this total are due 
to one of the reasons, consistent with U.S.C. 2304(c) and the Federal 

(1) 

(2) 
(3) 

Regulation (FAR) 6.3: 

or Services will 

or 
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(4) !!tt<'IU"UV!l'll 

(5) 
(6) 
(7) 

Answer4: 
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many 
NASA? 

lnsta!l<!tion • Current Estimate 

number a 
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Question 7a: 

I am interested in the diversity of NASA staff What eftorts are you that 
diversity? Please specify the steps NASA is to recruit, hire, and an inclusive 
and diverse workforce, pursuant to the plans uw·,·•t,,£1 in NASA's January 20!7 report, 
"NASA Model (EEO) Agency Plan: FY 17-19 and FY 
EEO Program Accomplishment Report.'' 

Answer7a: 

NASA has to increase the of its workforce and the inclusiveness of its 
wn.rlo'l"'"'< across the United States through a number of efforts over the past decade. These 
efforts have been the Agency's "Model (EEO) 
Agency Plan" (pursuant to EEOC's Management Directive (MD) 715) (MD 715 Plan) and. 
more the NASA "'Diversity and Inclusion Plan" (D&l 
Plan). have focused efforts on outreach and recruitment. 

advancement, and among other initiatives. 

Actions taken to recruit, hire and retain a diverse and inclusive workforce at NASA 
have focused on targeted outreach and recruitment to attract a more diverse of 
candidates at the career levels. For NASA's FY 2017-2019 MD 715 Plan 
contains actions aimed at a comprehensive outreach and recruitment 
framework that will ensure better coordination among NASA Centers and greater 

Led by the Agency's Oftlce of Human Management, this initiative is 
uv'"·"''vu to ensure that NASA a wide net when its outreach and 

the NASA ·s Office and Equal 
rr>r>rP<:Pnl>lhlnn at the COnferenCeS Of 

return on investment from 
attendance at conferences and other recruitment events. For the Agency is 

a database of names and contact intonnation of individuals who interface with 
enable NASA to forward vacancy announcements to 

NASA's to measure its 
efforts. 

To address diversity needs at higher levels, e.g .. GS 14, 15 and SES, NASA ... v,.tmtua,u 

monitors data on hiring patterns, promotions, separations, awards, and other human 
processes to ensure that such NASA's Center Equal Opportunity 
oftkes work with Human oHicials, managers, and supervisors to 

oversight and guidance in order to prevent workplace discrimination. In addition, 
NASA's FY 2016-2019 D&l Plan includes actions aimed at promoting a strong and effective 
mentoring program to enable employee e.ngagement and effective communication. Such 
actions will enhance work life and encourage career A further 
strategy is to offer career to to ensure diverse 
and inclusive across NASA. In addition, ODEO is on a 

in time" education and awareness to managers and 
sm1ervisors refresher on such as bias at those junctures at which 

promotions, and awards decisions are made. 
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total and seo·aratea 
ofNASA's workforce. 
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Tables 1 ~ 3 below' provide current demographic data to further dt.'si.'ribt.• current employt•e diversity at I'\r\SA. 

Tahle Grad<' L.ev.els ofSASA Emplo,ve:es, by Race. Ethnkily, and Gender: 

Nott:; Some categories have bt'cn collapsed to protect the priYacy of the Jata 
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T-ablt• .2: Occupations of NASA Employet's, b~· Rae~~. Ethnidty, and Gender 

Occ. 

986 688: 790 18 

U67 418 
116 16 I lW 

78 14 57ll. 
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Table J: R~ce, i<:thnidty, and Gender of :'\'ASA t:mployces by DctaiJOO Oc('llj)Jttiou:~.l Categories 
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Quesliou8: 

AnswerS: 

See 

Question 9: 

independence, and 

Answer 'I: 

These 
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data): 

.. 

" 

.. 
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MUREP Community College 

Curriculum Improvement (MC31) 

MUREP funded fellowship • 

Jenkins Graduate Fellowship 

Program (JGFP) Aeronautics 

MUREP for American Indian and 

Alaskan Native STEM Engagement 

(MAIANSE) 

MUREP Institutional Research 

Opportunity {MIRO) 

16 63 

28 36 

37 

429 

615 

14 135 

46 2,715 

461 
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The Trump Administration is Grant 
program. As a result of this elimination, how many students will not be 
served and by this program, rmn"''""'rl to the fiscal year 20 !7 enacted 
level? use the most recent data. 

In FY 20 !5 (the most recent year fbr which we have cnmr"~"'" data). the Grant 
served 334,000 students. 

The Trump Administration to eliminate NASA's Established Program to 
nr'"'''""""' Research (EPSCOR) program. As a result of this elimination, how 

"FIJ'"'·~"""'~'J how many academic institutions not be served and 
this program, to the fiscal year 2017 enacted level? If 

use the most recent available data. 

mnortmo 25 states and 3 territories. The 
2!3 universities in FY 2016 (the most recent 

Question 13: 

To what extent would elimination of the Plankton, Aerosol, cloud, Ocean Ecosystem 
(PACE) lessen the nation's to more advanced systems for 
harmful blooms, to current 

The PACE mission would have focused on basic and research associated with 
harmft!l blooms (HAlls), not real-time systems, NOAA is the lead on 

and the ofl:-IAB !oreca<;ts in collaboration with academic, 
state, and local manager partners. 

instruments (MODIS on Aqua, Vl!RS on Suomi-
but do not the to 

determine the presence of a 

The PACE mission would have: ) helped to detect HABs and reveal HAB causes and 
(economic, cultural, environmental, human health), 2) used observations from space 

to enhance of the Great Lakes, and inland waters, 3) facilitated 
int,Pot·fltinn of satellite data into models for better 
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Question 1.:3: 

To what extent would the elimination of PACE lessen the nation's to improve 
aviation safety through better detection compared to current capabilities? 

PACE aerosol measurements were not for volcanic ash detection, with or without 
the instrument data considered PACE formulation studies. PACE, 
a mission, would not have been able to determine the vertical 
distribution of ash clouds, which are fbr aircraft and 

the on-orbit MISR instrument on the Terra satellite, CAL!OP lidar on 
the CALIPSO satellite and CATS instrument on ISS. Each of these instruments. however, 
limited in repeat due to their orbit and limited viewing swath width; 
M!SR repeat measurements every 9 the equator, the CALIPSO orbit repeat 

and CATS on the ISS. The resolution and 
PACE mission would have continued the time series of 

by MODIS instruments on the NASA Terra and Aqua 
met by the VIIRS instrument on the NOAA-NASA Suomi-

what extent would the elimination of PACE lessen the nation's 
enhanced observations in support of commercial tisheries, air 
of oil compared to current 

The PACE mission would have collected Earth's 

fisheries, ocean color measurements from PACE would have greater 
detail than are obtained !rom U.S. or partner missions 

The increased PACE detail would have 
gaps to more determine 

quality and pollution, marine hazards such as 
ocean populations that fonn the 

HABs, fisheries, coastal habitat health, water 
plus species distribution of upper

marine food pyramid. 

to aerosols, the aerosol instrument 
PACE would not have had vertical 

resolution capahilities, thus would have provided indirect air quality measurements. 
Such indirect measurements are presently being obtained by the wide-swath MODIS 
instruments the NASA Terra and Aqua spacecraft. The spatial resolution and coverage of 
the PACE instruments would have continued the time series of aerosol 

the MODIS instruments the NASA Terra and Aqua missions, 
the VllRS instrument on the NOAA-NASA Suomi-NPP mission. 

Narrow-swath measurements of the vertical distribution of aerosols from space are presently 
made the on-orbit CALIPSO and CATS (on !SS) instruments. 

the PACE instrument would have had the with 
day repeat times, detect and measure oi! 
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extent on a global scale. Presently orbiting instruments such as the 15-30 m resolution 
ASTER instrument on the NASA Terra mission which has a higher resolution than 
PACE but with revisit time, key details on oil The planned 
5-l 0 m resolution of the NASA NISA R radar mission, 

a leap forward in spill detection and 

To what extent would the elimination ofOC0-3 lessen the nation's ability to benefit from 
more measurements of carbon dioxide the In to what 
extent would OC0-3's elimination prevent the nation from better 
dioxide sources, and processes that take carbon dioxide out of the awuv''f"''"'"· 
w·hether natural sinks for carbon dioxide are keeping pace with emissions or down? 

Answer 16: 

measurements 
accurate, carbon dioxide levels for the 

Nation. OC0~2 was a legacy mission endorsed by the NAS Decadal Survey (DS), while 
OC0-3 was not an DS recommendation. The OC0-3 instrument was built 

spare for the OC0~2 instrument, as part of the OC0-2 

OC0-3 would have been used to 

of carbon 
many 00 different areas each 

the ISS orbit to collect data at different times of the thus information on the 
diurnal cycle that is not available from the sun-synchronous OC0-2 orbit. 

of carbon dioxide processes, sources and sinks, OC0-3 was 
coltmm-.~v'"'"''"Y1 carbon dioxide abundances (average concentration 

from the surface to the top of the over the sunlit of the from the 
northem boreal forest, to the to the Southcm Ocean. The new 

By 

new measurements of the patterns of the 

observations would have spanned 
viltue of the combination of the 
provided by OC0-3, it would have 
sources of carbon dioxide from human 
as the Middle East, India and China. 

in rapidly changing regions ofthe world such 

In addition to NASA's on-orbit OC0-2 and planned GeoCarb satellite missions, 
international space agencies also have carbon monitoring missions on-orbit and 

JAXA. the agency. launched GOSAT/lbuki in 2009, and 
a follow-on GOSAT-2 (in with the Japanese National Institute lor 
Environmental Studies of the Ministry of Environment) under for launch in 
2018. GOSAT and GOSAT-2 make similar measurements of carbon ratios 
as does OC0-2; the NASA-JAXA ACOS C02 observations 

program, the agencies conduct collaborative validation field and 
rcf1nement activities. In late December 2016, China launched the TanSat mission 

to make global mea'mrements carbon dioxide concentrations from an orbit 
similar to that of OC0-2 in the A-Train. TanSat measurements are not yet available tor use 

the broad international research community. The French space agency (CNES) 
nP·vplnnmo the Microcarb mission to measure both C01 and methane with an emphasis on 
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determining human-caused emission sources, using a small-satellite and miniaturized 
instruments. The French (CNES) German (DLR) Merlin mission under for 
launch 2019 to measure the gas methane an active lidar instrument 

Rockets tend to become reliable and safe launches. How would NASA 
ensure that the Space Launch System (SLS) becomes a reliable rocket, ifSLS only launches 
once per year, at most for the foreseeable future? 

SLS rate of one year 
of up to three per year. 2022 

months and years based on mission needs, available resources. 
and cost effectiveness. NASA has a robust and proven process, with inclep,endet1t 
authority for assessing launch readiness. SLS systems and 

rate. Procedural and 

Question 18: 

the steps NASA in response to GAO's most recent recommendations 
the Space Launch System, Orion Crew Vehicle, and Exploration 

Ground Systems programs. 

TI1c Government Oflke (GAO) released its report "'NASA: Assessments of 
Projects" (GAO-l7-303SP) The Space Launch System (SLS), Orion 

crew vehicle, and Ground Systems (EGS) were featured in the report The SLS 
program has made progress resolving determining the etlects of 
long-term storage on new hooster materials and software. The Orion program 
continues to manage the and design, and ofthe 

Mission-! (EM-1) components. In addition, EM-2 has 
commenced with the initiation of the crew module structure and the 
European Space Agency committing to produce a second service module. The program 
remains on track to meet its schedule baseline for EM-2 of no later than April 2023. In EGS, 

tracking schedule risks for the Mobile Launcher and the Ground 
Software (GF AS) eff(Jrt. NASA currently working to determine 

a revised launch date for EM-!. 

GAO also released report "NASA Human Space Exploration: Delay Likely for First 
Exploration Mission" (GAO- 7-414) March 7. NASA concurred with the two report 
recommendations, both of which involved reassessment of the NASA Mission 

(EM-I launch schedule. On June 23, 20 7, notified the that the Agency 
was a review of the EM-l launch schedule consistent with the GAO's 
recommendations and would EM-I launch date once that 
a~sessment was in the SeJptemtJe 
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Tile Hmwrable Derek Kilmer 
Subcommittee on Commerce, .Justice, Science, and Related Agencies 

Committee on 
Questions for the 

relianllio!! FY 2018 Budget Request 
acnn1:nnu:s and Space Administration 

Question!: 

aware of the impressive scientific experiments being conducted in suborbital space through 
NASA's Program the Mission Directorate. For 

unique opportunity to test on t1uids or 

cccnno•c•g~t:s on risk reduction missions into suborbital 
such as Or.igin's New Shepard and others offer 
gain hands-on exposure to STEM and at a 
ongoing commitment to programs as Flight Opportunities and where sw'"'"""' 
NASA's strategic vision. 

Answe1·l: 

·eclmc•IOf~Y Mission Directorate the Flight 
role helping cutting advance their level of 

to help NASA meet mission Over the 
Ormortumties has access to relevant test environments 

have enabled a wide variety 
more less and better results. As a result, that value of 

im'esltmt~nt in technologies has been realized faster and to a greater extent than would 

have been possible without Flight Opportunities. 

Additionally, FY 

tectmolllgJcs over the course parabolic, 3 olQ:o-:l!tltncle 
cmnp;aigns. addition, on-

and fly technology 

Flight Opportunities awarded six collaborations to tlve different 

tor future flight suborbital flight 
these calls a number of faculty, students 

up<JunuHutt:> to risk-reduce the de•veloiJinent 
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FY 20 16 to be flown on 
through internal calls technology 

continue to pursue partnerships to develop small 
supporting opportunities technology development suborbital space. 

Flight has been collaborating with other Mission Directorates to scarce 
resources accomplishing STMD/NASA mission. The program worked with Science 

Mission Directorate (SMD) to offer commercial flight platforms in their 

Undergraduate Students Instrument solicitation well as their Research 
and Earth Scicntocs (ROSES) solicitation. When NASA 

offered by commercial suborbital flight providers, it utilizes 
program provides for scientists to experiments on suborbital 

rockets, balloons. Space (ISS), commercial reusable 
<nl>orhit:"l platforms. and more recently, CubeSats. Experiments into three categories: I) science 

and/or technology investigations; 2) state-of-the-art development; and, 3) 

laboratory research. The suborbital program critical for and testing new 
instruments tbat eventually be SMD also nrr\v~<·lm<T 

to regions not otherwise accessible 
lifecyclc and hands on approach, SMD's are an essential training ground for the 

next of instrument scientists to experience a lifecycle of a scientific space mission. 
The ofCnbeSats to the suborbital extends this training ground into satellite 

development and valuable extensible to more missions. The 
comhination science, advanced instrument and tcc:hnolc>gydevel,opm!mt, 
training makes suborbital research a critical item tor achieving 

Question 2: 

Finding cost-effective ways to 
paramount to our Nation· s len<lPir<hm 

technologies to with this. 
technology to hu'th<:rirlv 

and relevant 

propulsion and other critical capabilities in 

know that NASA is ""'""""'" 
role the m>m·IDmNei·ea 
deep space •'V'''I"""i"" 

enough in 
or whatever date is necessary for an 

Asteroid Redirect Mission is realized, 
open completion for said solar electric propulsion mission and execute on 

A:nswer2: 

enable larger and more 
!merr>laJJetary space as well as enable more 

commercial communications, 
It a major toward 

mission possible the 
propulsion stage. 

2 

Our needed for a 
to also 
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3 

has the added nrcm1<1t""' the early commercial infusion of this technology, as has 
array technology, 

to conduct the described above. STMD is 
a Request lor to determine the likelihood of establishing such a partnership for 

If that does not occur, thcnt.he HEOMD Power and Propulsion Element may 

be the earliest flight ofthe new technology. 

Question3: 

The President's includes no funding for NASA's Restore~L mission to develop and 
demonstrate a in Low Earth Orbit Instead, it calls for a small 

fraction of the previously on some technology demonstration work that then 
be used by DARPA for program focused on Geosynchronous Orbit The ability to extend 
a satellite's usefullile a valuable one; we number and 
prrvat,e~s<cct<Dr satellites in Low Earth Orbit that 
'""""""n''n without the kind of public-private nmin,,r,l1m 

government and privatc~sector assets could why is NASA What 

will happen to the Landsat 7, which is the satellite that Restore-L 

Answer3: 

The President's FY 2018 Budget Blueprint restructures duplicative robotic refueling 
demonstration mission to reduce cost and better position it to support a nascent commercial satellite 

servicing industry, resulting in of$88M from the 2017 annualized CR leveL The 
President's FY 2018 budget $45.3M per year for satellite servicing starting in FY 

2018. Unlike the demonstration missions, Restore~L is an entirely 
NASA-funded outside stakeholders. Thus, Restore~L is not a 

taken in the FY 2018 President's 
to cost share in 

The USGS is"'""'"""''"' the Landsat system to ensure the continuity of this land 
to conserve fuel onboard the Landsat 7 

Question4: 

We've heard a lot about NASA's desire to the commercial industry by first focusing on the 
commercialization of Low Earth Orbit I want to coni1rm that this sentiment still NASA 
nortn""'""' with the commercial sector for The 

ae·veloomrr innovative cislunar beyond capabilities 
tec:nnoH.lgies, and in~space transportation systems. 

Answer4: 

include key partnerships with U.S. industry for the development 
ex1oloratinn systems. business models for these companies include NASA as a 

customer hut are also predicated on the belief that there are other, non~Governmcnlal activities that 
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can be tor low-Earth orbit 
surface of the and beyond. These are colnplcnllCn 
deep space exploration. Sustainable deep space relies on broad nn>ctic.in,•ii<••n 

commerdal in commercial and Govcmment activities in space. 
~~''"'"·'n"'w" tor Exploration Partnerships (NcxtSTEP) 

seeks commercial oflong··duration, deep space Hllllomt•on cm1ehoilit ies 

cislunar space and component 
is provides an opportunity for NASA and industry to 

partner to develop that meet NASA human space exploration o~jectives while also 

supporting industry commercialization As an example, ofthc NASA requirements for 
space habitats are the commercial for a commercial habitat 
reliable, reduced logistks). NextSTEP is smm<lliln!! 

'"'"w'u"'"'' including in~space propulsion, 

or more companies 
instruments and technology demonstrations 
customers. 

QuestionS: 

As you are well aware, the cost of access to makes it financially difi1cult- often 

of 
of 

impossible us to fully and space. Asteroids have the capability to help us do this. 
They have the capability to unlock the system's economy. 

What studies are 
in situ resource 

AnswerS; 

conducted to determine the value of the asteroid resources for exploration? 
being considered in for Moon or Mars exploration activities? 

ln-situ resource utilization (ISRU)- the capability to produce resources at destinations rather 
than everything from Earth- is a at NASA. In addition to 
C0!1dl.!Ctiing various ground-based studies el1{lr1s, NASA will fly the 

Mars Oxygen !SRU Experiment (MOXIE) the up,cormr•gMars 2020 rover mission to the surlace 
of Mars. The MOXIE technology demonstration oxygen (02) from the predominantly 

CO, Martian MOXIE is designed to generate 99 from the Martian 

""'u-o!lctu" electrolysis. The ISRU 
pr<Jdtlction rates required tor 

also done some work 011 a 

NASA is also A~···~'~-''·-"" the Lunar 
be launched as ><::c:uuua:rv 
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of lunar ice. inf(mnation gathered 
about the avawm1mv of resources 

these CubeSats be used to in our knowledge 
could support future human ""PlC'Iutlu" 

In addition. NASA has awarded several technology development eftorts under the Small Business 
Innovation Research (SBIR) and Technology Mission Directorate early 
investment activities. These the following related to the understanding 
utilization of asteroid materials. 

Grainflow Dynamics, Inc. 

ICS Associates, Inc. 

Pioneer Astronautics 

Pioneer Astronautics 

Pioneer Astronautics 

5 
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.. 
" West Virginia University- Rl;lQQ~klll:fu!lL:£l!l:liiE~l~2£l~iQr1lt<Q!l :-jj!.fi.t!llilL!Sl'i!:iliJ 
,. Missouri University of Science and Technology- L~\l9.f.!l!\!r5r:J.:1.!ln19llllliCi!tLQTI'JJ.!liLI~aJ2t 

.. Magnetic De-spinning of Space Objects 

Advanced Additive Manufacturing Feedstock from Molten 

Beyond there have been studies conducted by the NASA Innovative Advanced Concepts (NIAC) 

on the topic of asteroid resource recovery. These studies are available the links below: 

NIAC Studies 

.. 

• Jason Dmm, Made in Space, Inc. 
• Dr .• Joel Sercel, TransAstra- of Asteroids, Moons, and Planets to 

Enable Sustainable Human Industrialization (study in progress) 

" Or .. Joel Sercel, TnmsAstra- Sutter: Breaktluougl! Telescope Innovation for Asteroid 
Survey Missions to Start a Gold Rush in Space (study in progress) 
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The Honorable Derek Kilmer 
Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related Agencies 

Committee on Ar•proplrialio;ns 
Material for Record 

Hearing'""'''~'""""' FY 2018 Budget Request 
National and Space Administration 

Question: 

it correct that during NASA's Mission-I, they be a radiation vest from 
StemRad, which is Israeli company? 

NASA has received a proposal from the German Aerospace Center (DLR) and the [srael Space 
Agency (ISA) to f1y an experiment on NASA's Mission-! (EM-I) testing a radiation 
vest from AstroRad, a joint venture between Martin and an Israeli StemRad, 
The experiment consists oft\VO torsos with radiation sensors by DLR, 
and an AstroRad radiation vest by lSA The payload has been approved the 

Flight Planning Board and NASA's intent to !1y the AstroRad 
crew module on EM-1 NASA in the early stages of working with DLR and !SA in 

developing agreements to finalize our plans. 
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Qnestionl: 

The Honorable Malt Carlwrigllt 
Snbcommittec on Commerce, Justice, Science, ami Related Agencies 

Committt'C 011 A.:•m·nn>ri<lti•>~,. 

Hearing rPo,,.r,rlin"' Request 
National and Space Adlmilni!;tr!tti••m 

The Administration's FY!8 budget cuts the Plankton, Aerosol, Cloud and ocean Ecosystem (PACE) 
program, which aims to increase our understanding of our oceans and how the oceans and 
our interact, how they exchange emissions. Given that oceans are the 

of excess carbon in the atmosphere. it is vital that we understand this 
relationship and monitor our oceans. my understanding that PACE will monitor clouds and 

sourees of uncertainty in current climate change and would 
fisheries and which release 

substances 

Does the Administration think is important understand the health of our oceans and how they 
interact with our Do not need to monitor our fisheries and know how our oceans and 

Docs the Administration have plnns for another way to monitor of 

Answer 1: 

Overall, NASA makes numerous investments in of ocean-related science as part of its 
interdisciplinary approach to Earth system science its flight, research, applied sciences, and 

The current Earth observation system contains spacebornc assets that provide 
health of our global oceans and fisheries and into air-sea 

interactions. mission would provide more information and knowledge gaps, 
and might have provided insight into ocean-atmosphere carbon exchange processes. 

The on Aqua, VIIRS on Suomi-NPP), as well 
as the on the European Sentinel-3 (JA in February 2017, JB scheduled tor launch in 
2017 or 20 18), are currently ocean color measurements with stability, and 
coverage that much the V!IRS and ocean color 
instruments are for flight on addition to those that are 
orbit) into the indefinite future. The required capabilities of MODIS on Aqua 
VHRS on Suomi NPP were not for observations of tlsheries or ocean and 
a"'"'":nJ>,ere exchange of C02• Landsat 8 and monitor 

explored a possible tool repeat 
cycle offers value for routine coastal zone 
and role in weather and climate is derived from measnrements from the on-orbit mm\lll.las.on-2 
and Jason-3 satellites, part of a series of satellite missions that measure the height of 
the ocean surface. As a to !low-on, in Sentinel-6A/B provide continuity of sea surface 
height, ocean circulation and sea level measurements essential for operational ocean monitoring. 
NASA's Earth Science budget funds some situ ocean sampling, as wei! as aircraft studies of 
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PACE would have been the first satellite mission to collect global, measurements of the 
Earth's integrated ocean and PACE's ocean, Great and other inland water 
observations would have resolution water-leaving reflectances ("ocean color'") 
across the spectral region. 

Question2: 

The Administration's proposed temJination of its funding for the Deep Space Climate Observatory 

(DSCOVR) is concerning given that DSCOVR already space operating. What is the 
rationale behind eliminating something that already in space and operational? How much has 
already been spe.nt on this program, and how does this compare to the cost of continuing to operate 
It is my understanding that DSCOVR tracks weather patterns and seasonal vegetation changes, 
monitors atmospheric pollution and makes the most precise measurements yet of how much energy 

Ea~th sends into space--- crucial data for the improvement of our global climate models. 

also understand that previous estimates of the planet's energy balance relied on stitching together 

strips of data !!·om orbiting satellites, but DSCOVR can observe the entire sunlit side of Earth and 
therefore provide more accurate estimates of the Earth's radiation. Is this accurate? The DSCOVR 
probe can also detect approaching solar storms which pose a threat to astronauts, orbiting satellites 

and power grids on the ground. Such storms matter Air Force, which I understand funded the 
satellite's launch, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), which 
operates the probe. 

a. Were our Air Force and NOAA co!lSulted rN,,r,rlm<> cut, there any 
coordination or hand-off of the current 

h. How does NASA· s elimination of its participation 
nation's Air Force'! 

What data are we no longer going to be collecting if we terminate NASA's funding for this 
program" 

d. After all the thnds that have been devoted to launching and DSCOVR, and we 
already have data coming is the agency proposing to simply not use now? 

Answer 2: 

The FY 20! 8 President's budget request calls only for an end of NASA activities related to research 
of measurements from the DSCOVR EPIC and NISTAR instruments. 

had no responsibilities related to EPIC N!STAR measurements, nor were 
measurements these instruments used operational NOAA or U.S. Air Force 
t(>recastslpredictions. 
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of the hemisphere of the Earth 
afforded by DSCOVR 's km from Earth add to similar data (such as cloudiness 
and cloud evolution, albedo, ozone, etc.) obtained by a suite of existing missions operating. 
However, information supplied EPIC and NISTAR overlaps substantially measurements from 
several other NASA instruments low-Earth and orbit EPIC complements (at lower 

The 

resolution) the measurements of MODIS N!ST AR complements CERES tor 
and radiation balance. 

instTUments 
ofthe as sentinel for space weather 

supported elsewhere in the President's FY 2018 budget 

a. Were our Air Force and NOAA consulted re~'a11din'" 
coordination or hand-off of the current 

As noted ahove, the NASA-supplied instruments on NOAA's DSCOVR 
mission are secondary instruments relative objective of the mission as a 
sentinel for weather measurements, which continue and is supported elsewhere 
the FY 2018 request Tbe terminated NASA 
NASA research activities to the scientific analysis of EPIC and 
such, there no hand-off of responsibilities to discuss. 

b. How does NASA's elimination of ils participation in this program affect NOAA all!l our 
nation's Air Force? 

As noted above, the FY 2018 budget request calls for end ofNASA activities related 
to research analysis of measurements from the DSCOVR Earth-observing EPIC and N!STAR 
instruments. NASA had no related to EPlC and NIST AR 
measurements, nor were 
Air Force forecasts/predictions. 

c. What data are we no longer going to be collecting if we terminate NASA's funding for 
this program? 

by NOAA. At NOAA's discretion, data continue 
EPIC andior N!STAR instruments and back to 

routinely under NOAA control and with NOAA 
impact NASA research activities related to 

data. 

d, After ali !he funds that have been devoted to launching and maintaining DSCOVR, and 
we already have data coming in, is the agency proposing to simply not use it now? 

The FY 20 !8 budget provides allow continuation 
operational NOAA Air Force of measurements from 
satellite's primary space weather instrument suite, f()rthe benefit and security of the nation. 

Question 3: 
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is NASA making plans for 
cW"~'"''""'Y, when does NASA plan to refurbish 

taken to develop the 

While NASA curremly has no commitment to a specific 
Earth the Mars samples that be collected 
selected are designed to 
has heen concepts returning 
telec•:lmmtmicat:ion needs in the context of a architecture assessment, which 

the FY 20!7 NASA Transition Act (PL !5-10). Consistent with the 
direction in the NASA Transition Authorization Act, this assessment would be conducted the 
National Academies of Sciences, and Medicine and will use the strategies 
described in the NRC Vision and Voyages Planetary Science the Decade 2013-2022 

Science Decadal as a starting point. This assessment, which consider 
commercial and international partners, will feed into the 

future Mars planning. This National Academies assessment is planned to be 
completed by Fall 2018. 

Question 4: 

The FY 2017 NASA Authorization Act provides 
Given that NASA has taken on the Europa 

for "an orbiter and a lander" at Europa. 
Mars 2020 mission, the need for further 

4 

class missions to Mars return, and the need tor and New Frontiers 
what impact 

portfl)lio? 

Answer4: 

Given that NASA's Planetary Science 
horizon (Mars 2020 

FY 2018 President's 
impacts to other """'''"w>. 

at its CUITent levels, 
spacecraft would be 

Question 5a: 

•ar:oc-·c"'" mission such as a Europa lander on the PSD 

two large missions the 
Europa Lander was not 

could not he accommodated without 

What impacts have the cost and schedule issues Space Network Ground Segment 
Sustainment effort had on the and maintenance of the rest of the Space 
Communications and Network portfolio, the Deep Space Network? 

Answer Sa: 

Network Ground modernir.ation effort critical to 
sus:tatmr1gthe Network and providing reliable to SN customers. The delay in 

has added risk and costs to the ont~ra1imlS of the SN. Communications and 
Na'vi!!:aticm (SCaN) is working hard complete these risks. The other 
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networks -!he Near Earth Network (NEN) and Deep Space Network (DSN)- have not been 
impacted these challenges. 

The efforts to maintain and communication networks continue as planned. 
The DSN's three Deep Space arc in the process new antenna 
capabilities, with two 34-meter antennas at the Canberra Deep 
vu'"""~·'· and two in work at the Madrid Deep Communications '-'U""'"''·'· 

a l 0-meter antenna. the SN's segment, the Tracking 
System, is scheduled to its third generation TDRS (TDRS-M) 

the Kennedy Space Center, with a lifetime expectancy of 15 AH scheduled maintenance 
Proficiency values (actual service vs. what was scheduled) for ali 

three have remained outstanding, with DSN at 98.6 percent FY 2016, the NEN above 
99.5 percent. and the SN at 99.96 percent 

Question 5h: 

l!ow has NASA continued to address the etlects reductions to the DSN identified the 
Space Network?" 2015 NASA O!G report, "NASA's Management of the 

Answer5b; 

""'"'""w'" the DSN closely and continues at the highest level a top 
to and maintenance The addition of new 

communications, has been pushed to the right due to 
DSN Enhancement (DAEP) 

to capacity, to 
and maintenance costs. existing DSN 70-meter 

in need maintenance and repairs, and are approaching the end 
New 34·-meter antennas will be easier and more cost-effective to 

nerforma,nce as the 70-meter antennas. DAEP 
rel•at·nll1v of the DSN and increase resiliency for mission in the northern 

missions, both robotic and to larger 
amounts of science and telemetry, and command data back forth to Earth. The work 
anticipates for additional mission projects and of a 
recommended solution to assets on routine by 2020. planning for 

DAEP continues to into consideration realistic savings from ongoing efficiency measures. 
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The Honorable Matthew Cartwrigilt 
Subcommittee 011 Commt>rct", Justice, and Related Agencies 

Committee on A~'proprlations 
Material for Record 

Hearing regarding FY 2018 Budget Request 
National Aeronautics ami Space Administration 

Material for the record Mr. Cartwright regarding NASA EPSCoR Program 

Question: 

Cartwright: Can you speak to how the closeout of NASA EPSCoR being coordinated v.ith 
agencies will be effected, other agencies that have EPSCoR programs? 

Lighfoot: I would probably have to take that one and you guys back that, if that is 
because l am not sure know that otT the top of my head terms of exactly how they 
know we arc with them. That we got the money in 2018 to do that. 
exact coordination, would rather bring that back, okay 

Should support the proposal to eliminate the EPSCoR project NASA EPSCoR would 
activities through the EPSCoR lmeragency Committee (EICC). 

Among other activities, coordination would be required to accommodate changes to 
peer review protocol, EPSCoR meetings, and jointly-funded 
projects. Note that no implemented until Congress provides that 
direction. 
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